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'^ B'w whom should I work if not for the people "i Borv.

of the people, trusted by the people, I will dis for the people."

CHARLES BRADLAUGH,
i» Bombay, 19)th December, 1889.

" The government of a people by itself has a meaning and

a leaiity; but such a thing as government of one people by

another does not and cannot exist. One people may keep

another for its own use, a place to make money in, a human

catte farm to be worked for the profit of its own inhabitants.^''

JOHN STUART MILL.





T N the following pages I have put together the i-e-

-*- suits of my studies during a pretty lengthy period

of my journalistic career. Since I gave up my con-

nection with the Hindu, I have been able to make a

special study of Indian financial and economic ques-

tions, and my impression has been strengthened that

the time has come when our public men should distin-

guish between the different branches of politics and
devote themselves to their study with a due sense of

proportion as to their relative importance. The great

bulk of the Indian press mainlj' concerns itself with

Avhat may be called administrative politics. But it

must be admitted that, while this branch has its own
importance, what may be called fiscal and ndustrial

politics, as involving the wider and the moro perman-

ent interesits of the country, demand a clo' er and a

more regular study. Questions of the latter character

are no doubt taken up by the Indian press and public

bodies as they arise from time to time and are disposed

of from the Indian point of view, which is not always

the i^oint of view of the Government. When new
taxes "are imposed or new proposals concerning

the public revenues of the country are made, public

opinion no doubt declares itself either for or against
them. Similarly, in regard to industries of the
country, there has been a general and vague complaint
that thepolicy of British rule has been destructive in its
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effect in the past, and is unsympathetic in its attitude

at present. But neither the fiscal nor the economic

questions of India have been systematically studied in

view to a consideration of the applicability to Indian

conditions of the theories and conclusions of the

economists of the Westerii countries, Of those of Eng-
lahd more esjJecially.

I do hot forget that there are worthy exceptions

to the generality of our public men, like Mr. Dadabhai

Naoroji, wiio for a long time stood alone amoiig

educated Indians as a student and expounder of

liidian economics. The late Mr. M. G. Ranade has

also left valuable records of his views on the same.

And latterly Mr. K. 0. Dutt, by his ' Economic
History of India* and other wtitings, has placed the

Indian people under obligation. I may mention Mr. t>.

E.Wacha, andtheHon:Mr. G. K. Gokhale among other

Indians wlio have thrown Mght oil economic and fiscal

questions by their various public utterances and

writings. Still, in my humble opinion, these questions

should be more generally studied by our politicians

and journalists tha.h is the case at present ; and their

views should be more largely diffused among the

classes that take an interest in public affairs. In the

following pages 1 endeavour to make a sinall contri-

bution towards this end.

With the greatest diffidence do I place before the

public my views on some Of the most important ques-

tions cohsidered in this book. There is no pretence

whatever to originality or scientific treatment. Most
of my veiws are those that are held by my edu-

cated countrymen in general, and some of them have
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been expressed by me in the columns of my weekly
journal, Unhed India. All that I have done is to collect

these views together in regard to some of the more im-

portant questions and place them before the public in,

I hope, a popular form. The invaluable book of Mr.
Dadabhai Naoroji 'Poverty andUn-British Rulein India'

and Mr. William Digby's equally invaluable book
' Prosperous British India', are a storehouse of

information indispensable to every citizen, and my
book is by no means intended to supersede them.

Being quite inexperienced in book-making, I have
allowed many defects in the arrangement of the

book. It was written at intervals during a course of

a rather busy life and in spite of continued ill-health.

Some subjects are treated too summarily while

others, like the foreign trade of India, receive a

treatment which may be considered rather lengthy.

In the present state of public information on Indian

politics, however, I think it is an error on the

right side to indulge in profusion rather than

brevity. Should I be so fortunate as to see my book

reach a second edition, I expect to be able to intro-

duce improvements in several portions of it.
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CHAPTEE I.

The Present Economic Situation.

AT tlie Provincial Conference, it is the practice to in-

clude in the programme of business only such sub-

jects as are connected with the interests of the pro-

vince. These nterests are neither unimportant nor narrow.

Questions connected with legislation, taxation, judicial ad-

ministration, land revenue administration, education, &c.,

arise, involving the well-being of millions of people. It is

therefore very proper that these questions should receive

special and exclusive attention from their representatives

andthat theirconclusions should be pressed on the attention

of theLocal G-overnment, while other questions of wider and

higher interest, governing the broad current of the nation's

destiny, should fall within the scope of the deliberations

of the national assembly which is constituted by the re-

presentatives of the various provinces, and which appeals,

not to provincial authorities, but to authorities at the helm

of the Indian Empire, and over and above them, to British

Imperial statesmen. But on this occasion, while we are

* This Chapter is a reproduction with slight changes of my Presidential

Address at the Provincial Conference held at Cocanada, June 11th, 1902.



primarily concerned with provincial questions, we are con-

scious that these are only a branch of the more serious

and more momentous national problems, on a right and

liberal solution of which depends the administrative and

the economic well-being of the province as well as the

Empire. I have no doubt that you, gentlemen, come from

different parts of the Presidency with local experience and

knowledge, will debate the local questions that will be

brought up before you with thought and reason, and will

formulate correct conclusions. It would be presumptu-

ous on my part to anticipate these conclusions by any

remarks I may make in this inaugural address. The res-

ponsibility of choosing the subjects for discussion and of

framing the resolutions on them for adoption at the Con-

ference, properly belongs to the Subjects Committee,

which you will presently elect, though, through the alert-

ness of the Eeoeption Committee, all of us have had a

foretaste of the scope and nature generally of these subjects.

Meanwhile, you will pardon me if I draw your attention

to some important and pressing problems which mark the

situation of the country as a whole at present, and which,

throwing as they do direct light on the provincial problems

immediately to engage your attention, will be of help in

the direction of your deliberations. I propose to dwell at

some length on some of the more serious of these problems,

which are more and more prominently coming to the sur-

face of Indian politics, and are destined to affect the imme-

diate future of our people for weal or woe.



THE INDIAN FAMINE UNION.

Of these problems, gentlemen, I need not say that

the one most prominent at the present moment in the

minds of us all, and one which, I dare say, has filled them

often and anon with sad reflections and with despair, is

the increasing frequency of famine, and the growing in-

tensity and extent of its deplorable evils. Our rulers

have declared that famine is the visitation of Providence,

the result of the caprice of nature, and that all that can

be done to relieve the people from its disastrous effects, is

to organize to perfection measures of relief during its

career, and to adopt certain palliative measures. We quite

appreciate the benevolent motives of Government and the

sense of responsibility which actuates it. But we are far

from satisfied that this attitude meets the full requirements

of the situation. In the opinion of a large number of

competent men, if the Government were to discharge its

whole responsibility and give full scope to its benevolence,

it should go further than these temporary and palliative

measures, and devise means, after a full and competent

investigation of the economic condition of the country,

to prevent these appalling afflictions which have of late

occurred with greater frequency, and have wrought worse

disasters, than in former years. This great question has

recently engaged the attention, as you know, of a large

number of public men in England, and in order that it

might be brought to a definite issue before the British Par-

liament and public, our stuanchQst 9,nd WlQst valued friend,



Sir William Wedderburn, with the help of other well-

known friends, has organized a society, called the Indian

Famine Union, in London- At a public meeting recently

held under its auspices, steps which should be taken, from

our point of view, for the prevention of famine in this

country, were pointed out in a series of resolutions, which

I need not reproduce at length in this place. But you will

remember that the first and most important resolution

adopted, postulated, as the basis of its demand, the conti-

nued prevalence of famine throughout vast regions in

India, the permanent poverty of great masses of the people,

the wide-spread indebtedness of the agricultural population

and the lack of precise official information regarding the

foundation causes of agricultural distress, and that it

pressed for a detailed local enquiry into the economic

conditions of typical villages in famine areas. On the

facts ascertained during this inquiry were to be based pre-

ventive and remedial measures suited to the various pro-

vinces- Now, gentlemen, I have not the slightest doubt

in my mind, that you entirely approve of this resolution,

and in my opinion, this Conference should record its entire

concurrence with our friends that met in London. Other

subsidiary resolutions were also adopted, asking for a more

lenient and elastic system of land revenue administration,

for local experiments in the establishment of agricultural

banks, for a more liberal expenditure than hitherto on irri-

gation, and for the stimulation of industrial education

throughout the country with a view to increase the pro*



ductive power of the people. On these important topics,

I hope and beheve that the Conference will express its

opinions after due deliberation.

THE ATTITUDE OF GOVERNMENT.

Gentlemen, you must have noticed, as others have,

the lamentable attitude of Lord George Hamilton towards

the Indian Famine Union- In taking up that attitude, I

think you may believe that he had the concurrence of his

own Council and of the Government of India at Calcutta.

Now, so long as representatives of British rule in India

charged with awful responsibility for the contentment and

prosperity of millions, remain satisfied in their own minds

that, about the economic condition of the millions of the

poor cultivating classes, living an obscure and humble life

in remote villages, quiet, voiceless and ignorant, they, i.e.,

the representatives of British rule, living amidst the sweet

amenities of fashionable and luxurious lives in inacces-

sible hill stations, know everything that is worth know-

ing, and that no light outside their own charmed circle can

illumine their minds, so long as this is the attitude of our

rulers, there is not much chance of criticisms, even from

men of the highest weight and authority, producing favor-

able impression on the official hierarchy, or shaking its

complacent self-confidence. It is therefore incumbent

upon us to maintain a ceaseless agitation of the question,

placing irrebuttable facts before our rulers and exposing

the fallacies of their arguments. Nothing can be dearer

to us than the happiness of the millions of our poorer
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classes, who, in normal periods, poor and under-fed, in

times of famine '' die like flies," to use Sir Antony Mac-

Donnel's expression- There is no more important or

worthy object to which we, who represent the political

sense of the community, can devote our best energies and

resources.

THE PITCHED BATTLE

The stoutest champions of the official view do not

deny that there is frightful poverty among the people

;

but while we contend that this poverty is growing wider

and deeper as the result of certain economic and political

causes, the officials maintain that this poverty is dimin-

ishing and the people are making more than fair progress

along the path of prosperity. So far as this controversy

could be settled by a war of words, it has been within the

past few months waged to exhaustion on either side. But,

naturally, either side claims the victory ; and we are not

nearer to a practical solution than we were at the time

when Mr. Romesh Chander Dutt started the campaign.

Only an impartial, competent and full enquiry, such

as suggested by the Indian Famine Union, can put an end

to the controversy.

The pitched battle was fought on the floor of the

House of Commons between Lord George Hamilton and
Mr. W. S. Caine. Mr. Caine's indictment was fierce and
merciless, and consisted of arguments and statements

verified from official figures, whereas Lord George Hamil-
ton's reply was feeble, and self-contradictory, and consist-

ed mostly of mere assertions. Mr. Caine did not speak as the



mouth-piece of the Congress party or as that of the lodian

Fapine Union. He spoke for himself, as a friend of India?

and it is remarkable that his arguments, facts and conclu-

sions are in entire accord with those put forward by the

non-official pessimist school.

ENOEMITY OP THE ECONOMIC EVILS.

Imagine the loss of life and property that has occur-

red to the people during the last t-ipo famines, and you

will have an idea as to the enormity of the economic evils

that have- made fuch awful and general calamities possible.

According to official figures, the property lost to the agri-

cultural community of Western India is estimated to be

no less than ^650,000,000, and the loss in Central India is

calculated to be £20,000, 000 ; and 70 millions in these

two provinces alone. If the loss in other parts of India,

in Ajmere, Kajputana, &c.. be included, the total loss

of agricultural property may be safely put down at

J6100,000,000. This enormous loss occurred during th^

last famine. If the loss of property at the end of the pre-

vioud famine of 1897 be" taken to behalf this amount, the

total loss of property during the decade, on account of

famine and scarcity, may be put down at £150,000,000.

To this figure should be added the amount which the

famines cost to Government in the way of direct expendi-

ture on relief, of the losis of land revenue, the loss of

revenue from other sources, other direct and indirect

losses, because the Government can meet its expenditure

on famine relief, as on other objects, only froAi the tax"



' atJon of the people Supposing this last item amounted

to £5dj000,000, the total loss of toofley and gi'operty to the

people amounts to 200,000,000 stfirUng. Then, about ,f^

loss of life, it is calculated, frofitftbedifierence Between the

census figures of ]89l and 1901, that the deaths due tb

famine causes, to starvation and diseases arising there-^ ..

from, were 19 millions- Such a terrible loss of populatiofa,

apart fifom the humanitarian side, has its economic sifle

also- In so far -as the loss consisted in the death of the did

and ihfirm, who were only consuifi^g and -wore neither

producers nor wage-earners, it is a gain to the. surviving

population who will get more food and earn higher wagbs.

To the extent that theliyes lost ^ were those of chiltt^n,

there is also gain, because there will be fewer mouths for

the available food-stock pf the country to be distributed

aiiiong. But ahiong the 19 niillions, women as ' well

as men, there must be a Very considerable number, who
were neither children nor old and infirm and who were

producers and wage-earners. And, theu, when the number
of the -children and unmarried persons that died and tha,t

would, if they were alive, reach marriageable age, married,

they would have themselves contx-ibuted their share to the

wealth of the country and their addition to its

populatioj. Their death, and the reduction in the

normal rate of ^grAwth in the p.opuiation. naust . tell

on the extension of cultivation. I.do not know that any

calamity that ever befell a people in any part of the world

either in ancient or.modern times, from. causes natural or

human, caused the death of so many human live? and loss



of so much property- Yet, hardly has such a calamity

stirred any strong indignation or contrition among the

people of Britain. Responsible statesmen^ attributing the

calamity to the anger of Providence, are content to sit

with folded arms and wait on ^ events till the anger of,

Providence is appeased-

THE ROOT EVIL.

The root evil of the whole economic condition of

India is the extreme, and we may say hopeless, poverty of

the agricultural classes who form more than three-fourths

of the population. This problem of poverty has received

unusual attention of late years, and has been subjected to

a good deal of scrutiny by officials and others, both in India

and England, and in my opinion, all that can be said on both

sides, on the strength of available data, has been said. I

need not traverse here the same ground, except to point

out the fallacy of certain statements made by Lord G-eorge

Hamilton in Parliament and by the Government of India

in their Council at Calcutta. I select a few of these

fallacious statements from Lord George Hamilton's speech

in the House of Commons, in reply to Mr. Caine, which

was intended to be also a reply to the Indian Famine

Union, and a full and exhaustive disposal of the conten-

tions on the side of the non-official pessimistic school,

represented by Messrs. Dadabhai Naorojee, Digby and

others, and by the Indian National Congress generally.

2
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LORD GEOEGE HAMILTON S FALLACIES.

Lord George Hamilton said in the House of Com-

mons that the weight of taxation which India bore under

British rule was the lightest of any country in Asia—he

used to say formerly, of any country in the loorld. Well,

light taxation can only mean that it admits of a margin

for safe increase in critical times. If this is the meaning,

why did Government resolve in 1893 not to increase taxa-

tion, but to tinker with the currency ? One official witness

after another said, before the Currency Committee, that to

increase taxation would be dangerous, and that an indirect

addition to it by means of a false currency was preferable

because the ignorant people of India would neither know

nor feel it. In this indirect way, and not quite in a spirit

of straightforwardness, have Government added to the

public burden since 1893, an amount reckoned by some to

be 36 crores of rupees a year, and have brought to the brink

of ruin the producing classes. I may remind you here

what the Treasury wrote to the Secretary of State in 1879

on this subject :
" In the present case, the object of the

Indian Government appears to be to increase the amount

they have to receive from their taxpayers. The Govern-

ment scheme may relieve the Indian Government and others

who desire to remit money to England, but this relief will

be given at the expense of the Indian taxpayer." A mino.

rity of the Currency Committee itself pressed this view in

their separate report. But, the Government of India had

reached a state of bankruptcy when a desperate remedy was
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immediately called for, and at suoli a time Government

did not think of rendering the lightest system of taxation

a bit less light ! Why did they not ?

NO MOBTAIi POWER GOULD PEEVENT FAMINE.

2. "No doubt, if you could elevate the people to a

higher standard, there might be less distress and greater

power of resistance to drought when it comes ; but even if

the Hon. Member were to carry out all the schemes

—

mad schemes I will call some of them—he has mentioned

to-night, if you bring the people of India to a standard of

comfort such as no European nation has ever attained, if

for ten years no more rain fall than the recent average, no

mortal power could prevent India from suffering from

famine." So says Lord George Hamilton- Let us examine

this. The first part of the above sentence contradicts

the second part. If the Indian people were raised to the

European standard of prosperity, there would be a large

number of non-agricultural industries, which will absorb

millions now subsisting on agriculture. There would be

plenty of money, th3 only effect of the failure of rain would

be increased prices and not scarcity of food. There might

be a pinch, but there would be no famine. There would

come into existence a prosperous agricultural middle class,

capital would grow, manufactures and arts would flourish,

and there would be wealth and contentment in the land.

3. " The reports show that the people who were on

relief during the famine of 1876-77, were of a higher social

standing than those who sought relief during the recent
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famine, and. that far more land went out of cultivation

than has recently been the case. Therefore, I think 1

may fairly contend that, as far as famine is concerned,

we have conclusive evidence that the people are better able

to sustain the terrible infliction imposed on them by

drought than they were before." This is not true ;
just the

contrary is the truth {vide Lord Curzon's celebrated Cir-

cular of December 1899). Something may be due to the

fact that people are getting more accustomed to famine

and aware of the sure relief froni Government, and that,

accordingly, there is now less panic and less dislocation

of society than there were in previous famines. But, as

a fact, the ruinous effects of famine are reaching the

higher strata of society.

4. " Jijvery branch of revenue is improving ; the

powers of consumption and production are steadily in-

creasing ; the exports and imports—particularly those

which relate to the masses—are increasing in volume. Is

not this a clear and indisputable evidence that, on the

whole, the economic condition of the Indian people is

s%/t% (mark the word) improving ?" No. Mr. Caine and

his school of critics have repeatedly proved from official

statistics that the powers of consumption and production

have not increased ; and the imports of articles, chiefly

consumed by the masses, have not increased. For instance,

cotton manufactures, grain and pulse, brass, copper and

lead, sugar, umbrellas—these have not shown a uniform

tendency to increase. Nor is the improvement in the re-

venues an indication of prosperity.
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6- " The unpleasant feature concerning the mdebted-

ness of the agriculturists in India is that it does not arise

from over- assessment or too heavy land revenue; it results

from light land revenue. If we had so taxed the agricul-

turist that he could not get a livelihood out of his holding,

the money-lender would not advance large sums on a se-

curity that was of little value." This is a most extraordi-

nary argument that has recently come into vogue. If

the holding of the ryot would give him no livelihood, why

should he ever cultivate a holding at all? The argu-

ment is the same as saying that, if a man had no palate,

he would not eat unhealthy food. If the holding were to

give the ryot a livelihood, including not merely his bare

physical sustenance, but his ability to meet other wants also,

such as clothing, domestic and social expenses, why should

the ryot borrow at all ? It is absurd to imagine that the

Jih Indian ryot/so differently constituted from other human

beings that he would borrow and entangle himself into the

meshes of indebtedness, when there is no need for doing so.

It is because the ryot's holding gives him some livelihood

though scanty, and because the deficiency of the yield from

his holding— a deficiency caused by excessive taxation

—

can be made good by borrowing in the absence of other help,

that he borrows. In fact, he borrows because he is poor,

but not because he is an extravagant spendthrift. If, then,

taxation is so light as to bring on this stupendous evil of

rural indebtedness, it is quite open to Government to issue

an if/<;ase declaring such an increase in the tax as would

make his holding yield no livelihood, and thereby get rid
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of indeptedness altogether ! Why should Government

pledge themselves—as Lord Cm-zon pledges himself—to

further leniency in future ?

6. " They (the ryots) had incurred these debts for din-

ner parties on the death of various members of their fami-

lies, for dowries and other marriage expenses .... In no

instance was Grovernment assessment even mentioned as a

cause of the debt" To this, our answer is in the words of

the Deccan Eiot's Commission. The Keport of that Com-

mission says (page 19, para. 54) :
" The results of the

Commission's enquiries show that undue prominence has

been given to the expenditure ou marriage and other festi-

vals as a cause of the ryot's indebtedness. The expendi-

ture on such occasions may undoubtedly be called extra-

vagant when compared with the ryot's means ; but the

occassions occur seldom, and probably in a course of years

the total sum spent this way by any ryot is not larger

than a man in his position is justified in spending on social

and domestic pleasure.'" Here is a body of chosen experts,

appointed by Government to investigate this very matter,

charged with official responsibility for their conclusions, de-

liberately recording their opinion, on evidence collected,

that the charge of extravagance cannot be brought against

the Indian ryot. Yet, Lord George Hamilton, who must

be aware of this opinion recorded by the Commission, pre-

fers to mislead the uninformed House by quoting the

opinion of a single officer whose opinion is his own opinion

uncorroborated by evidence.
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Those that glibly talk of the extravagance of the ryots

are not aware of the peculiar customs obtaining among

the peasantry with regard to marriages. One of these

is—that the relations and friends who assemble at the

marriage give what they call ' Katnams" or cash presents

to the bride or bridegroom, and in most cases the expenses

connected with the ephemeral part of the programme are

covered by the presents received. In other words, it means

that the expenditure is met, without any loss of self-respect,

by a general subscription raised among the relations and

friends of the parties. Is it possible to conceive a more

practical way of meeting such extraordinary expenditure ?

After all, the major part of the expenditure consists in the

feeding of relations and the poor ; and an institution which

leads to the distribution of wealth in this form ought not

to be deprecated in this country. " I have seen a number

of marriages among the ryot families in this part of the

country, and my wonder has always been that even a

well-to-do ryot spends so little and not so much in propor-

tion to his circumstances on marriage and other festive

occasions. He sets an example in this respect which the

upper classes will do well to follow."*

It may not be out of place to recall in this connection

the results of the enquiries of the Deccan Eiots Commis-
sion, as the causes of the ryot's indebtedness are more or

less the same all over the country. Before this Commis-
sion submitted its report, the prevailing notion about the

causes of the Ryot's indebtedness was, that the ryots were

* Mr. G. Venkataratnam, in " United India," April '29, 1902.
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idle spendthrifts and extravagant in their marriage and

other expenses, and that the Sowcars were inordinately

oppressive, and exacted iisurious interests. These iwo

causes were always urged by the apologists of the Govern-

ment as satisfactorily accounting for the ryot's misery

and helplessness. The Commission's report, however, most

effectually exploded this theory. The Commission found

the ryot to be a simple, well-disposed peasant, contented

with hardy fare and ssanty clothing. His recklessness in

incurring debts was held to be apparent only and to be

really the result of sheer necessity ; his extravagance was

only occasional, and his improvidence no greater than that

of other people in the same low scale of civilization. They

held that undue prominence was given to the expenditure

attending marriage and other festivals, and that this ex-

penditure was not the cause of his indebtedness, which

was due to the smallness of his disposable margin of pro-

fits and the constantly recurring debit items of food-neces-

saries and seed and Government assessment. As regards

the money-lending classes, the Commissioners found that

their profits were not extravagant, and that on the whole

they were not higher than were warranted by the nature

of the business, precarious, unpopular, and even dan.

gerous. Of the human and preventible causes, the Com-

missioners recognized two classes of agencies for which

Government was more or less responsible—the action of

the revenue system and the action of the Civil Couits.

Among the fiscal causes all the Commissioners agreed in

finding fault with the rigidity of the rules and the sud-
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denness of the enhancements, while a very strong majori-

ty of the Commissioners directly charged the enhanced

assessments and the defective working of the survey system

generally, as being chiefly responsible for the ryot's wretch-

edness. The Hon'ble Mr. Hope, who introduced the

Deccan Agriculturists' Belief Bill, lS7f*, in the Supreme

Legislative Council, admitted that " to our revenue sys-

tem must in candour be ascribed some share in the indebt-

edness of the ryot" and that " it seems likely that indebt-

edness arising mainly from other causes, normal or special,

may have been aggravated by our rigid system." He pro-

posed that relief might be given by modifying the mode by

which the land revenue was assessed and levied—by chang-

ing the periods of the instalments and by abolishing evic-

tion for default in the payment of assessment. The Hon'ble

Sir Robert Egerton, however, went further and touch-

ed the very heart of the question when he pointed out

that it was scant justice and bad policy for Government,

while not abating a jot in its own rigorous methods of levy-

ing its dues from the ryots, to intervene to the prejudice

of private creditors, and he insisted on the necessity of re-

.

quiring the Bombay Government to lighten its burdens,

which had the chief hand in driving the ryot into the hands

of the Sowear. The Hon'ble Sir A. Arbuthnot, thereupon,

gave the assurance that the views of the Government of

India were at one with those of Sir Eobert Egerton on this

point. The Hon'ble Mr, Thomson also emphatically re-

cognised the fact that legislative relief was but a small
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part of the remedies demanded, and he enlarged upon the

heavy responsibility which rested upon the Bombay Govern-

ment to meet the claims of the case by liberal administra-

tive changes. The Hon'ble Sir J. Strachey admitted that

the assessment, though moderate, still presses with extreme

severity in bad seasons upon the ryots. Lastly, His Excel-

lency the Viceroy remarked, that, what " My Hon'ble friend,

the Lieutenant-Governor, pointed out to us yesterday is,

I am afraid, only too true, that this state of things exists,

not indeed in the same degree of intensity, yet more or less

potentially as it were, throughout the greater part of

India, where a comparatively slight aggravation of existing

circumstances might not impossibly produce results scarce-

ly less distressing than those which it is our present

object to mitigate in some parts of the Deccan." This

confession on the part of Lord Lytton has a significance in

the fact that the depression of ryots is general over the

greater part of India, and that the causes of such depres-

sion are the same all over the country. Lord Lytton

, vouchsafed the assurance that the Government of India

were in no sense indifferent to the gravity of the case for

fiscal reform, and he expressed his belief that the rigidity

of the revenue system did require, and admitted of, relaxa-

tion both in the methods of collection and of assessment.

Instead of carrying out the promised fiscal reforms, however,

the Government have gone on enhancing the taxes and

collecting their revenue with increased rigour consoling
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themselves that their land revenue policy was not the

cause of the ryots' depression, but their own social customs

and domestic usages were the only cause.

7. "Food in India is extraordinarily cheap, and, dur-

ing the worst famines and during the recent famine relief

in the Central Provinces, a man doing a good day's work

could be kept in good condition on a penny a day when
the price of food was at its normal rate •. Any
one in receipt of three pence a day and being the head

of a family consisting of not more than four, could give

himself and his family every day three meals of rice and

millet, and fish and butcher's meat once or twice a week.

But there would be no milk or butter or cheese for the

children." This is a most audacious assertion. Three

pence or three annas a day would at this moment in

Madras barely buy rice of the coarsest kind to give two

meals to a family such as Lord George Hamilton mentions^

and unless an additional amourit is earned for condiments,

fuel, etc, the family must necessarily reduce the quantity

of meals. Compare with this estimate the estimate which

Sir Charles Elliott made when he was Settlement Officer

in the North-Western Provinces :
" One pound of flour is

sufficient, though meagre, sustenance for a non-labouring

man. That a labouring adult can eat 21hs. I do not

doubt ; but he rarely, if ever, gets it- But take the ordin-

ary population in a family of five, consisting of the father,

mother and three children. The father will, I would say,

eat a little less than 21bs., the mother a Httle more than

lib., the children about 31bs., between them ; altogether
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7lbs. for five people is the average with after much in-

quiry I am inclined to adhere to." In the North-Western

Provinces and Oudh, the average price of wheat in the

District of Mirzapur during the five years ending 1900 was

about 1 seer, or '22^ lbs., per rupee. And according to

Sir Charles ElHott, 71bs. being the daily requirement of a

family of five, or 61bs. for a family of four, the cost of food

for L®rd George Hamilton's family would be not 3 as. but

4 as- 3i ps. But this makes no allowance for fish or

butcher's meat, for condiments or for fuel, not to speak of

primitive comforts, illness, social or spiritual requirements.

In other words, on 4 as- 3 pies a day, Lord George's family

would be below the line of what Mr. Rowntree calls " pri-

mary poverty-"

The Pooe in Eueope and in India.

If the frightful poverty that prevails in India is lamen-

table, it is no less lamentable that our official class should

have grown so callous as to apologise for it by a reference

to the poverty that prevails in other parts of the world.

Most officials deny there is excessive poverty, and assert

that what apparently is poverty from an absolute point

of view, ceases to be such when it is viewed in relation

to the wants of the Indian people. These wants are

extremely few and simple, and, therefore, the pittance

of 6 pence, or even 6 pies a day, is all that an Indian

of the poorer classes wants for his bare sustenance.

This is an extremely narrow, if not a heartless, view

to take of the life and prosperity of the millions that
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constitute the working population of India. Nor can

it be any consolation to these people to be told that

they are not the only people suffering from poverty,

but, in other parts of the world, there are people who are

in a worse condition- We have heard a good deal of this

argument of late. Mr. J. D. Eees and Mr. Pennington may

be named among other Anglo-Indians. " It seems to be

generally forgotten," writes Mr. Pennington in the last

number of the Asiatic Quarterly Eeview, " that the pro-

portion of those who never have enough to eat does not

differ so widely all over the would (except, perhaps, in

America). Ten per cent, of the population of India account

for nearly 30,000,000, and there are more than 10 per cent,

even in this country (England) who never have enough to

eat, or depend on " famine relief" in the shape of the

poor-law, and suffer more misery in winter than the poor

in India ever 'do." Here, Mr. Pennington institutes a

comparison between the United Kingdom and India, not

in respect of poverty, but in respect of destitution, that is,

steady under-feeding ; and in this respect, he says that the

United Kingdom is worse than India. He also asserts

the Poor Law of England operates in the same manner on

the poorer population as the famine relief of Government

does in times of famine. There is another assertion made,

n-amely; the poorer classes in England suffer more misery

in winter than the poor in India ever do. This last we

shall leave out of our consideration, because winter is not

an economic cause. Confining ourselves to the other two

issues, more especially to the one relating to destitution,
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we shall presently show that Mr. Pennmgton, Mr. Eees

and others speak without their book, and employ vague

generahties calculated to mislead uninformed people.

Now, Mr. Pennington says that, in England, there are

more than 10 per cent, of the population who have never

enough to eat. This is not a fact. When people talk of

poverty in European countries, they mean a different thing

from what we mean when we talk of the same in this coun-

try. There poverty in its ordinary sense is used to signify

a standard of living which includes a condition considerably

above want and at which it is not impossible to provide

for the working men facilities for improving their physi-

cal and mental condition. "Whereas, in India, poverty is

used in reference to a state which consists in destitution,

steady under-feeding, disease, shortened life, and conti-

nued deterioration of the body and mind. In a recent

publication by Mr. B. S. Kowntree, which received con-

siderable attention from economists when it was published

some time ago, the author calculates that from 25 to 30

millions of the town population of the United Kingdom

are living in poverty, and that "some seven-and-a-half

millions of people are at the present moment in England

living below the poverty line, in other words, in a state

which " does not allow of any thing but the primitive

wants of the human animal—food, shelter, light and warm

clothing." Mr. Kowntree does not say that there is any

considerable proportion of the population whose condition

does not allow of even these. Probably, a large proportion

of the so-called poor population have to be content only
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with these •' primitive wants." What Mr. Rowntree means

by " poverty line," is explained by him as follows :
" A

family living upon the scale allowed for by the estimate

must never spend a penny on railway fare or omnibus
;

they must never purchase a half-penny newspaper or spend

a penny to buy a ticket for a popular concert. They

must write no letters to absent children, for they cannot

afford the postage. They must never contribute anything

to the church or chapel, or give any help to a neighbour

which costs them money. They cannot save nor can they

Join sick club or trade union, because they cannot pay the

necessary subscription The children must have no pocket

money for dolls, marbles, or sweets. The father must

smoke no tobacco and drink no beer. The mother must

never buy any pretty clothes for herself or for the children,

the character of the family wardrobe as of the family diet

being governed by the regulation. Nothing must be

bought but that which is absolutely necessary for the

maintenance of physical health, and what is bought must

be of the plainest and most economical description.

Should a child fall ill, it must be attended by the parish

doctor ; should it die, it must be buried by the parish.

Finally, the wage-earner must never be absent from his

work for a single day."

From this it is plain Mr. Rowntree does not write of

poverty that does not allow of these " primitive wants"

even. It will be admitted that, in India, when we talk of

poverty, we do not keep in view such a high standard.
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Mr. Pennington says that, on 6 pies|a day, an adult Indian

of the peasant class can live " without any fear of starva-

tion." This is not Mr- Eowntree's standard. His definition

of poverty includes food, shelter, light and v?arm clothing-

His seven-and-a-half millions are not people v?ho have, iu

ordinary times, " never enough to eat." But, even without

the application of Mr. Eowntree's comparatively high stan-

dard, but applying the lowest standard of the brutes,

namely, the mere keeping of the life in the body, experi-

enced Anglo-Indian administrators calculate that " more

than half the agriculturists of British India—a few favoured

localities excepted—are now in about as miserable a plight

as human beings, not officially designated slaves or serfs,

can be." "To the sympathetic discernment of the dis-

interested statesman, —the man who considers producers

as well as production—India contains not one atom, but

three hundred millions of units, each a struggling atom of

humanity, lying prostrate and bleeding under the wheels

of the Jagannath oar called progress on Western lines,"

"Behind all is the discouraging fact that for more than 70

milhons of the sufferers it is too late for any change of

system to be beneficial." What a fierce indictment by a

retired official who held one of the most responsible posts

in the Indian service and who had exceptional opportuni-

ties of knowing the exact economic condition of the whole

province of the Punjab ! We do not know that any critic

of the working classes of the United Kindom has ever

brought an indictment of this dismal character against
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or has ever written in a strain of snoh deep despondency

about their future.

Far from there being any ground for such a despond-

ent view in the United Kingdom, the progress made by

the working classes during the last fifty years has been so

reno?irkablB that their future is full of hope. The states-

men of Europe are not dis^Qsei to neglect the interest of

the labouring classes ; on the other hand, m proportion to

their advancement in general education, they are invited to

6?:,ercise a aubstautial influence on the Government of the

country. They are no loqger the dumb, helpless a;i;T down-

trodden multitudes that they were at the beginning of the

nineteep,th ce];itury. They have grown to a full conscious-

ness of their rights and power ; they haye been educated ^.nd

know how to co-operate, organise, and save. As the result

of the marvellous changes that have taken place in the con-

ditions of the poor, we find at the bottom of the social scale

an almost continuous decrease in the proportion of paupers

since 1855. The wages of almost all classes have greatly

risen ; and their pqrchas,ing power is greater. The sayings

hfmks deposits and depositors show a progressive increase,

which is striking. The houses in which the masses of the

people live are better, and continually increase in value
;

the conditions of Hfe are more healthy 9,nd refined, and

continually tend towards improvement. The hours of

labor are much less and tend towards further reduction
;

the conditions of work have been greatly improved ; and

education, amusement, and recreation are provided for

4



the people on a greatly extended scale. Nay, at last, we

have the rising school of orthodox political economists in

England already beginning to question whether poverty

itself may not be aboUshed, and whether it is necessarily

any more a permanent human institution than was

slavery.

The above are the words of Mr. Benjamin Kidd ; and

what a contrast between the hopefulness of the orthodox

economists referred to above and the despondency of Anglo-

Indian administrators like Mr. Thorburn ! Mr. Mulhall

summarises as follows the changes that have taken place in

the condition of wage-earners, in the United Kiijgdom.

during the last hundred years :

1. Three pounds will now buy as much in England

as four pounds would a hundred years ago.

2. Wages in England have doubled since 1780, and

working-men can buy 44 per cent, more of food than they

could then, notwithstanding the enormous rise in beef

and butter.

3. The house-rent having trebled in the same inter-

val, the advantages to workmen in cities are sensibly

reduced.

4. The peasant's earnings, measured in grain, are

80 per cent, higher than in the eighteenth century,

5. Farm wages, compared with grain product, are

18 per cent, in the United States, 25 per cent, in Great

Britain, and 44 per cent, on the Continent.
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Such is the record of progress in the condition of the

working classes in the United Kingdom. The progress

is no less marked in France and Germany, and in Russia

itself- Let those that compare Indian poverty with that

of other countries, of the United Kingdom in particular,

produce a record of achie'vements such as British history

can show, and then defend or apologise for the state of

the submerged half of the Indian agricultural population.

Pauperism at the bottom of the social scale in Britain is

steadily diminishing—thalt is the verdict of British statis-

ticians like Sir Robert G-ilfen. Pauperism at the botton of

the social scale in India is steadily increasing—-that is the

verdict of Anglo-Indian administrators like Sir James

Lyall. '

THIRTY RUPEES A YEAR,

According to Lord Curzon's own calculations, the an-

nual income per head of the people of India, including

both agricultural and non-agricultural incomes, does not

exceed 30 rupees a year. His Excellency's calculations

are based mostly on surmises, and as regards the figures

he quoted it would not be difficult to show that they are

erroneous. In his process of calculation it can be shown

that many faults of commission and omission occur. Still,

supposing his Lordship's conclusion is right, does it not

point to a most lamentable state of things in India under

British rule ? It is true that he admits that the result is

neither very brilliant nor satisfactory. But, as a fact,

the result is most lamentable and, far from warranting the

optimism of officials in general and the dangerous policy
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of drift based on that optimism, it calls for the most

earnest and effeotive measures of permanent relief to the

depressed and suffering people. What does an income of

Es. 30 a year mean ? It means an income of one anna

and four pies a day—exactly the wage earned by a famine

coolie in the Government relief camp- Now, this wage of

one anna and four pies paid to the famine laborer is a

wage fixed for mere sustenance, to enable life to remain

within the body. It makes no allowance for healthy

nourishnient and much less for luxury- The G-overnment

of India emphatically maintained that, in times when mil-

lions had to be fed at public expense, the interests of the

general taxpayer had to be duly protected against' extra-

vagance and waste, and that this obligation on their part

required a careful limitation of public relief to the mere

saving of the people from starvation It was on thisprinci-

ple that the measure of relief was determined and did not

exceed one and one-third anna a day per head Now, even

supposing that the poorer classes of the Indian population

get this income, in a short time they will necessarily de-

teriorate in their physique and will be exposed to diseases

of 9.11 kinds. But, as a fact, this pittance is only the aver-

age, the richer classes with large incomes being taken,

into calculation as well as the poorer classes. ItioUows,

therefore, that there must be millions upon millions of

people who support themseives on a smaller pittance than

one anna and four pies. Can it then be uiitrue that a

large proportion of the .population—one-fifth according

to the late Dr. W. Hunter, and one*third according \o



Sir Charles Elliot^—go through life without knowing what

it is to have their hunger fully satisfied ? In addition to

the testimony of Government oflScials, there is the testi-

mony of Christian Missionaries, Who have lived among

the poorest of the poor and who can have no motive

whatever to exaggerate the evil or indulge in statements

calculated to impair the prestige of British Grovernment

in this country. And what is this testimony ? The
Rev. J. S. MacNair, of Cuddapah, writes :

" I think the

most trying experience I ever had was a three weeks' tour

in September of last year, in a part of the country where

our people are specially poor, and whetd they have had

no proper crops for several years My tetit was surround-

ed by day and night, and one sentence dinned in nly ears

perpetually--^' We are dying for lack of food.' " Another

Missionary, the Rev. Gr< H- Macfarlane, writes :
" The

grain which each householder is usually able to lay in

store has this year been very meagre. It can sei>ve only

for a few weeks at most. After that, coMes the period of

no work and gradual starvation.^ It is the tiding ovfet of this

period^till June or July when ' rain may begin again

—

that is the diificulty. We caniiot present harrowing tales

of starvation and death as yet. But people are living on

one meal every two or three days. The poorer classes in

India are always prepared for this. As one of our Christ-

ians said :
' If ioe can eat food once in two d^ys, we will

not ash for more-' " Is this a state of things on which

d,ny civilised Government caa cofltehipiate With iildijiifer-
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ence or equanimity ? Yet, it is ueither temporary nor

local. It is the normal condition of millions of people

living over wide areas. It is not like the condition of

the poorer laborers of European countries occasionally

driven to starvation in special seasons when they can

get no work to do. It is the normal condition of peo-

ple living in rural areas and drawing their subsistence

from the produce of the soil. Most of these suffer-

ing starving classes are not day-laborers—though the

condition of these is sad enough in all conscience,—but

agricultural laborers accustomed only to work in the fields

and obtaining their means of subsistence at long intervals

in the year. There is some difference between starvation

in cold countries and starvation in a hot country like

India. In cold countries people enfeebled and rendered

sick from starvation, do not live : they simply die sooner

or later, so that they soon cease to be a burden on the

general community and seldom leave behind them a pro-

geny of weaklings too feeble to work and unable to earn

their own livelihood. But in India people can live on

food hardly better than water, and, while weak and sickly,

they drag on their miserable life, begging or stealing, an^

leaving to posterity the most unwelcome legacy of weak

and diseased children. It is no wonder that in the

last famine, and in the famine that preceded it, it was

the general complaint of the officials that the laborers

would not work to earn their full wages. The reason was

pot so much their laziness as their want of physical abi-
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lity for exertion. There cannot be a greater misfortune

to a community than the existence of large classes, com-

prising millions of people, who are weak and sickly, with

no muscle to work, no stamina for endurance, no sense of

responsibility, no hope or prospect in life. . . . When
millions of people have to be content with a farthing a

day, the evil is bound to grow at a geometrical ratio ;

and though the evil does njt excite general attention

nor create alarm at present, yet it will soon grow to a

dimension which by its very magnitude and danger will

compel attention and bring under requisition all the

resources of British statesmanship. The great British

nation will then open their eyes and discover with dis-

appointment and dismay that, in regard to their so-called

brightest jewel in their diadem, they were living in a

fool's paradise and imagining prosperity and contentment

where there were impoverishment and despair.

THE LAST TWO FAMINES—SIGNIFICANT DIFFEBENCES.

The last MacDonnel Famine Commission call atten-

tion in the first part of their Report to certain differences

between the earlier famine of 1896-97 and the later famine,

which suggest significant inferences. The officials, in-

cluding the Commission themselves, have drawn inferences

favourable to their side ; but what inferences impartial

outside critics will draw deserve not less to be considered.

I myself think that thfe facts recorded by the Com-

mission strongly point to a melancholy deterioration in
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the resisting poweir of the peopje, who, without resources

or TOOral stamiqat resign themselves to their fate at the

fiyst attfipk of adversity, and are more yeady, than they

used to be in forjner yeaj^s, to resort to Government relief

camp? to which their former aversion has now became

much weaker. There is, in the first instance, extreme

indigence ; and this and the despair brouight on by it have

blunted their feeling of caste prestige and self-reliance,

and have altogether worked a most lamentable demorali-

sation among the poorer classes. The population affected

by the Famine of 1896-97 was about 18 millions and the

number of persons relieved throughout the period amount-

ed to over 300 millions, whereas during the next famine,

which appeared within the short interval of two years,

these numbers were r&apectively .27 millions, and 1,100

inillions. The increase in the number of people relieved

i^ the year 1899 was, thusi, out oi all proportion to the.

increase in purpbers, inhabiting aSe^ted tracts- Com-

menting on this fact, the Commission say : " We are by

no means prepared to accept the view that the number

of perSiOixs relieved is the only or proper measure of the

pressure of a famine, because it is obvious that these

numbers may be affected by many considerations, such

as the attitude of the people, or the laxity or stringency

of the terms on which relief is administeifed. " This is

only the opinio;n ol the Commission,, which is entitled to

weight ^^ much as awd no more than the opinion of

others. The attitude of the people at the appearance of

a scarpity ox famine is weU-known. They do not rush
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to relief eamps at once. They wait on events, struggling

as. best as they can against the thickening calamity, and

pwefer privation and starving to deserting their homes and'

wandering abroad in search of a livelihood. This is the

uaual attitude of the people and was noted as a remarkable

feature in former famines. If, in the famine of 1899, this kind

of honourable feeling showed itself to a less extent, the

inference is obvious, that the fact was due tq an increased

pressure of the famirie. As, regards the laxity or leniency

of the terms on which relief was administered, it is well-

known that the whole spirit of the administration of the last

faipine was that of stricter economy than was enforced in

the previous famine. In Lord Curzon's well-known cir-

cular issued so early as December 1899, he emphasised

the need for wages which would not too readily attract

the people to relief camps.

The Grovernment of India expressed thei? alarm at ike

sudden and large influx of reliefrseekers at the very first

stage of the famine, and warned the Local Governments

against excessive liberality in giving relief, which was

bound t?o attract toithejelief camps even tho&e indi^fidua.!?

and those classes that had resource enough left, to main-

tain themselves^ Surely, in the famine of 1899, there

were proportionately far more paupers in need: pf relief,

belonging to olaases who were nqt accustomed to resort to

public support, than there were in the previous famines. ,

In consequence of this circular, the conditions of

relief were stiffened. Far from the people rushing to relief

camps, in Bombay at all events, " large numbers of people

5
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who probably did not biBgin to work till their stength was

low, earned less and less, until they got a pittance of two

annas or less in a week, and many accordingly left the

works, and others were deterred from coming to them-"

Surely, there was no leniency here, which could have

attracted unusual crowds of working men to the relief

camps.

The Famine Commission of 1878 were of opinion that,

in famine, the proportion of the total population likely to

be in receipt of relief in the worst months would not

exceed 15 per cent., and for the whole period, would not

exceed 7 or 8 percent. In the famine of 1896-97, this

proportion was fairly maintained, though in some tracts

it was exceeded.

But, writing in December 1899, the Government of

India say of 'the famine of that year :
" Already the

ratio of persons relieved to the total population in a

number of districts exceeds the proportion of 15 per cent,

laid down by the Famine Commission of 1878 as the

maximum for the worst months of the year." •' When
this is the case at the very outset," wrote the Govern-

ment of India, " it is impossible to predict to what height

the numbers may rise in succeeding months. The ques-

tion necessarily arises whether there are not undue pro-

digality and profusion in the relief at present being dis-

pensed, and whether proper care is being exercised to

confine it to the absolutely destitute section of the popu-

lation. ... In no other way can there be any assurance
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that we may not hav^ half the population on our hands,

attracted, as otherwise they would be, by facile opportu-

nities for earning at their very doors a daily wage for a

nominal task."

In some places th© maximum percentage of the total

population on relief was nearly 50 per cent. The Com-

mission do not suggest that this increasing pressure of

successive famines, \yhich can indicate nothing but the

decreasing vitality and staying power of the people, was

due to a corresponding laxity or leniency in the admi-

nistration of relief—a, suggestion that would be against

actual facts.

" In former days", this remarkable circular pointed out,

" the difficulty was to induce the people to avail themselves

of the relief offered in unfamiliar forms. On the present

occasion, their experience in the recent famine has made

the people only too ready to expect relief and to accept it

on conditions to which it is subject- The difficulty is to

discriminate between the really necessitous and those

whocan support themselves or obtain support from others."

In the Viceroy's Council, in January 1900, the Hon'ble

Mr. Ibbetson observed :
" There seems to be reason to

fear that in many places (to quote the words of the Bom-

bay Government) destitution has reached, or will reach, a

higher stratum of socieiitf than has ever been afected before,

or since the country came under British^ rule-
'

' The italics

are ours. What a flat contradiction of Lord George

Hamilton's confident assertion I The circular from which
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We have quoted above, was sent, in the usual course, to

the Secretary of State, who, in reply to a question, said, in

Parliament, that the circular suggested that care should

be taken not to allow the revenues of India to be expend-

ed for the benefit of persons who were not actually in

need of it. At the time that this circular was issued,

•nobody questioned the fact—for a fact it was—that the

destitution had reached classes higher than those usually

affected by famines in past tiroes, and that the fear

-expressed by the Government of Bombay was well-founded.

But exception was taken by the public opinion to Lord

Curzon's gratuitous insinuation that the Indian people

had become demoralised, they had lost their old self-res-

pect, oast aside their religious and caste scruples, and

that, in order to add a few annas to their hidden resources

still left to them, they did not scruple to mix in the

motley pauper crowd and bring shame on their family

and caste. That these more respectable classes were

driven to relief camps by the sheer force of destitution,

but that they were not demoralised at the prospect of an

easy and undeserved relief, was the contention of the

public, a contention which was subsequently accepted by

the Government.

Another distinctive feature of the recent famine was

the steady and unbroken rise in most provinces in the

numbers relieved. In other famines, it is observed by the

Commission, the harvesting of the spring crops led to a

permanent or temporary departure of large numbers from
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the works ; bat in tlie recent famine the rabi harvest had no

efiect whatever. In other famines, again, on the outbreak

of the rains, the people were quick to resume their ordinary

avocations ; but in the recent famine, the numbers reheved,

particularly in the Central Provinces, instead of falling

on the commencement of the monsoon, continued to rise,

and reached their maximum diuring the rains after the

demand for agricultural labor had set in. This remarkable

fact the Commission attribute to a laxity of tests in the

administration of relief which made the charity of

Government more attractive and the cause of much

demoralisation. If this were a fact, it would follow that

the agricultural classes thought that they would be better

off on relief camps than in their villages. They must have

thought that to go back and resume their agricultural

operation would be less paying than to work at the relief

camps—a state of things strikingly significant of the

depletion of village resources and the morarl depression

of the people.

The Commission calculate that this -famine will in

the end have cost the State not less than fifteen crores

of rupees or ten millions sterling- This expenditure far

exceeds that incurred in any previous famine. The Com-

mission are of opinion " that a good deal of prevent-

able expenditure was incurred on relief in the last famine

and that, without the iea^t departure from the humane

policy of famine relief laid down by Government, the

object in view can be attained at a moderate cost and
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with little demoralization, if prudence and foresight be

duly exercised, and if means he properly adjusted to ends."

Well, we know what prudence, foresight and the rest of

it mean in a famine campaign constantly hampered by

a regard for economy. They often mean starvation of the

labourers. Sir Antony MacDonnel tells us that this need

not necessarily be the case. How far economy based on

prudence and foresight, and a humane policy of relief,

are compatible with each other, we shall know at the next

famine whenever it might come. So many calculations

and prophecies of Famine Commissions have proved to

have been made on data too optimistic and too much

derived from imagination than from knowledge.

ADDITIONAL DIEECT TAXATION SINCE 1886.

Far from taxation in India being the lightest of any

country in Asia or in the world, the burden on the backs

of the taxpayers has swollen by constant additions of late.

The Indian taxpayer at this moment i pays more than

,6 crores of additional taxation over and above what he

paid before 1886, and will soon pay practically 21 crores

as the result of the currency reform.

During the year that the exchange was in an unset-

tled condition, a series of additions were imposed on the

burden of the people, and they have not been since taken

off, although the exchange has been made steady by the

legislation of 1893.
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These latter taxes were

—

Ex.

I. Income Tax (including that in Burma) ... 1,800,000

II. Duty on Petroleum ... ... ... 155,000

III. Enhancement of Duty on Salt ... ... 1,600,000

IV. Increase of Duty on Imported Spirits .. ... 100,000

V. General Import Duties (including additional Duty

on Petroleum and Duty on Silver) ... ... 1,600,000

VI. Import Duty on Cottons ... ... ... 900,000

VII. Inc-ease of Kohat Salt Duty .. ... ... 50,000

VIII. Be-imposition of the Patwari Cess in the North-

western Provinces ... ... ... 200,000

Total ... 6,405,000

(1.) The income-tax was imposed in 1886, replac-

ing a provincial license tax, which yielded in the last

year of its operation about a third of the yield of the in-

come-tax in the first year of its operation.

(2.) A duty was imposed in 1888 on imported petro-

leum, and the duty was doubled in 1894 ; non-illuminat-

ing petroleum, which had always been exempt, being also

taxed at 5 per cent, in that year.

(3.) The salt duty was raised in 1888 in India from

Rs. 2 to Rs. 2|, and in Burma from 3 annas to 1 Rupee

per maund.

(4i) The rates of duty on imported spirit were

raised in 1890.

(5 ) An import duty of 6 annas per maund was levied

on salted fish in 1893.
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(6.) The import duties generally were abolished in

1882, only arms and ammunition, liquors, opium, and salt

being retained on the list of dutiable imports. As stated

above (4), the duty on spirit was raised in 1890, and in

1894 the whole of the customs duties taken off in 1882 was

re-imposed, with the addition of a duty on silver.

(7.) The excise duties on spirit were raised when the

dtity on imported spirit M'as increased, and in every pro-

vince additions have been made to the rates from time to

time since. An excise duty has also been imposed on malt

liquor.

(8;) The Patwari Cess in the North-Western Provin-

ces was repealed in 1882, but was re-imposed in 1888.

(9.) No remissions or reductions of taxation can be

noted as a set-off against the taxation which has been im-

posed since 1886. The additional taxation would not

have been necessary but for the fall in exchange.

[Mr; O'Conm-'i statement submitted to the Currency Gommittee, 1898.]

KBCENT SURPLUSES AND BEMISSION OF TAXATION.

During the last five years successively, the financial

statements of the Government of India have shown a

surplus.

1898-99
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Two questions have to be considered in regard to

these large surpluses. How did these surpluses arise, and

what use was made of them ? There can be no doubt

that they are due to the large savings that have accrued

from a rise in the exchange value of the rupee. The G-ov-

ernment of India having to pay every year nearly 18

million sterling to meet the expenditure incurred by the

Secretary of State in London, the equivalent of this ster-

ling amount has to be raised in rupees in India, and in

proportion as the rupee falls in value, the number of

rupees required to make up this equivalent, increases.

When the rupee was equal to 2 shillings, 180 millions of

rupees would have sufl&ced to meet the demand of 18 mil-

lion sterling ; but when the rupee gradually came down to

i3d. or a little over one shilling, which it did in the year

1894-95, the G-overnment of India had to raise, by tax-

ation, to pay up the same 18 millions sterling, nearly 360

millions of rupees. This enormous increase in the rupee

revenue which the G-overnment of India thus wanted,

could be raised only by resorting to additional taxation,

which the Government of India, in a spirit of undaunted

courage, piled up on the enduring back of the people,

until at last no more pile could be added without serious

consequences, political and economical. Bankruptcy stared

Government in the ^face. Mr. O'Conor said in so many

words before the Currency Committee that " The addi-

tional taxation would not have been necessary but for the

fall in exchange-" In 1894-95 the rupee went down to

6
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the lowest level, nearly IBd., and yet Government man-

aged in their estimates to make up a surplus of 70 lakhs

of rupees. Since that year, the currency reform of 1893

has begun to bear fruit and the exchange value of the rupee

to rise steadily. In 1895-96 the a^verage rate of exchange

realised was 13'64cZ., and the surplus realised was li crores.

In the next two years, 1896-97 and 1897-98, the aver-

age rate of exchange was 14-45<^- and 15 3d^ respectively
;

but they were both famine years ; and 1897-98 a costly

frontier war was added to famine, and both years closed

with a dificit But for these extraordinary charges, both

the years would have closed with substantial surpluses. In

1898-99 exchange established itself in the neighbourhood of

]6d., the average being 15'98cZ. and the year closed with a

balance of 3 '96 crores, after providing a crore for military

expenditions on the frontier. Since, and including that

year, our estimates have every year shown a surplus

Now, the question arises, the additional taxation 7 crores

having been imposed to meet the expenditure on account

of low exchange, and, even when the exchange was at the

lowest level, as it was in the years 1894-95 and 1895-96,

the Government having been able to secure surpluses,

what need is there, now that exchange has reached the

high level of 16cZ. the rupee, for maintaining the same

level of taxation, which low exchange—and low exchange

alone—rendered necessary in former years ? Since the

year 1894-95, when the rupee was equal to 13 Id., and a

surplus of 70 lakhs was realised. Government have been

able to save on every rupee spent on exchange nearly 2^d.,
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which for tlie whole Home Charges of 18 millions sterling

yields a total saving of over 3 crores- If only the expen-

diture were reduced to the level of that year, apart frum

other improvements in the receipts and disbursements,

there would be, under the item of expenditure on exchange

alone, an annual surplus of 3 crores. It should be re-

membered that the two years, 1896-97 and 1897-98, did not

yield surpluses because of famine and frontier wars ; but

normally they would have been years of surplus- It

follows therefore that either the currency reform of 1893

might be modified and the rate of exchange fixed at IBd-,

in which case the evils of an artificially inflated rupee,

which, in the long run, muSt prove disastrous to Indian

producers, would be considerably reduced ; or, on the pre-

sent basis of exchange, 16d. per rupee, a remission of taxa-

tion to the extent of nearly three crores a year ought to be

possible in normal times. Besides this regular savings from

improved exchange, Government have had within recent

years many windfalls. The saving in military expendi-

ture on account of the absence of a part of the Indian

garrison in foreign countries, improvements in the opium

revenue and in receipts from Railways, and a few other

items, have tended to improve the financial position of

Government

What has become of all this excess of money ? Why,

apart from expenditure due to famine which Ihas twice

devastated large portions of the country, and has cost, m
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the way of direct expenditure on relief, about 12 crores of

rupees including 1897-98, the rest has been spent on in-

creased allotments for army services and railways. The ex-

penditure on armyservices was nearly 14 millions in 1889-90

and was a little over 15 millions in 1894-95, whereas the

accounts of the last three years including the current one

show £15,082,799 ; 17,135,300 ; and 17,664,700. The ex-

penditure under Eailway Eevenue account was, in 1839-90,

12i millions, and in 1894-95 it was 14^ milhons. But

since then the expenditure has steadily increased, and the

figures under this head during the three years included

in the last budget, are £17,968,505; 18,592,400; and

£19,654,500. Under both these expensive headings, the

standard of expenditure showed in the accounts of 1894-95,

has been exceeded, but if it had not been exceeded,

there would have been, as I have pointed out above, an

average margin of 5 crores a year, out of which a consider-

able remission of taxation could have been made.

Nor has there been any necessity of a particularly

pressing nature for thus exceeding the standard of 1894-95,

even at the risk of maintaining the high standard of tax-

ation, which, during all the years that low exchange was

driving G-overnment to their wit's end, the public were

assured, was warranted andjustifiedonly by the disastrous

consequences of the vanishing rupee. No serious conse-

qtiences would have ensued if the expenditure on Kailways

had been limited to a maximum of 144 millions, and if

certain portions of military expenditure had been met
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Said the Finance Minister in March last : "It must b

remembered that India is defraying from revenues the

cost of undertaking both re-armaraetat and the reform of

military re-organization in important departments. -I be-

lieve that this is an undertaking which has not been,

attempted by other countries without the assistance of

loans in some form or other. Even in England, extraordi-

'

nary military requirements for fortifications, and barracks

have been met by loans for short terms of years payable

by instalments out of revenues. If, profiting by a period of

political tranquillity, we can accomplish this task without

the raising of a loan and the imposition of a permanent

burden on future generations, I think we shall be able to

congratulate ourselves on having done that which even the

richest nations of Europe have not considered it

advisable to attempt." The Hoh'ble Mr, Gokhale was quite

right in protesting strongly against the folly of India

boasting of financial feats which the richest nations in

the worjd have not dared to attempt. Even after all this

excessive and unniecessary expenditure, even after

performing feats which are beyond the ppwer of

England or ^Germany, Government have disposed of a

total surplus of nearly 19 crores of rupees . during

the last five years. Such an extraordinary performance

can be possible, as Mr. Ghesney observed* in the Nine,

teenth Century recently', only^when more taxes are wrung

from the .people than are right, necessary or advisable*



C H A P T E R II.

Land Revenue and Famine.

IN the elaborate Resolution publiahed some monfchs ago

.

by the Government of India on the land revenue

system, it is maintained that the theory of half the

net produce as the standard of assessment is followed and

that the actual share of G-overnment is less than this

percentage.

The Government of India Resolution says :
" It is

now nearly forty years since the alternative standard of

half the net produce was introduced in Madras, the reason

being that the gross produce standard, while it favoured

the most fertile, pressed with extreme severity on the

poorer lands. But even the standard thus adopted has

not been worked up to in practice. There and elsewhere

the net produce has been valued at much less than the

current money rates, the out-turn per acre produced from

crop experiments has been notoriously under-estimated,

and liberal deductions have been made for unprefitable

cultivation; distance from markets, vicissitudes of season,

so that the rates in actual use for assessment are consi-

derably below the nominal share- The truth is, the assess-

ment of land revenue is subject to so many complicated

and varying conditions that any attempt to reduce it to

an exact mathematical proportion either of gross or
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net produce, would not only be impracticable, but wou Id

lead to the placing of burdens upon the shoulders of the

people, from which, under a less rigid system, if sympa-

thetically administered, they would be exempt." It is

added that the influence of the personal equation should

not be ignored- The settlement officers, it is observed,

coming into close contact with the people,, acquire excep-

tional sympathy with them and are loth to aggrieve those

"among whom they spend some of the most laborious,

years of their life."

Now, let us examine this statement in the light of

practical experience. As for the sympathy of the settle-

ment officers or of the Local or Supreme Government, I

shall leave it alone. I shall proceed to show that the

principle of the 50 p. c. of net assets, as the instruction to

settlement officers, holds good in theory, while in practice

no such principle is followed. Said Sir Louis Mallet in

1875 : "In truth, the fifty per cent, of the net produce

has been a mere paper instruction, a fiction which has had

very little to do with the actual facts of the administra-

tion, and in practice the rates levied have often absorbed

the whole rental, and not unfrequently, I suspect, en-

croached on profits also." Sir George Campbell, in his

minute on certain proposals made by the Madras Govern-

ment in 1874, said :
" According to the Governor, they

(the Settlement Department) are to be supposed to be

elaborately carrying out, under explicit instructions from

home, a system of valuation and assessment on the basis
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of half net profits ; but practically the rate of assessment

is decided by very different and simpler considerations

the most important of which is that no cultivator is to

pay more than he paid before, plus a very small percent-

age'^ A very small percentage, indeed ! What a travesty

of truth ! In the more recent re-settlements of Tanjore

and Trichinopoly, the increase on the old assessments was

25 per cent, and 33 per cent, respectively, increases,

which were really reductions made by Government

in the original proposals of 45 per cent, and 70 per

cent, made by the settlement officer, whose sympa-

thies with the ryots and whose reluctance to aggrieve

them Lord Curzon so grandiloquently praises. The Dis-

trict of Malabar is now undergoing a revision of settle-

ment and the increase proposed for the whole is 80 per

cent., and in certain Taluks in which the settlement has

been completed, the increase is, in certain cases, 100 and

even 200 per cent. Leniency, indeed ! In this connec-

tion, it may be worth while noting that Mr- E. K. Puckle,

C. I. E. had obtained the sanction of Government to the

lancis ofthe Salem district being assessed at rates favourable,

to the ryots. Mr. Goodrich, who was entrusted with the

duty of introducing the settlement rates, succeeded soon

after in getting Government to reconsider its decision and

consent to impose higher rates. Whether Mr. Goodrich

or Mr. Puckle was right, may be judged from the fact

that, in the famine of 1876—78, the mortality was the

heaviest in the Salem district, nextfafter Kurnool and
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Bellary, amounting to 18*7 pel* cent, of the population.

The fact is, the Madras Government has said, in so many
words, that the reasons for increase at each revision are,

not the paying capacity of the ryots, but " the exigencies

of Government " and " the re-adjustment of taxation in

the interests of the general public." This latter is a

fiction pure and simple, because in no single instance in

recent settlements was the tax reduced on deteriorated

property to equalise the weight of incidence of the tax on

the poor and the rich proprietor alike. The first reason ia

the true reason. Far from issuing instructions in favour

of leniency, the Supreme Government has given its sanc-

tion to these large enhancements, and the Local Govern-

ment's proposals in regard to Malabar have also been

sanctioned. The truth is, the Local Government and the

Supreme Government share the land revenue between

them, and both are interested in pushing it up. The

Finance Minister wants to bring up a prospetity budget,

and the Local Government wants for its expenses more

money than the Supreme Government would allow in its

quinquennial contracts. Between the two, the ryot's last

pie is squeezed out of him.

As for the methods adopted in arriving at the net

assets of the cultivator, which the Eesolution puts in such

roseate colours, far from their effect being lenient, it is

just the contrary. The calculation of the cost of produc-

tion, the estimation of the out-turn per acre, the deductions

made for unprofitable cultivation, and the commutation

7
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of the produce inio^inoney, are all done in a manner which

proves ruinous to the poorer class of cultivators. In the

first place, as Mr. Dutt points out, the cost of cultivating

an acre of good land is estimated at Rs- 14, the allowance

for inferior soil is only Rs. 6 an acre, whereas it is

notorious that the inferior soil costs more to cultivate

than good land. A number of Madras authorities have

pointed out this unnatural method of estimating the cost

of cultivation. Moreover, many of the elements of cost

are calculated unfavourably' to the ryots ; the estimates

are inadequate and some omissions ar.§, also made.

Not only are the estimates of the cost of cultivation

low, hut the average produce of the fields is over-estimated.

If tl|e psroduoe is over-estimated, and the cost is under-

estimated, it can be seen how fictitious the Government's

half share of the ryot's asset will be. Under such a system,

as Sir Louis Mallet obseryed, the rates levied oftea

absorb the whole-^-ental and even encroach on the profits.

Mr. Digby has in his book opinions communicated to him

by various Indian gentlemen of Southern India regarding

this important question. Says the Madras Govern-

ment :
" These calculations of the produce and expenses

of cultivation have never been pressed to their full conclu-

sion and the exact rates employed are much below those

which the "half-net produce'' principle would justify."

But this is flatly denied by experienced and respectable

Indian gentlemen holding extensive landed property.
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Dewan Bahadur Ragoonath Row, for instance, says :
" The

Government are said to get out half of the net produce

which is never less than 25 p.c. of the gross. This is only

in theory, actually they receive on an average more than

60 p-c- of the gross. On paper it is shown to be between

25 and 30 per cent, of the gross by over-estimating the

gross produce." Mr. Ragoonath Row gives further parti-

culars, A village measuring 305 acres of wet land has

been assessed on the estimated gross produce of 8557 to

9000 kalams (=12 Madras measures), while it never pro-

diiced more than 6000 on an average. The yield since the

years of the re-settlement has been, fasli .1303, Jcalams

5,300 ; fasli 1,304, halams 5,275
; fasli \,'S0b,halams&,11A.

;

/asZi 1,30B, Jcalams &,329; fasli 1,307, kalams b,7^0; fasli

1,308, Jealams 5,108; fasli 1,309, Jcalams 1,813. Accord-

ing to the theory and spirit of the Government order, the

assessment of this village should have been up to Juila^ms

1,612 Oir Rs. 1,674. The fixed assessment is A;«Zfl?»s 2,262

which raises the percentage to 37." ''If there is any

doubt in this case," adds Mr. Ragoonath Row, most em-

phatically, "I am prepared to hand over the village

to Government, if I'maybe' allowed"tb draw "frbm the

Government treasury annually the sum of fixed assess-

ment perpetually."

Another correspondent of Mr. Digby's mentions

the significant fact that in a memorial forwarded to

Governmerii of which, among others, SirViBashyam

Iyengar—a gentleman, this correspondent very rightly
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adds, who would never put his signature to any document

unless he was satisfied that the facts were absolutely

correct-T-was one of the signatories, the cost of cultivation

was estimated at Rs. 36-8 per acre (not including, anything

for the subsistence of the cultivator and his family)

whereas the Government estimate is Rs. 11-11-5 and

Es. 10-10-5. It may be added, that the cultivation

expenses, as calculated by Government, do not include any

subsistence for the cultiyator's family ; nor interest on the

money sunk by the ryots in the purchase of bullocks, &c.

Nor have the cultivation expenses been regularly made in

recent settlements. These are now taken to be the same

as have already been determined in neighbouring settled

districts. Why not, then, the ryots relinquish their hold-

ings, it may be asked ? The question is answered by Mr.

Digby's correspondent :
—" The dse in prices since the

seventies has acted as a providential set-off to the

iniquitous figures of the Settlement Department," But

the prices are bound to go down sooner or later under

the operation of the currency reform.

Land Reyenue Collections and Remissions.

Next in importance to the question of settling the

equitable principles of periodical settlements of land

revenue, is the question of the methods of its collection,

audits remission and suspension in times of drought and

scarcity. As I am'not acquainted with the practice in other

parts of India, I shall confine myself here to the Madras
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Presidency. The Madras Ma?7 said resently that the Board

of Revenue had called for the opinions of certain Collectors

and others in regard to the improvement of the present

system of land revenue collections and of granting suspen-

sions and remissions in seasons of famine or severe and

prolonged scarcity. The latter inquiry, it was added, is

on account of the recommendation made in this respect

by the latest Famine Commission. The former, that

is, the inquiry as to how the present system of land revunue

collections can be improved, is the outcome, perhaps, of the

requests made by the ryots in more than one place visited

by Lord Ampthill in his recent tour. No doubt, the

system is capable of considerable improvement. The

revenue is collected at present in four monthly instal-

ments beginning from December, whereas, prior to the

year 1896i the instalments were eight in some districts,

while in other districts the number of instalments and the

months when the instalments were due, were different.

Now the system of four instalments obtains in all the

districts of the Presidency, no allowance being made for

the variety of conditions prevailing, not only in the

districts, but in the difiEerent taluks; and' even villages of

each district. There is a difEerence of opinion regarding

the number of instalments. In the replies which the

Governor made to the addresses he received, he expressed

himself in favour pf the existing system* There were

objections to the former system of eight instalments when

it prevailed, and it was after a due consideration of thesie
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objections, that, the present system was substituted. Now,

to go bask to the former system, sufficient reasons should

be shown. I am not sure that the taxpayers would like to be

troubled by demands for eight months in the year succes-

sively, or that the risks of default would not be greater under

that system than under the present. If the ryots could

command the necessary funds, it would be on the whole

more convenient to them to have done with the trouble

by payment in as few instalments as possible. As a fact,

however, the ryot's money-box is never full, and on the

little that he can command at a time, whether his own or

borrowfeid, there are frequent demands of a more or less

pressing nature, which consume his money and leave him

helpless- when the next instalment is due. Against this

contingency the ryot has to be protected. In this view,

the system of four instalments seems to be better than

that; of eight instalments- As Mr. Alexander Rogers

observed in a communication to United India in April

last, if possible a reb&ite niay be given on money paid by

the ryots in advance of instalments, which is one of the

most practical means of encouraging habits of thrift. But

whether fou* or eight instalments be the system, the main

principle to be kept in view is to so adjust the dates of

the derhands as to suit the convenience of the ryots.

They should be called upon to pay exactly at the time

when they canpay most conveniently, with the least loss,

and without resorting to money-lenders, if possible. The

Famine Commission of 1880 laid down that the instal-
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inents should correspond to the main crops jraked, and

the dates on which these Crops ordinarily came to maturity,

and to the relative weight and value of the harvests.

They also pointed out that, where one crop was reserved

for food and another raised for sale, the larger collections

should be made on the latter crop, and that time should be

allowed to the ryots to realise their crops withoiit. undue

haste so as to avoid the risk of glutting the markets. Now,

if the principle recommended above by the Famine Com-

mission were to be adopted in the fixing of the dates of

instalments, it is obvious that a uniform system for the

.whole Presidency would not do. Kegard muit be had to

the months when the harvests are reaped in different

districts and localities ; to the time when the crops raised

for sale rather than for consumption are reaped ; and to

the months when the grain markets are not glutted and

money is not dear. As an able writer in the columns of

the Madras Mail pointed out last year, the subject should

be considered on broad and general lines, but also in its

bearings on every village separately. Only when this is

done will the ryot be enabled to carry on his business

with efficiency, and only then will all the danger of undue

pressure from land assessments be avoided.

Then, coming to the second enquiry regarding how

suspensions and remissions can be granted, there is one

important point which deserves to be carefully considered,

and that is, the advisability of granting remissions straight

way ofi in times of famine and severe and prolonged
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scarcity, instead of postponing the demands, of which

eventually only a small portion is recovered after a good

deal of harsh coercion, and the larger portion has to be

written off. This latter system should be adopted very

sparingly, and should not be adopted at all when there is

no prospect of a second crop. Mr. Alexander Rogers,

Mr. S. Thorburn and other experienced Anglo-Indian

officers have expressed their disapproval of this system

of tying a white elephant round the neck of the pauper

ryot. Arrears are usually recovered from the first bum-

per crop. When a peasant has lost seed-grain, labour,

cattle, and owes money for food, it takes, as Mr.

Thorburn says, not one but several bumper crops to

put hjm on his legs again. But hardly does he feel a sensa-

tion of relief at his bumper crop from the protracted afflic-

tion that has almost killed him and made him a homeless

wanderer, when the inexorable demand of the sircar con-

fronts him and throws him again in the throes of depres-

sion and despair. No situation can be more sad. What
is the ryot to do ? Is he to retrieve his lost position, rebuild

his house, replace his dead cattle, and procure the other

requirements of his occupation, purchase new utensils,

—

is he to do these from the proceeds of his bumper crop,

or is he to meet the demands of the relentless sircar, not the

demands of the current year, but the arrears of two or

luore years during which- he was in the hell of a famine ?

What happened in Bombay during the last famine has

happened in other provinces also. Every means of coer-
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cion was applied in Bombay* to squeeze the last pie of the

revenue from the ryots, and even after doing so, the

Grovernment found it necessary to remit nearly a crore of

arrears. In Madras the same thing happened recently.

If the original postponements had been substituted by the

remissions which had eventually to be granted, the ryots

would have been saved a good deal of worry and borrowing,

Ageicultueal Improvement and Gtoveenment's Apathy.

We recently read a paragraph in the papers that the

Government of the United States have established an

Insular Bureau of Agriculture in the Philippine Islands,

in order to remedy the deplorable condition of agriculture

there, and an accomplished botanist has been appointed

* Since this was written, the Bombay Government have admitted the

faults of their revenue system and have placed before the G-overnment of India

a scheme of reform, according to which, in bad times, assessments will be sus-

pended or remitted, as the case may be, on the recommendation of the District

officers, without the invidious process of individual inquiry. The suspended

amount will be partly or wholly collected in the subsequent year if that be a

good year. " A scale liberally graduated for the different parts of the Presid-

ency in accordance with the nature of the harvest, has been submitted for the

consideration of the Supreme Government" and Lord Northcote has given the

assurance that " under no circumstances will debts for assessments be allowed

to hang indefinitely around the necks of the poorer cultivators.'' Suspensions

would be general ; and remissions would be granted, in case the Government of

India approved of the proposals, to all bona fide agriculturists whose cases

might require them in the event of the recurrence of bad years. We may add that

at present there is no system of suspensions and remissions in ordinary years in

Bombay. The terms of the Famine Code give Collectors ample powers of sus-

pension in the case of an abnormal failure of the harvest causing a total or

almost total destruction of the crops over a considerable area, and direct that

such suspension should be eventually followed by an enquiry into each case as

to the desirability of remission or collection. This discretion, however, vested

in the Collectors by the terms of the Code, has been taken away by the

executive orders of the Bombay Government.

8
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Chief of the Bureau with headquarter at Manila. In those

islands, as in India, the methods of cultivation are pri-

mitive and ineffective ; the ordinary vegetables, notwith-

standing the fertility of the land, are small and poor, and

the stock is evidently run out and has to be renewed.

Many grains which are unknown to the people can un-

doubtedly be raised. They live chiefly on rice, and raise

less than they consume. The .main object of the Bureau

is "to promote the development of the agricultural

resources of the islands," and it will take charge of and

conduct the model farms and experiment stations which

were established in a number of provinces under the

Spanish regime. This is what the Government of the

United States are doing for their new protectorate, the

Philippine Islands.

We shall see what the British officials directing the

Grovernment of Egypt are doing or propose to do in that

country. Mr. W. Willcocks is an Indian Engineer, and

his services were lent to Egypt soon after the occupation.

His reputation is now so high that he is regarded as one

of the most distinguished irrigation Engineers in the

world. Mr-. Willcocks believes that the British rulers of

that country have already performed memorable feats in

irrigation, but that these would pale into insignificance

before the colossal system which would be inaugurated

within the next few decades. He sees a time when the

Nile will be controlled from its source to its mouth. A
gigantic series of weirs and dams will supply perennial
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irrigation to the country which has been turned into a

smihng garden. Great steamers will run all through the

year to Khartoum and beyond. Mr. Willcocks pictures to

himself a very paradise on earth in the cultivated lands

of Egypt, inhabited by a prosperous and contented pea-

santry, 50 years hence. Fifty years hence is a period too

far ahead, and none can be sure of the most sanguine

predictions being fulfilled in the beneficial results hoped

for. In India, only so recently as 25 years ago, the rapid

construction of railways, it was said, would so cover the

country with a net-work of communications that agri-

culture would be stimulated, trade would expand, money

would pour into the pockets of the producing classes, and

famine would once for all disappear from the land. Of

course, none of these things have happened, and the

economic condition of the country is now as bad as

it was at the period when, instead of the 25,000 miles of

railways now traversing the length and breadth of the

country, there were no more than 10,000 miles. Though

irrigation is a more efficient protective measure against

famine or scarcity than railways, still neither the one

nor the other is alone enough to blot out poverty from the

face of the country and plant prosperity in its place.

India pays away nearly one-third of her total revenues to

England as her price for the blessings of civihzed rule,

and Egypt pays to her foreign creditors 45 per cent, of

hers. No country with this drain of its life-blood can

possibly prosper.
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My immediate purpose here, however, is to point out

the contrast between the G-overnment of India and the

Government of other progressive countries, in their atti-

tude towards the great agricultural interests. The seri-

ous attention paid to irrigation works and the large

sums spent on them by the Government of Egypt, and

the comparative neglect of such works in India, form an

important point of contrasL- But the Government of

Egypt, according to Mr. Willcocks, does not mean to be

satisfied with the building of great dams and weirs to

regulate the Nile. After doing this, it does not mean to

sit down and expect the peasant and the landowner

to do the rest unaided. No passages in the lecture, which

this Engineer has recently published, are more interesting

or convey a greater lesson to India than those relating to

the duties of the Ministry of Agriculture, which Mr.

Willcocks would see presently firmly established as the

necessary complement of the Irrigation Department. The

Agricultural Department will not only establish experi-

mental farms to deal with manures and methods of

cultivation, but will introduce agricultural banks among

the village communities. It will have a weather bureau,

forecasting seasons and weathers and disseminating

information with the aid of wireless telegraphy. There

will be a bureau of animal industry improving the breed

of cattle and " studying compositions of butter suitable

for hot countries," a bureau of plant industry, intro-

ducing useful fertilising insects and destroying harm-

ful ones, and a bureau of soils, mapping the soils of
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the whole Nile Yalley. Forestry, of course, will be con-

sidered. But what Mr. Willocks lays special stress on, is

the bureau of foreign products. " Its trained agents will

be travelling' over the whole world, and forwarding to

Egypt from every quarter of the globe grains and plants

which give promise of being useful in the Nile Valley."

This bureau will introduce labour-saving machines of

every kind, it will study the world's market and instruct

the country in profitable and unprofitable crops. Another

section of the Agricultural Department will study pisci-

culture. Finally, the collection of statistics, which are

essential to the proper distribution and growth of agri-

cultural products, will be entrusted to trained experts. In

a word, says Mr. Willcocks, the Agricultural Ministry

will be full of courage and initiation, and will look with

a single eye to the wealth of the country, without any

design on the purses of its inhabitants.

How different is all this to what is being done by the

Government of India ? Very little is being done by the

State here to add to the ryot's knowledge of agriculture or

to protect it from those afflictions due, not to natural

causes, but to other preventible ones. We shall not refer

here at length to the Government's neglect of irrigation

works. It is clearly its duty to keep them in good order,

because on them the prosperity of agriculture depends, and

on their assumed normally good condition are the assess-

ments based. But when the assessments are levied to the

last pie, and the irrigation works are in a state of disorder,
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— appeals to the Public Works or E^venue authorities

from the ryots ordinarily proving to be of little avail,—the

hardship to the taxpayers may be imagined. But the ryot's

misfortunes do not consist solely in deficient rainfall or in

neglected irrigation works ; often they are due to

other 'evils. In Gujarat and other parts of the Bom-

bay Presidency, for instance, the evils arising from in-

sufficient rainfall were aggravated by rats, locusts, grass-

hoppers and other insects, which continued to ravage

many districts, and contributed to the unfavourableness

of the season. Now, it is reasonable to complain that

Government have made no provision for responsible and

steady efforts being made to place agriculture above these

evils- In other countries, as we have seen, large sums of

money are spent by the State, through a well-organised

and thoroughly-equipped Agricultural Department, to

keep agriculture sufficiently protected against evils of this

kind. The Hon'ble Mr. Perrazu, at a meeting of the

Madras Legislative Council, complained that, while in

small countries like Switzerland large sums were spent

for the benefit of agriculture; in India, with more than 200

millions depending for their subsistance on the produce of

agriculture, the amount spent was a trifle. The Hon'ble

Mr. Nicholson made the same complaint in the Viceroy's

Council in 1898. Still, the public have been kept in a

state of suspense under promises yet to be fulfilled.

Not to speak of other countries which afford material

aid to the people in this direction, there is the example
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set by the Government of Bengal in respect of tha sugar

and silk industries, which there is no reason why other

provincial Governments, under the direction of the

Supreme Governmentj should not follow. A. recent report

of the Agricultural Department of Bombay has a section

headed " Entomology"; and what is the amount of '' ento-

mology" the Department did ? Writes the Times of

India: " Of what passes for Entomology in the Bombay

Agricultural Department, the following is an authentic

instance. Rewards at the rate of half-an-anna per ser for

all locusts destroyed, and of three annas per ser for locust

eggs, were granted. This may be a very wise administra-

tive measure, but we fail to see the Entomology of it. We
mention the matter here to show how insufficiently equip-

ped our Agricultural Department is in respect of functions

which, in other great agricultural countries, are considered

to belong legitimately to it." There are several other ways

in which the Government might render help to the culti-

vators. The Indian cultivators' knowledge of agriculture

as an occupation subject to operations of science is little.

The time-honoured mamul is their only guide. In regard

to the breeding of cattle, variety of crops, the selection of

seed, manure, the nature of the soil suited to particular

crops, and in a score of other matters, the ryots' knowledge

is primitive. The Government of India is in a position

to collect a vast amount of extremely valuable informa-

tion on all these matters from the publications issued by

the Governments of other countries and from other

sources.
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Ever since Lord Mayo's time, during the last 30 years,

the question of an Agricultural Bureau being established

at Calcutta, if not in Provincial capitals also, has been

talked of, and, now and again, whenever the latent

consciousness of Government regarding agricultural

interests is galvanised into transient activity., we have

Conferences, Eeports, Resolutions, regrets aud promises,

—

all in abundance. But, anon, the subject is dropped, and

other more powerful interests capture the Government.

Meanwhile the colossal engine of taxation goes on grind-

ing the very face of the unfortunate agriculturists. Their

burden steadily increases ; but their lord, to whom alone

they can look for help, is absorbed in the consideration of

more weighty matters, and has no time to pay heed to the

cries of the humble ryots !

The Peasant's Millennium.

Mr. Thorburn, in his speech at the Famine Union

Conference, described the establishment of Agricultural

Banks as the ' millennium of the peasant.' I do not know

whether it will really be his millennium, or whether the

Indian peasant will ever experience a millenium in the

near or remote future. Though, in all countries, agricul-

ture is the basis of national prosperity, still a nation de-

pending on that alone can never be prosperous. Agricul-

ture yields food for the population, but food alone does

not complete the physical requirements of man. Com-

forts and luxuries are wanted, and these should be supplied

by manufacturing industries. This was what the Finance
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Minister of Russia, M. De Witte, meant when he said

thai] as long as that country remained a purely agricul-

tural country, it would not get rid of periodical famines

and general destitution. India is worse than Russia in

this respect. We shall never be prosperous so long as

eight-tenths of our population depend upon agriculture,

and the rest mainly on cooly work or trivial unproductive

occupations- The essential condition of India's prosperity

is that, in addition to the food that her soil yields, she

should provide herself with her own comforts and luxuries,

and, by selling to other countries what excess of these she

may produce, should enjoy the profits and add them to her

capital. At present, there is no scope for the labouring classes

except agriculture, all the labour, which in other countries

the local manufactures and non-agricultural industries

afford to the poorer classes, being lost to India on account

of her raw materials being taken away to foreign countries

to the great benefit of the capitalists and the labouring

classes of those countries. Until this serious anomaly in

the economic condition of India is redressed, the millen-

nium will not arrive either to the peasant or to other

classes. The present dead level of poverty will not be

removed. The establishrrjent of agricultural banks will no

doubt be a relief to the peasant, because these banks will

9
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Baake borrowing less ruiaous to him. But they cannot raise

Jiim altogether above indebtedness, and make him a

solvent individual We are not by any means disposed to

undervalue the usefulness of those institutions. When
they are established and prove successful, the peasant will

find it possible, to some extent, to avert the serfdom to

Which his present indebtedness to the Sowcar often

reduces him. But let us not forget that in Italy and in

other European countries, where agricultural banks have

long been established and worked successfully, the pea-

santry is by no means a contented or prosperous class.

Because, there, the Government has, in pursuance of

Imperial ambitions, imposed heavy taxes on the cultivat-

ing classes, and industries are not in a flourishing condition.

Thus, while the agricultural banks will afford to the Indian

ryots a welcome relief, the millennium will not arrive

until other conditions I have referred to are satisfied.

Petty'Holdings in India.—An Economic Wabning.

From the latest issue of agricultural statistics pub-

lished by the Government of India for the years 1 896-97

to 1900-01, we make out the following statement, show-

ing certain particulars of small holdings held from Gov-

ernment under the ryotwari tenure :

—
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Small koldings held separate and direct for the years 1896-97 and 1900-01.
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classes. The population having multiplied faster than the

(extension of cultivation tias taken place, the pressure on

the produce of agriculture has increased. In other words,

the same land has to support more people, who have to be

content with less nourishment. The number of estates

having increased and the average area of each estate

having decreased or remained stationary, cultivation, so

far as this change has taken place, cannot be

carried on with the same efficiency as before, which

means diminished produce. To this has to be added the

increase in the assessment in Central Provinces and

Bombay.

As a set-off against these features showing consider-

able backsliding of the agricultural condition, there has

been no corresponding increase, on the whole, in the

estimated area or in the yield under crops. In the year

1892-93 the total area of rice cultivation in the three rice-

growing provinces of Bengal, Madras aod Burma, was

48,358,707 acres. There has since been a good deal of

variation, slight increase in the area ; and in the year

1901-1902, the area was 49,620,326 acres, which was less

than the area in some of the previous years, namely, in

1894-95, 1897-98, 1898-99 and 1899-900. As regards the

total yield, in 1892-93 it was 420,282,626 cwts. This in-

creased slightly in the succeeding two years ; decreased

in the next two; increased in the next three years
;

and decreased again in the years 1900-1901 and 1901-

1902 ; in the last the total yield, under rice, being
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395,329,247 cwts. Again, in regard to wheat, the

variation in the extent of cultivation is more un-

satisfactory. It was 27,033,172 in 1891-92 ; it increased

in the next Lhree years ; and has decreased since 1895-96

;

and in the year 1931-1902 the area of wheat cultiva-

tion, all wheat-producing provinces taken together, was

only 23,308,992 acres. The yield shows similar variation,

which was 6,442,760 tons in 1891-1892 and 6,010,899

in 1901-1902. Taking the non-food marketable crops,

it will be tedious to go through the figures. It

is enough here to state that, in regard to cotton,

there has been a steady decrease in the area since

the year 1893-94 and the yield too may be said

to have shown the same tendency- Linseed also shows

an unprogressive variation. Kape and mustard, sesamum

and jute show considerable improvement, while indigo has

gone down during the last ten years both in the area and

the yield of the crops. Earthnut and sugarcane have

gone through unfavourable vicissitudes. We have given

here a brief summary of these figures, but a detail-

ed study of them will be found to be instructive.

The last ten years have not only been disastrous in the

provinces which were afflicted by the two severe famines;

but of the whole Empire the material progress has been

arrested- and pushed back-

To one serious feature in the statement printed above,

I wish to draw special attention in this plaice^ It will be

seen from this statement that, in all the four provinces)
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the average area of ryotwari estates shows a steadily

decreasing tendency.

So far as the Madras Presidency is concerned,

this tendency is very [.ronoanoed. We pointed out

that the ryotwari holdings in the year 1900-01 con-

sisted of 3,300^000 in all, of which 2,2,84,000 were

single, and 10,06i000 were joint holdings. Thirty years ago,

the total number of holdings was 2,126,000, of which

1,864,000 were single, and only 262,000 were joint. The

increase ia the number of holdings by more than 60 per

cent., and the increase in the number of joint holdings by

nearly 40Oper cent., are far in excess of the increase in the

extent of cultivation or in the growth of population. The

increase in the extent of cultivation in the Madras Presi-

dency has been, since the great famine of 1876—78, only

1-93 million acres or about 2 millions. (During the last

ten years, the increase has been almost nominal)* This,

in itself, is very significant, because the increase in the

extent of cultivation has been far too short of the in-

crease in population, which, between the years 1881-

1901, has increased from 30,827,113, to 38,208,609, or

nearly 27 per cent. This increase in the population

must have brought about extreme pressure on

inferior lands of which the increase in the area of culti-

vation must consist. But the extreme sub-division of

the fields and the increase fourfold, within 30 years, in

the number of joint holdings, must have led to a deplor-

able aggravation of the evil. If, in the case of the other
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three provinces where the ryotwari tenure prevails, similar

figures can be obtained, their analysis must yield

instructive results.

The Madras Mail quoted, some time back, the

rem9<rks made 28 years ago by the Board of Kevenue

on this question of the continued parcelling out of

landed property into minute shares. " The ryotwari sys-

tem and the Hindu law of inheritance," the Board

remarked, " make the minute sub-division of holdings and

the existence of joint holdings inevitable. The sub-division

often proceeds to siich an extent that the holder is a man

of no substance, gaining his livelihood almost entirely by

day-labour. When misfortune comes, he is ruined at once,

and his land is sold in arrears." Daring these twenty-eight

years, we have seen how the evil has increased. Over three

millions of holdings distributed among an agricultural popu-

lation of 20 millions is a serious economic situation ; but

when fuU one-third of this number of holdings are each

shared among a number of proprietors, the neglect and

deterioration that must overtake cultivation can be ima-

gined. Eeferring to the average extent of each holding,

this journal points out that "it is a serious matter

for contemplation that these petty holdings average just

a quarter of an acre of wet and not much more than 2f

acres of dry land each, whilst more than 40,000 of them

average not much more than three-quarters of an acre

each." "The latter are, of course,'' it is added, " partly of

the nature of allotments, and partly small parcels of land
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iiot held by the agricultural community ; but when this

has been allowed for, as well as the fact that ryots with

individual holdings often have shares in other joint hold-

ings and have a certain amount of inam land also, the

minute parcellement of the holding remains as a warn-

ing."

In Bombay, in the first year of the quinquennium,

the average area of each estate was 24'07 acres ; in the

last 23-9. This is the average size of the ryotwari holding,

but as a fact a very large proportion of these holdings are

actually less than ten acres in extent. A contraction of

the smaller holdings spells poverty to the cultivator and

prospective recruits to famine relief works. In Madras,

the size of the average holding is 7 acres ; and the in-

crease in the number of holders between the years com-

pared was far more than the increase in the number of

holdings. In Bombay, the state of things seems to be

equally bad. There are over one million shareholders

owning the same number of estates. But, dividing the

number of shareholders or the number of estates amongst

a rural population of nearly 15 millions, we come to the

conclusion that each estate or shareholder of about

23 acres supports more than twelve persons. But

the shareholder in Bombay, probably in many cases,

holds his estate jointly with others, although one

individual's name might be registered in Government

books for the payment of the tax. But 23 acres is only

the average ; as we have remarked above, many estates

are less than 10 acres in extent. If 10 acres were divided
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among a number of Joint-holders, there might be hundreds

of thousands of holdings extremely small, as small as in

this Presidency, I entirely agree with the I'mes 0/ India

in its opinion that " the improvement of agriculture, as

well as of the condition of the agricultural classes, requires

that this tendency to divide land into infinitesimal

parcels should be checked."

Small Faeming.

Whatever may be the difierence of opinion among

Western economists as regards the respective merits of

large and small farming, there can be no doubt that in

India small farming is being carried, as is shown above,

to a dangerous extreme, and that it already constitutes a

serious warning. We have pointed out how the average

extent of a single estate held under ryotwari tenure hardly

exceeds five acres, and at the bottom of the agricultural

order of the population it is much smaller. The

Hindu law of equal inheritance, the esteem in

which the occupation of agriculture is held by the

people, the absence of other occupations, the com-

paratively stationary state of the wages, the joint family

system, and compulsory marriage—all tend towards this

deplorable result. While the law of equal inheritance has

produced in India the same result as it has produced in

France, the counteracting forces that operate in France

are absent in this country. As in the Highlands of Scot-

land and in Ireland, here, too, land has beer^ divided until

the ]^lots are too small to support a family. The small

10
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farmer in India is a man of no substance; if the season is

good, he cultivates the field and pays the tax to Govern-

ment ; if it is adverse, he relinquishes the holding and

resorts to daily labour.

The condition of the small farmer is indeed precari-

ous under ordinary circumstance:;, and, in some places, as

in Southerland, where the crofters are fairly well off, the

extreme deterioration of the peasants has to be prevented

by a strict rule against sub-division of holdings. A.s a

rule, the farmer experiences great difficulty in making an

average income over a term of years. As it happens in

India, seasons and prices fluctuate, man and beast

are exposed to the danger of epidemics, blights and

plagues of various kinds occur, and the small culti-

vator cannot hope, as Professor Nicholson points out,

that every year will provide for itself even a necessary

minimum of subsistence. As we have already said, the

Indian farmer sinks to the condition of the day-labourer,

and rarely looks to his land as his chief source of subsis-

tence. This last is the bane of small farming in this

country. The well-known saying of Young does not hold

good here: '' Give a man the secure possession of a

bleak rock, and he will turn it into a garden." " The
magic of property turns sand into gold." These feats may
be accomphshed by the peasant in Flanders or Belgium

j

but the Indian farmer is dead to all such charms of pro-

perty.

The field he cultivates is practically his property,

and until, at all events, the time for the next revision of
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revenue settlement comes, the improvements he effects

will not be taxed by the landlord—in India, by the State.

Still, the quality of human nature referred to by Young is

not developed here. It is true that the Indian peasant

has to contend against unfavourable natural oonditionsi

The greatest need of agriculture is water, and for this he

has to depend on the rains from heaven, which are noto-

riously uncertain. Inmost places, however, this want can be

supplied by artificial irrigation by means of tanks and wells,

so that wherever this method of irrigation is prac-

ticable, the question is one of capital. But, the Indian

peasant is a well-known pauper. Far from being able to

invest capital in the improvement of his property,

he is in a state of chronic indebtedness, which paralyses

all his interest in the improvement of his income. How

far the relation of cause and effect can be traced between

this want of capital, this state of continued indebtedness,

of the peasant on the one hand, and his utter apathy

and lack of zeal in the improvement of his proper-

ty, on the other, it is perhaps .rain to attempt to

determine. The only capital of the Indian farmer is

his labour and the labour of his family, and what

skill and knowledge he has inherited ; and though he

mit^ht be expected to turn this to his greatest benefit,

he does not do so- "With regard to labour," says Professor

Nicholson, '' it is plain that the small farmers cannot

make an adjustment of work according to capacity so

as to fill up the time in the best m:iaaer or to the sam^

degree as the large farmers. It is also plain that +hey are
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not likely ta have the same soientific skill, or what is the

next best thing, to have the command of it. Nor are they

likely to make experiments or follow a new lead readily*

In fact, the one great advantage that the small farmer,

as a rule, possesses is inherited and empirical skill, which,

however useful under conditions fixed by custom, may,

wheniconditions are changing, prove an obstacle in the way
of improvement. The devotion to labour, the ardour in

cultivating to the utmost, and the proverbial thrift of

peasant proprietors, have also their dark side." In India,

these seem to have only one side,—the dark side. In the

controversy that has recently gone On regarding the

light or heavy incidence' of the State's share in the

produce of the land, Mr- Dutt and others have con-

tended that the proportionately higher cost of culti-

vation of the poor soil in comparison with that

of the rich soil, is not taken into consideration by Govern-

ment in estimating the net profit of the peasant. The

officials, on the other hand,'have maintained that it is the

practice in this country to devote less capital and less

labour to the cultivation of the inferior land, whereas

when the land is fertile and likely to give substantial yield,

greater care and expense are bestowed on its cultivation.

The climate and the quality of the soil are the

natural conditions of cultivation ; while capital and the

rate of profit are the social ones. If the former are un-

favourable to the Indian farmer, the latter, under pre-

sent circumstances, are no less unfavourable. Small
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farming does not, obviously,, require the same amount of

capital as large farrmiag ; but if the small farmers were
solivent and accumulate capital, the amalgamation of small

estates into large ones would be possible. This seems to

be taking place in France, the country, par excellence, of

peasant proprietors. English writers do not take a favour-

able view of the results of the system of small holdings in

France, and Professor K'ioholson has no doubt that, in

general, the British agricultural labourer is better off

than the French peasant owner. But other accounts

present a different picture. Adoording to a well-known

writer on agricultural economies,* the greatest increase

in the area under wheat cultivation in France is due to

those peasant families which themselves cultivate the

land they own. Since the end of the'eighteenth century,

they have nearly doubled the area under wheat

as well as the returns from each acre, so as

to increase almost fourfold the amount of wheat

grown in France. The French peasant is, so far

as self*restraint is concerned, a person entirely

different from the Indian farmer. While the Indian

farmer, whatever his present condition or future prospect,

will marry and add to the family, the French peasant is

most anxious not to bring into existence more lives than

can be fed or started in life decently according to his

standard. The population of France has, during the last

one hundred years, increased only by 41 per cent., whereas

the increase of wheat crop has been nearly 400 per cent.

There) too, agriculture has been hampered, within the

<^ See note p 80.
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period mentioned, by various obstacles—taxation, military

service, poverty of the peasantry, and, even up to 1884,

a severe prohibition of all sorts of assopiation among the

peasants. What, then, makes the French peasant so

prosperous, whereas the Indian is for evQ| a child of

misery ? The chief cause is, indeed, the habit of thrift

and self-restraint carefully pursued by the former.

As a fact, however, the Indian agricultural classes do

not multiply very fast.. Both of ;Malthus's two sets of

causes are in operation in this country, the preventive

and positive causes, or causes which diminish the birth-

rate and those which increase the death-rate. Low

economic condition, such as has prevailed in India

during the last decade, and emigration to foreign coun-

tries or to distant parts of India itself, such as has almost

completely checked the growth of population in the dis-

trict of Tanjore, diminish the birth-rate. Famine, too, has

this preventive effect; In other countries from which

famine has been banished, positive checks to the growth

of population arise from the laws of nature, as for example,

the inclemency of the seasons or the exhaustion of natural

resources. Other checks arise from wars, life in over-

crowded cities, and excesses. In India, in addition to

some of these, there is the great check provided by

famine, which, during the last ten years, cut short the

growth of the population by so many as 19 millions of

souls. As the result of these preventive and positive

checks, the growth of population in India is much more

moderate than in many other countries in the world.
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In India, cultivation does not pay. This is a

very important fact. In Western countries, agriculture

is to a large extent carried on as a commercial business.

In England, amateur farming is said to be increasing. Large

farms are cultivated for the sake of the profit on the

capital invested. But, in this country, by far the bulk of

the occupation of cultivation is prompted by no such com-

mercial spirit. It is pursued almost exclusively as a means

of subsistence, and the gratification of certain domestic

luxuries is the only profit which the larger class of farmers

expect. The smaller farmer, here as well as elsewhere,

looks to the employment of his own labour and that of

his family. Accordingly, when inferior soils are the only

ones available for cultivation, as is the case in India, no

profit is expected, but only a reasonable remuneration for

labour. When, therefore, wages in other employments are

better than in agriculture, it operates as a motive

prejudicial to small farming. As a fact, wages in towns

are often higher than wages on the village farms, and

the former are not subject to the uncertainties of the

latter. Employment in towns gives the labourer wages

throughout the year, whereas cultivation occupies the

farmer only for a few months. It is true that he

spends the months, when there is no field work, in work-

ing for wages in towns. But, although Indians have an

unique liking for the work of farming and for village

life, still the old conditions of life both in towns and vil-

lages are changing, and when once the farmer acquires a

liking for town life, he does not care to devote himself too
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much to the cultivation of his small holding. Less heavy

taxation by the State will make petty farming more pay-

ing. It is a questionable form of the exercise of ruling

power to tax, as the Government of India tax, the wages

of the physical labour of the poorer classi^es who, in India,

while enjoying the least of the good things of the world,

pay most to the State in order that a multitude of office-

holders, professional men and the rest of the wealth-con-

suming classes, may sport on the lap of opulence and

luxury.

The soil of Belgium supplies with home-grown food no less than 490
inhabitants per square piUe and thei'e remains something for export—^no less

than £1,000,000 worth of agricultural produce being exported every year to Great

Britain Besides, it must not be forgotten that Belgium is a manufacturing

country which exports home-made goods to the valu,eof £9 per head of population

(£56,000,000, on the average, in 1886—92), while the total exports from the

United Kingdom attain only £6 7s. per inhabitant, As to separate parts of

the Belgium territory, the small and natur9.11y unfertile province of West Flan-

ders not only grows the food of its 580 inhabitants on the square mile, but

exports agricultural produce to the value of 25s. per head of its population. And
yet no one can read Laveleye's masterly work without conning to the conclusion

that Flemish agriculture would have realized still better results were it not

hampered in its growth by the steady and he?ivy increase of rent. In the face

of the rent being increased each nine ye&rs,' many farmers have lately abstain-

ed from further improvements * * * Wlule we are so often told that

wheat-growing does not pay, and England consequently reduces from year to

year the area of its wheat fields, the French peasants steadily increase the area

under wheat, and the greatest increase is due to those peasant families which
themselves cultivate the land they own. Since the end of the last century they
have nearly doubled both the area under wheat as well as the returns from
each acre, so as to increase almost fourfold the amount of wheat grown in FrAice.
At the same time the population has only increased by -11 per cent., so that the
ratio of increase of the wheat crop has been six times gi"eater than the ratio of

increase of population, although agriculture has been hampered all the time by
a series of serious obstacles—taxation, military service, poverty of the peasan-
try, and even, up to 1884, a severe prohibition of all sorts of association among
the peasants. It must also be remarked that, during the same hundred years
and even within the last fifty years, market gai'dening,fi'iiit.culture, and culture

for industrial purposes have immensely developed in France, so that there

would be no exaggeration in saying that the French obfeiin now at least six or
seven times more than they obtained a hundred years ago. The " means of

existence" drawn from the soil have thus grown about fifteen times quicker
than the population

—

Prince Kropothvn's " Fields, Factories, and Worlc-
3hgp»."—{The Esvpanaioniit.)
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Industrial Pursuits—A Preliminary Survey Necessary.

IN one of our Congress Eesolutions, we prayed Govern-

ment for the appointment ofa Commission to inquire

into the present industrial condition of the country.

We did this in accordance with the recommendation pf

the Famine, Commission of 187f^. In their opinion, the

root of much of the poverty of the people of India and

of the risks to which they are exposed in seasons of

scarcity, lies in the unfortunate • circumstance that

agriculture formS| almost the sole occupation of the mass

of the population, and no remedy for present evils will

be complete which does not include the introduction of

a diversity of occupations, through which the surplus

population may be dra^vn from agricultural pursuits, and

led to find their means of subsistence in manufactures

or some such support.

In 1872, Dr. Forbes Watson, of the India Museum,
advocated the undertaking of an industrial survey of India

by Government. In a pamphlet he published in that

year, he directed attention to the want of a really exhaust-

ive and systematic knowledge of the various products of

India in their new and in their manufactured condition
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" There are certainly abundant materials for a general

superficial knowledge of Indian products, but in order to

render such knowledge really useful and applicable to

trade and industry, much more precise and comprehen-
sive information is required. Each kind of produce must
be accurately described, the difierent varieties and species

distinguished, the places and the methods of production

ascertained, the commercial and industrial value investi-

gated, and the question of supply and utilization discussed-

And when all this is accomplished, provision must be made
for rendering the knowledge easily accessible and available

for immediate reference, not only by Governrnent

authorities, but. by agriculturalists, manufacturers and
men of business generally."

Two MAIN COURSES : I- AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

At an International Congress on Technical Educa-

tion, held in London in June 1897, Mr. C. A. Baiiies,

C- S. I., read a paper on Technical Education in India

and there he observed :
'' In the course of time, there

must inevitably be forced on the people the recognition

of a fact which is even now apparent in one or two tracts

in India, namely, that the pressure of an increasing popula-

tion has been hitherto thrown entirely on the soil, that in

most parts of the^ country the mostfertile lanidshave been

brought under the, plough, and that, in Iiidia,the limits of

remunerative cultivation under the existing conditions

have been nearly reached. Further extension becoming

impossible, recoursse must be had to one of two alternatives-
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Bitket an ouilet for the sui?pliis»populatioa must be found in

some industries other than agriculture, or,by what is known

as intensifying the cultivation by the application of the

teachings of science, two blades of corn must be made to

grow where only one grew before." Since Mr.Baines wrote

thus, the severe famines that have devastated the country

have brought home to the minds of the people this grim and

melancholy truth, and there is now no doubt in the mind

of any intelligent person in this country that to continue

in the present economic state, means death, disease and

destitution to the people, and that the only means of

escaping from these is for them to strike andadvance along

new paths where abundant wealth can be made. I do

not know why Mr. Baines says thiat either of the two

courses must be adopted. Not either, but both should

be adoipted, because one is not antagonistic to the

other. But in either of the courses and in &0'^^ of them,

the key to success is to be found in the steady

difE'usion of a well-devised and well-organised system

oi technical education. I have already spoken of the

supreme necessity ol establishing, a central agricultural

bureau in Calcutta, with provincial bureaus in difierent

parts of the country. The most important subjects to

which the attention of these bureaus will have to be direct-

ed are : the nature of the soil ; the best means of irrigation

or draina^ge when necessary ; the enrichment or the re-

newal ofthe fertility of the soi] by the application, of proper

manures ait tjhe rotation of crops ; the implements best

adapted for tillage and for the gathering of the crops witla
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efficiency and economy ; and the crops which can be most

advantageously produced to answer the special require-

ments of the ryot's position and with respect to the nature of

the soil and climate; the feeding of live-stock, dairy produce,

and market facilities for the disposal of his products. The

vast improvements which recent discoveries in chemistry

and physiologyhave introduced into agriculture, have lifted

it from the position of a merely manual art, and conferred

upon it the dignity of a science. It is no longer a pursuit in

which the humble villager or ease-loving investor engages

for a livelihood or profit. Eoyalty, the nobility, and men of

wealth now take to farming, as well as the professional agri-

culturist, and take pride in exhibiting the products of their

farms. Agriculture is now a scientific occupation, and not

merely experimental husbandry. Chemical and geologi-

cal knowledge are essential to success, and the most

ingenious mechanical appliances, as well as steam power,

are habitually employed. Side by side with these scienti-

fic and highly intensive methods of farming—methods

which are improved and modified every day,—we in this

country adhere to methods which are centuries old and

which neither feed the soil as it ought to be fed, nor extort

from it as much wealth as it is possible to make it yield.

II.

—

Non-Agricultubal Education.

But the millennium will not dawn while agriculture,

however advanced its development may be, continues

almost the sole occupation of the people- It is becom-'

jng obvious every day that India's material prosperity
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is involved in her industrial condition. The

great problem is, how India's agricultural produce

can be kept within her own limits for the nourishment

of her own people, how her raw materials without

being exported to foreign countries can be converted into

manufactured goods in order that her industry may

supply her own comforts and luxuries, and how by these

means the ever-growing tide of. foreign imports might be

stemmed, and how India's economic drain, the drain of

her very life-blood, might be arrested. I am in entire

aoeord with Sir M. Bhownaggree, who has done valu-

able service to this country by his constant agitation

of this question in and outside the House of Commons.

It is obvious that India's exports of agricultural produce

are not exports of her surplus stock. If the wheat and

rice that are exported were to remain in India, the poorer

classes who now consume less than two pounds of flour

per day, might be able to get 2| pounds- If our oil seeds

would remain in our country, cultivation would be made

more efficient and our cattle would be better fed. If our

cotton, wool, dying materials, hides and skins, bones, and

a score of other raw materials, now sent abroad, could be

kept in the country, they would furnish openings to our

own capital and to our own labour. We deprive ourselves of

all these advantages under the present condition of things,

and are content to be an under-fed people entirely

dependent on aliens for all our articles of comfort and

luxury and of daily domestic use. This is a most abnormal

state, and obtains in no other country in the world.
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marikably able paper which Sir M. Bhownaggree read

at the International Congress on Technical Education,

to which I have already referred. Not that his ideas are

particularly new or original ; I have myself ventilated

them on numerous occasions in the press and on the

platform- But the reader will certainly be glad to know

that one of our oomntrymen in Sir M. Bbowoaggree's posi-

tion holds on this most important question views which are

perfectly sound from a scientific point of view and which

are calculated to advance our most vital interests^ Sir

M. Bhownaggree in his paper analyses the domestic wants

of our poorer classes and those above them, and points

out how largely these wants are supplied by imports from

foreign countries.

What do the PEotLE use eveby day ?

" What do these poorer classes use every day ? Take

the humblest household first. You will find there metal

pots and pans for cooking purposes, kerosine or mineral

oil and matches for light, cotton, bone, or metal buttons,

pins, hooks and eyes, needles and thread, which enter

into the preparation of the family garments of rough

native-made fabrics. Then there are taeks and nails,,

twine and string, a hammer and other tools in many

houses. All these articles, every one of them, are of foreign

make.

" Peering into another household, a stage or two

upraised in the social scale, you fmdi nearly all the
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articles oommon to the daily use olE a European work-

ing mEiii most of the culinary utensils, lamps, canjclie,

soap, paper^ ink, pen, pencil, not a single one of which

is madis in India. This house is painted with colour

or washes of foteign composition, the wood -work of

it iis varnished with foreign varnish, the occup/Ht's

clothes are of European manufacture. One degree higher

again, and four-fifths of the articles in the domicile of a

peon, a petty schoolmaster or a clferk, and on his own

person and his wife's and children's persons, are of foreign

make. Then come the household of the middle class, of

the successful and comfortable tradesman> the merchant

land the professional man. There, and, in a still greater

degree, in the mansions of millionaires and the palaces of

princes the predominating proportion of articles are all of

foreign manufacture. I try hard to recall to my mind

what particular article I should find of Indian workman-

ship in places like these last, and I do not see any of

that description, from the kitchen and stable to the

drawing-room and the hall. Some criticsj who do not fall

in with my views,, might point to the furniture.

That would make a somewhat important exception

if I viewed this considerable part of a household

as a superficial observer would ; but then he does

not remember that, save in the simplest and crudest class

of furniturej a good proportion of what is known as local

furniture is not native-made at all. The springs of a

coach or chair, the lining, the buttons, the threads, the
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hinges of a cupboard or box, the screws, the nails, the

locks, the very tools with which these are put together

and formed into shape are all made abroad. So that

what remains is the wood and the labour. That even

these contribute their due proportion of profit to the Native

worker, I doubt. English firms and European employers in

very many instances control the production of the raw

material and the labor, and very appropriately take the

profit of it, the Native's gain being the bare living wages

of his daily toil."

A DISMA.L TALE OP THE DBAIN.

Sir M. Bhownaggree then briefly enumerates some

of the chief varieties of raw material which are produced

abundantly in the country and which admit of manipu-

lation in the places of their growth. These are : coffee,

coir, cotton, drugs, dyes, fibres, grain and pulse
;
gums

and resins ; hemp, hides and skins ; horns, ivory, jute,

lac, precious stones, seeds, silk, spices, sugarcane,

tobacco, tea, timber, and wool. This is by no means a

complete list, but it contains a few items which show

how far—owing to want of ordinary enterprise and the

almost entire absence of skilled labour of the most com-

mon sort, both of which would result from technical

instruction,—India fails to derive the benefit of the rich

stores that nature has bestowed on her with a lavish hand.

" The exports .and imports, which can be quoted in respect

of every article of the raw produce of India which admits

of skilled labour, tell the dismal tale of the drain, from pre-
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ventible causes, of her natural resources to make the wealth

of other countries. The wool and skins, the hides and

molasses, and nearly all such articles as are packed

away from India, year after year,—to be imported again

after undergoing manipulation by foreign operatives—
would, with the application of a little skilled labour on

the spot, offer to millions of her poorest inhabitants the

means of subsistence. It would save her, besides, all

that large amount of money which is represented by

freight, by office and middlemen's charges, and by the

difference of exchange, which all goes out of her pocket

by the time these articles travel back to her markets and

shops in a refined form, or in the shape of articles pre-

pared abroad ready for use by her people. Instead of her

keeping as much of this raw material at home as she

requires for the manufacture of such articles, and sending

out the surplus, either ready manufactured for sale abroad,

or at as late a stage of preparation as mere ordinary

skilled workmanship would admit of, she chucks it away

in bulk and thus furnishes the means of livelihood to

millions of foreigners, while her own children are famish-

ing at home,

'^ Nor is this the case in respect of such articles only

as require for their manufacture any particular skill or

aptitude which is as yet unknown to them. Tea, coffee and

tobacco, for instance, do not require any very intricate

operation before they are ready for consumption. Indeed,.

all the labor they require is exclusively put upon them

12
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to-day by the Indian labourer and workman. And yet it

is not the Native of India that takes the profit on them.

It is the European planter and the tobacco and cigar

maker, who is from his boyhood apprenticed in those

lines and brings to his work the knowledge and enterprise

which are the natural outcome of his training, who

pockets the large surplus of gains after the Indian has had

his hire. Go through the list of tea and coSee plantations,

of tobacco factories, of tanneries, iron and brass found-

ries, and breweries, oil and flour and bone-crushing

factories, woollen and silk mills, and you will find

that the proprietor or master or employer who, of

course, takes all the remainder of the income after

the workmen and establishments are paid, in a large

number of them is not the Native of India. This

little enumeration engrosses nearly all of what are called

large industries ; and alas 1 how mean and insignificant,

how utterly microscopic are the variety and extent of

them compared' to the huge population of the country and

in relation to the quantity of articles they consume ! The

wants of India are numerous and various enough to afiord

scope for the consumption of all these house-made articles
;

all that is required is enterprise and skill. Without skill,

there cannot be the necessary impulse for venture ; and for

the attainment of skill, the help and guidance of technical

education is indispensable.
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Efforts made for the first time.

" The workshops of railways and of some of the

private factories, and laboratories in a few colleges, used

to be the only openings for the Indian youth to obtain a

rudimentary knowledge of mechanics and chemistry, until

about ten years ago, when for the first time efforts were

made in Madras and Bombay to start technical institu-

tions. The scheme of the former has mostly remained

on paper, and for some reason Madras has been unable to

begin the actual work of instructions. The Bombay pro-

ject was lucky in having for its guide an educationist of

varied experience and Continental reputation in the

person of the Governor of the Presidency, Lord Eeay, who

gave it a sound working committee of business-men, and

a secretary who was himself trained in some of the best

English industrial centres as a Mechanical Engineer.

In this gentleman, the Honorable N. N. Wadia, c.ie.,

was combined with great technical knowledge a large

acquaintance with the wants of the country and the

chracteristics of her people. Those qualities enabled him,

with the help of efficient teachers obtained from Europe,

to organize a system of instruction in such departmanfcs

of industry as were most in vogue in Bombay, the result

of which has amply proved the utihty of the institution

even in the few years it has been in existence. Lord

Harris, who succeeded Lord Eeay, took a lively interest

in the growth of the institute ; the pupils who studied in

and were diplomaed by it obtained lucrative situatiojis in
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the local mills and factories, and, altogether, from a com-

bination of various favourable causes, the Victoria. Techni-

cal Institute has been enabled to plant its foot firmly on

the soil of Bombay "

Very little ha.s been done.

But, on the whole, in the way of imparting technical

instruction, very httle has been done. On the other hand,

Sir M. Bhownaggree remarks, in terms of indignant elo-

quence, "the omission of that teaching has already

resulted in such an amount of mischief and misery to the

land, has so retarded her development, nay, so grievously

stunted her resources, so impoverished her people, and so

dwarfed all those energies that go to make a country

prosperous and powerful, that I thought I would best

make out a case for a speedy and vigorous effort in future

to repair that serious omission in the past by delineating

the evils which it has produced and is ever increasingly

producing in the present."

How, then, is this serious omission to be repaired ?

It can be repaired only by proceeding along the path of

other countries which have already acquired pre-enii-

nence among the countries of the world in industry and

commerce. Within the last ten years, only one technical

institution worth the name has been established through^

out India, the Victoria Technical Institute, in Bornbay.

Sir M. Bhownaggree visited this institution in January

1897, and his impressions of the work done there apd of
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its future capacity for useful work, he has recorded as

follows

:

A VISIT TO Victoria Technical Institute.

" I had the privilege of visiting it last January, and

I rejoiced, to find some of my pet beliefs with regard to

the aptitude of the Indian youth to work with as deft a

hand and as artistic a faculty as the skilled European

artizan—given the same training and the same oppor-

tunities—realized, especially when I saw in a newly-

created department sign-boards and household utensils in

enamelled metal prepared by the students. Hardware

and cutlery imports in India in 1895-98 were valued at

Es. 1,422,533, and roughly estimating the price of the des-

cription of articles in hardware, which I saw manufactured

in the Victoria Technical Institute, at considerably lower

than a third of that amount, here is an illustration of

how Es. 400,000 might at once be kept every year in

India, which has hitherto gone out of the country on just

one common item of import. Many other such results o-f

the efficiency of the teachers and the diligence and capa-

city of the students were shown to me in this excellent

-institution, which I cannot attempt to describe in detail.

But I came away from it firmer in my conviction that

technical instruction was the only means by which India

could be saved from her poverty, helplessness a-nd degra-

dation, and sad with the thought that sxich a feasible

mode of securing the country's welfare should have been

. so long delayed by her G-overnment, and so utterly neg-
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lected by her people,—for I am told that there is even

now only one establishment of its kind in all the contin-

ent, and that, with this exception, the only opening for

the coming generation of men to train itself in industrial

pursuits, is the narrow door by which occasionally a youth

here and there might get by favour into a railway or pri-

vate workshop to obtain a smattering of mechanical

knowledge."

Other Institutes.

Why this should be so in this unfortunate country,

while in other countries the State spends crores of money

on this object, nobody can say. Private efforts can, no

doubt, do much, as is shown by the patriotic benevolence of

Mr. J N. Tata, whose name has become a household word

throughout India. My enthusiastic friend, Professor Gajjur

of Bombay—to whose high scientific knowledge that

city owes the redemption of the statue of her late

Majesty from hopeless disfigurement by the villanous act

of a maniac,—with 40,000 rupees, is able to work a fully-

equipped and furnished laboratory, train young men sand

turn out results which have won public approbation.

Another technical school has been established at Ahme-

dabad with the help of the munificent bequest of the

late Kambootlal Chotalal. Here and there, similar

efforts on a comparatively small scale are being made.

But these are merely ripples in the vast expanse of a

stagnant sea, which yields no treasure and in which no life

grows It is too much the fashion now-a-days to blame the
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people for making no efforts of their own. But no states-

man who is not a vain deluded dreamer, thinks it possible

to lift up
3f
whole nation from a state of industrial prostra-

tion and general impoverishment to a state of industrial

prosperity, by leaving the task entirely to private efforts.

The ambition of othee countries.

At the present moment, the industrial and commercial

education of the people, in a more thoroiigh and practical

manner than-at present, is engaging the most serious atten-

tion of many countries. Great Britain herself is extremely

anxious about it. Canada does very well in regard to her

agriculture ; but there are in that country other natural re-

sources, which are lying hidden deep in the bowels of the

earth or slumbering on its surface, and which await the

application, to quote the words of a recent writer. Otto J.

Klotz, of the highest scientific skill and experience in

their development. " We have spoken," he writes, " of

the value of technical education, more particularly with

reference to our artizans and mechanics ; but there is

another and a higher field, that of research and discovery,

which needs cultivation. Little or nothing therein has

been done in Canada ; we have been content, or, for

want of funds, have been obliged to be content, with

utilising scientific knowledge from outside sources, instead

of having laboratories of our own, to disclose some of the

secrets of nature and science for the benefit of man. We
should be able to produce technologists capable of taking

charge of large industrial works, where now foreigners are
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employed, and capable of directing capital to the creation

of new industries."

Such is the ambition of other countries. Why should

not India, whose natural resources and whose physical

and social conditions are in no way unfavourable to her

prosperity, cherish the same ambition and strive after

its fulfilment? What did Professor • Ramsay say, at

Bombay, when he was leaving for England after a pro-

tracted tour in Irtdia in connection with Mr. Tata's educa

tional enterprise ?

What Peofessob Ramsay says.

" One of the most important problems for India,"

said the Professor, " was to establish in its midst indus-

tries by which they could make use of the enormous

and bountiful supply of materials in the country. There

were two ways of making money from such materials.

For example, they could take the iron ore, and export it

to other countries. The second and more profitable plan

would be to open iron industry in the country and give

employment to thousands of Indians. He would press

upon every man in India to seriously consider the ques-

tion as to how the industrial progress of India has to

be achieved."

A PEOGEAMME. ,

To make systematic, sustained, and extensive efforts

for the imparting of technical instruction in the higher as

well as in the more elementary branches, is then the great

object to be kept in view- How is this to be done ? Have
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we any ideas on the subject ? Have we any suggestions

to make ? I have tried to make out a programme of what

should be done by G-overnment, aided by private efforts,

in view to the gradual attainment of this object :

—

I. Dr. Forbes Watson's and Sir Louis Mallet's idea

—and the suggestion of the Indian National Congress on

identical lines—should b^ carried out, namely, that a

survey should be taken of the condition and prospects of

industries in India, and a comprehensive treatise, written

in a popular style, should be published giving detailed

inform ation regarding various agricultural and mineral

products, which can be manufactured into articles of

utility, the places where they are to be found, the pro-

cesses of their manufacture, the equipment of the facto-

ries, their cost, &c., &c., &c.

II. Five Institutions, like Mr. Tata's Institute of

Science, should be established in the five great capitals

of the Empire.

III. These should be supplemented by other Institutes

like the Bombay Victoria Technical Institute.

IV. In the interior of the country, in various district

stations, there should be established Technical Institutions

on a smaller scale like the one proposed at Ahmedabad.

V. Mioing Schools should be estabhshed in con-

nection with the coal mines of Calcutta and the gold

mines of Kolar, as well as iron mines, to the development

of which Lord Curzon and Sir Edward Law are anxious

to give their best attention.

13
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VI. Schools for instruction in weaving, such as the one

BUggested by the weaving community of Madura, equip-

ped with the latest appliances, should be established in

different centres of this industry.

VII. In connection with other seleet industries,

which the result of the proposed industrial survey wiU be

able to suggests sijailar schools,should be started-

VIII. A large nuniber of scholaifships should be ins-

tituted to enable Indian ypftt^s to proceed to foreign coun-

tries where thei' could receiye scientific and industrial

training.

IX. The local boards and n^unipipalities should be

called upon to 'devote a portion pf their funds to the

establishment of schools to afford training in any

particular local industry or industries. Two or more of

these institutions niay be ma(de jointly responsible, where

nepessary, for the maintenance of these schools.

X. Attached to the Supreme Government and to

each of the Provincial G-qvernments, there should be a

Bureau of experts^ whos^ sole business ^hpiild be to direct

the industrial and commproia,! interests pf the country—

uot t^iQse of our foreign trade a,lone, bwt those of the

people in regard to tj^eir education and practical activities

in this directiopf*

WAYS AND MPANg,

This is the prograinnie I have chalked out. Those

that have given more attention to the subject will per-

^' See note at the end of the chapter.
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h&ps be able to toodify this^ to suggest a different and

better programme. It is not, of course^ meant that the

wlaole of this should be carried ont at once* As it is, the

above, no donbt, is a formidable programme and our

official friends will at once try to shat me up, by asking

how the funds can be foiind' for carrying out such a

programme? My reply is : Such an interrogatory is only

the outeomre of want of earnestness and thorough convic-

tion. I shall ask them to refer to a single instance, in

the whole history of the modern world, of a Government

which, convinced of the paraniiount and most pressing

neied of a reform, involving the inbst vital interests, the

very life and death, of the nation, has put ofl that reform be-

cause no funds Could be provided as easily as funds could

be provided for the ordinary needs of the current admi-

nistratioui Great schemes of conquest, offensive as well as

defensive wars, the increase of armaments, the emancipa-

tion of siavesy construction of public works—all these are

undertaken from time to time from borrowed funds, or

from increased taxation,, if necessary. Have the Govern-

ment of India redrtced their expenditure in any of their

departments because of the di'si^strotis period of famirre and

pestil'ence that the country has gone throug'h? I have point-

ed out how there is room for a saving af 5orores of rupees

every year in the expenditure of Government^ and if only

justice were done to this country by our Imperial rulers, in

the matter of military expenditu'rej the Indian Exchequer

would be relieved t6 t^e extent of, as Mr. Caine calculat-

ed, 7 or 8 millions a year, whieh would be available iox
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peaceful enterprises in the direction we have in view. In

the amount of the civil salaries and pensions, about 2

millions could be saved by the substitution of Indians in

the place of Europeans and by paying smaller salaries to

the Indian employees.

NOTE."^
Within a month after the address containing the suggestion was delivered by

me at Cocanada, the Grovernment of India announced a scheme for the formation
of a Commercial Bureau at Calcutta. It is proposed that, at the head of the new
Bureau in all its branches, there should be a specially selected ofl&cer, entitled

Director-General of Commercial Intelligence. Under his direct orders there
should be placed two assistants ; one of whom should be a Director of Statistics,

and the other a Director of thfe Commercial Branch together with the necessary
establishment. The primary function of the Director-G-eneral, and of the
Commercial Branch assistant under his orders, would be to procure,
compile and publish all information likely to be of use to the
commercial public or to Government in its relations to commerce. This
would embrace matters relating to both the import and export trade ; to
the inland transfrontier trade ; to the industrial and mineral resources of the
country ; to competition of foreign staples with local products in India and
Indian staples with foreign products abroad, and to the development of existing
markets and the discovery of new ones. The scheme includes a library, an
enquiry ofBce and a journal. The headquarters would be at Calcutta.

The Chief of the new Department of the Minister of Commerce is to get a
salary, we are told, of five thousand rupees a month, and he is to have two
assistants, each with salaries of half that amount. The Department may be
splendidly organised in every respect, but unless the man chosen for its head
is thoroughly equipped for his work by previous training, he will turn out to be
a lamentable failure. In a speech delivered by His Excellency the Viceroy
when proposing the toast of the "Bengal Chamber of Commerce" at their recent
meeting held at Caleutta (February 1903), he referred to this subject as
follows :

—

" Finally, there is the proposal about which we have been in consultation
with your Chamber, viz., the creation of a Commercial Bureau. I saw some-
where or other that I was expected to make an announcement on the subject
to-night. I am sorry to say that that is not in my power, for the case is no.w
with the Secretary of State, who has not yet replied, but whose acceptance
of the general principle of the scheme may, I think, be taken for certain. But,
Sir, there is one thing to my mind even more important than the scheme
itself, and that is the man who is to be its head. You will add very materially
to the services that you have already rendered both to the commercial
world and to the Government and which have so recently met with a most
popular recognition in your title, if you can enable me to put my finger on a
man. I want the very best individual in India for the job, and I have no
prejudices whatever as to the source from which I take him." On
the same occasion, the Viceroy added " We have created, a Department of
Agriculture with an Inspector-General as its head ; and we now propose
with aid of the munificient donation that I recently received from a wealthy
American gentleman, Mr. Phipps, to unify in one place all the various
Pepartments of scientific investigation in connection with agriculture,"



CHAPTER IV.

Protection of Indian Industry.

BBSIDES making extensive provision for scientific

and indu strial education, the Government should

directly foster Indian industries by adopting a

policy of protection, as is done in other countries. Some

thirty years ago, in Germany, the proportion of agricultural

classes to the whole population was approximately 60 per

cent., whereas it now amounts to only 35 per cent., the

rest being absorbed in industrial and commercial classes.

The same beneficial change will take place in India, if the

statesmen responsible for India's well-being will act as

the statesmen of Germany have acted, by granting protec-

tion to Indian industries.

Of late, we have noted . with the greatest plea-

sure some eminent Anglo-Indian authorities pleading

the cause of India's industrial future in a truly

statesmanlike spirit. Speaking at a recent meeting of the

Society of Arts in London, at which Mr. Wagle, of Bom-

bay, read an admirable address. Sir Guilford Molesworth,

K.O.I.E., said, with an emphasis born of conviction, that

'* Industries would never be introduced into Indifi, until
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they were protected, not only from foreign countries, but

from ourselves also." Sir Lepel Griffin, on the same

occasion, pointed out very rightly that the question of

free-trade and protection, which differed in every part of

the world, must be discussed in India with instant and

direct regard to the interest of Ifldia itself. Free-trade and

protection, he maintained, sboBld not be looked on with

English or Manchester eyes, but simply with those of

India alone. He advocated the imposition of duties to

encourage Indian ao-ts and manufactures, and for revenue

purposes, and to raise the dead weight of taxation from the

land. For these purposes, he thought protective duties

might very justly and beneficently be imposed on India.

But» he added, the question should be decided not on

English grounds or by English people in England, but by

the Government in Calcutta in the interest of India alone.

Besides these two valuable pronouncements, we have

beheld a high Indian official in service. With great

administrative experience and intimate knowledge of the

people, the Hoii'ble Mr. Smeaton, COuriageousIy advocat-

ing the protection of Indian industries before the Council

of the Viceroy. ' We are in the face of a serious

problem," he said, " namely,, to attesiaf* to divert a

large struggling half-starved population from barren

agricultuj^e to fields of possibly more lucrative occupation,

and I do not see that the: Government of this country

should be ever squeamish in taking such steps as it

thinks necessary tO' protect those industries in this

country with^ whida the industries of the mother-country
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may enter into competition." Mr. Smeaton referred to

the petroleum industry of Burma, 'as an instance, and

hoped that this new industry '* would be left unembar-

rassed and untrammelled by any foreign systems of mono-

poly, and that it would be protected against invasion by

those huge foreign combinations which kill individual

industry, and left to work out its prosperity in freedom."*

UNEQUAL CPHTEST.

It is the unequal contest going on between England

and India, in the name of free^trade, that divests our

whole future of hope. The trade relations between

England and India are free only in a most fallacious

sense pf that expression. There is no freedom in

them whatever. On the one side is England armed

with abundant resources of every kind and wield-

ing the mpst arbitrary political power which she can

employ to any end or purpose without responsibility to

any body but, her own conscience ; on the other side is

India, poor a,nd exhausted, without independence or a

voice in her own affairs, without the power to influence

her rulers, and^witbout knowledge, training, or experience.

Yet these two are said to compete together with perfect

freedom, not for the wealth of a third country, but for the

wealth of one pf themselves, of the weaker of the two com-

petitors. Such a freedom is only a mockery and a farce.

* Lord Ourzon, acting in the spirit of Mr. Smeatons' suggestion, has de-

clined to grant the applicatioi^ of the Standard Oil CpiBpany of America, for

Qoncessions iri'the tforking of the oil mines of Burma,
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It is protection of the worst kind, in favour of the strong-

er party. If England oould convince the world that

there is a shred of logic or fairness in her contention on

behalf of free-trade, she would have succeeded in persuad-

ing other countries to adopt the policy which has an-

swered so well in her own case. Because free-trade threat-

ens ruin to the country adopting it, countries like America

and G-ermany, not to speak of Britain's own colonies, have

persistently declined the invitation of Britain to step into

her parlour.

PBOTECTION IN OTHER COUNTEIES.

In all countries, where agriculture remains the chief

occupation of the people, their policy of international

trade is determined by a desire to add to it other

industrial occupations. The Finance Minister of Rus-

sia, M. de Witte, is said to have stated it as his

opinion, that the future regeneration of Russia was

dependent to a great extent on her changing from her

purely agricultural state of poverty, and very often

famine, to an industrial state in which a very large part

of the population would be relieved from the fear of

famine and from disasters due to climatic causes. It was

Prince Bismarck that set his foot down on the faint

chances that there were of free-trade taking root in

Germany. The warm advocacy of protection by successive

American Presidents from Hamilton down to McKinley is

well-known. The dream of some British statesmen to

effect the consolidation [oi the Empire on a basis of
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common commercial interests binding together the mother-

country and the distant colonies, still remains a dream
;

because, while Great Britain will not and dare not accept

protection as a part of her international policy, the

colonies firmly set their face against any idea of free-

trade. Under the policy that the colonies have nursued

from the very beginning, during fifty years, they have

made rapid progress in wealth, in population, in commerce,

and in political importance. Other countries have made

similar progress under a policy of protection. The states-

men of these countries are convinced of the fallacy of

applying to all the world a policy which has answered

well under the exceptional conditions of England.

Peotection vs. Free-teade.

Great Britain is a small country, endowed with

natural facilities in her coal ^and iron mines, and she

had, at a critical time, the wealth of India at her

disposal. She is unable to provide herself with sufficient

food, and is obliged to import it from other countries in

exchange for her manufactures- Kaw materials g,nd food-

stuffs account for about 75 per cent, of her imports, while

her manufactured goods are about 75 per cent, of her total

exports. This is the case in no other country in the

world.
V

Nor is the system of protection an invention of

modern statesmen. It is a survival of the old belief that

in commerce between nations, the interests are not iden-

ticaL One nation sought to gain at the expense of

14
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another with whom it had commercial relations. In

France, Colbert's efforts in the seventeenth century to

create a system of State-directed industry and commerce

accentuated this belief, and at the close of the eighteenth

century restrictions became universal, and England killed

the industry of India and Ireland by her high protective

duties. The Napoleonic wars at the beginning of the

nineteenth century unsettled the old commercial relations

of nations and created jealously and hostility. The

efforts of Cobden promised to bring about a change for

the better, and between 1860 and 1S7-3, France as well as

Germany showed a disposition to adopt England's new

policy of freedom of trade. But, the hopes thus created

were shattered by the Franco-German war. The military

spirit was revived ; the cost of the war and subsequent

military defences caused immense expenditure in both

countries. Revenue, was required to meet it, and the

method of indirect taxation was adopted, it being

least offensive and least easily perceived by the

tax-payers. The plan of protective duties was resort-

ed to, and being a means of fostering home trade

and taxing luxuries instead of food, these duties

were popular. Unlike England, these countries are

mostly self-supporting as regards necessaries, which ac-

counts for these duties being put up with by the people,

while the duties on corn awakened the strongest opposi-

tion possible in England. Thus, the countries that import

luxuries and are self-dependent in regard to their neces-
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saries, find it not necessary to adopt free-trade ; on

the other hand, by taxing the imported articles of luxury,

they foster home-trade, give larger employment to their

capital and labour. The conditions of India resemble those

of Eussia and America, rather than those of England.

"If a country is of vast extent and its climate and

products very varied, and if it possesses minerals as well

as abundance of land, such a country is most favourably

situated for industrial independence ; for, it has within it-

self resources of all kinds, and it will suffer less than

others from attempts at being self-sufficing. On the

other hand, the smaller the country and the more

specialised its products, the greater is the advantage which

it gains from contact with others. Relations of mutual

interchange with countries differing economically from

themselves become essential to small and populous

countries, and such in an eminent degree is the case of

Great Britain." *

India's conditions pavoueable to peotection.

India is exactly the country whose conditions are

favourable to a policy of complete freedom within her

own limits, and protection against foreign countries.

With its 1,500,000 million ' square miles of area and

300 millions of population, its infinite variety of climate

and production, its rich soil on which every species of

agricultural produce can be grown, with its practically

unlimited abundance of raw materials, and its vast miner-

* Mr, Armitage-Smith, Lecturer on Eoonoinics, London.
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al resources, it is a world in itself, and can afford to dis-

pense with every foreign article either in the nature of a

luxury or in that of a necessary. Within her own borders,

agricultural products and manufactured articles of every

description will find the markets needed, the only thing

necessary being a complete freedom from restraints on

transport from one part of the country to another. The

United States place no restrictions on the trade between

the several States, and every new territory admitted to

the Union is placed on the same footing. The same

principle is adopted in the Dominion of Canada, in Russia,

and in Germany. Thanks to the wisdom of our British

administrators, this essential condition of a flourishing

state of internal trade is completely fulfilled in India.

The surplus grain of Bengal can be transported to the

Carnatic without restraint of any kind, the shawls

of Cashmir can be sold in the palace of Mysore, the

coal of Raniganj is bought and used by the Madras

Railway Company, and, if Lord Curzon's proposed Exhi-

bition at Delhi produces the effect that is desired, the ivory

works of Vizagapatam will find a place in the nobleman's

mansion of the Punjab. India was industrially completely

self-dependent before the esta blishment of British rule,

and so far as we can see, if all foreign imports were stop-

ped to-morrow, India would not starve, as England might

possibly starve if another Napolean should succeed in carry-

ing out a plan of commercial blockade against that country.

Nor would India be deprived of what little luxury her
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people are now able to enjoy in the shape of foreign im-

ports. For some time, under a system of protective

duties, these luxuries will have to be purchased at higher

prices—which, however, will be paid by the better classes

and will not touch the masses,—and eventually it is quite

possible to get most of the luxuries manufactured within

the country.

British advocates of free-trade are accustomed

to represent the protective policy of other coun-

tries as self-inflicted evils ; but we cannot easily be-

lieve that the statesmen and thinkers of these countries

are persistently blind to their own interests and fail to

understand what to their British free-trade critics is so

obvious. British politicians and journalists invariably

predict the Worst results from the protective tariffs adopt-

ed by America and other countries ; but, as a fact, these

tariffs have proved most wonderfully successful. Mc-

Kiuley's tariff on tin plates cau be quoted as a striking

illustration. England looks to India as the chief source

of her supply of grain and raw materials. At present, she

derives this supply from America, Eussia, and from her

colonies as well as from India. Kussia supplies about 16-3

per cent, of the wheat and flour that England imports,

America 55 per cent.., and the colonies about 8 per cent. ;

most part of the rest she obtains from India. Now, as the

population of these countries increases, the surplus stuff

available for export will diminish, and both America and

Eussia might be unable to export to England the same
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quantity of food-stufi that they do now. In times of war,

hostile motives might come into play to isolate England-

Nor can the colonies be depended upon. The Australian

colonies have recently declared their determined adhesion

to protection. Their ambition is not to remain a great

grain reserve of England. They wish manufacturing

industries to develop and their policy is directed towards

that end. India, on the other hand, can be handled as her

mistress likes, and is, in the name of free-trade, tied to

the function of raising food-stuff and raw materials for the

benefit of the ruUng country, though her own producers

and labourers starve.

BxpoKT Duty on Coen.

The export of wheat from India to Great Britain,

which fell down to a nominal quantity in the last famine,

is showing signs of revival- The figures for the last five

years are 1,683,543 cwts. in 1897-98, 9,836,707 cwts.

in 1898-99, 5,297,767 cwts. in 1899-1900, 7,923 cwts.

in 1900-01, and 3,725,040 cwts. in 1901-02 (eleven

months). To the British residents of India and to Govern-

ment, this change is welcome. But is it so to the mil-

lions of Indians who consume the wheat and other grains

produced in this country ? A superficial analysis of the

figures will show how in prosperous years large quantities

of wheat were exported, while, in years of adversity that

followed, there was great deficiency in the food-require-

ments of the people. If no export had taken place in pros-

perous years, there would have been plenty of corn stored
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in different parts of the country and it would have been

available to meet the pressure of demand in seasons of

scarcity and famine- The prices would not have risen as

they did in the recent famine years. It is true that in

famine times people die, not from want of food, but from

want of money to pay for their food. But in effect there

is not much difference between the two. When the local

food-stock is insufficient, the insufficiency is supplied by

imports from distant countries. But the importation is

not done without cost, and the Eangoon rice brought to

the markets of Bombay must sell dearer there than

in Bangoon. Thus it is that the railways, which

Government spends crores every year to extend, instead

of levelling down the prices, level them up everywhere in

the country, and have virtually the effect of intensifying

scarcity into famine. On the face of it, it does not

seem to be wise to send away to foreign countries what

surplus of food there may be, and, when the surplus is

followed by a deficiency, to make good the deficiency

by paying prices several fold dearer for imported articles.

Yet, this is what Government does. More than once has

Government considered the question of prohibiting export

of food during the prevalence of famine, and more than

once has it decided against such a course. But what is

wanted is, not merely the interference of Government in

private trade during critical times, to stop exports tempo-

rarily, but the prevention, in view to the peculiar normal

condition of the country, of exports by the imposition, of
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duties in all years, good as well as bad. Mr- Horace

Bell, a former Consulting Engineer for Eailways to the

Government of India, advocated this step for the reasons

that I urge here.

England dependent on foreign counteibs.

England being dependent onforeign countries for more

than 70 per cent, of her food, agricuicure is not the chief in-

dustry of the people there. But, for progress in manufactur-

ing industries, which employ almost the whole labouring

population, cheap and abundant food is essential, and can

be obtained only by free importation of it from other

grain-producing countries. But these considerations do

not hold good in the case of India. Her condition is just

the reverse of that of England. India produces her own

corn ; and in her own markets can be sold all the produce

of her soil. She has need neither to import nor to export

food. On the other hand, as we have already said, she has

the utmost need to store every grain of the surplus food

which a prosperous year may yield. Agriculture in India

is not a new industry requiring to be fostered by Grovern-

ment by import duties. Protection with a view to stimu-

lating the industry is not wanted. The unlimited demand

which her teeming population offers is a sufficient

stimulus to it. What is needed is the prevention of the

depletion of the surplus grain in good years, in view to the

needs of years of drought and famine. This protection

should be secured by a sufficiently high duty on all

exports of corn to other countries. We are aware that
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Indian wheat is chiefly exported to Gfreat Britain, and

two objections can be raised, from the British point of view

against this proposal; Indian wheat will become dearer to

the consumer in Britain, and depending, as she does, for

the most part of her food-supply, on foreign countries

including India, she cannot allow her own dependency to

stop its contribution towards the wants of the ruling

country. In reply, it may be observed that, though India

supplies a portion of the-food stock of England, yet this

portion is very small when compared with the supply

received from other countries ; and therefore the price of

wheat will depend, among other causes, on the harvests

in the countries which export to Great Britain by far

the grea.ter portion of her requirements :

Wheat imported into Great Britain in 1893-95.

From Percent.

Eussia .... .... .... 16'6

Other European countries .... 4-7

The United States 50-3

Canada .... ... 5*2

Argentina 11*0

India 6-8

Other countries 5*4

How India will pay foe hee Imports.

Thus, India contributes only 6-8 per cent, of the whole

quantity of wheat consumed by Great Britain, and amidst

the larger quantities of wheat from other countries, the

exported wheat of India, is practically a drop and will

15
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have no influence on the wheat prices of London. Nor

does the other objection hold good, viz., that in a time of

war, when hostile nations may choose to stop all commerce

with England, and when possibly the whole population

may have to face starvation, India should be free to send

to England as much food -stuff as she may be capable of

sending. This, however, relates to an exceptional state of

things, and there is nothing to prevent India from adopting

exceptional measures to suit it. It may also be objected,

how, if India does not export corn to Great Britain, will

she pay for the cloth and numerous other articles she now

imports from England ? In the first place, the contention is

not to impose duties on all exports, but only on food resour-

ces which India, facing, as she has to do, frequent bad

seasons, has the utmost need to husband. What imports

are necessary from Great Britain can be paid for by other

articles of export. In the second place, India's imports

are all more or less luxuries, while her exports are neces-

saries of life and raw materials of manufacture. No seri-

ous harm would happen to India if no cloth were import-

ed from Manchester, or if the better classes of people pay

more for it.

ANOTHER ARGUMENT.

There is another argument in favour of preventing

the export of Indian corn to foreign countries. The export

duty on coal in England has not roused the indignant

protest of Free-Traders, because the coal of that country,

like the copper of Spain, is limited in quantity. Each ton

of EngUsh coal sent abroad leaves a diminished quantity
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available for use in England. Although this fact may not

render necessary a policy of general protection of the trade,

still a restriction of the export is demanded in the name of

the common good of the nation. No exception can betaken

to the desirability of the husbanding of important natural

agents which cannot be manipulated to give unlimited pro-

duce whenever required. There can be no doubt thatin India

the growing export trade in grain, by an excessive stimula-

tion of its cultivation, is leading to .the exhaustion of supe-

rior soil and to the tillage of tracts of inferior quality. The

American farmer raised successive crops of wheat with-

out regard to the drain on the natural fertility of the land

that he cultivated. The export of wheat was in fact an

export of the fertility of the country- Not only was the

exhaustion of the soil caused, but the export carried

a"^ay from the country the manure which should return to

the soil.

THE POLICY OF ENGLAND.

Now, the British Government of India would do

exactly as the Government of the United States did. In all

the great measures that it undertakes and in all the im-

portant policies it follows, Government has two considera-

tions in view. It no doubt considers how its measures and

policies will affect the interests of India ; but to the

consideration how they will affect Great Britain,

more importance is attached. In the matter of controlling

the tra4e between the two countries, the same double object

underlies the poHcy. To give to India the benefit—as our
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rulers understand it— of British capital in the development

of her industries, and, also, to make India the chief exporter

of grain, tea, coffee, indigo and raw materials to England,

constitute the chief aim of this policy. "For some

forty years past," writes the author of an elementary

treatise on Fa-ee-Trade, " the policy of developing the re-

sources of India by British capital has been powerfully

advocated, both in the interests of the natives and also

BrS a means of increasing our commerce. It was maintained

that India would thus become a producer of corn, tea, and

other valuable crop, and would yield a profitable return

on the capital sunk in her development, while she would

also become a purchaser of British manufactures. This has

now been partially achieved ; British capital flowed to

India for both private and public undertakings. Roads,

railways, irrigation, planting, andcultivation have followed.

By these means, and under a strong and capable govern-

ment, India has enjoyed peace and prosperity. The anti-

cipated results have only been partially realized as yet."

This is the policy of British G-overnment in India in

regard to her material development and her trade. Great

Britain is the greatest manufacturing country in the

world ; and as she goes on extending her manufactur-

ing industry, old markets should be improved and fresh

markets found for the products of her industry. India

with her 300 millions of people is a market, the like of

HvM-ch oaanot be found in any other jpart of the world.

Therefore, England makes the best use of it. To carry
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away all the grain stuff and all the raw materials that can

possibly be carried away, to thrust her own articles of use

and luxury on the Indian people, and to provide every

possible facility for this at their expense, is the policy.



CHAPTER V.

Exploitation by For-eign Capital

Lord Curzon, in a speech which he recently made

before the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, dwelt on the im-

portance of British capital being attracted towards Indian

investments- He regretted that, in spite of all that the

Grovernment of India had done towards this end, it shows

no disposition to flow into this country, and added that in

the near future the Government would be called upon to

take steps to strengthen its hands by securing the service

of experts in science and commerce. He ridiculed those

that differed from him, more especially the Indian politi-

cians who regarded as a cause of drain on India's wealth the

systematic and State-aided exploitation of it by foreign

capitalists. Forgetting that, not Indian politicians

alone,but many personsin other parts of the world—in Great

Britain as well as elsewhere,—who are no less competent

than Lord Curzon himself to express an opinion on the

question, take the same view and deplore the steady im-

poverishment -of this great dependency under the economic

policy that has underlain British rule in India from its first
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establishment, he spoke harshly of them all, and summarily

dismissed the great problem of rearing the industry

of India on a basis of national independence, by remarking

that if Indian people would not apply to their own indus-

tries the 825 crores of rupees that lay locked up in under-

ground cellars and in other dead investments, they deserv-

ed no better fate than the one that stared them in the face

at present. There can be no more authoritative pronounce-

ment on the side of the vested interests of British investors

than this speech made by Lord Curzon towards the end of

his Viceroyalty ; and we propose, therefore, to examine it

in some detail.

What is the purport of his speech ?

The purport is. Government are doing and will do

everything necessary or desirable to attract British capital

to India, but if Indian capital is to be stimulated and

applied to the industries of the country, the people should

look out for themselves. Capital is the limit of industry,

and, according to Lord Curzon, it is the British capital

alone that is available and can save India. Yet British

capital is singularly cantankerous. In spite of all the bribing

that Indian Grovernment resort to, it shuns Indian invest-

ments. This phenomenon has perplexed Lord Curzon and

made him often sad. " I have often set myself," he

told the commercial magnates that listened to him, " to

ponder over the causes that have hitherto retarded our

development, that make it to some eyes appear so low."

What is the result of this pondering ? Lord" Curzon fore-
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sees that fields of investment in other parts of the world

^11t~CGffle sooner or latter tp be occupied by Britain's

ritvals, narrowing to an increasing extent the scope for

British investment, when, by virtue of the law of gravi-

tation, British capital will be driven to India. India will

be, of course, always open; she is at the disposal of her alien

rulers, and if the resources with which nature has so

abundantly endowed her were not available to Britain, India

might as well be a sandy desert or howling wilder-

ness- Towards the British and the Indian capitalists he

showed a difference in his attitude, truly regrettable. We
shall quote the remarks of one of the most respected and

sober Indian journalists, the editor of the Indian Nation^

of Calcutta. He writes, "The fact is, European capitalists

are really invited in endearing tones, and native capitalists

are rouadly scolded not so much for not laying out their

capital on exploitaLion as for their impudence in throwing

out expressions of jealousy at the foreign exploiterv"

The Indian people have the colossal amount of nearly

825 orores—this might be for Lord Curzon's purpose, 1,000

crores—buried underground ; and if a foolish people

choose to dispose of their wealth in that way instead of

mobilising the whole of it and applying it to the develop-

ment of the industries of their country, they deserve no

better fate- In order that British capital may pour into

India, the benign rulers have changed the currency of

the country, taking the money from the pocket of the

Indian producer and putting it into that of the British mer-
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chant. In order that these merchants and the army of

British officials with which India is burdened may make

more money at the expense of the Indians, these latter have

been taxed additionally, in consequence of the currency

policy, to the extent of many crores differently computed.

Towards the Chambers of Commerce, Lord Curzon's

Government have been in a constant attitude of deference,

apology and flattery. To the planters he has been a most

ready and servicable friend ; and to the non-official Euro-

pean residents, the fountain of his sympathy has

overflown on all sides along abundant streams- In spite

of such solicitude, the British capital refuses to turn

India-ward. Both the Government of Indig, and the wise

men of Sir Henry Fowler's Committee expected that the

currency had only to be changed, and British capital would

regain confidence in Indian investments, and India's mil-

lenium would dawn. Prosperity would smile on the land,

and British trade would multiply tenfold. Alas ! nothing

of the kind has taken place. British capital is as shy

as ever, and the trade between the two countries has not

increased in proportion to the growth of population.

The only true cause of this shyness of the British

capital, Lord Curzon did not choose to understand. The

true cause is the conviction that is growing on the minds

of the British investing pubhc of the intense and grow-

ing poverty of the country. The Indian people are in

fact becoming less paying as British customers. They

cannot buy good costly articles. They can buy only

16
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cheap trumpery things, which it does not pay to

manufacture. The enormous cheapness of the Indian labour

is no doubt an attraction. But British capitaHsts are now

beginning to see that the Indian cheap labour is not in the

long run so cheap as is imagined. Thanks to the impoverish-

ing effect of the British rule, the Indian labourer is

undergoing rapid physical deterioration. He cannot work

long, and can work only in that sluggish and inefficient

way in which starving people work. Government is doing

its utmost to enable the British employer to exploit to his

heart's content the Indian labourer. It has made stringent

laws so that the British planter and the miner may extort

from him the most work for the least wages. Yet

Lord Curzon regrets that Government cannot do more

fori British capital ! He regrets that the Govern-

ment of India is not up to date ; it '' does not know every-

thing about agriculture, commerce, emigration, labour,

shipping, customs, the application of science to every

form of production, 'the secrets of coal, iron, salt, oil, tea,

cotton, indigo, jute." New posts will have to be created

and new experts introduced into the administration, and

they will both be done at an early date. Then British

capital, driven" by competition from other parts of the

world, would pour into this country, and India's exploita-

tion would be complete. The process that has begun long

since, of reducing the Indian people to the lot of a race

of coohes under white masters, would then reach its

culmination.
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Lord Curzon's criticism of the Indian view of the

economic condition of the country is as unsound as it is un-

charitable. For, what is his criticism ? '' The whole indus-

trial and commercial world," he says, " is one great field for

the tiller to till, and if the man who lives on the spot will

not cultivate with his own spade, then he has no right

to blame the outsider who enters it with his plough."

Has he not ? "We deny the soundness of this policy.

If a British nobleman's rich estate was neglected

by his heirs, would Lord Curzon justify the neighbour

or some strong man in the street entering the

estate, exploiting it, and carrying away the profits,

leaving the owner to his fate ? And just as an occu-

pied estate'is the property of the individual owner, so does

this huge estate of a large continent belong to its people.

They are the ward for the time being of the British nation,

who are under a solemn obligation to preserve the minor's

estate intact and, training him in all possible ways to en-

able him to manage his estate, to hand it over to him when

he attains majority and is able to manage it himself.

We are aware that the unsound and unrighteous policy

enunciated by Lord Curzon for the enlightenment of the

Indian people is the policy which the powerful white

nations are pursuing in their heartless exploit-

ation of the coloured races throughout theiworld. The

policy has no support whatever in righteousness or human-

ity. It is truly international robbery made possible

and justified by brute force- But India is under
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British rule, and is, therefore, not like other countries

inhabited by primitive races.

Nor are Lord Curzon's analogies correct. Is

he sure that England does not bewail the inroad of

American capital and the seizure of her paying

businesses by her dear cousins over the other side of the

Atlantic ? If the flooding of England with American capital

was so welcome to the Britishers, why did Lord Curzon

disallow the American Oil Company from working the oil

mines of Burma ? Why do the British ship-owners, and

locomotive manufacturers raise a row when Americans

or Germans snatch the trade from them ? Labour is capital

in a sense ; and if capital can be as free as air, blow where

it listeth, why do the British colonials take up an

attitude of barbarous antipathy against Indian immigra-

tion ? It is true that, but for British capital, Calcutta and

Bombay would be non-existent. But if these were not now

existent, other cities built on entirely Indian industry

and capital would be. We suppose Lord Curzon has

heard of the Indian city called Delhi, and that it was once

long before the British people acquired a footing in India,

at least' as flourishing and wealthy as Calcutta or

Bombay is now. He must have similarly heard of old

Indian cities hke Surat, Goa, Calicut, other ports and

inland cities, that astonished foreign visitors and attract-

ed the cupidity of foreign plunderers, by their very opu -

lence and magnificence. No, Lord Curzon, it is to be much

regretted, talked without thought in this matter. By
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emphasising a policy sd opposed to humanitiy and jus-

tice, and by coolly calling those that differ from him fool-

ish and dangerous, he has not improved his position.

It is British rule that has drained, during the long

period of a century and-a-half, the wealth of India,

and has made growth of capital exceedingly difficult

and slow. To kill India's manufactures and to

build her own industry on their ruiijs has been the

deliberate policy of England in India. To convert India

into a vast field for the cultivation of raw products and

convert her people into customers for British trade and into

wage-receiving labourers for British employers, has been

the steady end of the philanthropic mission that England

has spontaneously undertaken in India under the dispensa-

tion of an all-merciful Providence. The same policy is now

pursued more effectually than ever. India is a great store-

house of cheap labour for the whole Anglo-Saxon race. That

is the destiny considered most appropriate to her; and so

far as England can help it, she, for her part, will refrain from

leading this country away from the path to that destiny.

She will teach the Indians how to cultivate their fields with

cotton, jute and wheat ; she will teach them how to use

European tools ; she will by law and executive orders make

them docile to their white masters. In short, to enable them

to produce raw stuff in the cheapest manner possible and

to muster them in numbers before British employers as

skilled and unskilled workmen on minimum wages, British

rule will leave no stone unturned. But it is not its business
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to train Indians to manufacture their own raw materials,

to enable them to grow their own capital, or to organise

their own enterprise. They may be too helpless to with-

stand the crushing competition of British capitalists ; but

to discover a remedy is the Indians' look out. If they

wanfe to gain a footing, let them bring out their hidden

treasure of 825 crores and make the best of it. This is

the sum and substance of Lord Curzon's gracious message

to the people of India, to which he has a place in his

heart next only to his moiher-land ! Yes, next to his

mother-land. How true to his word ! His mother-land

is the first heir to India's latent and undeveloped wealth
;

and Indians are at liberty to take what crumbs and pieces

may be dropped by her enterprising sons !

Lord Oubzon's economic fallacy.

Lord Curzon laid down as a rudimentary doctrine of

economic science that, if the Indian were too ignorant or

too lazy to exploit for his good and for • the good of his

people the rescources of his own country, a foreigner had

a perfect right to seize those resources and exploit them

for his individual benefit. Though this doctrine is incon-

sistent with his admission that '' the country whose

capital is self-generated and self-employed is in

the strongest position," still he sees nothing wrong

in individuals belonging to other countries establishing

themselves in India and, with the cheap indigenous labour,

raising remunerative crops on her soil, working her coal

and iron mines, and digging out the gold and other valu-

able contents of underground deposits of wealth to carry
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them away bodily to their native land. He knows as

well as we do, that the gold mines of Kolar, for instance,

will be within the next 20 years thoroughly exhausted,

that all the gold contained there will have left the shores

of India, and that to the people and State of Mysore

nothing will remain in these mines but the wrecks of a

broken establishment of a foreign enterprise. Lord Cur-

zon is apparently of opinion that the gold of Mysore in

the pockets of rich men in London is the same as that

gold remaining in the country and fructifying by invest-

ment in productive industries. It is true that for the

moment Indians are unable to exploit these mines; but is

it impossible that they will become fit to do so in the

course of a generation or two ? Considering that a

generation or two are but as a minute in the life of a na-

tion, is it not the duty of the State to keep the future of

the nation in mind in the direction of its economic po licy

Similarly, foreign intruders working our coal and iron

mines sell for their own profit the products they obtain at

the expense of the ill-paid and half-starving native labour-

er, and carry the profits away to their native country.

The profits of industry, the wealth of mines, and

the savings of officials and merchants once

carried av/ay, often return to this country and

are employed in further exploitation of fresh re-

sources- It is wrong to suppose that the British capita^

fl owing into this country is entirely the capital of the

Britisher, that is to say, capital accumulated by him out

gf the resources of his own country or of countries other
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than India. . It is to a large extent India's own money,

accumulated and multiplied at India's own expense.

England receives an annual tribute of nearly 40 millions

from India, and most of these forty milHons comes

back and is profitably invested. Is there a more

melancholy and pitiable phenomenon, presented in the

history of any country in the world, than this unique

process of ceaseless and self-expanding drain to which

under British rule India is subject ? Yet Lord Curzon

contends that this heartless bleeding is not only legiti-

mate and sanctioned by economic science, but is actually

beneficial to the millions of the Indian population. India

is not like Africa or other unoccupied or sparsely occu-

pied regions in remote corners of the world, inhabited by

savage primitive people, who do not multiply, who want

little, who have reared no indigenous system of industry

or art, who are ignorant of their own interest, and who

are incapable of advance in civilization. It is possible in

such regions that the intrusion of foreigners to carry

away their wealth, which is not and will never be wanted by

the native inhabitants, may do no harm, and may do good

by placing at the service of civilization resources which

must otherwise lie useless in the womb of the earth.

But in India which is inhabited by hundreds of millions

of people, who have in the past built up an elaborate and

highly effective system of industry and art, who are

growing in numbers and intelligence every year, who want,

very badly want, for their own consumption, every article
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in the nature of a luxury or a necessary which is produo -

ed now or may be produced in future, the policy upheld

by Lord Curzon must, it is obvious on the face of iti end

in the most disastrous consequences . The Indian com-

munity is not a young nation settled in a large fertile

country where there is a superabundance of latent wealth,

but is a nation which, in consequence of clima-

tic and political conditions, is poor, and is subject to a

perennial drain of its wealth. Much of this drain is inev-

itable, but it is the obvious duty of the State—as an

institution representing and responsible for the collective

interests of the nation, its present and future interests,

not only material, but moral and spiritual—to reduce

this drain to a minimum and use all possible endeavours

to prevent any addition to it. It is not this

negative service alone that the State is called upon to

render to its people, but it is also its most solemn and

imperative duty to protect those interests against foreign

competition and to advance them for the benefit of future

generations. How Lord Curzon can believe that the present

policy of British rule in India towards its industries is

calculated to accomplish this end, we find it difficult to

make out or believe.

Economic science as taught by English writers,

by Adam Smith and his successors, is one-sided

and imperfect. Their teachings were, no doubt,

suited to the conditions of England ; but applied to any

other country in the world, they are calculated to work

17
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injurious results. Adam Smith reflected, in his "Wealth

of Nations" ideas on economic reform prevalent in his

time ; and devoted himself to the demolition of what he

believed to be erroneous doctrines which guided European

Governments. From the Physiocrats of France, he inherit-

ed his prejudice against the interference of Government, and

also his excessive faith in unrestricted competition, in the

natural equality of all individuals, and in the right which

each individual possessed to seek such enjoyments as he

could acquire by his labpur and skill, and, therefore, in

the freedom of exchange. His conception of the social

economy is essentially individualistic, the individual being

treated as a purely egoistic force, working uniformly in

the direction of private gain without regard to the good

of others or of the community at large. Nor did Adam
Smith pay due regard to the ethical side of human nature, to

the fact that man should be not only rich, but also moral,

that is to say, should cultivate sympathy with his neigh-

bours, with his nation, and with humanity at large.

Smith's conception has not led to unexceptionable

results when applied to the inter-individual or

inter-class interests of a community, and a too

rigid enforcement of his principles has led to socialism

and other troubles that agitate and vex so many rulers

and statesmen of the Western countries. But the British

rulers of India have mostly appHed those principles to

India in her relation to Great Britain, and to-day we see

Lord Curzon gravely defending a system which pauperises

one nation for the enrichment of another, as it has
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hitherto tended in the country of its origin to make the

rich richer and the poor poorer. Lord Curzon seems

to beheve that the prosperity of the individual

is synonymous with the prosperity of the nation,

nay, that the prosperity of the foreign exploiter

leads to that of the native community. He forgets

that the immediate private interest of the separate mem-

bers of the community will not lead to the highest good

of the whole, and is frequently opposed to it. Between the

individual and humanity is the nation, formed into a unity

by various cementing factors. On the maintenance of

the unity and progress of the nation depend the security,

well-being and civilization of the individual, and private

economic interests, like all others, must be subordinated

to the completion and strengthening of the nationality;

The true wealth of the nation consists not in the

quantity of the exchange values which it possesses, but

in the full and many-sided development of its productive

powers. These principles have been applied by the

statesmen of the continental countries and of America,

and have led to marvellous results in the growth of the

industrial life of those nations. If they are true in the

case of these independent and self-governing countries,

much more should they be true in regard to a country like

India, on which is forced an order of national and interna-

tional economy entirely different from the latest stage of

its indigenous system, and which is menaced,
,and injured
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by the dominance of the interests of the foreign nation

that rules it.

No amount of foreign exploitation can permanently

lift the industrial condition of India. In England, it

was not the selfish efforts of the man of wealth, of " the

economic man," bent on advancing his private interests

at the sacrifice of his poorer neighbours, that produced

her industrial revolution. It was the work of massive

popular tendencies which are dominant wherever man-

kind is possessed of vigour and freedom. If India

were to realise the future that Lord Curzon so hope-

fully anticipates, it could be possible only by

the masses becoming imbued with this vigour and

with this freedom. But under a condition which

makes foreign capitalists masters of industry, and the

masses drudging labourers under them, the latter being

imbued with these qualities is evidently impossible.

Theoretically, of course, the people of India enjoy free-

dom ; but we deny that the relation between them and

their European exploiters is one of real freedom. It is one

of unfair and unequal competition. The British exploiters

with their unlimited resources, with their great powers of

organization, and with their political prestige, can in no

sense be said to be equal competitors with the poor, back-

ward and neglected Indians. The conditions of this so-

called freedom of competition are such that they

have made the latter practically helpless before

their Western rivals. A -full and many-sided
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development of the nation's productive powers

cannot take place under a condition under which

the profits of all great industries are swept out of the coun-

try, and the bulk of the nation either are a mass of ignor-

ant coolies incapable of self-effort or organisation, or remain
occupied in agriculture as the sole means of their liveli-

hood. A great moral and mental stimulus is necessary

to lift the nation above its present low standard. A desire

for higher standards of life, for greater comforts and for a

richer life, should be created. Says Sir John Herschill :
" To

produce a state of things in which the physical advantages

of civilised life can exist in a high degree, the stimulus

of increasing comforts and constantly elevated desires

must have been felt by millions ; since it is not in the

power of a few individuals to create that wide demand for

useful and ingenious applications, which alone can lead

to great and rapid improvements, unless backed by that

arising from the speedy diffusion of the same advantages

among the mass of mankind." We ask Lord Curzon

whether such a state of things can be produced under the

present industrial condition of India or under its develop-

ments in the immediate future ; and whether to such a

state of things India has no right to aspire under the rule

of Great Britain.



CHAPTBE VI.

Ths Hdardei WeaUh of Iniia.

In the last Chapter we referred to Lord Curzon's ob-

servations on the hoarded wealth of India. He said

he had seen calculations to the effect that this

amounted to over 825 crores of rupees. " Whether these

figures are correct or not," he added, "they represent an

approximation to the truth." The data on which the

calculations are based, are not made known in the

speech. The Times of India, however, has come

to the rescue of the reader. Adopting the figures

of Mr. Fred. J. Atkinson and those of Mr. Clar-

mount Daniell's estimate of 100 crores of rupees worth of

gold (including jewellery) at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century, and adding them to the 125 crores of silver

and gold (excluding jewellery) since the commencement of

that century, this journal points out, we get a total of 225

crores, which is 600 crores less than the estimate accept-

ed by the Viceroy as approximately correct. " If, on

the principle adopted above, we deduct one-half of

the total value of gold in the country at the beginning

of the century for ornaments, the amount is reduced to 175

crores, to which has to be added the amount of silver in
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the country at the beginning of the last century. As we

have said above, we have no means of even roughly con-

jecturing what this might have been, but everything con-

sidered, and having regard to Mr. Atkinson's warning

against popular exaggeration on the subject, we think it

would be a safe estimate to take the gold and silver hoard-

ed in India at the present time at about 500 crores of

rupees."

. Thus, according to official calculations, the value of

hoarded precious metals including those in the shape of

jewellery, is only about 60 per cent, of Lord Curzon's

estimate. But in this estimate are included hoardings

that were ever made in the country during the whole

course of its long history embracing many centuries- How
anybody was able to calculate the value of India's hoard-

ed wealth for centuries,—and Mr. Clarmount ])anieirs

calculations extend over 25 centuries,—passes our under-

standing. The wealth of India in any movable shape was

on numerous occasions carried away by foreign invaders

from time to time. There is no record of the amounts

thus carried away out of the country. Again, precious

metals used to be hoared by rulers, who entrusted their

secrets to one or two confidants. The ruler and his confi-

dants often were either suddenly killed in a revolution, or

driven away as exiles, with the result that all knowledge of

the hoards and the clue as to where they were hidden were

lost for ever. So far as the object with which Lord Curzon

lamented the locking up of so much wealth is concerned,
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or any practical object whatever, such hoards are as useless

as any of the contents of undiscovered mines in the country.

There is another fact that detracts from the value of these

calculations. All jewellery is liable to rapid deterioration

in value on account of its wear and tear. The amount of

jewellery as estimated at the beginning of the 19th century,

cannot be the same after one hundred years. It would

hardly be worth half its value. If due weight were given

to these considerations, the accuracy of even the less

extravagant figure adopted by the Bombay journal would

be open to doubt-

In his evidence before the Herschell Commission

of 1887, Sir David Barbour, a former llMnance Minister

of India, gave it as his opinion that the hoarding

of gold and silver in India, since the year 1835, ap-

proached £300,000,000 ; that is, this was the total during

a period of about 50 years- The average annual hoard-

ing, therefore, is 6 millions or 6 crores of rupees. The

classes of the Indian population that are too poor to use

ornaments of any value are calculated to be about

one-third of the total population of India. The

number, therefore, among whom the hoarding has

amounted to 6 crores every year, does not exceed

200,000,000 or 20 crores roughly. If then 20 crores

of people convert silver and gold into ornaments, that

would give about 5 annas a year per individual for

ornamental purposes. But, considering that the average

of 6 crores includes gold as well as silver withdrawn from
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circulation, the average of 5 annas is more than the actual

hoarding of every individual throughout the country 1

Sir David Barbour made the interesting statement that,

besides large quantities of silver brought to the mints for

coinage during periods of famine, in the years of the

great famine in Madras and Bombay, a large amount of

gold was sent to England and was evidently ornaments

melted down. In his evidence before the Currency Com-

mittee of 1898, Mr. J. Gr. O'Conor said that there was com-

paratively little gold hoarded in India, and that what

hoards of that metal there might be were those of the

ruling chiefs. So far as jewellery went, he pointed out,

nearly 30 per cent, of the population were too poor

to afford it ; and taking the total population who

could do so to be two hundred millions, and the imported

silver to be 40 ounces a year in recent decades, they did

not give a large average for ornamental purposes.

The jewellery of the middle class is partly of gold,

whereas that of the poorer classes, which is all their

savings, is entirely of silver. Sir David Barbour was

of opinion that the amount of silver hoarded in all forms

was decidedly greater than the amount of gold similarly

hoarded, and that the silver hoards consisted of coins as

well as of bullion. This last opinion was not shared by

Mr. O'Conor. For, he said before the Currency Commit-

tee that it was ascertained that most of the silver

imported into India immediately after the closing of

the mints, and absorbed among the population, was
18
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converted into jewellery. " Before the closing of the

mints, practically all the silver imported, with the ex-

ception of about 4 per cent., passed into the mints and

was coined. Then the assumption used to be that at least

half of that remained in the currency as coined silver, and

the other half was melted down. But it looks now, judg-

ing from these figures, as if that inference was not quite

correct, and that a very much larger portion of the rupees

that were coined must have been melted down into orna-

ments. I do not believe that any of these imports of sil-

ver have been got into hoard."

Mr. F. C. Harrison's figures are different from those

of Sir ])avid Barbour. They are, as he gave them before

the Herschell Committee of 1893, 510 crores, being the

amount of silver in every form in India ; of which 66i

crores (in 1893) were in active circulation, 50 crores

hoarded in the form of rupees, and 300 crores, roughly

speaking, held in the form of bullion, obsolete coin and •

ornaments. Mr. Harrison also calculated that the quan-

tity of gold in India was about 180 millions sterling,

which, added to 300 crores of silver hoards, yields a

total much smaller than Lord Curzon's figure. If then,

as a fact, the hoarded silver wealth of India amounted to

300 crores, it is very hard that such a vast possession of

the bulk of the population should be arbitrarily depreciated

in value on account of the currency policy of the Govern-

ment. Lord Curzon who scolded the people for hoarding

their " talents" did not think it necessary to justify the
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policy that reduced the value of these hoards by more

than 33 per cent.

The depreciation of the value of these savings is not

only a loss to the people, but is a serious disadvantage to

the trade of the country which largely depends on the

currency. A short memorandum was placed before the

Herschell Committee of 1898 by Mr. F. C. Harrison on

this subject. Therein he said :

It is often urged that a successful attempt to raise the value of the

rupee by making it scarce will seriously injure the peasant, in that

his bullion will be depreciated. I have not the time to write at length

upon this aspect of the question, but I may point out some facts which

are of some importance in this connection.

(a) The Coinage at the Calcutta and Bombay mints during the last

20 years does not fall much short- of 130 crores, whereas the receipts

into the same mints of country silver and ornaments are less than 5

crores of rupees . In other words, such receipts do not form 4 per cent,

of the total.

Too much stress must not be laid upon the smallness of this

percentage. The amount of country silver and ornaments tendered

varies from year to year, and the percentage to the receipts, is consider-

ably greater in time of famine, e.g., in Bombay in three years, 1877-78

to 1879-80, about 3-30 crores were tendered ; in Calcutta, for the last

30 years, the largest amount tendered in one year was 6J lakhs.

(h) In my first memorandum I have estimated the silver in

India to be about 510 crores. Of this about 166^ crores is in active

circulation ; 343| crores remain to be accounted for. Of this consider-

ably less tban 50 crores is hoarded in ;the ^o^'" of rupees. Roughly

speaking, it may be said that 300 crores may be held in India in the

form of bullion, obsolete coin, and ornaments.
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In Madras 1822-23 was a famine year, and the country bullion

(silver) brought to the mint was 92^ lakhs.

The intimate connection between the currency and

trade in India and the effect of the depriving of bullion of

its convertibility into coin, were well pointed out by Mr.

David Yule in his evidence before the Fowler Currency

Committee- Alluding to the cry of lack of loana.ble

capital, he pointed out that so long as silver bars or

ornaments were convertible into rupees, those reserves

supplied and invited funds into the interior ; and he des-

cribed how this ready convertibility gave confidence to

the thrifty portion of the population, also facilities for

the money-lenders. But since these funds in the shape

of rupees were made by the Act of the State into " dead

metal difficult of sale," there had been, as Mr. Yule com-

puted, '' a loss of loanable capital to the extent of 501

crores of rupees." Whatever might be the opinion as to

this amount, he went on to point out that the effect of

depriving them of the use of their savings had been to

drive them (the people) into the clutches of the money-

lenders. In turn, these retail bankers had " become

anxious about their outstandings," and were'' refusing to

make advances to pay for seed and cattle." The first

effect of this was to drive the village banker's spare funds

into the presiding towns—not for trade purposes, but to

be invested for safety, in gold or silver bullion, the trade

use being thus lost to the country. And Mr. Yule con-

sidered that this lacV of convertible currency was driving
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trade in the interim into a state of barter, which " is a

menace to the export as well as the import trade of

India."

Lord Curzon scolded the educated classes of In-

dians for their perversity in regard to the indus-

trial exploitation of India. He was most astonished

that " those who own this (hoarded) wealth, who tie up

their talents in a napkin and bury them underground, are

never so vocal as when they are denouncing the introduc-

tion of British capital into India to fill up the gap which

their own timidity or indifference has let open." What a

mistake for a Viceroy to make ! It is not the class that

are most vocal that hoard wealth or " tie up their talents

in a napkin and bury them underground." Those that do

this are entirely different. The chief sinners are the

Maharajas and Eajas, but not the educated classes. These

latter, no doubt, are guilty to some extent in converting a

portion of their income into jewellery. But this all

classes of Indians, except the very lowest, do.

It is intended, in the case of the poorer classes more

especially, as an investment to be turned to use in times

of difficulty. During famine times the poorer classes

sell off their silver ornaments, and even the more well-to-

do classes dispose of their gold jewels. The Indian people

may be said to be more fond of ornaments and display

than other civilized nations are ; but there can be no doubt

that, in the minds of foreign observers, this weakness on

the part of our people appears in exaggerated magnitude.
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All nations indulge in luxuries which are of an unproduc-

tive nature, and we do not believe that a careful observa-

tion will establish that, in this manner, Indians waste

practically more of their wealth than other nations. It is

unreasonable to expect the people of this country to dis-

card to a greater extent than other human communities

do, personal show, a desire for which seems to be ingrained

in nature. In the case of the better classes, investment

in jewellery is chiefly of gold, and is prompted not only

by a fondness for show, but by a sense of one of the evils

of the Hindu joint family system. The earnings of a

member of an undivided family are considered to be a

part of its common stock, in which the co-parceners

have a claim for equal ^.shares ; and in order to

obviate this claim, the earning member, instead of con-

verting his savings into tangible property or into other

productive investments, is content to turn them into

jewellery, which is the personal property of the wearer and

on which the other members can advance no claim. Jewels

also serve as ready securities for small amounts borrowed.

In illustration of the exaggerated notions in the

popular mind regarding the value of the hoarded wealth

in certain places, the Times of India quotes Mr. Atkinson

as follows : " It is, however, certain that the popular idea is

a very exaggerated form of the truth, and the enormous

hoards that are said to exist are very frequently, as has

often been proved, mere efforts of the imagination." He
instanced the case of the late Maharajah Soindia, who had

been reported to have hoarded an almost incredible-
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amount ; but when he died in 18S9, his hoard was found

to amount to four crores only. Some years back, a man

represented to be the wealthiest individual in the North-

western Provinces, was said to have hoarded at least ten

crores of rupees. On his death, under half a orore was

found. These are two instances out of many. " The fact

is, after a certain point, the popular imagination is apt to

multiply lakhs to crores and thousands to lakhs." Nor

does the oflScial mind seem to be free from this tendency.

We have seen that Lord Curzon himself has shown it.

Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Daniell, with all their care to avoid

exaggeration, seem to us liable to it.

The habit of hoarding had its origin in the misgovern-

ment of former times. But as the people now get accustom-

ed to a settled and constitutional form of government, they

would see the folly of hoarding their savings and would

be more willing to seek a safe and profitable investment

for them. That the old habits of the people are chang-

ing, there are proofs to show. Investments in the post

office savings banks are increasing, and Indian capitalists

are coming forward to an increasing extent to invest their

savings in remunerative industries. It is assumed that the

habits of the people of India do not change. In spite of the

tendency for the habit of hoarding to diminish among the

upper and more intelligent classes. Sir David Barbour

was of opinion that among the great mass of the people

that tendency was absent. I do not know that it is so.

As I have said, there is very little hoarding of silver

among them, all the savings being turned into ornaments.
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This they do because they do not know how else they can

dispose of them to their best advantage. The pittance

that they are able to save at a time cannot be remune-

ratively invested. I believe an extensive system of

village banks will arrest this tendency. The post office

savings banks do not offer sufficient inducement to these

people to invest their small savings in them. Rural banks

offering somewhat higher rates of interest will prove

successful. That the masses are not reluctant to put by

their small savings in view to future use, is evident from

the growing popularity of mutual benefit societies

in Southern India. The most remarkable feature of

Indian enterprise during the last half of 1902, as disclosed

by the returns of Joint Stock Companies registered during

that period, is the number of these societies started in

Madras. These number nearly 40, with a nominal capital

of over Es. 20 lakhs. The nidhis, as they are called, are

not, properly speaking, Joint Stock Companies at all.

This is a primitive method of co-operative credit

when compared with the Raiffeisen and other

European systems, and has been found to be liable

to abuse. But its popularity shows that the people

of India are quite ready to adopt co-operative me-

thods when they see they are to their advantage, and the

nidhis might well be used as a step to a more enlightened

form of credit. Another lesson which might be drawn from

the statistical statement is the need for some law under

which such Associations could be registered, for the Com-

panies Act is plainly unsuited for the purpose.



CHAPTEE VII.

Organization of Credit.

THERE is abundance of natural materials all over the

country, onthe jsurfaoe of the earth as well as under-

neath in its bosom, from which wealth might be

made. Still, such materials, though by all laws of nature

and by the traditions of human history they belong to the

people and ought to be utilised by them for their own

benefit, are turned into wealth by foreign capitalists, and

the most part of it is carried away from the country. Of

such a lamentable inversion of nature, there are no

doubt political causes, and to a large extent we have no

alternative but to submit to the results of their operation.

But, making due allowance for these, it is necessary to

inquire whether there are not other causes, not of a

political nature which at present we are unable to control,

but of a ; nature for which we as a people are alone

answerable. It is usual amongst our writers and

speakers to regret the absence of large accumulated

capital which, in the hands of a limited section of society,

might sustain industries, and to satisfy themselves

that, having expressed this regret, they have account-

ed fully for the industrial prostration of the country.

19
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The orthodox idea is that the three factors

of wealth are Land, Capital, and Labour. But,

as the late Duke of Argyll well pointed out, land, in this

sense, means not merely the surface or the interior of the

earth, but the whole earth, air and sea, and also all the

manifest and latent powers of nature, including heat,

light and electricity. Similarly, labour includes not

merely the active exercise of the muscular power

of man, but his whole internal nature, such as

intelligence, skill, power of co-operation, enterprise,

ambition, and so forth. Capital itself is not a separate

entity in nature. It is the storage of wealth, already

acquired, often intangible and usually lying scattered in

atoms and small units. Looked at in this sense, there is

in our country plenty of capital which has only to be

gathered and organized into a certain state when it will

be capable of being utilised to supply man with articles

of pleasure and utility. The utilisation of another

factor of wealth—land—is no more subject to restrictions

from political or other causes against our people than it

is against the politically dominant class, and we have

seen that, in its undeveloped form, wealth exists in abun-

dance. In order, therefore, that India might acquire more

productive wealth than it possesses at present, she has to

cultivate and make proper use of the third factor, her

capacity for labour.

It will not be denied that this capacity for labour exists

in sufiicient plenty to enable us to start on a career of
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wealth-making, which will grow and expand at each step

taken in advance. So far as muscular labour goes, it is

cheap and abundant and is freely exploited by

European adventurers. But, taking the word in its wider

sense—to mean intelligence, skill, providence, and certain

other moral and mental qualities,—we are aware that our

people are by no means poor. It is only necessary to get

these qualities, this full capacity for labour,infused and vivi-

fied with certain other qualities in which the Indian people

are deficient. An able writer writing on economic topics

in the columns of Capital (of Calcutta), observes

:

'' Considering that the natives are not lacking in labour,

skill and intelligence, how is it that they so seldom pro-

duce a combination of these qualities, such as to raise the

possessor to a position of authority or opulence ? We can

only conclude that it is want of individualism, a want

which is more marked in the East than in the West of

India."

Mr. Murray, a writer in the same journal, in a

pamphlet recently issued by him, dwells at some length

on the practical absence of co-operative credit in India

and traces it to the social and racial peculiarities of the

people. The productive employment of money, in his

view, represents an advanced stage of national sentiment

where the individual feels that his interests are bound

up with the interests of the community, and that whatever

advances the lattex is calculated to advance the former.

" The natives of India,", he writes, " are still behind the
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greater part of the civilized world in respect of banking,

chiefly because they have not yet evolved the sentiment

above-mentioned. The idea of community in anything out-

side the sphere of their several sects is still in some measure

repugnant to them. This offspring of insensate religious

bigotry is less evident in money than in social

matters, but even the cosmopolitanism of commerce

has not yet eliminated the sectional spirit which has

hitherto retarded among them the growth of the

banking system which has done so much to increase the

wealth of Western nations." From this sweeping indict-

ment Mr. Murray excludes the Parsees, '' some liberal-

minded Mahomedans and a few enfranchised Hindus,"

and, in a broader view, the West as compared with the

East of India- Commenting on this, the Times of India

objects to Mr. Murray attributing to religious feeling

what is essentially an economic sentiment, and observes

that, as a matter of fact, some of the keenest of the com-

mercial classes in India retain to this day religious pre.

judices which, from a Western point of view, must be re-

garded as narrow and exclusive.

Whether the sentiment is of a moral or economic

nature, its existence is lamentable, and is the cause of large

amounts of wealth that can be made to grow and fructify

by productive investments, lying idle. The Hindus

are by no means averse to the pleasures of wealth.

In spite of the passionate appeals of their religion to

them to be absorbed in spiritual culture, but, not in
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the delusive and degrading pleasures of the world, they

have as much weakness for these as any race in the

world. But as the result of the general degradation of the

nation by centuries of foreign rule and by the tyranny of

priestcraft, they have become ignorant, superstitious and

wanting in enterprise. Their belief in alchemy and

astrology and their readiness to discover hidden treasures

anywhere as if they were the products of undergiound

mines, and to bring them out by magic, and animal

—

alas ! sometimes, human— sacrifices also show that they

would have all the enjoyments of wealth without

deserving them by hard work and enterprise.

Individualism, self-confidence, or force of char-

acter, is the element which is wanting to .
leaven

and invigorate social life and to bring into organized

activity the labouring capacity that is in latent abund-

ance. In the conditions of her by-gone times India was

prosperous and happy. While other nations were poor

and in a backward industrial state, India attracted the

world by her opulence due to flourishing industries. But

Western nations evolved fresh conditions which they met

with a spirit of enterprise and progress, whereas India

remained stationary and easily succumbed to the ambition

and greed of foreigners. Still, modern Indians are not al-

together wanting in some of the essential qualities of

wealth-making. Desire for wealth and thrift can be seen in

the savings of the people deposited in banks, and in invest-

ments in small industries, and in petty trades. As indivi-

duals, working for themselves on a humble scale, in-
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tetesfced in their own well-being or in the well-

being of their own caste or relatives, our wealth-

making propensities are active enough. But this selfish

and sectional nature of our sympathies partly con-

tributes to our failure to turn to full account the natural

facilities that face us all round and invite us in vain to

organized exertions on a large scale. Individual well-being

and national well-being are interdependent, and in pro-

portion as the latter is neglected, the prospect of indivi-

dual well-being is restricted. Similarly, the prosperity of an

individual nation depends on the ability it shows to real-

ise the conditions under which the whole community of

the progressive nations of the world pursue their career and

accumulate wealth. Nations are no longer isolated and

self-contained units as they were in former times. And

as the writer in Capital observes, " the world, linked up

as it is now by rapid communications of steam and

telegraph, cannot exist in sections. We must Join the

universal throng or perish in solitude."

Realising the full effect of this great principle of co-

operative exertion, we should try to bring into a working

union the different elements of labouring capacity in

different individuals. In other words, an extensive system

of mutual confidence should be brought about. It is this

system of mutual confidence that is called Credit^ which is

the principal accumulator of wealth in every country.

Credit is self-reliance and mutual trust,—quali-

ties which our social institutions unfortunately

do not encourage. Left to themselves and their
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natural instincts, our people will, as a rule, prefer

a life of retirement and pious Karma. Instances

are well known of Hindus of high culture and

worldly sympathies, preferring in their later years

worship and contemplation to a participation in the

activities around them. We do not say a word

against this tendency—generally so elevating and inspir-

ing. But let us not forget that we owe a duty to our fellow-

creatures, and to discharge this duty honestly and with

devotion is as acceptable a service to God as any other

meritorious way of spending time. Millions of God's crea-

tures starve and are disease-stricken before our eyes

;

nowhere has the condition of man ever called more

loudly or more piteously for prompt help. It behoves us

to do our best to assuage the suffering, if we cannot

en^hance the happiness, of these poor creatures.

Oth(5r conditions of our economic progress being what

they are, our first duty and effort should be to study and de-

velop this system of credit, which will bring the small, scat-

tered and lifeless atoms of wealth into organized and living

capital capable of infinite expansion, and stimulating,

training and enlarging our wealth-making capacity.

In modern times, credit '^has largely replaced money

as the circulating medium, and is availed of to a

marvellous extent by means of joint stock banks in

Western countries. By means of such banks, credit has

become in those countries the most effective and

economical of all circulating media, and the countries
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where this system largely prevails are now the

wealthiest and most progressive in the world. It

cannot be denied that the full importance of this system

is beginning to be understood in this country ; and, among

the people of Western India, it is bearing striking fruit.

But even there, the system has to be studied and deve-

loped further.

A certain system of banking is not unknown to the

people of India. From time immemorial, there has been

a large and influential class of usurers. They served as

bankers as well as money-lenders, and though, as is their

lot everywhere in the world, in India also they were look-

ed upon with Jealousy and dislike by the people and some-

times were oppressed by the rulers, still to these latter they

were often extremely servioable, and to the people they

rendered themselves indispensable. Indeed, the practice

of individuals receiving deposits as well as giving loans is

very ancient in this country. The great Hindu law-giver,

Manu, ordains :
" A wise man should make a deposit with

a person of good family, of good conduct, acquainted with

law, a speaker of truth, possessing numerous relations,

wealthy and honourable." That the receiver of deposits

answered, as a rule, to this description, we cannot say- But

though it is only too probable that the savings of many

wise as well as foolish men were never returned, the

system seems to have suited the comparatively primitive

conditions. The system still exists, and in many places

large savings are deposited with money-lenders who have a

reputation for solvency and honesty, and who pay smaller
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rates of interest to the depositors than those they receive

from their debtors.

No better system could have been perhaps evolved

in those days. The social as well as the industrial

conditions of the country did not require the modern system

of co-operative credit or joint stock companies. In the days

when personal wants were few and simple, when industry

was mainly domestic and trade extremely localised, the

need for large capitals was not apparent. The very use

of coined money was limited, as is evident from Manu
prescribing the rates of interest in the case of deposits

consisting of grain or cattle. The arbizan and the trader

pursued their business on their own account, and though in

ancient and medisevai India there was a large trade with

foreign countries, the system of joint stock companies

seems to have been unknown. Latterly^ it may be believ-

ed, that the restrictions of caste, the immobihty of the

people generally, either within the limits of their country

or abroad, the narrowness of feeling and interest fostered

by a decaying state of society, rendered impossible the

growth of a spirit of mutual confidence and co-operation.

In the principal towns, more especially in the

capitals of Native States, rich bankers live. They

have sometimes a number of branches in other towns,

and carry on business on a large scale. They lend money
to people on personal or more substantial securities, and

form an important factor in supplying the trade with the

necessary capital. But they curtail their own usefulness

20
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as bankers by the high rates of interest they demand-

They do not keep sufficient money in reserve for the

accommodation of their customers in times of need.

They are also less reliable than a corporate bank,

because the customers have to deal with an indi-

vidual who is subject to greater vicissitudes and risks

than a body. Moreover, the Bannia banker is useless, so

far as the object of collecting together the exceedingly

small sums kept in a large number of hands, goes. And

it is in that shape that the major portion of the capital

exists in this country. It would be a very desirable

departure if the individual Hindu bankers could be

persuaded to amalgamate their capitals and establish a

bank as a Joint Stock Company. The existence of a large

number of banks in all parts of the country is essential

for the growth of capital, and considering how the indus-

trial regeneration of India mainly depends on this neces-

sary condition being satisfied, there is reason to hope

that such institutions will sooner or later spring into

existence. A large portion of the capital and the deposits

of the existing Anglo-Indian banks which finance the

foreign trade of the country is the money of the Indian

people: They have also nearly 2 crores of rupees in the

Post Office Savings Banks. There are besides indigenous

institutions, of the nature of Mutual Benefit Societies,

that work with large paid up capitals. These should be

enough to constitute the initial capital of banks estab-

lished in the interior of the country entirely for the
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purpose of helping and encouraging internal trade and

indigenous industries.

There is no reason wh y the State should not liberally

subsidise these institutions. We shall see further on how

the Anglo-Indian banks in the Presidency towns are

helped by the Grovernment who deposit a portion

of their cash balances, to the amount of about 2 or 3

crores, in these banks, and how these public deposits,

that is the deposits of the taxpayers' money, form

the chief portion of their funds. If to do so is neces-

sary in the interest of India's foreign trade, to help

enterprises such as we refer to, is equally necessary

in the interest of the internal trade and industry of the

country. It would be [too obstinate an adherence of the

Government to an economic creed which has never taken

root in any country except England and which even

there is rapidly losing ground, to feel squeamish in the

transgression of the orthodox limits to Government

interference, in the face of a serious national want.

The last Famine Commission, presided over by Sir

Antony Macdonnel, recommends a loan of moderate amouat

by the State to the banks that are to come into existence

when the scheme of agricultural banks is put into operation.

In India, most of the loanable capital is in the chests of

the village money-lenders. They have always been an

essential feature of our village system. Of all people in a

country, the agricultural classes are least able to command

cash whene'Per they want it- More especially it is the case
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in India. Agriculture is not a commercial occupation. It

is not rich Dukes and Earls or capitalists that cultivate

lands as a means of investment. The crops are raised,

not for sale, but for consumption. The portion which is

pold is chiefly sold for the sake of the cash required to

meet the demands of the State. In many villages this

continues almost the only money transaction of the

people. The wages are yet, in the rural parts, mostly

paid in kind. Barter, but not money, is the medium of

bargain. As a rule, therefore, the cultivator is not much
in need of money. When he wants it, he either raises a

loan from the village money-lender, or sells away his silver

ornaments. Anyhow, the money-lender is as necessary a

part of the village system as the headman or the accoun-

Dant. Until he is replaced by a simple system of credit

on behalf of the tax-payer, his business will flourish.

Any means by which the cultivator can be made less

dependent on the professional money-lender will tend to

the diversion of the loanable capital from the village to

the town. It is understood that the establishment of

agricultural banks will not have the effect of driving away

the village usurer altogether. If the G-overnment of India

adopt the suggestion of the last Famine Commission to

limit the objects for which these banks are to make loans to

those of a strictly agricultural and reproductive character,

there will still remain a tolerably wide scope for the

business of the money-lender, in the demands for accom-

modation to meet domestic wants such as marriage, &c.,
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or even for maintenance. But, in that case, the security

that the borrowing peasant can offer will be much

diminished in amount and value ; and higher rates of

interest will have to be paid. This may possibly

lead to the practice of greater thrift on the part of

the villager, and to a curtailment of demands for loans.

Or it may make him reckless and pay much higher rates

of interest than he does at present to make up for the

insufficient security he is able to give. Anyhow^ it is

extremely probable that the establishment of village

banks will break the backbone of the Sowcar, If he is

wise, he will come forward to finance the banks that are to

be established. The Famine Commission suggest that

central banks should be established in the districts to

finance the village banks. In those European countries

where the system of agricultural banking has taken root,

such an arrangement prevails. But in India, the Com-

mission observe, '' there is no hope, in the beginning at

all events, that these central banks or Joint Stock Com-

panies will come into existence." They suggest,

therefore, the creation of such local agencies. If the

first efforts to create them, they add, be not successful,

as they may not be, there should be no objection to the

State lending its aid to finance experimental village

banks. But, in all likelihood, in many places it will be

found possible to establish central banks, or such of

them as are already in existence may be utilised for the

purpose in view.
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" In the tract of country to be served by village

banks," say Sir Henry Maodonnel's Famine Commission,
" there doubtless will be found influential landlords, mer-

chants and others who, apart even from their desire to

take part in a movement for the public good, will find it

to their interest to lend their aid. It will be possible to

organise these gentlemen into a society for the purpose

not only of providing funds for financing the village

banks, but also for the purpose of stimulating their forma

tion and guiding their action. The money may be sub

scribed in shares, each of small amount, and beadng inte-

rest, say, at 4 per cent, per annum . Such a Society should

be called the Organization Society ; and should

there be any difficulty in subscribing the requisite capital,

there is no reason why, to begin with, the Society shouM

not borrow the amount from Grovernment." The village

Sowcar will not be unwilling to join such an organization.

He is not always the heartless harpy that he is

represented to be. Eecently, in the Central Provinces

through the intervention of Government and patriotic

private citizens, the Sowcars willingly remitted large

portions of their loans to the peasants.

In the Presidency of Madras, there will not be the

same need as in other provinces to start these Organization

Societies. The system of " Nidhis" or Mutual Benefit

Funds is well-understood and is popular. In many places

they are already in existence and are under the direction

of the most intelligent and influential classes of the local

residents. Their funds are constituted partly by deposits,
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but mostly iby the paid up subscriptions of the share-

holders; and from these funds are loans made at a

moderate rate of " interest, as a rule between 6 and 9

per cent., only to the shareholders. If the paid up

subscriptions of the borrowing shareholder are suffi-

ciently large in amount, that is regarded as secu-

rity for the loan made ; if not, the borrower is required to

ofier substantial security in the shape of immovable pro-

perty or of jewels- But if a shareholder, merely because

he is such, is given loans on substantial securities, there

is no reason why outsiders, who are not shareholders, should

not be accommodated on the same condition. The rules

of bhese Societies can be slightly modified so as to make this

departure possible, when these Benefit Societies, which

are already doing considerable good by stimulating thrift

and providence among the people, will finance the village

banks. The directors of these Societies are generally men

in touch with the borrowing classes. They will be so, espe-

cially when their Societies are established in the smaller

towns amidst a cluster of villages. There is of course

need for banks in aid of rural industries as well as in aid of

agriculture. This double purpose is served within a limited

sphere by the Mutual Benefit Societies already referred

to. But their sphere should be enlarged and

public confidence in them strengthened, by special

legislation granting them privileges and guaranteeing

periodical official audit and a limited official control.



CHAPTER VIII.

How India's Foreign Trade is Financed

PEEHAPS it is not generally known that the foreign

trade of India, which is almost entirely in the

hands of Europeans, is financed mainly by the

people and tax-payers of India. The various banks esta-

blished in the capital cities and in some district

stations and directed by Europeans, are the sources

from which the merchants draw their money. There

are the three Presidency Banks (Bengal, Bombay
and Madras) and the Joint Stock Banks whose offices

are located in India, namely, the Allahabad Bank,

the Alliance Bank of Simla, the Bank of Calcutta,

the Bank of Upper India, the Commercial Bank of India,

the Oudh Commercial Bank of India, and the Punjab

Banking Company. There are then the other class of

Joint Stock Banks, known as Exchange Banks, whose

head offices are located outside India, e.g., the Chartered

Bank of India, Australia and China ;the Comptoir iSational

d' Escompte de Paris ; the Delhi and London Bank ; the

Deutsche Asiatische Bank ; the Hong-Kong and Shanghai

Banking Corporation ; and the National Bank of India.
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This list, though almost exhaustive, omits 'one or two

banks very recently established or abolished some -time

ago. The total capital of all these banks amounts foughlj^

,to 14 millions sterling. The foreign trade of India amounts

roughly to 145 millions sterling, so that the total banking

capital is under 10 per cent, of the value of the imports and

exports. Of the joint Stock Banks of the United Kingdom;

the total subscribed capital in 1897 was 267 millions

sterling, and the total .foreign trade about 814 millions

sterling, so that the banking capital was about 32 per

cent, of the foreign trade, thus presenting a striking dis-

parity with the low figure of 10 per cent, in India. Not

only is the total banking capital small relatively to the

foreign trade which has to be financed, but compared

with the banking capital of the United JEingdom, it is

also of : slow growth. The ;: internal trade as well

as the foreign trade of India, more
,
especially the

former, has rapidly grown of late, but in proportion

to this growth the banking capital df the country

has not increased- Besides their capitals, the banks

take deposits which form an important element in

their finance. The total amount of these deposits has

within the last thirty years increased rapidly. In the year

1899 it was nearly 21 crores ; that is to say, as

much as the total amount of the capital of the banks.

These deposits are received from two sources, from

Government and from: private persons. The amount; de-

posited :byG-overnment- is, for gbvious reasons, more or

21
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less fixed, beiag betweiea 2i and 3 erores ; but the total

amount deposited by private persons in the various

banks is no less than 18 drores, of whioh 36 per cent.

is in the non-Presidency banks. Besides these deposits,

there is the additional facility placed at the disposal

of the import and export merchants of India by the

peculiar system in which the Government of India pay up

their sterling obligations in London,-"obligations whieh

amount tb 18 millions a year. The system consists

in remittances to London being effected by exports

from India, for the requirements of the Home Treasury,

in excess of those needed for the settlement of the rest of

the account between India and the external woriid. The

Secretary of State for India receives what amount he

wants from London merchants by drawing bills on

the Indian Treasury for the same amount. These bills

are paid on presentation by the Government of India

toi the agents sending exports to London. Sa that,

to the extent of these 18 millions a year, the Govern-

ment of In^ia are the baske?* of the export merohants.

If th^ Government were at liberty to speculate on

the exchanges, the merchants in Indi* would have to

keep moi;e money in their banks,, instead of which, under

the existing system, they are in a position to utilise the

cash balances qf the Government of India in their various

Reserve Treasuries in Calcutta, Bombay and Madras, in

their District, Treasuries, and in the Fresidency Banks

and their brantihes,, The total Government balances in

India varj? from year to year, and Jaave within the past 10
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years ranged between 15 and 25 orores. The amount iii

1900-01 was 15i89)84l,7l6. Of this amount, about 2J to

3 J crores are deposited in the Banks, the remainder being

kept in the Government's own Treasuries. What service

the balances of the revenues of the Government render tO

the foreign trade of the country is seen from the constant

cry raised by the merchants to deposit more of these

balances in the banks than 2J or SJ crores, as

is the case at present. Of course, the balances of the Gov*

ernment are the proceeds of the taxes paid by the people^

and a considerable proportion of the private deposits is

similarly the money of the inhabitants of this oountryj

European as well as Indian.

We have said that within recent years private

deposits have increased by leaps and bounds^ This

increase is the result of the iiaotea^ing amount deposited

in the banks not merely by individuals,^by those that

have money to deposit after their current expendituife

is met^—, but also by business associations who keep their

money there for safe ctistody. What proportion is con-

tributed by European residents and what by Indian depoa-

tors, we have no means of knowing; but to suppose that one'-

fourth of the total private deposits is the money of th©

Indians would not be Wrong. In o ther words, in the various

banks established mainly in Bui?Opean interests and

directed by persons belonging to that community, the

Indian people have no less than 5 crores of rttpees deposit*

edi Now, the question arises, whether all these five

oroires should necessarily be deposited in these baaks, and
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if' there were banks working mainly in the interests of

(he Indian people and directed, by Indian ; gentlemen,

this amount could not be deposited there. Could not the

Government themselves deposit a portion of their balances

in these Indian-banks, were they in existence, as well as in

the Presidency Banks, and their branches ? We do not

forget that it is the interest of the Government -of India-

to do everything possible to stimulate export trade, so

thatr'the- demand in London for remittances to India or

for bills on the Government here, might increase. If

the demand increases, the Secretary of State will be able

to obtain better rates for- his i
bills. That is to say, he

will get more sterling money from London merchants as

the. equivalent of his silver moneyshe may offer for sale,

^at there, is no reasop why put of the total deposits, Govr

ernment and private, of about 21 crores, • the portion of

,the former should not be 2 " crores instead of 3, and the

Indian banks should not -get the benefit of. the remaindei*

af.ithe amount which the Government of India find it con-

-venient to spare, for the .purpose of helping the trade of

the. country. Adverting to the proposal recently 'pressed

on .the Governmeijt ' of India for the establishruent

(of:an amalgamated Central Pank in Indja. : a proposal

.which has since been abandoned on the ground of its

Jbeing impracticable in the present circtimstances of this

country. Sir James Westland said in a.minute he placed

before the Currency Committee in 1899 : " The truth

is that in India where it is too much the habit to look«to

(JoyerHment for every, thing, it seems jiot unnatural to
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expect the Government to finance not only. thC; adminis-

tration of the country, but its trade and commerce' also;

Accordingly,when commerce finds a deficiency of available

funds, the cause of the deficiency is sought for, not in the

scarcity of the banking capital, but in some action of the

Government, which is expected, with resources that are

often barely sufficient to meet the financial requirements

of its own administration, to supply also all that is wanted

for the movements of two hundred crores of imports and

exports."

With the help of the Government money, the banks

are able to lend, and merchants to borrow, at cheaper rates

of interest. If the Government were to withdraw their

deposits, there would be less money to lend, and the

rate of interest would rise. On the other hand, if

the Government were to adopt the suggestion of the banks

iand place at their disposal all the 25 crores of the public

balances, there would be more loanable capital, and the

rate of interest would decrease. Cheap money is an

advantage to merchants, and the British exporter in

India is thus placed at an advantage in his competition

with his rivals of other countries in the markets-of London.

In the judgment of those that do not look ~ upon the

merciless foreign commercialism of India as the Divine

dispensation for her salvation, the State thus financing

the foreign trade appears objectionable. It is very much
like a bounty on foreign exports, which take away almost

the whole raw materials and much of the food-stuff

produced in the country.
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There is another aspect in which the question can be

looked at. According to a Parliamentary return of 1892,

the salaries, pensions, and allowances paid to Europeans

employed in India amounted to ^10,274,246. This does

not include salaries below £ 1,000 a year, nor allowances to

Europeans who have retired from Indian service, nor the

pay of soldiers, policemen, railway employees drawing

less than £100 a year. Nor does this amount of lOmillions

and odd represent the money drawn by Englishmen from

India as profits on their various commercial and industrial

enterprises. Calculating these latter to be another 10

millions— the amount is very likely more,-^the total

amount of money taken away from this country an4 added

to the capital of the industrial classes of the United

Kingdom, is not less than 20 millions a year. Wh^t

becomes of this money ? A large proportion of it finds

investment in one or another of the industries and trades

carried on in India by Englishmen. Thus, the system of

the East India Company which invested the revenues

derived from the taxes of the country in the purchase of

exports on its own account, is reproduced in the present

day ; only the investment includes wider resources and is

manipulated by a company consistinfir of a much larger

number of men and imbued with less responsibility than

the East India Conapany was.



C H A P T E E IX.

Artizans, &c.

o*«-

BETWEEN the large section of the population who

derive their subsistence from agriculture and

the people who live on their daily wages, there

are large classes engaged in non-agricultural occupa-

tions. Some are mere professional people, such as

barbers, fishermen, (fcco who get remuneration for the

services they render to the community. These are on

the same footing as lawyers,, medical men and public

servants who render certain service to society and

receive remuneration. These do not contribute to the

material wants of the people. But a much larger section

is constituted by artizans and mechanics, who supply

material substances to the public and who are reckoned

to constitute 18i per cent, of the total population of this

I?residen<3y. Of this percentage, about 6 per cent, of the

total population are those that prepare vegetable and ani-

mal food, drink, condioitnts, narcotics, &e., &c. The next

numerous class is that, engaged in the manufaetuxe of tex-

tile fabrics and dress, and constitutes about 5 per cent, of the

totalpopulation. Then there are the people that are firewood
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sellers and tax gatherers and cowdung-fuel preparers and

sellers. It is chiefly females that are engaged in thes®

occupations. In this class are also included oil-pressers

and sellers and oil-seed and oil-cake dealers. These

constitute together about IJ per cent, of the total popula-

tion. Those that are engaged in buildings, metals and

precious stones, "wood, cane and leaves," " leather, horn

and bones," constitute each class a little over one per cent,

of the whole population. I have given these figures to show

that these classes who are engaged in the preparation and

supply of material substances ought to be more numerous

than they are, and, as a rule, they are in an exceedingly

depressed condition. Their condition depends on the

general prosperity of the community. If more luxurious

food were taken, if more clothes were purchased, if more

indigenous oil were used, if more houses were built, ifmore

articles of artistic merit were patronised, these classes

would be more numerous and in a more flourishing

condition. They receive no su ch thing as education,

there is no organization among them, and they

adhere to the same crude methods that were followed

by their ancestors centuries ago. In regard to the

class of suppliers of food and drink, I need not say that

there is a deal of room for improvement. The art of

dietary might be taught in schools, especially in girls'

schools, with great advantage ; and the whole system of

Indian dietary placed on a more rational and health

and strength giving basis than it is at present. Then in

regard to the class of weavers, I need not say how depress-
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ed and wrecked these are, and how they are fallen into a

condition of destitution and misery from the prosperous

condition they once occupied. The class of mechanics

and artizans that work in metals, precious stones, pottery,

stoneware, wood, cane, leather, horns, bones, &o., are

equally badly-oS as can be observed by anybody in prac-

tical experience. These classes require to be raised from

their present miserable state-

The Indian artizan is skilful, patient and talented.

But, he is lazy and would not take the trouble to think

how his occupation can be improved and made more pay-

ing. He is not a progressive man, is careless of small

thinffs, generally of unsystematic and of slovenly habits,

and is incapable of making present sacrifice for future

gain. He has few wants and is content with small

wages, and is generally an inefficient labourer. Mr.

Wallace, who once came out to India and has published

a book on Indianlagriculture, says of our artizan classes;

* Strangers from more advanced countries, who visit India,

are generally impressed by the backward state of the crafts

of this country. They observe that the Indian artizan does

less work with a given amount oflabour than the European.

The amount of labour that an Indian artificer wastes is a

proof of a deplorable want of method and technique. It

shows that he has not been properly instructed, and, if

you examine his tools, you will generally find them blunt

and out of order. He is also careless with regard to

measurements and has consequently to perform many
operations several times over ; and so, although the Indian

can live for a month on a day's pay of an English artificer,

the latter can produce goods which undersell those of the

22
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former in his own market. When we reflect upon the

Tast resources in natural wealth, mineral and vegetable,

of llndia which, up to the present time, are to a great

extent undeveloped, when we know that of all countries

raising agricultural produce for export, India gives the

least per acre, and that other countries import enormous

quantities of her products only to manufacture and return

them, we realise how much the working population has

yet to learn in order that the wealth of India may be

properly utilised". The Indian is far behind the Japanese

artificer in technical skill. In Calcutta, almost the whole

of the carpentry work is done by Chinamen. To educate

these classes, and i bring them under a feeling of self,

consciousnessland common interest, is one of the most

important conditions of the industrial regeneration of

India.

About the beginning of last year (1901), the Govern-

ment of India desired to encourage a revival of our indigen-

ous manual industries. To this end, they said they were

willing to provide funds to the extent of four or five lakhs

of rupees, and entrust the expenditure and control of this

money to a specially selected committee in'« whom absolute

confidence will be placed, so that the experiment will be

conducted with discreet enterprise and in the way best

calculated to afford the piospect of a successful issue. It

was thought that, properly organised and skilfully direct-

ed, the cheap labour of the millions of India might find

profitable employment in the manufactures of articles of

commerce which, for various reasons, are still produced

by manual labour, and that, as such forms of industrial

enterprise oSer little attraction to the ordinary capitalist.
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Government intervention is desirable in the interests

of workers themselves." This was in the beginning

of the year 190 J- More than two years have elapsed,

and nothing has been heard of the Government's desire

to come to the rescue of these industries. The proposal

of Mr. Alfred Chatterton, Superintendent of the Madras

School of Arts, to re-organise that School by open-

ing classes to represent (1) art; (2) metal work;

(3) Wood work; (4) textile fabrics, still remains

a proposal. There are scores of articles now im-

ported from foreign countries, which, with a little help

and encouragement, our own artizans, with their manual

labour, are competent to supply. And there is absolute-

ly no need for our articles seeking markets outside India.

There is room enough in this vast country with millions

of population to consume all the products that may issue

from the industry of Indian artizans.

In regard to the department dealing with art, no com-

mercial considerations will in any way enter into the

management. All the industrial pupils and apprentices,

will attend suitable courses of instruction in drawing, and

special provision will be made for such of them as show

marked artistic talent. At present, Mr. Chatterton pro-

poses to try the experiment of placing this department

under the Assistant Superintendent of the School of Arts,

who is an Indian, an artizan by caste ''of great originality,

and talent." In regard to metal work, Mr. Chatterton thinks

that natives show skill in modelling, which can be improv-

ed by suitable instruction,and that articles of utility can

be turned out to replace those that are now imported
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from Europe. " Cocks and valves and water supply fit-

tings are largely used out here and are almost all import-

ed," and Mr. Chatterton is sanguine that, with suitable

machinery, he will be able to train men to do equally good

work in this country and at prices which will pay. " In

this and other similar directions, an enormous impetus

would be given to local industries if the Government of

India could see their way to issuing orders that the pub-

lic works in this country are to be carried out with local-

ly manufactured stores whenever it is possible to do so."

In this department, Mr. Chatterton adds, " the most im-

portant matter for future consideration is the resuscita-

tion of the native iron industry." The industry in wood

work is now in a decadent state, not so much because the

artizans. have deterior ated in skill as that there has been

no one competent to furnish good designs. '' If these

can be procured or the services of a competent English

art furniture designer engaged, it is not improbable that

a very large foreign business could be gradually built up."

In this connection, Mr. Chatterton suggests that there

should be in some important centre a commercial show-

room containing a collection of specimens of the best

Indian art, and these specimens should be offered for sale

to the class of people who patronize such articles—a sugges-

tion which might receive the attention of the Madras Vic-

toria Technical Institute. As regards the textilejindustriesi

no attention has been paid to them in the Madras School of

Arts beyond the setting up of a few carpet looms. Weaving

is the most important of all the indigenous industries.and

though it has suffered severely from the competition of
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imported piece-goods and the production of Indian mills,

yet, Mr. Chatterton thinks, it is by no means in a very

bad state. '• The fine fabrics must all be made on hand-

looms, and the depraved condition of the weavers is due

to the fact that wealthy classes no longer use or buy so

many fine cloths as they did formerly," and Mr. Chatter-

ton thinks that European hand-loom might with advantage

be used for much finer counts than are customary in this

country- He has lately started some experiments in this

direction and attempted to produce piece-goods of the type

now imported in such large quantities. This will necessi-

tate dyeing and printing and he hopes that " the earlier

experiments will prove sufficiently successful to Justify an

application to Government for the service of an expert

from " home." "If in other parts of the world, there is any

demand for cotton fabric of higher quality, there would

not be any difficulty in meeting it, as the Indian weavers

retain all their old skill, and only complain of the few

opportunities they now get for exhibiting it-"

The great difficulty that is experienced in dealing

with the number of industrial schools that are being esta-

blished by Missionary bodies and municipal and local in-

stitutions here and there, is in providing them with suit-

able teachers, especially in connection with such indust-

ries as carpentering "and blacksmith's work. Sometime

ago, in the Engineering College of Madras, a class for im-

parting instruction in these and kindred subjects was

opened. The workshops there were fairly well equipped

with tools and machinery, and the instructors, who were

employed in.teaching the engineering studeutsj were fairly
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iskilled arfcizans. These took up some of the best students

who had undergone a long training in the industrial schools

and trained them in carpentry and black smiths' work.

These students were kept under training for three years,

and they were paid six, seven and eight rupees a month in

each successive year ; and during that time they received

a training in the higher branches of carpentry, in fitter's

work, in blacksmith's work, and so forth, and at the end

of that time it was hoped that they could be sent out as

teachers. I hear with regret that this apparently good

arrangement has been abolished.



CHAPTEEX.

Our LabouHng Classes.—The Day Labourer.

->X< ' —
IT

is natural though not reasonable or just, that while

the grievances of the upper classes of society receive

attention from the State, those of the silent poor re-

main unnoticed and unknown. In the twelve topics of

the Viceregal Hercules, the poor, labourers' condition is

not one ; nor in the programme of our Congress and Con-

ferences does it find a place. Still it must be remem-

bered, the wealth of the nation is founded on its labour
;

and that this labour should be efficient in every way,

must be strong, healthy and intelligent, is the first condi-

tion of the nation's prosperity. I, therefore, propose to

devote a few pages to points out certain serious change

that is coming over the condition of our labouring classes,

and the poverty and misery that characterise their lot. Our

labouring population may be divided into two classes, the

agricultural labourers and day labourers, those that

work on farms in villages and those that work in

towns or in their vicinity on receipt of daily or weekly

wages. This latter class is increasing in numbers as in-

dustrial euterprjses and large public works carried on by

the State and private individuals spring up. And even in
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the condition of the agricultural labourers, considerable

change is taking place on account of the general collapse

of the Village system due to the disturbing causes intro-

duced by British rule.

*' In the changed industrial and economic conditions

of to-day. the great concentration of capital and the mass-

ing of thousands of the employed have brought about new
problems,In the old times, master and men lived and work •

ed together—there was a daily point of contact, a continu-

ous personal touch. To-day all is changed. The employer,

in many cases, is as much of an absentee as were the

nobles in France in the latter part of the eighteenth

century and the landlords of some of the worst tenements

in slumdoms. With the growing intelligence on the part

of the workers, evidencing itself in a dissatisfaction with

their social and economic surroundings, they are slowly

learning how to crystallise their incoherent wants and

their smothered discontents into definite propositions for

an improvement of their conditions."

" The personal touch between employer and employ-

ed has largely been lost, and it is not desirable, even if it

were possible, to return to the earlier days. But for the

successful conduct of the business of the twentieth cen-

tury, a point of contact must be sought for and establi-

shed, though in a different way. This need has created

a new profession, that of the " social engineer," a man
who can tell the employer how he may establish a desir-

ed point of contact between himself, his immediate staff,-

and the rank and file of his industrial army."

These observations, made by a writer in an American

magazine, in view of the existing conditions of Western
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countries, are not without their importance as applied to

the modern conditions of India. In Western countries the

modern conditions are a spontaneous development of the

past, but in India they are the result of foreign influences,

and mark a state of transition which is in its initial stage.

As the industrial system of India shifts from thefold indi-

genous foundation and rests more and more on the modern

basis, the labour problem oi the West gradually emerges

into sight. In former times, most of our industries were

carriedon in villages, and thelabouring classes lived there

rather than in towns. Agriculture absorbed most of them,

and the artizans and mechanics, being their own capitalists,

peacefully pursued their vocations independently and with

an income more or less 'assured. The agricultural labourer

was attached to his landlord and was virtually part

and parcel of his family. His income did not consist of

daily wages paid by grasping employers, but was receiv-

ed annuallj" and was supplemented by his accounts with

the village banker. Similarly, the artizan and the mecha-

nic did not work for the profit of i other persons, the

capitalists, who exploit labour for their own profit.

They knew their customersiand their market, and were

content to work with what tools, materials and i capital

they were able to command. In like manner, in towns,

persons who lived on their manual labour were mostly

personal attendants and domestic servants, who, by their

devotion and fidelity to their masters, made themselves

indispensable to them. Thus, the; problem of the day-

23
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labourer, with a precarious means of livelihood and de-

pending on the mercy of large capitalists, did not arise.

But this old system is now chahging. The numer-

ous and large public works carried on by the State and by

private enterprise, and the large factories established in

towns, the European plantations in remote hill-tracts
^

mining operations in various parts of the country, and the

facilities for foreign emigration, have all shaken the old

immobility of labour, with the result that numbers of la-

bouring classes move on to distant and strange places,

preferring higher daily wages to the old steady,

though moderate, income. It is these people who

contribute most to the difficulty of relief in times

of famine ; and at other times the ascendant interest of

the, employer and the helplessness and ignorance of tlie

working men, often bring about a situatioii suggestive of

the approach of the socio-economic evil which is baffling

European statesmanship and philanthropy at the present

moment. The frequent strikes of these men in Calcutta,

Bombay, and Madras fairly illustrate the direction in

which glimpses of -the future labour broblem are visible in

this country.

When the detailed Reports of the last census are

published, we shall be able to know the exact number of

labourers working under modern conditions in factories,in

large plantations and in Government public works, Mean-
whilcjitmay be noted that in the factories subject to

Government inspection, which numbered 79 in all British

India in 1 899, there were 452,796 persons employed daily
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on the a^^erage. The tea-gardens of India employed

664,600 labourers in all. In coffee estates 27,634 persons

were permanently and 82,656 were temporarily, or a total of

110,290 were, employed. In the coal-mining industry,

there were 72,000 people employed ; in the Kolar gold

mines about 4U,000 coolies. If, to these figures, those

relating to other industrial enterprises such as Jute and

Indigo factories, Eailway workshops and Government

public works, be added, the total will reach about two

millions of people—a number large enough to deserve the

sympathetic protection of the State-

In a consideration of what we have called the Labour

Problem in India, we cannot lose sight of that large class

of labourers, who, under a statutory contract, are drafted

to distant countries' to work in European plantations for

Eurapean employers. Those that have read the recent

debate in the Supreme Legislative Council on the Assam

Emigration and Labour Act and in the Madras Council

on a similar measure, cannot resist the conclusion that

ere long the whole system which regulates the

relation between the employers and employees on

these estates, will have to be revised, with in-

creased regard for justice and^ humanity. Apart from

the particular issues raised in that debate, it is

evident from the facts and figures placed before the

Council by Sir Henry. J. S. Cotton, that the lot of

the contract labourer is by no means enviable and that

the law is more in favour of- the planter than of the

labourer. The object of the Legislature seems to be to

enhance the facilities for the growth of certain industriesj
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and towards this end it is considered expedient to subject

the coolies to various restraints and disabilities incom-

patible with their freedom. The law, as it stands, in the

words of Sir Henry Cotton, imposes on the labourers ser-

viog under contract thereunder in the tea-districts, penal

provisions of extreme stringency to such a poini, that they

cease legally and practically to be free men. " When
we speak of the interest of the tea industry, we are ac-

customed," he said, " to mean the interest of the pro-

prietors of tea gardens, of the shareholders of companies,

of the agents in Calcutta and London and of the em-

ployers of labour, and this customary use of the expres-

sion is a true indication of the fact that we are too apt,

not only in our language, but also in our thoughts and

actions, to contemplate the interest of the industry ex-

clusively from the capitalist's point of view." This is the

only explanation of the extraordinary decision of the

Supreme Legislative Council to postpone by two years the

operation of the new provision in the law to increase the

coolie's wage from Rs. 5 to Es- 5-8 a month—a wage

which was smaller than the wage earned by the unskilled

labourer in Assam itself-

A friend of the Assam tea-planters recently wrote

long articleR|in the London Times criticising Sir Henry

Cotton's views on the condition of the Assam coolie-

He therein extols the humanity of the planters and

paints in" bright colours the prosperity of the coolie;

The conclusion of a writer with a bias of this kind

may be easily foretold, and it is that, under the exist-
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ing laws, the Assam tea estate is the very paradise of

the labouring classes. His average wage is between Es 3-8

and Rs. 6. Such a wage in his own country would be con-

sidered low. Yet in A.ssam it is considered a prosperity

wage. It is open to the coolie to work harder than he does

and earn enhanced wages ; still he will not work harder

and earn more. This is attributed to his laziness.

The same criticism is made of the labourer in the

Bengal coal mines. There too, he does just the

quantity of work required for earning his bare

necessaries. Now, I attribute this fact, not to the coolie's

laziness or his want of care for the future, but to the hard

and irksome conditions under which he has to work. He
is too weak or has too little inducement to work under

conditions imposed on him and under the supervision of

the unsympathetic manager of the garden.

If the coolie is too lazy to work, why does he prefer

an independent farmer's life to that of a labourer on the

tea estate ? When the newly imported coolie has settled

down on the garden, become acclimatized, and mastered

his work, his " curious tendency," as the writer in the

Times terms it, comes into play, to break away from gar-

den labour and assimilate himself to the indigenous

industry of the soil. All his superfluous energy

is put, not into extra work upon the garden, but into

the gradual establishment of a life altogether apart from

and independent of tea. His petty savings are spent on

, vegetable gardens, on fowls and goats, pigs^and ducks. He
invests them in cattle and carts also. As in the Bengal coal
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mines, soin the Assam tea*gaHens, the managers allow the

labourers to be coolies and peasants byturnjijecause they

know that it is the only Way of securing a coU'-

tented labour force. Now, is it not obvious from the above

that the Coolie is not a lazy petson contented with little

and careless of the future ? He is as glad tO save money

and improve his lot as others ai'e.

If only the labour in the garden were moderate, the

wages high and other conditions attractive, why

should the coolie be so impatient as to give up the garden

work ? " It is indeed only to be expected", says the writer

in the Times, " that, as more and more cattle accumulate

in the hands of coolies and more and more cultivation is

permitted by employers and sanctioned by dustoor, there

will be a reduction of the average effort on a garden and

consequently of the average wage .... Par froni deplor-

ing any general fall in wages, I am not sure that there

does not exist a distinct presumption that, with a fall, the

coolie's real prosperity, as measured by his own ideal, will

increase."If this is the fact, it completely proves the coolie's

aversion to the garden work which is made a stepping

stone to the position of an independent farmer. It follows

that this aversion is due to no innate instinct of the coo-

lie, but to the fact that, as his nature goes, neither the

garden work nor the mine work is agreeable to him. In

order that the Indian labourer can reconcile himself to

Work under European conditions, he wants adequate com-
pensation in liberal Wages and in general sympathetic

treatment;
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I have referred above to the Plauters' Labour Act,

recently passed by the G-overnment of Madras. The con-

ditioQS of Southern India are such that no system of

forced labour is necessary, and the interference of Gov-

ernment in the spontaneous relation of labour and capital,

on behalf of the latte/, is entirely uncalled for and un-

just. Though the labourer is supposed to accept service

under the planter by a voluntary contract, still every one

knows that the contract is a farce, and he no mqre knows

about his contract than the man in the moon. The mais-

try goes about the country with a bag of money ; he goes

into villages, and pries ir^to the secret quarrels and diffe-

rences of families, and, by plenty of false promises, allures

the discontented male or female member of the family

away from the village. He does not tell his victim whither

he is taking him or her, whether the place of destination

is near or far off, or beyond the seas. The would-be

labourer on the planter's estate has no idea of the nature

of his work, of the wages he will receive, of his treatment

from the planter, from the manager or the magistrate.

Of the terms of his contract which is in a language he

does not know, he is thoroughly innocent, These serious

omissions in the Bill the representative members of the

Council fought hard to have supplied. But they fought

in vain. The reformed Legislative Council, sq far as the

influenpe of public opinion on Governmem; is concerned,

is worse than a failure. Indian members^ under the old

regime, were able to exercise some real and effective in-

fluence on Government. Then there was a sincere desira
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on the part of Government to know Indian opinion and

give effect to it as far as possible. There was a time when

Bills, before they were introduced into the Legislative

Councils, used to be sent to public bodies and select indi-

viduals for their opinions. But, now, the only public

bodies consulted are Chambers of Commerce, and the in-

dividuals are their leading representatives. The present

Bill was several times revised by the planters, until every

desire and freak of theirs were met in its provisions. But

how it affected the interest of the labourers, the G-overn-

ment did not care to know. No individual Indians nor

Indian public bodies were consulted. The tender mercies

of the planter were enough for the coolie.

The independent members of the Council fought

courageously. But every time an amendment was pro-

posed by any of them, the whole compact band of official

and English members opposed him as one man. The
Indian members that opposed the Bill had bestowed much

time and thought on it- They are as intelligent as other

members of the Council, and they are as solicitous of the

security of public interest as others. Still, to be outvoted

by a compact majority in a high-handed manner, even

when some of them at any rate are apparently convinced

of their error, must be most disheartening. And, it is

honourable and creditable to these gentlemen that they

thought that to do their duty honestly was as important

as to win their points. If their sole object was to obtain

better terms for their down-trodden countrymen, they

might as well have submitted their amendments before-

hand and taken the decision of the Government as it
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chose to give it. But they had the equally important ob-

ject iu their mind- to show to the public that their cause

was right and that the G-overnment was using arbitrarily,

in the interest of a- powerful class, the power vested in it

by law. Official members are bound to vote on the side

of GdvernL-ient whether they vote according- to or against

their conscience. Never was a system of legislation a

more solemn farce than the Indian system is at present •

and never did the Legislative Couacil of Madras show

less fairness or dignity than it did in carrying through

this hateful measure in March 1903-

That the condition of the two millions of the coolie

population working in workshops, manufactories and in

European plantations is deplorable, is proved by ample

evidence. Notwithstanding the special pleading in the

Times, facts and figures are definite enough to show that

Sir Henry Cotton was right when he said that the labour-

ers in Assam earn '' a miserable average pittance, inade-

quate to maintain them in health and comfort." The In-

dian coolie works willingly for Municipalities and Eailways,

where the work he has to do is by no means less disagree-

able than work elsewhere. Neither the Municipalities nor

Kailways complain of scarcity oflabour- On the other hand,

the agents of the Assam planters are not now able to recruit

so largely as they could do in former years. Moreover, in

1900, as Sir Henry Cotton pointed out, in the Assam tea-

gardens the mortality was 43-6 per thousand among Act

coolies, and 23'2 among non-Act coolies. Sir Henry'

Cotton reports that oases have come to his notice where

24
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rice was not provided at the statutory rate* or where

subsistence allowance was not paid to sick coolies.

Laboueees in Mines.

In the year 1900, there were 271 Collieries working

in India, producing more than 6,000,000 tons of coal,

valued at over 20,000,000 rupees. Indian labour is uni-

versally employed. In 1900, nearly 90,000 people were

employed in coal mining, the average pay for underground

work being about IJ rupees a week. Modern machinery

for haulage is being gradually introduced into the Bengal

mines, and the " gin" and bucket worked by women are

less commonly seen. The mines are owned partly

by joint stock companies and private individuals,

and partly by the State through the railway com-

panies. The Indian coal at the pit's mouth is much

cheaper than imported coaL The wholesale selling

price of the Bengal coal Was* in 1900, 4s. f'd.j whereas

the average wholesale price of imported coal was 32s. Id.

Considering the comparative novelty of the labour, the

deteriorated physique of our labouring classes, and the

poor wages paid, it is not surprising to hear coal compa-

nies complaining that the " labour is always causing

trouble." There are far too few miners. The average

miner never attempts to earn more than a day's wage, al-

though he might work himself up to a position of

oOmpSkrative comfort if he would try to, The working

hours are from 6 a,m. to 6 PwM., and perhaps later when

extra work is required. Only four days a week real work
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ia d-Que, and the cojisequenCe is that the collieries rnqs^t

have a far greater nunjber of working places than the

same output in England would warrant. All the miner's

family wor]^ with him, carrying or training his cpal, Picks

of English pattern and make are now universal, the crow
bar and single pick havipg been pusted. In some coal

fields the payments are weekly, on Sunday mornings, the

miners resorting to the East Indiajn Bazaar which was

established to attract local labour and which has done ao*

The labourers consist pf low caste Mahpfnedans and

Hindus. The miners live in small villages, aggregations

of mud walls, of bricks set in mud, with thatched or tiled

roof. The hut consists of one room, sometimes two, of

from 6 ft. X 6 ft to JO ft. x 10 ft. in size. Those better-off

have cow-sheds and granaries ; these two latter with the

dwelling formiug three sides of a quadrangle. The larger

proportion of the labourers cultivate during the rainy

season, say, from Oct^ober to June. Some of the labourers

have settled down to coal -cutting as a calling, and these

work constantly, always excepting Monday, which is in-

variably a holiday.

The cpojies at the coal mines will npt give up their

caste pursuits, and any discontent makes them bolt bag

and baggage. Labourers have been attracted to settle in

the immediate vicinity of the mines, we are told, by allot-

ment of land at nominal rents, on the understanding that,

when cultivation is over, they shall work in the mines.

Erpm the beginning of July to Npvember, the cultivation,

aud then the religipiis festivals,keep the cpolies away, and

the output at the mines is low, Naturally, in prosperous
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years when food is cheap, labour at the mines is scarce,

whereas in years of adversity it is abundant. Still, we

are told, the general state is " want of labour." A. few,

however, have settled down as permanent miners, and

"they work steadily.

Women and children work underground, and are

principally employed in carrying the small coal and dust.

The women often take their babies, two and three months

old, down the mine, taking with them also a small cot on

which the child sleeps or plays while its parents are at

.

work.

The coolie's power of endurance enables him to work

fbr hours at the bottom of a sinking shaft with water

pouring over his naked body, or to work all day long and

day after day in driving a " rise" gallery, perhaps hun-

dreds of feet from any current, in an atmosphere which is

foetid and laden with steam. The ventilation of the under-

ground workings receives very little attention, and in most

collieries none at all. The ignorant labourer has not

yet recognised that his health and longevity

are in question, and. he has besides helped much to ' pre-

vent ventilation from becoming a necessity by the won-

derful power of endurance he has shown. This is a hard

-^ot, indeed, for the coolies, and it' is a wonder why this

blot on the system has not been noticed and removed by

.the authorities concerned. I have already referred to the

iact of the coal miner being imperfectly protected and

given low wages, and to his ignorance of which the em-

ployers take advantage.
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The Mines Act, recently passed by the Indian Legis-

lature, regulates the conditions of labour. One of its pro-

visions is to require that all mine managers should hold

certificates that they possess certain qualifications. This

is an excellent stipulation, which no one who has the in-

terests of coal-mining in India at heart, could possibly

object to on general grounds- It is, however, alleged that

no facilities are provided in India, by means of a properly-

established mining school or otherwise, to enable men to

acquire the necessary qualifications, and the result is that

a new burden will be imposed on the industry by reason

of men having to be^brought from abroad to act as manag-

ers at higher wages than would be paid to properly qua

lified local men. '' I do not feel confident" says Dr. Dun-

stan " to say how far these objections may hold, but I am
confident that great good will result from the establish-

ment in India of a Government School of Mines, and

Metallurgy, in which those who intend to engage in min-

ing and metallurgical industries could receive a thorough-

ly practical and efficient training, in modern and scientific

methods, not only in engineering and mining, . but also

in physics and chemistry in Iheir applications to

.metallurgy." , This necessity exists in regard to other

mines also. •



C H A P T B E XL

The Agricultural Labourer.

I
have already pointed out that the lot of the agricul

tural labourer is, on the whole, better thaathat of th*^

day-labourer. His income is less precarious and his

life in the village less costly- Still, as the old village

system gets more and more loosened, the old attachments

and predilections give away, and new ambitions present

themselves. The village labourer is getting discontented

with his lot. And the recent famines and droughts have

aggravated this sentiment. One direction in which this

discontent is manifesting itself, is the labourer's increas-

ing tendency to run away from the village and seek his

fortune in distant countries beyond the sea.

In Southern India or in the Presidency of Madras, the

class of field labourers constitute a substantial proportion

of the total population, being about seven millions or 20

per cent, of the whole. They consist of a number of castes

of great antiquity and ethnological interest. Some of

these castes are : (1) The Pariah numbering about two

millions and inbabiting the Tamil Country
; (2) the Palli,

more numerous than the first, numbering over two
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millions also found in the Tamil country ; (3) the Pallans

found chiefly in the Districts of Tanjore, Trichinopoly,

Madura and Tinnevelly, about 800,000 in number;

(4) the Malas who number about 1,400,000 and who are

the Pariahs of the Telugu Country ; and (5) other Castes

of less numerical impbrtance living in certain limited

areas of the Presidency. Of these the Pariahs and Pallis

are the most important, not only in regard to their num-

bers, but also in regard to their qualities as agricultural

labourers, as sepoys, and as domestic and menial servants

under alien residents of India. They are intelligent, (enter-

prising and honest. They possess a good physique> and

are capable of much endurance. These mostly pro-

fess Hinduism as their religion. Many have become con-

verts to Christianity, especially in the more Southern Eis-

triots of the Tamil Country*

Whatever the social position and the general in-

fluence of Pariahs and other low classes centuries ago,

their position at present is one of the utmost degradation.

They are exceedingly poor ; they live on the scantiest and

least wholesoine meal and are treated with contempt and

neglect by the higher classes. They live in "locations" at

some distance from the village proper where the landlords

and their caste dependants live. Their huts are of the

humblest description and contain nothing like furniture.

They are not allowed to enter or pass through the village,

and when they talk to a person belonging to a higher caste,

they must stand at a distance, lest their approach

should communicate pollution- A more abject condition
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is hardly possible to conceive than that of these long-

suffering, but most useful, classes of peoples. Still, it must

be acknowledged that the caste landowners of the

village treat these people not without consideration

or sympathy. In most cases, the caste landlord

and the Pariah labourer have lived in a relation of

mutual attachment for generations together. The

attachment of the Pariah is, as a rule, faithful and sin-

cere, and often he willingly sacrifices his person

and even risks his life in the service of his master. The

master, on the other hand,, takes a paternal interest in

his Pariah tenants, considering them as a part of his own

property. Besides the wages, or part of the produce of

the field to which they are entitled under the cus=

torn of the village, they generally receive advances from-

time to time from their master, not merely for agricul-

tural purposes such as the purchase of cattle, seeds, imple-

ments &c., but for their domestic needs also, such as

ruarriage, worship, funerals &c. They are given occar

sional presents of clothes and small sums of.

money. Altogether, the ignorance and the good,

character of the Pariah, on the one hand, and the land-

lord's sense of his self-interest, on the other, have rendered

the relation between the two one of smoothness and con-,

tentment. The Pariahs indeed are absolutely without

education, and nothing takes place in their life to rouse

new hopes or new standards of comfort. The same

is the case more or less with regard to the great bulk

of the rural population in India at present-
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' Causes are already at woj-k to disturb this time-

honoured and cordial relation between the landlord and

his Pariah tenant. The village population of India is no

longer altogether immobile. People of all classes have

learnt the need and the advantage of moving, about. New
avenues of employment are being opened in all

parts of the country. Neither to the owner of the

land nor to its cultivator is there, therefore, the same in-

ducement to be fixed for ever in the same spot or attached

for ever to the same person or family as there was

under the old order of things. To the villager his village is

no longer his world, and he is often attracted to places

where more remunerative employments are available

than in his village. The petty landlord often sells his

estate and takes to trade, or his son has become a public

servant or a member of some learned profession, and he

finds that the convenience of his family requires his land-

ed property to be sold away. In the same way the field

labourer finds his ancestral occupation not. sufiiciently

paying, or is moved by the example of a fellow-labourer

who has left the village and has found employment in

some public work carried on by Government or in the

mines or coffee estates in the adjacent district where

better wages are offered. These fresh influences necessa-

rily bring about a relaxation of the old attachment be-

tween the employer and the employed in the villages.

There is another important change that is taking

place in the Indian rural economy and is- causing a dis-

location of- our system of labour. The Hindu law

25
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of equal partition of an estate among the heirs

and the natural expansion of cultivation due to

the growth oi the population and the decay of non-

agricultural industries, are rapidly increasing the number

of petty land-holders who own a small number of acres,

often less than five, and who cannot afford to employ hired

labourers. Their capital is their labour, and their profit

does not exceed the wages of their labour. In some dis-

tricts, especially in inland districts, there is taking place a

constant migration of labourers from towns to villages, and

this necessarily aggravates the competition of labourers

for employment and impairs the old hereditary personal

relationship between the proprietors and the labourers.

These causes are ceaslessly at work, and although the vil-

lage community, Hke other strongholds of conservatism,

continues to preserve many of its old characteristics, still

the causes we have referred to are leading to a consider-

able unsettlement.

The Pariahs of the Tamil country constitute the bulk

of the emigrants from the eastern coast of the Madras

Presidency to some of the British Colonies- From the dis-

tricts of Tinnevelly, Tanjore, North Arcot and South

Arcot, there is a regular stream of emigrants pouring into

Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, Mauritius, Natal, etc.

During the recent years of agricultural depression, this

stream was flowing in broader and more rapid

currents. Where the failure of monsoons causes a

shrinkage of cultivation, there is a proportionate

diminution of labour in the village. When scarcity

curtails the means of the more well-to-do classes, they
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spfijid less on luxuries and comforts, and therefore on pay-

ment of wages to labourers. By far the larger proportion

of paupers during times of famine are content to obtain

what relief they can from the charity of Government and

private agencies. But the more enterprising individuals

seek a better lot in foreign countries where they are sure

of steady and remunerative employment. The agents

of these foreign Colonies are particularly busy during

such h^rd times, and during the years 1900-1901, it is said

that there was not a group of villages in the districts

mentioned above where these agents had not reaped a

rich harvest in capitation fees for men and women, whom
they every week handed over to the emigration dep6ts in

Madras and Negapatam.

The Christian Missionary puts his own construction

on the exodus of the Pariahs to strange lands beyond the

seas in search of a new life. In the fulness of his sym-

pathy with this down-trodden and degraded class, he

attributes their self-imposed banishment from their native

place to the intolerable tyranny of the higher castes that

employ them. There is reason to think that this view is

shared by some Anglo-Indian officials also. But, on

the face of it, it is unreasonable to hold that either

the tyranny of the employers or the caste disabilities f)f

the Pariahs drive the latter away from their villages. Be-

cause, these are not new features of the village system, but

have characterised it ever since its first establishment.

There is indeed a good deal that is most lamentable in

the normal lot of the Hindu low caste people, but thanks
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to their ignorance and to their peaceful and gentle nature,

they have on the whole remained content with their lot

and nothing has recently taken place to rouse them to an

attitute of resentment against the treatment they

receive from their masters. The more true

explanation of the increasing emigration of the labourers

is the natural enterprising nature of the Pariahs,stimulat-

ed by a keener struggle for life in recent years.

A writer in the Madras Mail, who is apparently a

Christian Missionary gentleman, furnishes the following

explanation :

" The Pariahs have found it impossible to live under

the old conditions, and, after years of mute endurance, are

shaking the dust of their native land from their feet, and

going out to discover what a new world will ofier

tbem. The exodus seems to afiord proof posi-

tive that the pressure of hunger on the lives of

the lowest and landless classes has been and is far greater

than has ever been admitted by the authorities who are

responsible for the condition of the people in times of

scarcity. We are asked to believe that the people will

not travel.five miles to obtain Government employment

on famine test works,while we have before our eyes proof

that mahy of them are only too willing to cross the black

.water and pledge themselves to hired service for long

years in strange lands. We are told that they will not

accept famine labour at famine rates ; but here they

are waiting for ships to carry them across the sea

willing to dare its dangers, rather than endure hunger at

home."
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The writer, however, admits that this'is' neither the

chief nor the sole cause of this phenomenon, and recog-

nises causes more deep-rooted ia the permanent transfor-

mation of th^ economic and social system of India on

account of Western influences. The old order such as

we have briefly described above, is giving place to a "new

one. The Pariah no longer belongs to the soil, and no

longer can he claim a share,however small, of its produce.

He is now sinking to the lot of " a day labourer employed

to plough and to plant, and left idle till harvest when he

is called in for a brief spell of work and turned adrift again.

Under these conditions, even in the best of seasons, there

are times when life is barely possible for the working

classes, while, in a year of scarcity, life rapidly becomes an

intolerable burden." Moreover, the frequent recurrence

of famine and Grovernment undertaking the sole respon-

sibility of feeding the whole pauper population have

demoralised the land-owners who are ceasing to re-

cognise their old responsibility for the protection of their

tenants.

The activity of Christian Missionaries: in the field of

proselytism is another cause which drags away:, numbers

of these poorer classes frota their old occupation in the

Hindu villages into fresh occupations, mostly non-agri-

cultural- There is no part of India where the population

of Native Christians has recently increased more rapidly

than in Southern India, and unlike those in most of Nor.

thern India, the converts to Christianity in this Presi-

dency are recruited almost entirely from this classes ' of

Hindus which are lowest in the social scale. These
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classes being exceedingly poor, it is no wonder that

they are easily tempted to quit the fold where

their ancestors have lived for centuries and to enter

that of the Christian faith in times of difficulty. And such

occasions having recurred several times within the last

quarter of a century, the Native Christian population has

increased \yith striking rapidity. In the year 1891, the

native Christians numbered 879,437 in this Presidency,

and this has increased since then to 1,038,864 in 1901,

which is an increase of 18;1 per cent. In the decade bet-

ween 1881 and 1891, the incregise among them was even

more striking, being 48-8 per cent., and^ during ithe last

thirty years, it has amounted to 99 per cent, against an

increase in the population as a whole of 22-1 per cent. In

other words, as the last Census Report puts it, the Native

Christians have multiplied four and five times as fast as

the population generally.

In consonance with the theory that the poverty of

these classes is the chief inducement to their deserting

their ancestral faith, it is observed that the increases are

most marked in districts particularly liable to droughts

and scarcities. During the last twenty years, more recruits

bave Joined the Christian religion in the districts of

Grodavery, Cuddapah, Kurnool and North Arcot than in

other districts. The number has been least in Madras

and in Tanjore.

It is important for our purpose to consider how the

poor Indians belonging to the labouring classes are

brought up under the care of their Missionary patrons-
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So long as they remain in the village of their ancestors,

little change takes place in their condition. They receive

no education, and nothing takes place to disturb the mono-

tony of their humble and simple village life- But once a

Pariah becomes a Christian, his whole life changes. He is

to some extent educated by the Missionaries who also help

him in learning a trade or in obtaining a place in the pub-

lic service- Some plucky converts even manage to enter

one or another of the learned professions. The patronage

and sympathy of the Christian Missionaries, who belong to

the ruling race, give the Native Christian a new status

which he is not slow to appreciate. A.bove all, in due

time, he can choose from among the number of neatly-

dressed and somewhat educated girls of the Mission, a

wife who will come up nearer than any village girl can, to

his ideal, as he has newly understood, it, of a housewife.

These circuu) stances lift the Native Christian to a new

ideal of life, and his dislike for the hereditary occupation of

his class is not less strong than that of the ordinary Indian

who has passed through a course of teaching in a modern

English school- The depletion, therefore, in the strength of

the labouring classes available for the carrying on of the

agricultural and other industries in the country, caused

by these conversions, must lead to its own economic

results.

Of late, however, efforts have been made to establish

agricultural settlements for the benefit of the Pariah and

other low caste converts. Some Missionaries have been
able to obtain from the Madras Government large areas
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of land on fa-rouy^bl© terms^ for, the purpose; As only a

nominal tax is demanded by Government, in the initial

stage of the settlement, they have generally proved pay-

ing. A report recently published in
,
this connectioi^

says: " The great object is to raise the Pariahs, Pullas,

Irulas, etc., from their state of practical slavery, degrada^

tion and poverty and to train them up as self-respecting

Christians. Every district Missionary knows how

closely the Missionary problem is wrapt up in the

agricultural one. No Mission can flourish under a condi-

tion of practical starvation. We have found work and

food for thousands of poor people during the past two

years. They have gladly come to us because we treat

them well. There is no forcing of religion upon them,

buc when they wish to remain with us and become Chris-

tians, when they work well and abstain from theft, we

take them on as regular settlers and train them for holy

Baptism. The children we teach in schools and the

adults we instruct to rally during the evenings. We
have now 43 adult settlers and 41 children, and of these

43 are now being prepared as catechumens.'' It

should be remarked here that these convert settlers

will remain only as the tenants of the Mission-

aries, and they will not share in the produce of the soil any

more than their brethren under Hindu landowners. The

Missionaries are the proprietors of the land, responsible

to thejjrovernment for the payment of the tax, and will

appropriate such profits as may be derived from the cul-

tivation of the settlements. Nor will the Pariah settlers

have the benefit of those customs and traditions which
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secure to the Pariah tenants of the Hindu village certain

privileges and rights. Nor is it reasonable to expect from

the Missionary proprietors that familiarity, and that sym-

pathy extending even to minute domestic matters, which

characterise the relation between the landowners and their

tenants in the villages. In so far as these converts are not

settled entirely as agricultural tenants and are trained for

non-agricultural occupations, they will constitute a loss to

the facilities of agricultural operations in the country.

Nor will the Pariah convert, once planted in the settlement,

but instructed in modern schools, choose to stick to the

occupation of agriculture any more than the non-Christian

lad similarly instructed does. Moroever, the Christian

Missionaries do not manage the settlement personally.

They have to employ a well-paid manager, on whom will

depend to a great extent the prosperity and contentment

of the labourers. It is calculated that one of these

Colonies will yield not less than Rs. 7,000 a year, and

after all the expenses have been met, there will be a balance

of not less than Es. 2,000 a year. The whole of the

balance will be added to the funds of the Missionaries

and will be utilised in founding other settlements in

other places and in adding to the Christian recruits from

the followers of non-Christian religion-

That these Colonies shpuld be looked upon with jea-

lousy by thp Hindu peasants goes without saying. Chris-

tian Missionaries are nowhere popular in India, ^^d

however philanthropic their effort may be from an aj^r

stract point of view, they produce strong dislikes in tlfje

26
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Hindu mindsj first because, they are prompted by hostility

10 their own religion, and, secondly, they interfere in

the old time-honoured village economy under which

rural life has gone on smoothly for centuries. Neither

the Christian Missionaries nor the converts care always

to conceal their dislike and disregard for their " heathen"

neighbours. The Pariah who was until recently ahjost a

slave—a willing and obedient slave of the high caste

Hindu—has become an important man and, with the Mis-

sionary sympathy to back him, puts on airs and defies his

former master. The Hindus are conscious of their inabi-

lity to resist the Missionary's encroachment on what they

regard as the communal rights of the village from

time immemorial. A.s a member of the ruling race,

he is a friend of the district officers, and the Hindu

landowner often believes, rightly or wrongly, that the

Missionary is able to make use of his friendship with them

to obtain possession of lands and important concessions,

which the Hindu applicants fail, as a rule, to obtain from

the same authority- Thus a Missionary agricultural set-

tlement amidst a group of Hindu villages is a constant

source of mutual irritation and often leads to unprofitable

litigation.

The attitude of Government towards these philan^

thropicj though sectarian, efforts of the Missionaries is,

as may be expected, one of ready sympathy. Any

endeavour calculated to reduce the congestion in the

agricultural occupation of the country and raise the status

of the working classes, is welcome from an official point

of view. The Christian Missionary is undoubtedly far
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more intelligent and enterprising than the average Indian

landowner, and there is more probability of the former

employing, rational and scientific methods and perhaps of

investing more capital,than there is in the case of the latter.

Large areas of inferior soil which, under the ownership of

Hiiidus, will hardly yield any produce worth speaking of,

may be expected to produce more and go to feed a larger

rrumber of mouths. But there is a political aspect of the

questicin, which the Hindus are not slow to press on

Government. Government being pledged to a policy of

strict religious neutrality, the Hindus question the

propriety of rendering active help, at their direct cost, in

the advancement of objects openly hostile to the interests

of their own religious faith. To enable ministers of

a foreign religion to acquire property in the country

and from the income of that property to extend the work

of proselytism, aiming at the undermining of the indigen-

ous faith, does not look altogether like a rigid ooservance

of a policy of neutrality. Whatever the avowed policy

of the Government may be, and, so far as official declara-

tions go, its desire to abstain strictly froih partiality to one

religion or ariOLher, still the personnel of Government and

the numerous officials employed in carrying on the ad-

ministration, cannot possibly override theirown conscious-

ness of the faith they profess. They often yield to

the insidious influence of their religious bias and give

rise to occasions when there is an apparent and

unjustifiable departure from one of the fundamental and

most cherished principles of British rule in India. '
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There is yet another change taking place in the

conditions of labour in Southern India, which is causing

apprehension in the uiinds of the landowners. Govern-

ment takes special interest in the stimulation of the

cultivation of such agricultural crops as are intended for

export to foreign countries. Of such crops, ground nut, a

valuable oil seed, is a most important one. The quantity

of this nut annually exported from this Presidency is esti-

mated at nearly one and a half millions sterling. The

chief ground nut producing districts in this Presidency

are North Arcot, South Arcot, Chingleput, Tanjore, and

Trichinopoly, the largest extent under this crop being in

South Arcot and the adjoining French settlement of Pon-

dicherry. There is a coast trade in this articlie which is ex-

ported from the ports of this Presidency to other ports in

India, besides a large export tfade to Europe, especially

to France. During the last few yeats, this industry has

undergone vicissitudes of fortune. Among the reasons

for a gradual decline in this industry some years ago,

^yas regarded a deterioration in the quality of the local

seed as one. Accordingly, the French Government at

Pondicherry and the Madras Government introduced mew

varieties of seeds from foreign countries. These varieties

are said to have proved remarkably successful, one great

advantage of the new seeds being that the crops can be

harvested within four months instead of six, and can be

put in the ground at any time of the year provided the

crop can be irrigated- This last fact has stimulated cul-

tivation to such an extent that the crops are gathered not

at any particular period of the year as was formerly
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the casei but almost throughout the year. The picking

of seeds, accordingly, attracts a large number of ooolies

from -the nieighbouring villages to the detriment of the

ordinary opefati<3ns of agriculture and even other kinds of

labour service in towns. The cooMes employed on the

ground nut soil are paid higher wa^es, much higher than

the coolies get on the paddy field or from manual service in

towns. The result is the whole neighbourhood suSers from

scarcity of labour.

An Indian gentleman, writing recently in the

Madras \!ail and described as a well-known and recently

retired native official and landowner, says :
" Things

used to be bad enough to the ordinary employer

of labour when the old variety of the seed was in

vogue which was grown but once in a twelve

months ; bttt with what has now taken its place under the

name of the Mvris K^^Uai or the Mauritius nut, and

which can be sown three times in a year and cropped as

often, the demand for unskilled labour has been so chronic

that the work is coming pretty near to a dead lock in

several departments of every-day life. The ordinary cul-

tivator of paddy is the first to su%r from this state of

things. During the harvest time he needs all the labour

that he can procure, but he is greatly disconcerted to

find that exactly at that time the coolies have disappear-

ed, and have gone to pick groundnuts, and unless he raises

his own rates to doubte the usual ones, he fails to get

the aeeded supply of labour." According to this writer,

not mly is the eo^ployer of coolies oa a large scale
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ajfEeoted,, but every ordinary employer of labour, including

the house,holder, suffers to an inconvenient extent. The

dealers in riee cannot get coolies . to .pound the paddy,

neither women nor men coolies.. ; Even the domestic ser-

vants desert, their, old homes and 'resort to the ground nut

fieldis:, being attracted by higher wages.

These and other inconveniences are pointed but by

this writeri and it is iiot necessary for me here to dwell on

them at length. My object in drawing attention to this

phenomenon in the usual labour economy of the country

is to point Out how various causes are combining to pro-

duce an economic change which is not unlikely to

reach the di'nensiou of a revolution in the condition of

the labouring classes in the near futurct The Indian

employer is not, as. a rule, an employer of labour on a.

large scale, Competition hardly enters into the relation

between the employer and the employed ; the wages are

determined more by custom than by competition. In the

rural parts of the country, labour is sLill paid in kind. By
the side of such a state of things, the effects of a system of

-production on a large organised-scale, such as Europeam!'

enterprise is intrOdueing into the country, may be imagin7

ed- Ml or nearly all export products are coming under

Bufopeah' capital. Not only the ground nut, but'

sti.garcane, ootton;, coffee and tea are no longer

cultivated by the ryots entirely on their own account.

They are getting indebted to the British capitalist who

'

advances them money in the cultivation season and

buys the products at >the harvest seiason at prices fixed

under a, previous agreement. .Unless his operations
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are
.
organised on a large scale, they do not

pay. His enterprise which is, at: present, ; largely

encroaching on the agricultural as Well as the manufactur-

ing industry of the country, is a new factor which is bring-

ing the relation between the employed and the eraployef

under oompetition instead of maniul, and is begin-

ning to cause a serious disturbance of the old arrange-

ment. Nowhere will the effect of this change be more

felt than in the villages, where by far the great majprity

of the labouring classes are employed. The landowners

are already showing signs of discontent. Recently the

landowners of the district of Tanjore memorialised the

Government of Madras against the unchecked emigra-

tion of labourers from
, South India. They pointed out

that the agricultural operations have been' much impeded

and at times endangered by the constant and sudden de-

sertion of agricultural labourers, who, after entering into

contract to cultivate the lands on certain conditions, emi-

grate to foreign parts without the slightest notice to their

employers. They pray that facilities for emigration of agri-

cultural labourers to foreign places might be restricted.

There can be no doubt that, in other districts than

Tanjore, agricultural operations are similarly hampered.

Paucity of labourers would mean rise in wages, and rise

in wages would necessarily enhance the cost of cultiva-

tion, in which case the landowner will have a right to

demand a remission of the rates of taxation assessed on

his lands. Under the present system, the State levies a

tax from the land which is equivalent to half its net profit

after deducting the cost of cultivation and certain
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other items of expenditure from the gross produce. If

the wages show a permanent tendency to rise, it would be

but fair to the landowners that a careful iaveBtigation

of the new economic change that I have dwelt upop,

^ould be made by (rovernment, and such relief as

the landowner may be found to be entitled to,

should be given to him. It is, of course, impossible that

the labourer can be sacrificed for the well-being of the

landowner, although it is only too likely that the latter

would bring every pressure possible on the Governniient to

interfere in his behalf. It would be a good day for India

when, owing to the increased cost of labour, the land-

owner tries to make good his diminishing profit by a more

rational and productive system of cultivation than the

simple primitive one that he and his ancestors have

followed from tirao immemorial.



C H A P T E E Xll.

Wages.

—-^

—

IT is a well-known fact tliat, within the last 20 years,

the prices of provisions have increased frona 25 to 50

per cent, while the rates of wages have remained more

or less stationairy. The consequence is what Mr. W. C.

Bohnerjee related to an interviewer in London, that the

lower middle classes and the labouring classes have to pay

for their articles of food nearly twice as much as was paid

some years ago. The wages are' not uniform everywhere.

"Within the same area, the wages vary for the same kind of

work ; and- for different kinds of work, according to their

nature, different rates of wages are paid. In some places

where machinery instead of manual labor is employed,

higher rates of wages are paid on account of special skill

or knowledge. In the cotton mills of Cawnpore,for instance,

the maistry gets between 1| to 3 rupees a day according

to the department he serves in; but the spare unskilled

hands get only 2 as. and 9 pies a day. In the coal mines

of Bengal, the miner gets only \\ rupees a week; that is,

about 3i annas for 6 days, the seventh day being a holiday.

27
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In Government public works and in works carried on on

railways, the contractors that employ labourers do not

pay them more than the market rates. The old indige-

nous industries having died out, there is very little scope

for the employment of skilled labour. Factories and

workshops established in modern times, chiefly under

European management, employ, however, some amount

of it, and with the exception of this infinitesimal

section, it may be said that the great bulk of the

labouring population have to eke out their liveli-

hood on the pittance of an anna or iwo received as wages

for a whole day's work of between 9 and 12 hours. Those

that maintain that the average income of the people has

increased recently, fail to make due allowance for this

fact. The agricultural and the day labourer, in the face

of an advance of 50 per cent, in the prices of articles

of food without a proportionate iacrease in the wages,

must have the hardship of their lot greatly aggravated

even in ordinary times.

We have seen no official document iu which the

question as to the causes of this stationary condition of

wages is discussed. The rulers of the country are

satisfied that its material wealth is increasing,

that there is now more capital, the prices have

risen, the standard of life has improved—all, ordinarily,

according to European political economists, causes which

bring about a rise in wages. But European poHtica

economists write solely with European conditions in their
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minds, and the principles they lay down have to be consi-

derably modified in their application to the condltione of

India. Adam Smith's celebrated opening sentence in his

chapter on wages is that " the produce of labour con-

stitutes the natural recompense of wages of the labourer,"

but he modifies this in his conclusion wherein he says

" the demand for those who live by wages, it is evident,

cannot increase but in proportion to the increase of the

funds -^hich are destined to the payment of wages."

(I) '' The wages fund" is a general term used to ex-

press the aggregate of all wages at any given time in

possession of the labouring population
; (2) the average

wage depends on the proportion of this Eur.d to the rtrongth

of that population
; (3) the amount of the fund is deter-

mined by the amount of general wealth applied to the

direct purchase of labour.

Thus, population, cipital, and competition are the

three causes, according to this theory, that determine

the general rate of wages. Tracing the operation of

these causes in the history of wages in India during

the last 20 years, we see that the first cause, the

labouring population, having kept pace with the growth

of the general population, or, perhaps, having multi-

plied ra,ther more rapidly, it has, in the face of causes

that would naturally raise them, neutralised those causes

and has kept the wages stationary. Other conditions

being the same, it is obvious that an increase of the labour-
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ing population will cause a fall ia the general wages, and

vice versa. The most striking example of a great improve-

ment in the condition of the labouring classes in English

economic history is found immediately after the occur-

rence of the Black Death in the middle of the 14th

century. The sudden and extensive thinning of the ranks

of labour was manifestly the principal cause of the great

improvement in the condition of the survivors. Has a

similar resulb followed the equally large reduction in the

labouring population during the three great famines of

1877, 1897 and 189y? Turning to the Government publi-

cation of the "Statistical Abstract of British India," we

find no figures indicating any such result. On the other

hand, during years of famine and scarcity, when living is

dear, the labour market invariably shrinks, the competi-

tion of the labouring classes for work increases, and wages

necessarily go down. Nor do the wages rise after the famine

is over. Large numbers of the labouring classes die, and

it may be expected that the survivors will obtain increas-

ed wages in the labour market. But no. The fact is, the

bulk of the classes that employ labour also sufier and

their employment of labour dwindles.

In other words, the available capital competing for

labour, which is the second cause determining the rate of

wages, is reduced during hard times—the capital compet-

ing iox day-labourer in towns as well as tjie capital com-

peting for agricultural labourer in villages. It ig
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erroneously contended that it is not the classes of land-

owners, but of labourers, that are affected by famine,

although, as a fact, the Government of India were

obliged to write off two crores of arrears due from

the landowners, and, at the present moment, various

charitable measures of relief are in operation to put the

prostrate landowners on their legs again. Thus, the

landowners, themselves in a condition of destitution im-

mediately after the famine, are not ia a position to compete

for labour. Similarly, the day-labourer in towns is affect-

ed by other demands on the capital or wages fund caused

by dearness of provisions, and competition for labour is

less strong than in normal times. In illustrati jn of the

principle that the wages depend on supply and demand

in the labour market, it may be stated that the wages

of certain domestic servants, of cooks more especially, have

risen within recent years, because fewer men now com-

pete for that species of service ; whereas the wages of

school masters have considerably gone down, because the

competition for their places by the graduates and under-

graduates of our Universities has greatly increased. It

should also be remembered that, in this country, a large

portion of the labourers' competition is for service not

intended to bring a direct profit. Here and there Euro-

pean capitalists have made investments in view to profit

and in their service a fraction of the labouring population

is absorbed. The inducement, therefore, which is so

powerful in the industrial countries of the, West, the
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inducement to grow money from money, is absent in

India. A good deal of the indigenous capital is invested in

unproductive objects such as jewellery, is locked up in

hoards, or is spent on perishable enjoyments. The amount

actively competing for labour is small, and it competes

for it iu order that articles of necessaries may be suppli-

ed ; and not that profits may accrue. There is, therefore,

no inducement for the offering of liberal wages to

the labourers. High profits, it is obvious, depend

on high prices, and these both being found in India,

foreign capitalists rush into the country and establish

industries, which thrive well on the whole. From this

cause, foreign capital invested in the country increases,

although it has had no appreciable effect on wages

in general " If we turn to the great class of employ-

ments", says an English writer, " in which the labour is

embodied in a material product, we find, on examination,

that wages vary with prices in a real, and not merely in

an illusory, sense. Suppose, for example, that, owing to

a great increase in the foreign demand for our produce, a

rise in prices takes place, there will be a corresponding

rise in nominal wages, and in all probabihty a rise in real

wages. Such was undoubtedly the case in Great Bri-

tain on the conclusion of the Franco-German War." But

a similar rise in prices and a similar rise in profits have

failed to produce this effect in this country.

There can be no doubt that, in India, the increase in

the labouring population, the scarcity of capital and the
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ineificient competition of labour, account for the low rates

of wages that prevail. The first and last may be taken

as one cause. There are several causes disturbing the

natural operation of the principle of labour competition in

the determination of the rate of wages.

The Law of Supply and Demand disturbed in

THEIR OPjsRATION.

In India, as well as in other countries, the great ma-

jority of the labouring class are in such a state that they

must work independently of the rate of wages. But, as a

fact, air that usually eke out their livelihood by manual

labour, do not always labour. When the wages are too

low, a large number easily sink into pauperism and live

by crime or beggary. The former is not so common as

the latter. In this country, the restriction on beggary

resorted to as a profession, laid by social feeling or legisla-

tive authority, is exceedingly weak. From time imme-

morial, Indian society has looked upon beggary rather

as a meritorious mode of living than as one deserving of

social odium. Beggary did not originate in India as the

profession of the pauper. It began as the most eligible

means of the rehgious order of society obtaining their re-

quired sustenance of life- Princes and priests took to

begging for their food from door to door in proof of

their indifference to the pleasures of the flesh. For

about ten centuries, the system of monasteries and as-

ceticism flourished in this country, and a large proportion

of the population, including women to some extent, lived
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a life of renunciation and self-mortiiication. To take up

the life of an ascetic and to beg one's meal from house to

house, became in a sense fashionable, and gradually even

the lower classes put on the yellow or copper robe and

adopted this means of living. So far, begging incurred

no social odium, because it was not associated with

idleness and pauperism, but with a life of spiritual

self-abaegation. But from this last to the profession

of idle paupers, is but a step ; and, eventually, an occupa-

tion which is condemned and despised in other countries,

has come to be largely regarded with a feeling akin to ap-

probation.No Indian,Mahomedan or Hindu, would speak

harshly to a beggar, and in his mind the giving of alms to

the poor, or to the spiritual devotee, is an dct pleasing to

God. It, therefore, happens that, in India, there is a far

larger proportion of the population living by beggary than

in other countries- And in hard times it absorbs consider-

able numbers, who in better times would work for their

means of livelihood. An aimless wandering of the people

their movement from village to town, and the increasing

number of beggars infesting thorough-fares, are consider-

ed indications of the advent of famine by our administra-

tors.

Another cause, pecuhar to this country, disturbing

the Ordinary operation of supply and demand in regard

to labour, is the social system under which the various

industrial occupations are constituted into separate

castes, and which discourages the exchange of occupa-

tions according as one or another makes a larger demand
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for labour. Exoept under the most intolerable pressure,

no indigent weaver, or mason, or petty hawker will

resort to another occupation. He dislikes manual labour

and daily wages, and will stick to his inherited

profession until actual starvation drives him to the labour

market or the Government relief camp. When this latter

takes place, it has the result of enhancing the supply of

labour and of lowering the rates of wages below the point

of sustenance. On the classes a step higher than these,

the result of the caste system is to accentuate the feeling

of self-respecb engendered by the prestige of caste and to

keep at home, frequently in a miserably destitute condi-

tion, people who would be the better for going abroad and

earning their livelihood by manual labour.

The immobility of labour in this country is another

cause that disturbs a free competition between labour and

capital. In other countries, labour, as well as capital.,

migrates to foreign places where there is a better prospect

of employment. In India, too, within recent years under

special inducements offered by private enterprise and by

Government, labour has shown considerable tendency

to move from one place to another. Sometimes it

moves voluntarily as is shown by the emigration of

Indian labourers to British Colonies. But the usual ten

dency of Indian labour is to be moving about in the vici-

nity of its native place, content with what return can be

had under existing conditions of competition for employ-

ment. This necessarily brings about a plethora of labour

28
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in the most populous parts of the country, while other

parts, where population is sparse and the field for em-

ployment of labour practically unlimited, suffer from

want of a sufiicient supply of it-

In countries like America and British Colonies, every

increase in the number of labourers is accompanied by a

more than proportionate increase in the produce and, thus,

in the wages of labour. This is not the case in India,

except in undeveloped outlying tracts like Assam and

Burma. The chief produce being agricultural, already

the pressure on the soil on account of the bulk of the

natural increase in the population having to be fed from

the same source, is so great that the soil is becoming

over-cultivated and exhausted, and the fresh tracts

brought under cultivation are of increasing grades of steri-

lity- There is, accordingly, no room in agriculture for

the absorption of fresh increase in labour. Nor are there

manufacturing industries to furnish employment to the

excess labour population to which agriculture is unable

to affoid living rates of wages.

In India there is no organization among the labour-

jug classes. So long as the village system prevailed in

its ancient vitality and constitution, the labourer had his

status assured to some extent. But since the disruption of

this system, and the growth of towns with their popula-

tion of day-labourers, and the introduction of machinery

and the factory system, the necessity for organiza-
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tion among the various labouring classes, to protect them-

selves against the encroachment of employers not more

than against the ignorance of their own members, has

become apparent. As we are dealinsf with the subject

in its outlines, we have no space to enter into details.

But we may point out that, at the present moment, there

are occupations in which the wage-earners might very

profitably organize themselves into unions, and resist

what they consider to be an infringement of their rights

on the part of the employers.Whether there is any infringe-

ment in any particular instance, the labourers alone can

judge. That such infringements do take place is evident

from the frequent strikes to which the labour, rs resort

in the assertion of what they believe to be their rights.

There are over 650,000 labourers employed in the tea

gardens of India ; in coffee estates about 100,000; in the

coal-mining industry about 100,000 ; in the Bombay fac-

tories about 25,000 ; in the gold mines of Kolar about

40,000. Surely, the interests of these" people are large

enough to be protected against the cupidity of the employ-

ers, who are mostly foreigners ignorant of the ways of

the Indian labourers, and apt to assert their rights arbitra-

rily and with harshness. There is no social opinion to

denounce any unfair acts of the employers ; on the

other hand, the society of planters and mana.gers of mines

will be disposed to take no particular notice of them.

Every help should, therefore, be given to these labourers

to form themselves into societies for the protection of

their interests.
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Take the class of printers. Large numbers of them

are employed in almost every town in India and they are

increasing from year to year as the result of expanding

civilization. They are,- necessarily, a class with some

education, and are susceptible of organization more or

less efficient. More than this or any other class of artizans

does the class of weavers stand in great need of some

organization. Mr. Alfred Chatterton, who has given great

attention to the interests of this class, is of opinion that

" it is very desirable that there should be instituted some

kind of association of weavers and that funds should be

subscribed to be devoted to commercial enquiries, to

diffusing useful trade information, to opening new mar-

kets, and generally supplying the ignorant hand weav-

ers with all the information relating to their trade which

will enable them to keep abreast of the times. In the first

instance, there is no doubt that Government would have

to initiate the organization and supply the necessary

funds, but if it proved of real assistance to the trade, it

would soon become self-supporting."

Mr. Chatterton refers here to traders. But we are now

concerned with wage earners. Soon, the factory system

would be necessary even in regard to hand weaving
; and

then the trade would be divided into employers and em-

ployed, or profit-earners and wage-earners. The former

would be much more intelligent than the latter, and better

able to take care of their interests. But it is the labourers,

whose extreme poverty renders any efficient competition
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out of the question, that require every protection and en-

couragement that friends of the poor can give them. We
do not here suggest anything like the labour organizations

of England or of European countries. The time is yet

remote when such union and solidarity among the poorer

classes of India can be possible. There is no reason, how-

ever, why a beginning should not be made. It is a prefeot-

ly legitimate thing for the labourers, as it is for any other

section of the industrial classes, for the artisans, for the

traders and for the merchants, to combine for the purpose

of self-protection. Eor a long time, British legislators

were jealous of workmen's power and prohibited their

combining against their employers- But in the year ] 824

combination was legalised, and that marked a fresh start)

and ushered a new epoch, in the career of the labouring

classes. It is organized labour that has made the labour-

ing classes such a powerful factor in the Western civiliza-

tion. There, in the words of John Burns, '' originating in

England, developed in the Colonies, followed the wide

world over, the growth of organized labour has made social

freedom broaden slowly down from precedent to prece-

,dent" We need not say that we entertain no extravagant

notions regarding the immediate future of the Indian

labouring classes ; we have no millenium to promise for

them ; no political freedom, no social emancipation. But,

as the most useful and indispensable members of society,

members whose ignorance, poverty, and suffering are' no

faults of theirs> and who are oppressed and starved by the

higher classes of society taking advantage of their igno-

rance and helplessness, they have a claim, a rightful and
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paramount claim, on the active sympathies of the more

favored classes, in order that they may be raised to the

position of human beings, like all sentient creatures of

God, who can enjoy the comforts of plenty and health,

and who are endowed with aptitudes, hke the higher

classes, for an indefinite measure of progress in their

material condition and in their moral purposes

In the case of all day-labourers, and in that of a large

section of agricultural labourers too, the rates of wages are

determined by competition, and wherever this is so, the

wages are paid in cash. But in many places in the in-

terior, the rates are determined by custom, and paid in

kind. There are also places where the wages paid consist

partly of the customary quantity of grain., and partly of a

small addition in cash. It is obvious that, wherever the

wages are paid in grain, the labourer's nominal wages

reckoned in their cash equivalents rise. But in fact the

real wages remain unaffected. Because, the grain paid in

lieu of wages is not converted into cash by the labourer or

exchanged for other articles whose prices are reckoned in

cash. The grain is merely consumed by the labourer, and,

with what he or his women or children earn in the shape

of cash wages, he purchases other provisions. In the rural

parts of the country, competition among employees for

labour is very inefficient, while, owing to the absence of

industrial occupations in adjacent towns and the generally

immobile character of Indian labour, the competition of

wage-earners for labour is no better. The rural rates of
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wages depend on the prosperity of landowners. If the land-

owners make profits from their lands, they embark their

savings in the improvement of their property or in build-

ing better houses, ot in other enterprises involving a de-

mand for labour. But if their condition is not prosperous

and is one of depression, the demand for labour shrinks

and the landowners' condition reflects on that of the agri-

cultural labourer. Whether the demand for labour is low or

the demand for employment excessive, the result on the

wages is the same,and we think that though both the caus-

es have been in operation, for some years past, to produce

depression in the wages, still, the result is more due to in-

creased pressure of the labouring classes for employment

than to the decreased competition for labour on the part

of the landowners.

The prices of articles of consumption have, during

the past twenty years, risen by over 20 per cent

,

and though theoretically the rise should have gone to

benefit the producers, still, that they have not been so

benefited is apparent from the fact that agricultural wages

have not only been stationary, but in several places have

gone down. It is remarkable that labourers who obtain

employment in the new and foreign industries establish-

ed in towns within recent years, would not give up their

lien on the agricultural occupation. If the season is bad,

they work in factories and mines, and earn higher

wages. But if the season is favourable, they prefer their

old hereditary occupation to that of the new alien

one in spite of the higher wages that can be got from it.
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Sometimes the employers and the labourers .'enter into an

understanding that the latter are to work only during the

months of the year when no cultivation takes place. The

spirit of the Western ' economic man,' who works for wages

and has ^nO sentiment associated with his occupation is

different from that of the indigsaous Indian farm labourer

who looks upon work on the fields where his ancestors

worked as more honourable than that. in factories and

mines amidst a miscellaneous multitude in receipt of

wages paid from day to day or from week to week.

Taking different stations at random, we make out the

following statement showing the monthly wages of the

able-bodied agricultural labourer :

—

Monthly Wages in Rupees, of Able-bodied Agricultural Labourer.

Patna. Oawnp ore.
Rawal- , , ,

pindi.
Ab^^eda. Eaipur.

1891
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Thus, in many parts of the country, agricultura

wages have fallen in spite of the pronounced advance

in prices, which militates against the contention

that increased prices have brought increased

profits into the pockets of the producers. The fact is, the

profits arising from increased prices are intercepted by

middlemen. In most cases, the ryots are unable to choose

their own time or conditions in the disposal of their pro-

duce. The great majority are so poor that the produce of

the land hardly suffices to feed the family for more than

some months in the year ; the deficiency being made good

by wages earned in the village or in the neighbouring

town. The ryot cannot, therefore, meet from his produce

the requirements of himself and his family as well as the

demands of the Government and of the money-lender.

For one or the other, often for both purposes, the ryot

borrows at a usurious rate of interest ; what produce he

makes up his mind to sell off, he sells off when the pres-

sure from the Government or the Sowcar is most tight, at

prices which are considerably lower than the prices prevail-

ing at certain seasons in the year or in adjacent towns or

at the sea-ports. To the question,who intercepts the profits

of the producer from increased prices, the reply is, partly

the Sowcar, and partly the middleman who buys the grain

from the villager and sells it at a time when the market

is dear.

The daily labourer has not fared better during recent

years. The following table shows the rates of wages for

29
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certain classes of labourers in the same stations as in

the above statement:

—

Monthly Wages, in Rupees, of a Common Mason, Carpenter or Blacksmith.

I

. „ iEawal- Ahmeda-
Patna. Cawnpore. j^^._

| ^^^_
I

I

1891

1892

1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

Eaipur. Salem.

7 to 8 8 to 10

7 „ 8 7'5 & 9'37

6 „ 7, 7-5 „ 9-37

6 „
7|

7-5 „ 9-37

6 „ 7J 7-5 „ 9-37

6 „ 7 7-5 „ 9-37

6 „ 7| 7-5 ,, 9-37

1898 6 „ 7j
7-5 „ 9-37

1899 ,6 „ 7, 7-6 „ 9-37

1900 6 „ 7! 7-5 „ 9-37

22-5

22-5

22-5

22-5

23-9

21'87

2312

24-33

22-5

21'5

18-75 10 to 15

18 75 ! 8 to 16

18-75 11 „ 22

18-76 115 „ 25

1018-75

22-5

22-5

22-5

18 to 22-5

,16 „ 25

12 to 16

15

10

7-5

8 to 10

11-5

11-67 to 12-6 7

11-67 „ 12-67

11-67 „ 12-67

11-67 „ 12-67

11-67 „ 12-67

12 „ 12-69

12 „ 13-69

12 „ 14

13-5 „ 16-94

It is clear from the above that a rise in prices has

not uniformly led to a corresponding rise of wages ; on

the other bandj a fall in wages has not been incompatible

with a rise in prices. The fact is, in regard to daily

labour, in our present social condition, the chief factor de-

termining the wages is the principle of unrestricted com-

petition, or of demand and supply. The competition

of the labourers is most inefficient and unintelligent.

Incapable of either co-operation or organization, each

working man caring for himself and not considering the
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interest of his neighbour or of the whole class, without a

desire or motive to improve his lot, the Indian labourer is

doing injury to himself by his thoughtless competition.

Is the law of competition, of demand and supply,

the right principle in cases of this kind ? The competition

is most unequal, the labourer, though nominally free,

being the slave of the imperative requirements of his

daily life. Starvation or the sale of his labour at any

price, is the only alternative. In sach a case, the econo-

mic law of competition should be ruled out, and a princi-

ple move rational, just, and regardful of social interests

as a whole, should be enforced. This can be done by a

spontaneous development of a feeling of generosity or

charity on the part of the employers towards the helpless

poor, or by the action of the State. We do not assert

that the former is impossible ; but the development of

such a feeling in uncertain and indefinite, and its

practical operation must be spasmodical and capricious.

The State is, therefore, the only agency that could

and should take up the responsibility of protecting the

weaker side in this unlimited and really unequal com-

petition, erroneously called free. The British political

thought has not quite risen to the level of the German
thought in regard to the duties of the State as the or-

ganized and collective custodian of the totality of social

interests and of social well-being. Modern G-erman ecoQo-

mists have rightly condemned the British conception of

society, from this point of view, " That conceptioii is
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mechanical, automistic and purely material ; it reduces to^

nullity all moral forces and ignores the necessity of a

moral order. It is at bottom no more than a theory of

private property and private interests, and takes no

account of the life of a people as a whole in its national

solidarity and historical continuity." The evils arising

from unrestricted competition have been brought to the

surface by G-erman writers, and the necessity of the

State to act in accordance with the wider interests of large

communities has been emphasised. It is urged that the

State ought to protect the weaker members of society,

especially women, the aged, and the destitute. It

ought to secure the labourer against the cupidity of the

sweater and' the profit earner, and against the consequences

of the labourer's own ignorance. It ought to help,

through legal recognition and supervision, the efforts

of the working classes for joint, no less than individual^

self-help. If this conception of the State were to prevail

in this country, the necessity for its interference would

become apparent. That the Indian labourer is unable to

protect himself against the consequences of his helpless-

ness is clear. The low wages he is content to receive are

steadily bringing about a dangerous deterioration in his

physique, health and morality, and callk for proujpt and

effectual remedies-

What are low wages ? We have become so accustomed

to the poverty, squalor, and degradation of these unfortu-

nate clases that we have become callous, and our rulers.
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as we]] as ourselves, have no qualms of conscience at

their condition, wbich is truly the result of the neglect

and oppression of the higher classes of the community

and of the State, during centuries. Indians want but little,

and that little not long—seems to be the postulate with

which certain critics of India's economic condition start.

Such a postulate is serious enough when society is left to

itself in the adjustment of its dealings with the

labourers dependent on it ; but when the State,

which is a large employer of labour and

which ought to protect the ignorant and helpless,

more especially the manual labourer, against the

oppression of the higher classes, starts with that assump-

tion and is satisfied it has done its duty when the

labourer manages somehow to keep his life within his

body, the consequence to these down-trodden creatures

can be hardly less serious.

The only reasonable standard of wages is that they

should be enough to enable the labourer, not only to

procure sufficient nourishment and moderate comforts

in ordinary times, but to save a small portion of

his earnings to serve him in bad times. He should

gradually rise to a higher standard of living, when he

would clothe himself more fully and less dirtily ; live in

decent cottages ; and surround himself by sanitary

conditions. He should be gradually taught to valne

education, and his children should be able to receive at

least the rudiments of knowledge. When the adequacy of

the labourer's wages for his daily wants is considered, it

is often forgotten that the labourer is as subject to illness
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as others, which disables him from earning his wages
;

or that the illness of others in his family keeps him i v.iy

from work. He is subject to accidents, which have the

same efiect. He reaches old age without having made

any previous provision for his maintenance, and becomes

a dependant on others or resorts to begging. Besides

these, the labourer has to meet extra demands on his

slender income, like marriages, caste feasts, religious wor-

ship, and so forth, pnd it is unnatural to expect the Indian

labourer to relinquish these innocent and often edifying

duties. Does any intelligent observer of the condition

of our labouring classes, more especially manual

labourers, believe that the pittance of a penny a day will

enable them to meet these various wants ? Any rate of

wages that will fail to do this is certainly a low rate,which

must gradually work the deterioration of the large classes

who live on the strength of their muscle and sinews.

The relentless law of competition, or supply and

demand, by which the rich become richer and the poor

poorer, has reduced our labourers to this pass. They

are ignorant and do not understand the importance of self-

restraint. The poorer classes in no part of the world

have fully realised this. The poorer the individual'

the more reckless is he in enlarging his family.

One of the greatest curses of India, from the economic

point of view, is the system of compulsory marriage.

As a fact, it is the hopeless poverty of the lower classes

that encourages their recklessness. If so, a rise in their
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standard of life may—and, we have no doubt, will—bring

about an improvement. It may be said that the better

classes of Indians do not show a better appreciation of

the importance of self-restraint. But in the case of these

latter classes, marriage is considered more or less a reli-

gious duty. Every man and woman,—woman more
especially,—must marry before a certain age, and failure

to do so incurs social odium. But the working classes

do not regard marriage in this light. Neither the

man nor the woman is compelled to marry, though, as a

rule, this discretion is more rarely availed of by the

woman. But she can ma/ry at a comparatively advanced

age; and a widow is permitted to marry again without

social disabihties following her doing so. The labouring

man can remain unmarried all his life, and his society

takes no notice of it. It is, therefore, by no means an un-

warranted inference that we make, the inference, namely,

that a substantial improvement in the material condition

of the labouring classes will make them more provident

and self-respectful than they are in their present abject

condition.

The exceedingly low wages that the labourers

receive have the tendency, in consequence of unrestrict-

ed and inefficient competition, to pull them down deeper

in the slough of poverty- A labourer content with

2 as 6 pies a day will not hesitate, under pressure, to take

2 as. He already gets hardly one meal a day, and we are

told by competent official authorities that millions of

Indian labourers hardly know what it is to have their

hunger fully satisfied. In this state,the labourer feels that a
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few pies gone out of his usual wages is of no consequence-
'

If he gives up the job, another labourer is only too ready

to take it up at the reduced rate. There being no combina-

tion among these people, the labourer that undersells his

fellow labourer is subjected to no penalty of any kind by

his community. In a country where the labouring classes

are accustomed to decent living and are self-reliant, their

misery below a certain point becomes intolerable, and is

soon ended by the labourers striking work or refusing to

accept wages below a certain rate. But in India the

labourer has reached the lowest depth of degradation,and

does not miud slaking one 5tep deeper. The employer,

solely mindful of his interest, pays only the wage that

the labourer can be induced to accept. Here and there

a solitary employer of labour may chance to be actuated

by a sense of charity or generosity, and pay to the

workman a reasonable wage ; but the conscience

of the general community of employers has not

been roused, by any effort till now made or by

public opinion or by religious sentiment, to a sense

of its duty to its poorer members in this respect.

When labourers are employed in a spirit of charity or phi-

lanthropy, as they are employed by Government and pri-

vate individuals in times of famine or severe scarcity, the

rates of wages, if below the usual scale, connot be made
subjects of legitimate complaint. But in normal times

when the labour is purchased to meet the employer's

need, the employer strains his right and takes advantage

of the labourer's ignorance and want, and pays him what

will not suffice to satisfy his craving, not to speak of

maintaining his physical efficiency.
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A sympathetic observer of the poor labourers- in the

roads of Madras will be struck by the abject dis-

tress to which they are patient, victims day after day

and which degrades them to the condition of brutes

whose place they take in dragging heavy laden carts

—

laden with piles of rice bags, of rough skin, of deal

wood boxes, and of firewood. Two or more of

them join together,—often a woman among them—and

plod along, under the pouring rain as well as under

the scorching ^un, with apiece of rag to cover their

nakedness and another to protect their head against the

sun or to make less hard the impact of the heavy

vehicle which nhey push with their head from be-

hind, and with perspiration running in streams

down their frame from the top of the head to the

very sole of the feet. The brute itself will refuse to

work so heavily. But these helpless creatures willingly

degrade themselves to brutes, for the pittance of

four annas, which hardly leaves a balance for fuel for

warm water to soothe their aching frame in the eve-

ning. Excessive work often makes them ill, and they fail,

too, to get a job. Sometimes they meet with accidents

confining them to their homes. Most of these unfortunate

people do not own their own house, but Jive in hired

rooms, miserable dens, nurseries of disease and epidemics.

Even these dens are rare luxuries to the class filling a

lower stratum, to the class of Pariahs who live all the day

with the whole family—with wife and children—on the.

gutters or in the nooks and;' turns of the road, and, in

30
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the night, sleep somewhere convenient. It is unrea-

sonable to expect these persons to insist on any

minimum wage for their work. Under the pinch

of hunger any trifle is welcome, and, thus, clad in dirty

rags, badly and insufficiently nourished, amidst the

most abominable insanitary conditions, the sands of

their hour glass run out. They are ignorant and help-

less and cannot take care of themselves Is there any-

body whose duty it is to enquire how these people gel on,

and whether anything can be done to make their lot less

abject and less brutal ? So long as they are in this state

of hopeless degradation, they will be constantly subject

to the temptation of sinking deeper. If they are once

enabled to have a taste of comfort and decency, they

will develop a sense of self-respect and will raise labour

to its dignity as the foundation of the prosperity of the

nation. On the whole, the lot of our labouring population

is ^uch a ?lur on British rule that, earlier or

later, its amelioration will claim the earnest at-

tention of Groveinment. In the opinion of the

writer in the American magazine we have already

referred to, one of the first steps towards improving the

ooiidition of the employed is . the provision of clean and

comfortable rooms where men oi women may eat their

mid-day meal, away from the noise, dirt and routine of

the work-bench or machine. The most far-sighted

employers have been quick to see that taking care of

their employe^ was good business, and have
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fitted up kitchens where a .wvrm meal of plain

substantial food may be served at cost. The captains

of Industry will slowly learn a lesson from the captains

of War,who set great store by the physical equipment of

their army, fully recdgnizing that the best-fed and the

best-nourished soldier is the most efficient.

" In advising an employer what form of industrial

betterment he will find the most important, I place a

provision for a home, which, after all, is the true social

centre. In the work-shop, the worker is under discip-

line ; his course of action is thought out for him, and

he thus becomes a part of the system, a cognisant, an

intelligent machine, so to speak. In his home he is

absolutely free ; if the surroundings are such as to keep

him in good health, to enable him to enjoy the charms

of family life, he becomes a better man and a better

citizen."

Thus, the first and the greatest want of the labour-

ing classes is good health secured by decent dwellings as

well as by sufficient nourishing food. The second want is

intelligence. The Indian labourer is neither healthy nor

inteUigent. The poverty and privation to which the agri-

cultural labourer is subject are well-known. He

cannot possibly be healthy when his average income

is less than one anna a day, and when in times

of distress he can get no [more nourishment than

one full- meal in two days. The day-labourer in

towns under employers of large capital is hardly better.
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Though his wages are slightly better than those of his

brother of the village,still they are not good enough to meet

the requirements of the more costly living in towns. It is

not always borne in mind that, more than on the proper-

ty of the people, on their health and vitality do famines

produce disastrous efieots. Looking at these diasters en-

tirely from the point of view of public revenues, Govern-

ment declare that the famine is over the moment that

rains fall, and congratulate themselves on the increase in

revenues and detect a marvellous recuperative power in

the tax-paying classes. But, as a fact, the famine does

more harm by its after effects than by its ravages

during its actual career. As Mr- Vaughan Nash

observes :
" Famine is not over and done with, when

the rains are falling and crops are being gathered.

The effect of months of starvation cannot be summed

up in the death rate of the current year or the

year that follows the famine. Fever sweeps away millions

whose stregth has been undermined, and the full effect

of the birth rate is not felt, until the time comes when
in the ordiaary course of things, the children, who have

died of hunger, would have married and become parents."

Gf the true magnitude of this evil we do not see much

public consciousness
;
yet, as Mr. Mulhall says, " it is

certain than an unhealthy nation has never yet been a

prosperous one." In the weak, sickly and deterioratf^d

condition of the labourer, the State and the nation are

undergoing a very serious material loss. If, in regard to

their health, our labouring classes are in an abject state.
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they are no better in regard to their inteUigence Very

few know how to read or write, and though in general

inteUigence they are not worse than the labourers of

European countries, still, in their knowledge of the world

and of human nature, they are at the lowest stage possi-

ble, which makes them helpless whenever their interests

get into conflict with those of their powerful emloyers.

The interests of a humble and neglected class cannot

easily be J^iade a subject of interest to statesmen. Still,

human evils do not for ever remain without rousing

indignation in some virtuous souls, and even the Indian

labourer may have a Lord Shaftsbury or a Mr. Eobert

Owen, rising to denounce his hard and neglected lot and

press for adequate reform. In England, where, at the

beginning of the Victorian era, the labouring classes were

in a much worse condition than they are at present in

this country, the day of awakening did at last come. The

legalising of combination in 1 824, the extension of political

power in 1832, the growth of Chartism, the earnest acti-

vity of philanthropists,—these, with the extension of rail-

ways, steam industry and education, taught the workmen

that other times meant other ways. The English labourer

is an altogether different person now to what he was 70

years ago. He has access to more plenty and more com-

forts ; he knows his rights and his power ; he can com-

bine with his fellow-labourers and defeat the employer •

his freedom and his intelligence have made him an hon-

ourable citizen with aspiration and hopes ; he is in fact
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no longer a negligible factor in society. There is no rea-

son why the poor Indian coolie should remain for ever

what he is now, and should not realise an honourable

and happy future.



C H A P T B E XIII.

Free Trade and Labour.

NUMEROUS writers have come forward in Eagland

just now to instruct the electors on the respective

benefits of free trade and of protection with

reference to the tariff proposals of Mr. Chamberlain. To

the people of the United Kingdom the issues raised are

of the most serious importance. To us in India they are

not less so. In the inquiry that is now being made by

the Ministers, India is said to be also included, though

from the debate in the House of Lords* it does not appear

that any important departure from the present policy

will happen. It is unfortunate that the enquiry is not

conducted publicly, and that no opportunity is to be

afforded for Indian opinion being represented. It is very

desirable—it is necessary—that the policy under which the

economic growth of India has been directed ever since

the connection between England and India began, should

be reconsidered, in view to what results it has produced

in the past as well as to the results it is calculated

to produce in the immediate future if it be not modified
with exclusive regard for the happiness and con-
tentment of the Indian people. We need not say that,

not the exclusive interests of this country, but chiefly^
" July 10, 1903,

~
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those of the ruling country have determined that policy.

It is no wonder, therefore, that, during a century and a-

half of British rule, the millions of this country have

steadily deteriorated instead of prospering in their material

condition. That the British statesmen should express

satisfaction with the results of the system of free trade

adopted in India is not new. We are accustomed

to hear even our best well- ishers among British states-

men eulogise the so-called beneficial results that have

followed it- Lord Noithbrooke and the other ex-Viceroys

that spoke at the debate, all expressed themselves in

favour of free trade and against protection in regard to

this country . It is extremely unfortunate that experienced

and sagacious statesmen who know India and who
sincerely sympathise with her people should think so ; be-

cause, far from having prospered under free trade, India

has been ruined, and would be further ruined in the future

if the same policy wtre pursued- Free trade has been

a blessing to the people of the United Kingdom, more

especially to the poorer classes. It has furnished an

enormous stimulus to her manufactures and trade ; it has

given to the poorer classes cheap food and higher wages,

and it has brought untold wealth to the capitalists. But

in India, in regard to every one of these respects, the re-

verse has taken place. Free trade has destroyed our old

valuable industries ; it has made articles of food dearer,

has prevented the rise of wages. It has drained India of

her capital ; it has brought into the country thousands of

foreign exploiters who have monopolised every source of

wealth. Even agriculture is no longer secure against

these foreign intruders-
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That this is the deplorable result of British rule, is

not the opinion of the Indian people alone. Educated per-
sons in other countries, are of this opinion. The
recent famines during which the British Government of

India, unable to protect the people from its

exhausted resources, appealed for and obtained pecu-
niary help from every '

country in the world, have
revealed the hollowness of its cry about the pros-
.perity of India. In America and Germany, there are
intelligent men and women who know that India is

sinking into the slough of poverty and despair. " Step
by step," to quote one of the many American
papers that have recently written about India,

" almost insensibly, the people of India are sinking

deeper and deeper into poverty. Lord George Hamilton
recently, in presenting the Indian budget to the British

Parliament, described the prosperity of that great

dependency, and based his statements on the fact that

there was a surplus in the revenue. He failed, however,

to say how it was created and at what cost to the people

of India. He did not describe the seizures from famine

and plague-stricken people for long arrears of rent, and

how, to meet the inexorable demands of their alien rulers,

the unfortunate rayats had had to part with their brass

cooking utensils which found their way to the brass

foundries of Bombay by cart loads from the interior ; and

women had to sell their silver ornaments (depreciated in

their va lue by the British currency policy), which were

in many cases cherished heir-looms and represented the

31
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poor savings of years and generations. How little the

science of Government is understood by the class that is

ruling India will be understood from the fact that the pre-

sent financial adviser of the Government of India is nei-

ther an economist nor a financier, but simply an ex-Major

of British artillery, the instrument of the necromantic in-

fluence alluded to." " The people of England, who are

theoretically responsible for India through the British

Parliament, are both indifierent and ignorant alike to

their duties and responsibilities, and, so, the affairs of

India, as Lord Salisbury once described, '' drift" on to

the day of reckoning."

Is there a day of reckoning ? Will that be averted or

accelerated ? Which of the two will happen entirely de-

pends on the wisdom and honesty of the rulers. That

India, once so prosperous, should have been reduced to

this miserable plight, in spite of every condition that

makes for prosperity is only to be expected. Between

Inflia and England there is no similarity of ctrnditions
;

on the other hand they are as poles asunder in their eco-

nomic state, and instead of a distinct policy suited to

India being pursued, the same policy of free-trade suited

to England, and to England alone among all countries in

the world, is being pursued. In the earlier years of

British rule, when the industries of India were in a more

efficient condition than those of England and when free

trade might have benefited India, a most heart-rending and

oppressive system of restrictions and prohibitions was appli-
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ed to the manufactured exports of India, and through many
channels her wealth flowed to London. "While the import

and consumption m England of the manufactured articles

of India were prohibited, her treasure was carried

away by British adventurers and it created a

class of capitalists with large accumulations of Indian

money. This money stimulated the credit of this

class, imparted mobility to their energy and enter-

prise, and within fifty years, England was able to rise

to a level of prosperity not only unprecedented in her

own history, but unmatched hj any country on the Con-

tinent.

By the beginning of the 19th century, the foun-

dation of British prosperity had been well laid on the

spoliation of India and Ireland. A class of merchant

princes had risen to prominence ; and the landlords had

been stirred to emulation to amass wealth from the profits

of their estates. From England did almost every country

in the world borrow ; from her came the capital for

every great commercial or industrial enterprise abroad
;

and a craze for railway-building seized the monied classes.

The industry of agriculture was neglected, and manufac-

tures were pushed by every legitimate and lillegitimate

means, so that her own factories might supply the wants

of the world and her own ships might absorb the carry-

ing trade. She exchanged her manufactures for the food

and raw materials she imported and for the large amounts

of interest due to her on account of her foreign invest-

ments. Thus was created the condition which rendered
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a perfect freedom of iraporfc necessary, and with freedom

of import came naturally the freedom of export. It only

wanted the genius of Cobden to give practical fulfilment

to this condition. England created her industry, as the

Russian Finance Minister truly observes, " by rigorous

protection, and when by this means she had become in-

dustrially and commercially stronger than any other

nation, and, therefore, feared^no competition, she adopt-

ed a policy of free trade."

Nor can exception be .taken to M. de Witte's dictum^

that " the State, in the province of consumption, should

furnish the population with cheap and suitable produce ;

and in the province of production, develop the productive

powers of the country." In the experience of every

country in the world, it has been seen, at a certain stage,

that it is more important to develop its productive powers

than to supply its people with cheap produce. England

herself did this throughout the eighteenth and the first

half of the nineteenth century. Por,if the productive powers

were developed, making full use of the home markets, a

number of national industries would spring into existence,

and cheap food and high wages would be eventually en-

joyed by the population. When England imposed heavy

duties on the Indian silk and cotton manufactures, and

prohibited their consumption by her own people, she

adopted this policy. She would cot allow the cheap and

nice articles from India to be used by the English people,

but was content with the home-made dear and coarse

fabrics. She even re-exported to the Continental coun-
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tries, at considerable loss, the imports from her fac-

tories in India. Thus, at the cost of her own con-

sumers, England developed the " productive powers" of

the people
; and. in the wake of the developed productive

powers, came flourishing manufactures and skilled mental

and bodily labour. America, like other countries, has

resisted the fascination of the British free-trader's siren

songs and has reached an economic state which, as

M. de Witte says, emboldens some of her citizens to call

for a system of free-trade. Germany and Eussia have

yet to reach such a stabe, and they stick to a

protective system in the hope of attaining it earlier or

later. But, under the system of free trade in India, the

State has neither furnished the people with cheap and

suitable produce, nor enabled them to develop their pro-

ductive powers. If free trade in England, is " no part of

the Sermon on the Mount", much less can it be such in

India. If changed conditions of the British Empire de-

mand a change in her system of foreign trade, much more

imperatively is a change called for in India of which the

conditions were never in favour of such a system.

Writers who are conversant only with the sociaj

conditions of Europe defend unrestricted competition on

the ground that capital or labour, when driven from one

means ot emyloyment, will find another, perhaps more

suited to its conditions. This 'may be true in the Western

countries in modern times. But, in India, it is certainly not
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true. In England itself the misery that overtook the

weaving classes on the introduction of machinery to

replace manual labour, proves that a social state can

prevail when the emyloyment of labour-saving contri-

vances might be carried too far and might result in more

harm than good to the poorer classes. In 1883, Sir John

Bowring made a speech in the Hou=e of Commons, where-

in he referred to the condition of 50,000 hand-loom weav-

ers of London who had been starving without being able

to find that new kind of employment, which the free-trad-

ers held out to them in the distance. "The misery of the

hand-loom weavers," he said, ''is the inevitable fate of all

kinds of labour which are easily acquired, and which may,

at any moment, be replaced by less costly meins. As in

all these cases,competition amongst the working people is

very great, the slightest falling off in demand brings on a

crisis- The hand-loom weavers are, in a certain sense,

placed on the verge ofhuman existence. One step further,

and that existence becomes impossible. The slightest

shook is sufficient to throw them on the road to ruin. By
more and more superseding manual labour, the progress of

mechanical science must result, during the period of

transition, in much temporary suffering. National well-

being cannot be bought except at the price of some indivi-

dual evils. The advance of industry is achieved at the

expense of those who lag behind, and of all discoveries

that of the 'power-loom weighs most heavily upon the

hand-loom weavers. In a great many articles formerly

made by hand, the weaver has been completely ousted
;

but he is sure to be beaten in a good many more stuffs

that are now made by hand."
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In England this transition period soon come to an

end, and the labourers thrown out of employment for

temporary periods soon found fresh occupations and were

restored to their normal standar d of life. In India, for

over one century and a half, the deplorable unsettlement

of the old indigenous industrial system has gone on, and

the culmination has not been reached yet. The unsettle-

ment commenced with the inroads of British merchants

who deliberately crushed native industries and reduced the

artizans and craftsmen to the status of daily labourers.

Sir John Bowring, in the same speech, referred to

the revolution wrought in the condition of Indian

labourers. He said, '' I hold in my hand a correspondence

of the Governor-General with the East India Company.

The correspondence is about the weavers of the Dacca

District. The Governor says in his letter : A few years

ago, the East India Company received from six to eight

million pieces of calico woven upon the looms of the

country. The demand fell ofi gradually and was reduced

to about a million pieces. At this moment it has almost

entirely ceased. Moreover, in 1800, North America

received from India nearly 800,000 pieces of cotton goods*

In 1830 it did not take even 4,000. Finally, in ISOO, a

million pieces were shipped to Portugal ; in 1830 Portu-

gal did not receive above 20,000. The reports on the dis-

tress of the Indian weavers are terrible- And what is the

origin of that distress ? The presence in the market of

English manufactures, the production of the same arti-

cles by means of the power-loom. A great number of the

weavers died of starvation ; the remaindes- have gone over
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to other employment, and chiefly to field labour. Not to

be able to change employment amounted to a sp-ntence of

death. And to this moment, the Dacca Disirict is cram
med with English yarns and piece goods. The Dacca
muslin, renowned all over the world for its beauty and

firm texture, had also been eclipsed by the competition

of British machinery. In the whole history of commerce, it

would -perhaps be difficult to find sufering equal to what

these whole classes in India had to submit to."

Thus, nearly a century ago, the displacement of the

skilled manual labour of the Indians by machinery began

and caused large numbers of lives to be lost by death[from

starvation, besides driving even larger numbers to field

labour. The same terrible fate has pursued the Indian

weavers down to this day, and the weavers in the

obscurest corners of this vast continent are abandoning

hereditary occupation for others which are less remunera-

tive and which require less skill. The weaving industry

was the first to be throttled by the raids of British imports;

but a similar fate soon overtook other industries, until, at

the present day, with the 26,000 miles of railways travers-

ing every part of the country and almost annihilating the

distance between the village and the sea port, every

industry has been nearly killed. What is the result

of this truly heart-rending spoliation ? Millions of

workmen who pursued hereditary occupations, which
called into exercise their intelligence and imagina-

tion, and who therefore led a life of decent means
and self-respect, have been reduced to a condition of

abject poverty, having become agricultural labourers or
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day-labourers in towns. Agriculture has become the

sole occupation of the great bulk of the nation, who,

earning much lower wages than their forefathars did,

degenerate in vitality and add to the annual mortality

of the country, to the disease and sufiering of the

people, and to the burden of the earning classes by

setting on the world at large ever-increasing numbers of

weaklings, cripples, and men smitten with infirmity and

disease. It is the hypocritic cry of the apologists of

British rule in India that the investment of British ca-

pital furnishes means of emplyment to hundreds of thou-

sands of labourers who would otherwise have remained

a burden on the income of the villages or competed with

other coolies in towns. Bu'„ it seldom occurs to

them to ask themselves how such a state of things

has to come to pass. It is nothing but the heart-

less industrial vandalism of Britain that has brought it

about, and to-day we are called upon to admire the feeble

palliation of its effects in the factories, mines, and plan-

tations owned by the very authors of the evil. The in-

dustrial greatness of Britain was built on the ruin of India,

and the classes that have been ruined have no hope,

under existing political conditions, of the advent of bet-

ter times.

While this conversion of whole classes of skilled

labourers into unskilled and degraded workers, continues,

the prospect of native industries conducted on modern

principles with the help of machinery, is indefinitely

put off by the chances of indigeneous capital and

32
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credit growing in the country being minimised. How
colossal the evil is can be judged from the astounding fact

that twelve million and a half of adult males are without

work in India all the year round. Sir James Caird first

brought this terrible fact to light. " The waste of energy,"

he wrote in 1878, " converted into its money value

at, say, 40 rupees per adult per annum, represents a loss

of Ex. 82,000,000 or 82 crores—more than the whole

gross revenue of the Indian empire." " In no agricultural

country that I know of, are so many people to be seen

stalking idly about during the hours of labour in India.

The streets, and court houses, and yards are always full

of idlers. The iroads are never empty, and the railway

carriages are crammed with people. Enter a village at

any hour of the day, you are surrounded by idlers. Much

of this arises from the absence of othe?' occupations than

agriculture, and in many parts of the country from

the uncertain character of land tenure." What are these

poor people to do ? Agriculture gives no continuous occu-

pation for all months in the year ; and, in towns, the com

petition of labour for employment is always so keen that

there is hardly elbow room for fresh arrivals at any time

The East India Company became the administrators

of Bengal in the year 1765. Four years later, they issued

an order that " the manufacture of silk fabrics should be

discouraged' in Bengal, that the people should produce

yaw silk in India to be woven in England, that the Indian
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silk-winders should be made to work in the Conapany*s

factories and prohibited from working outside, under severe

penalties, by the authority of Government-" The effect of

this mandate, according to the Select Committee of the

House of Commons of 1 783, was to change the whole

face of the country with its industries, in order to render

it a field for the produce of crude materials subservient to

the manufactures of Great Britain. Subsequent to the re-

port of this Select Committee, an inquiry was made, as

usual, before the renewal of the Charter in 1813. Emi-

nent witnesses like "Warren Hastings, Sir Thomas Munro,

and Sir John Malcolm were examined. They were asked

by the House of Commons, not how the manufactures of

India could be fostered, but how they could be discouraged

so as to make room for British manufactures. For it was

found ,even at that date, that Indian silk and cotton goods

could be sold in England at a price from 50 to 60 per cent,

lower than those produced in England. What was the

policy that England pursued ? She imposed a prohibitive

duty which killed the Indian manufactures. The follow-

ing statement was made by Joseph Banking before the

House of Commons during their enquiry of 18] 3 :

—

" Can you state what is the ad valorem duty on

piece-goods sold at the East India House ?"

" The duty on the class called calicoes is J£3. 6s. Sd.

per cent, upon importation, and if they are used for home

consumption, there is a further duty of ^68. 6s. M. per

CQnt.
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" There is another class called muslins on which the

duty on importation is 10 per cent., and if they are used
for home consumption, of £27. 6s. M per cent-

'' There is a third class, coloured goods, which are

prohibited being used in this country, upon which there

is a duty upon importation of £3- 6.y, Sd. per cent ; they

are only for exportation.

" This Session of Parliament, there has been a new

duty of 20 per cent, on the consolidated duties, which will

make the duties on calicoes. . . . used for home con-

sumption £7S. &s. 8d. per cent., upon the muslins for home
consumption £3. Us. Sd."

There was no thought of concealing the real object

of these prohibitive duties. The same witness, Joseph

Ranking, said further on :
" I look upon it as a protect-

ing duty to encourage our own manufactures."

England adopted this policy of rigid protection in the

face of the theories which Adam Smith and hi? disciples

were loudly preaching. According to these theories,

England should have bought what she required where

she could buy thei/j cheapest and best. But, as a fact)

as is seen from the evidence of Joseph Eanking, Eng-

land not only prohibited the consumption within ber

boundaries of the cheap imports from India, but re-ex-

ported to the Continent the fine Indian fabrics at lower

prices, contenting herself with her own inferior and more

costly stuffs. As the German economist, Friedrich List,

observes, " had the cotton and silk goods of India been
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allowed to be imported into England and consumed by

her people, the English cotton and silk manufactures

should have soon come to an end." The British Ministers,

therefore, set aside Adam Smith's theories regarding the

efficiency of exchange. Said Adam Smith :
'* It is the

maxim of every prudent n' aster of a family never to

attempt to make at home what it will cost him more to

make than to buy. The tailor does not attempt to make

his own shoes, but buys them from the shoe-maker.

. What is prudence in the conduct

of every private family can scarce be folly in that of a

great kingdom." But the policy actually pursued was

contrary to this " well-known maxim." England pursued

exactly the policy which she is now so loud and vehement

in condemning other nations for pursuing. The maxim

of her statesmen was to import produce and export

fabrics ; and in fulfilling this, they did not mind if the

nation were obliged to use costly and coarse home made

stuff, instead of cheap and fine fabrics imported from

abroad. She aimed at the development of her powers of

production, and at the establishment of flourishing manu-

factures, in which the accumulated money of her

capitalists and landlords might be invested, and the

products of which might be exchanged for the corn and

raw materials imported from foreign countries.

The Parliamentary inquiries of 18J 3 brought no

relief to Indian manufactures. The prohibitive duties

w^ere not reduced. The Company's investments were not

stopped- On the contrary, they were distinctly sanctioned

by the Committee of the whole House-
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" The whole or part of any surplus that may remain

of the above described rents, revenues and profits, after

providing for the several appropriations, and defraying

the several charges before-mentioned, shall be applied to

the provision of the Company's investments in India, in

remittances to China for the provision of investments

there, or towards the liquidation of debts in India, or

such other purposes as the Court of Directors, vs^ith the

approbation of the Board of Commissioners, shall from

time to time direct."

Of this peculiar system of trade, the immortal Burke

wrote : "In all other countries, the revenue following

the natural course and order of things, arises out of their

commerce. Here, (in India,) by a mischievous

inversion of that order, the whole foreign maritime

trade, whether English, French, Dutch, or Danish, arises

from the revenues ; these are carried out of the country,

without producing anything to compensate so heavy a

loss." But apart from this drain, how were those parts

of the revenues, not employed in the Company's own in-

vestments, disposed of ? Here, again, we have Burke's

description of the great injustice done to India—iajustice.

it may be remarked, that has continued from his time up

to the present moment. " From the portion of that sum
which goes to the support of civil government, the natives

are almost wholly excluded, as they are from the principal

collections of revenue." In regard to the army, " all the

honourable, all the lucrative situations, all the supplies

and the contracts of whatever species that belong to the

army, are solely in the hands of the English, so that,

whatever is beyond the mere subsistence of a commoa
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soldier and oi some officers of a lower rank, together with

the immediate expense of the English officers at their

table, is sooner or later, -in one shape or another, sent

out of the country."

It was thus that India was brought under contribu-

tion to the manufacturing and commercial greatness

of England. The foundation having been thus strongly

laid, it is no wonder that England has prosper-

ed remarkably under a system of free-trade. What might

have been the economic career of India, if England had

not deliberately crushed her industries, it were vain to

consider. But Indian opinion is entirely opposed to that

of Lord Northbrook, who thinks that India has prosper-

ed under free-trade. She has not prospered. She can

prosper only under a system of protection. An important

condition that is essential for the success of protection is

fulfilled in India in the enormous variety and extent of

her home markets.

Now, to go back to the subject of the effect of

England's economic treatment of India on her labouring

classes. In England there are people who believe

that free-trade has not done much for these classes. It has

given them cheap food no doubt, but it has counteracted

this benefit by checking the rise of wages. Cheap food is

no doubt a great blessing to the poor man ; but it often

induces him to be content with low wages, and he is easily

exploited by the capitalist. No employer will give more
wages than the labourer is willing to take; and cheap food

drives the latter, on account of competition among his class,

to the lowest rate compatible with mere sustenance. It was
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recently admitted by the leader of the Free-Trade Liber -

als himself that, in spite of the cheap food due] to free-

trade, no less than a third of the-whole population of Bri-

tain are living below the "poverty line," and are so wretched-

ly poor that even the addition of a farthing to the price

of the four pound loaf is a matter of serious concern to

them " Prosperity, indeed !" exclaims a Social Demo-
cratic organ. ' There has been prosperity, no doubt, for

the classes which have been able to extend their com-

merce and build up their fortunes on the cheap labour

which freely-imported food gave them ; but the prosperi-

ty of the masses of the people is a hollow mockery." |If

the masses are prosperous, how does it happen that Sir

William Anson and the Earl of Meath, and the general

public in agreement with them, are alarmed at the gradual

deterioration of the physique of the working classes ?

An Indian writer in Bombay recently maintained

that in India free-trade has immensely benefited the poor

millions. We doubt if, in making such a statement, the

writer knew what he was writing about. If he would

compare the condition of the working classes,

including artisans and farm labourers, in the pre-

British days when there was no free-trade, with the

condition of the same classes at present after half a cen-

tury of its prevalence, he would know how erroneous his

view is. In England, free-trade has given the poor people

cheap food ; in India it has done the reverse. In Eng-

land wages have risen in all industries, as the result of

accumulated capital and large profits, although, as will

appear from above,the wages thus raised are still inadequate
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to maintain the physical strength of the masses. In India

it is notorious that free-trade has not resulted in a rise

of wages. On the other hand, it has brought pros-

perity to the foreign capitalist, who exploits the cheap

labour of the half-starving coolie and makes large

profits. Every pound of foreign capital brought into the

country adds to the destruction of indigenous industries,

and every industry thus destroyed drives thousands of

people to field labour or to coolie work. Not only do the

numbers of the labouring classes thus increase, but they

all crowd into the same occupation which any man can

do and which requires no particular intelligence or skill.

Thus, the foreign capital, for whose abundance in this

country we are indebted to free-trade, operates on the

wages in two ways and reduces them to a point much
below that of mere sustenance. When there are ten men
competing for work which can be done by one, and when

any of them, without previous training or inherited apti-

tude, can do it as well as another, what effect will be

produced on wages can be imagined. The employer will

not be slow to take full advantage of this excessive com-

petition.

Nor should we be misled by the specious argument

that free -trade means a division of labour among nations.

The argument is as dishonest as the self-complacent as-

sumption that it is the merciful dispensation of Provid-

ence that the destinies of the world should be directed

by the white races as the masters with the black races as

their slaves. It is the latest notion of the brother-

hood of man which Christianity has taught the
33
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nations of the West. It is implied that India should

remain for ever an agricultural country producing

raw materials, while England makes use of these raw

materials and supplies India with manufactured goods.

There is no natural reason whatsoever why this

should be so. As we have pointed out already India

was a manufacturing as well as an agricultural coun-

try before British rule put an end to her industries. It

was not the prosperity of the agricultural classes that

attracted foreign nations, but the splendour and prosperity

of the towns. Two centuries ago, Nature, which does not

trouble itself about commerce and which favours all

nations as well as individuals alike, had planted neither

sugercane nor coffee plants in the West Indies, it may

so happen that within a few decades no sugarcane or

coffee plant will be found there. The weavers of Dacca

who, from the beginning of time till British competition

destroyed their industry, wove by hand, were apparently

destined by Nature to that occupation. But what Nature

proposed Manchester has disposed ! And now field or

town labour is said to be their natural destiny !

Then, who is it that has made this international divi-

sion of labour? So far as India and Britain are concern-

ed, Britain has done it, and done it in a manner so bene-

ficial to her. All industries are not equally large or pay-

ing. One industry prevails over others and secures

to the nation that monopoUses it immensely wider

markets. The cotton industry is such a one. If

Manchester had not secured the monopoly of this
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industry, perhaps the world would hear much less

of free-trade from British money-makers. According

to a recent letter in the Times, about half the cotton

looms in the world (650,000, out>of 13,50,000) are in Great

Britain. The raw cotton to supply these looms costs about

£35,000,000; the price for the finished products comes to

about & 90,000,000. Of the balance of £56,000,000, the

greater part goes in wages. Of the total production the

consumption of the home market, according to the writer

of the letter, is less than 20 per cent. The rest is export-

ed abroad. In the commerce of the world, cotton alone

has much greater importance than all the other raw

materials used in the manufacture of clothing. It is

obvious that the nation that gets the monopoly of the

trade whose products are of every day consumption

almost all over the world, must be more prosperous than

other nations. Britain, having got this, proclaims that

the world must accept the present division as final !

Low prices and high wages mark a prosperous

condition of a people. In India the reverse is the case.

Writes the Times of India of Bombay : " The
effect of the low wages in retarding the improvement of

agriculture cannot be overrated. High wages are the

whip which keeps the inventor and the ' enterpreneur'

always on the look out for improved means of production-

It is high wages that have made the United States so

formidable a producer for the world's market. We do not

go so far as to say that Trades Unions alone can bring

abgut a rise of wages, but at the same time we do not
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believe with Dr, Pierson that a rise of prices automatically

brings about a rise of wages. In India, as we have seen, a

rise of prices is not infrequently accompanied by a fall of

wages- The great thing is that the labourer should know

his own interests. So long as he is ignorant, he will be

oppressed by those who make use of his services. Every

day's experience confirms us in the opinion that a larger

spread of elementary education will prove economically

more beneficial to the country than many other and more

ambitious schemes."



CHAPTEE XIV.

Railways.

THE services of Mr. Kobertson were engaged by the

Government of India, as an expert, to report on the

administration of Eailways in this country, and he

has, accordingly, in an elaborate and able report, suggest-

ed improvements which, in his opinion, are necessary to

bring the Indian administration into line with that of

European countries and America. He has not touched on

other questions which the construction of railways in

India raises. There are special features connected with

it in this country which are absent in other countries.

Most of the money required is borrowed in the English

market, and every million added to India's foreign debt

swells her drain, which is already serious. Whether, in

view to this fact and to the fact of India being no manu-

facturing but an entirely agricultural country, the con-

struction of fresh railways should proceed at the same

rapid pace as it has proceeded for some years, deserves to

be considered. In the opinion of many persons, too much

attention is given to railways, while the question of in-

creasing the facilities of irrigation and of extending the

ineans of communication in the rural parts, receives i^o
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adequate consideration. There is also the economic

aspect of railways in India. Every mile of railway car-

ried into the interior helps the introduction of foreign

imported articles which replace products of indigenous

industry. In the same way, it renders easy the transport

of Indian articles from the villages to the sea-ports- Eail-

ways have put an end to the native middlemen's trade,

which is now monopolised by the various railways. They

have tended to raise the prices to a uniform level throughout

India, and already a complaint is heard that the abundance

of rice which Burma used to enjoy till now she is about

to lose, because of the drain to other parts of the Indian

Empire. Further, there is the important question of the

employment of the Indian people in the administration

of railways. There is no country in the world where not

only is the money'required for the construction of railways

borrowed from foreigners, but the agency employed in

their direction and administration also is foreign. Besides,

according to the present system, the interest; in their

economical and efficient management is divided. There

is first the Governm'ent whose interest in such manage-

ment is of every imaginable variety. The people who

are tared to meet the cost, for whose benefit the profits

of the railways are partly appropriated, and who make use

of them for purposes of locomotion and of trade, have

no less important interest. Besides the G-overnment

and the people, foreign merchants and capitalists have

.their own interest in these railways. It is this three-fold

interest that has to be represented and reconciled in the
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construction of railways in this country. The interest of

the one is not necessarily the interest of another. The

foreign capitalists and merchants who constantly press

for new railways are apt to use their best endeavours to

bring about a general adoption of the principle of guaran-

teed interest in the general policy of the Government.

The Government itself, for obvious reasons, is

in favour of private enterprise relying on itself.

Both the Government and the private capitalists

ignore the political and economic aspects in which

the people are deeply concerned ; and the travelling pub-

lic are apt to be exploited by the companies to increase

their net earnings.

Mr. Robertson has not given his attention to these

various features of railway construction in this country.

He confines his recommendations to improvements in

the administration of railways. Even in this limited

purview, we fear Mr. Eobertson has failed to bear in

mind the exceptional fact that the companies administer-

ing the railways consist of foreigners whose sole object

and aim is to increase the earnings, and find lucrative

employment for as many of their relations and dependants

as possible. He is oblivious of the fact that, between the

foreign companies and the people, an impartial third-

power is necessary to protect the interest of the latter.

We are for these reasons opposed to the general drift of his

recommendations that the direct control of the Govern-

ment over the railways should be minimised. Not only

should the Government retain a full control over them,
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but it should also set its face against a general adoption of

the system of guaranteed interest in all cases of private

enterprise. If the projected railways are such as will

pay, no guarantee from the Government is necessary; and

if they will not pay, the Grovernment will not be justified

in throwing away public money on unremunerative

undertakings. What are called protective railways, in other

words, railways necessary for the protection of certain

tracts against famine, are under a different category

altogether. In their case, the question of remunerativeness

does not arise. But such railways have all been already

constructed ; and what are under contemplation now and

what may be projected hereafter, are commercial con-

cerns which ought to be started and run entirely on com-

mercial lines. It is time that the resources of the country

ceased to be wasted on undertakings of doubtful prospect.

The Government of India is not accustomed to afford

direct help to private enterprise. It has made an

exception of railways and of certain planting industries.

To do so was perhaps necessary in former times,

and the people have paid a heavy penalty for the haste

and folly of their rulers. The aid of a Government guar-

antee is very much wanted in other directions. There are

scores of industries which could be started and developed

if only the Government would extend its helping hand to

the first pioneers. This the Government has persistently

refused to do ; and the justice or wisdom of bribing

British capitalists at the cost of the taxpayers is not so

patent. British capitalists investing their money in other
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countries do so at their own risk, and the Indian railway

promoters have enough of inducement without a guaran-

teed interest on their investment from the Government of

India.

Mr- Robertson is inclined to favour the system of

management through the agency of companies in preference

to the system of direct State management. At any rate,

he is positively against the present system of dual control.

The Goverument should either work all railways as State

railways, or should lease them all to companies to work.

The latter on the whole, he considers, would be the best

course for India. We are not sure that it would be so.

The railways being valuable State properties as they are

in other countries, there is no reason why their manage-

ment should be handed over to companies of foreigners

who would not only intercept a part of the profits, but

would also add to alien vested interests in the country

which are already powerful enough and which often oper-

ate to the detriment of those of the people. It

is obvious that the direct management by the

State would be more economical, and would

afford better guarantee for a due protection of

whatever interests the people of the country may have

in the railways. The foreign company cannot be in touch

with the people as the State can ; and there would be

more sympathy and confidence inspired in the public

mind when the management is in the hands of those

whose motives are not entirely the making of profits, but

the protection of public interests also.

34
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In no country in the world are all the organised big

enterprises so entirely in the hands of foreigners and the

people so rigidly kept out of them as in India. In every

imaginable effort involving powers of organization, large

expenditure and far-reaching results, it is Englishmen

that are entrusted with the entire responsibility, whereas

the people themselves, who often supply the sinews of

war, are given menial positions, and receive hardly any

training in the exercise of their higher mental faculties or

in the invaluable capacity of corporate action. The

character of a nation is formed chiefly by the

occupations that bring into play its mental and

moral faculties. A nation consisting of petty farmers

must remain simple, superstitious and poverty stricken;

whereas nations like the British, German or American,

by virtue of their training, are able to handle world-wide

interest 1 and to protect their own against foreign compe-

tition however strong. There is hardly one Indian

throughout the country who has any experience of railway

management, for the simple reason that no one has had an

opportunity to learn it. The Indian people cannot for ever

remain the drudging slaves that they have been to help

foreign wealth-seekers to make wealth at their cost. It

would be, in our opinion, a great misfortune if the

management of all our railways were vested in foreign

companies with no other attachment to the country than

the exploitation of it for their benefit. Mr. Robertson,

throughout his lengthy report, shows no appreciation of

the peculiar conditions of India. He writes as if India is
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in the same position as other countries in this respect.

Under the alien British rule, India has developed a

peculiar position which renders it necessary that the great

problems of her well-being should be solved, not by a

reference altogether to the experience and knowledge of

other countries, but by a reference to her own require-

ments constantly overshadowed as they are by more

powerful conflicting interests.

For three successive years the Indian railways have

yielded a profit. For the first time in their history they

yielded the small profit of 8-72 lakhs in the year 1900 ;

in the next year the profit was 115 lakhs ; and in the

year 1902, this dwindled to 20'41 lakhs. Some people

talk as if these profits were the gift of the British

capitalists to India. Of course, the fact is entirely

different. These profits represent an infinitesimally

small percentage of return on the enormous borrowed

capital invested in them by the State. This capital

amounts to nearly 500 crores ; and what profit does a net

average earning of about 50 lakhs represent on this enor-

mous outlay ? It represents no more than a profit of '01

per cent, whereas the investment of the Government of

India in the execution of irrigation works yields a net

profit of 8 or 9 per cent ; and in regard to certain parti-

cular works, the profit is no less than 12 per cent.

The whole of the profits does not go into the public

treasury of India ; only whdt remains after the pay-

ment of interest to the foreign lenders, dividends to

the foreign shareholders, and salaries to the directors an^
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the staff in London and to the host of foreign employes

on the various lines throughout India, is appropriated by

the Grovernment. If the economic condition of India

were like that of other self-governing countries in the

world, India would derive really more substantial profits

from her railways. The expenditure on them would be

more moderate, and they would benefit the country in

various ways. A chief portion of the capital would be the

money of Indian lenders ; and though the interest

might be higher than that paid on foreign capital, still

there would be the enormous advantage of the amount of

interest being retained in the country and fructifying in

the pockets of the people. The crores of Indian money

now paid to foreign lenders as interest do double injury

to India. Each riapee sent out of the country represents

the starvation of an Indian for more than a fortnight
;

and, besides, each rupee thus sent abroad adds to

the savings of the foreigner who lends his savings,

thus augmented at India's expense, to exploit India

further. Thus, with our own money the foreign

exploiter impoverishes us. Not only would the interest on

the railway debt remain and fructify in the country if

the system were like that of other countries, but the ad-

ministration would also be entirely in the hands of

Indians who would receive the salaries and acquire the

experience, which are now monopolised by foreigners.

The dwindling of the profits from 115 lakhs in 1901

to 20*41 lakhs in 1902, is explained by the fact that

extensive repairs and revivals effected during the
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year enhanced the working expenses. As this expendi-

ture, it. is ingeniously added, was in the nature of the im-

provement of property, it will react' favourably on the re-

ceipts. This may, indeed, happen. But it may also happen

that the improvement, having but made good the deterio-

ration in the property, would only help in maintaining

the normal level of the income- The chief source of income

is the passenger traffic, while the receipts from the goods

traffic fluctuate from year to year, according to the state of

the season. In times of adversity, there is greater move-

ment of commodities, chiefly grain, while, in prosperous

years, these are retained for local consumption in the

neighbourhood of the places where they are produced. It

is noteworthy that though the total weight of goods trans-

ported increased by two million tons, the earnings were

less by Es. 26,000, But the Times of India observes :

" But the phenomenon is a sign of restored economic

health rather than the reverse. The country's retux.'n to

normal conditions rendered necessary a smaller

movement in the lower class of foodstufis and deprived

several of the railways of the long lead on a large pro-

portion of their traffic. There was, too, litttle or no

movement to the ports of rape and mustard seeds, and

the railways would have fared badly if it had not been

for the large increase in the exports of wheat from

Karachi and Bombay, and the growth of the trade in

metals, jute, wood, cotton and fodder. The most un-

satisfactory feature on this side of the accounts is the

depline in the exports of coal."
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In other words, the prosperous or the adverse

condition of our railways is in inverse relation to .that of

the season. The larger the depletion of the foodstuffsi

which are so badly wanted for the consumption of our

half-starved millions, and the greater the diversion of

agricultural industry from food crops to non-food com-

mercial crops, the larger are the receipts. For the rest,

the railway income is mostly contributed by the middle

and poorer classes. Unlike the large profits which the

British nation earns on its shipping trade at the cost of

foreign nations, the railway receipts of our country come

from no extraneous source, but from the pockets of the

people themselves. This is so, of course, in other coun-

tries also. But there is this serjous difference between

India and other coantries. Whereas in other countries

the railway revenues, like revenues from other sources,

are spent in the country, the same revenues in India go

for the benefit of the foreigner, except an infinitesi.

mal fraction as we have pointed out above.

Moreover, railways in other countries are constructed

mainly with a view to the stimulation of internal trade

and home production, whereas in this country the policy

is determined chiefly by a consideration of its foreign

trade. To carry the export articles from the villages

where they are produced to the seaports where they are

shipped off to foreign countries, and to bring the foreign

imports from the coast to all parts of the interior, constitute

the sum and substance of our railway policy. The
increasing extension of our railway communications has

become a necessary condition of British rule in India. In

proportion as our foreign payments, called Home Charges,
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increase, the exports from India have to be increased as

the only means of paying the interest due to foreign

lenders and investors ; and the increase in exports means

a corresponding increase in imports. Thus, the chief

function that our railways discharge is to help our foreign

trade, which is entirely in foreign hands. Far from

stimulating internal trade or home production, the rail-

ways have had the injurious effect of crippling the scope

of indigenous local trac'e and the business of the middle-

men. They have already destroyed the indigenous

industries. They have failed to stimulate agricultural

production. They, no doubt, tend to raise the level of

prices; but the rise is due to the increased cost of

delivery at the place of consumption, and this cost

being incurred by the railway companies and the ship

owners, the increase in the prices representing this por-

tion of the cost is appropriated by them and does not

reach the actual cultivators.

No country in the world is in such an anomalous

condition economically as India unfortunately is. The

revenues of Government, instead of being spent in the

stimulation of wealth production, are spent for the purpose

of merely transporting goods from place to place. It is

obvious that to produce fresh wealth is an object more

important than the movement of what little already exists.

No railway system can be in a healthy condition which

depends for its financial prosperity on the transport of

agricultural produce over long distances and to foreign

countries, while it is necessary that such produce should

be consumed in the immediate neighbourhood of the place

of production. The natural restorer of the fertility oi the
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soil is the substance of the produce returned to it in tho

shape of manure, and it is impossible that this can be

done if the food of the people is carried off to distant

foreign countries- It is an undoubted fact that the soil

has deteriorated, as is proved by the difference in the

yield of wheat cultivation between Akbar's and modern

time. The enlightened British rulers of India would

confer a more substantial boon on the people if they

devote the fiscal resources of the country to the develop-

ment of indigenous productive industries than they now

do by devoting them to the covering of the country'g

surface with an ever-widening net-work of railways, which

benefit foreign exploiters while impoverishing the

population.

Because Indian railways have been the,most paying

investments for British capital, every Englishman cries

in season and out of season, with little or no knowledge,

that railways can save India. In the mouth of the

British capitalists and statesmen, the cry is dishonest.

But, in the mouth of the great majority of Anglo-Indians,

it is the result of ignorance and of spurious patriotism.

Because railways are an unmixed good in other countries

and because they afford immense profits to 'investors,

educated as well as uneducated Anglo-Indians echo the

cry that India's salvation is in the multiplication of

railways.

Almost every Englishman in this country joins

in this parrot cry, and the construction of railways with

about 15 crores of borrowed money every year goes on

without interruption. Every mile of fresh railway
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constructed: in India, be it remembered, brings profit to^

so many Englishmen that influential men are never

wanting to keep ceaselessly egging on the Indian

authorities to undertake fresh works every year. Ocoa-

sionally we hear the voice of common sense from

individual Englishmen who remonstrate againt this

policy of selfish greed. The Grovernment congratulate

themselves that the railways have at last begun

to pay, as if the railway revenues are derived from

the profits instead of from the food reserve of the people

to a great extent. "Does he (Sir Edward Law) know,"

asks the Investors' Beview, " to what extent their gross

receipt? are swollen by freight charges upon the materials

bought with borrowed money and carried inland by exist-

ing lines for railway extension, or can he tell us the

amount of public revenue that has been transformed

into railway gross receipts by the process of carrying

Government purchased grain to the famine-stricken,

regions of India in recent years ? We would like

to have a net account, in short, of railway receipts

tracing everything to its origin, finding out who

pays the charges that make their revenues, and to

what extent the gross amount is swollen by Government

extravagance or inconsiderate outlay of loan money.

No native of India has ever been given a voice in deter-

mining the projects the directors carry out wholly a't

India's expense and our profit." Regarding the so-called

valuable assets of railways against the debts of the coun-

try, the Investors' Beview is under no delusion. " There

35
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IS a debt, to be sure", writes our contemporary, " but it

is only about £22,000,0u0 net after allowing for assets

which he (Sir Bd. Law) estimates at a commercial value

of some £301,000,000- He thinks the capitalised value

of the railways at 25 years' purchase of their net

annual revenue amounts to £265,000,000, and adding

in cash, and adding in the gold reserve, debts due by

Native States, and such like, he arrives at the figure

named above, while the total gross debt he puts at only

£323,000,000. This is really beautiful finance, and if the

money borrowed had been all, or mostly all, raised in

India, we should not have had so much to say to it.

But, who would buy the railways at twenty-five years'

or any number of years' purchase if we put them on the

market ?"

So much for the finance of the Indian railways.

What about their economics,on which the advocates of end-

less railway construction set such value ? The advocate

of the official view knows enough of political economy to

lay down dogmatically that " every country should main-

ly produce that for which it has the greatest natural

advantages." What are these "natural" advantages?

Were coal and iron natural advantages in England before

the middle of the eighteenth century, when England was,

as India is now, an entirly agricultural country? Like

individuals, nations also discover unsuspected advan-

tages in the course of their development. So will the

Indian nation, if only British exploiters allow it to

pursue its development unhampered and untrammelled.
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It is the ordinance of nature, ifc is said, that England

must export her manufactures to India and India must

export her raw materials, including food grains and oil

seeds, to England- England is rich in coal and iron,

while India, though possessing these advantages, has

fertile plains, with briUiant sunshine, favourable to the

growth of cotton, grain, indigo, etc. India must therefor e

be chiefly agricultural. To this we may reply that, until

British competition destroyed all our industries, India could

boast of numerous productive industries which made her

rich and which excited the wonder of foreign purchasers.

There is nothing to prevent similar industries reviving,

except the unfair and State-aided competition of Eng-

lishmen. The instance of the United States, the exports of

which, like those of India, chiefly consist of raw produce,

is not to the point. India is not a country with a fertile

virgin soil and limited population like the United States.

Indian agriculture might indeed be made more productive

than at present by the application of modern scientific

methods. Bat this can be done only to a small extent;

because a soil that has undergone ceaseless cultivation

for ages for the support of a teeming population, cannot

yield like the American, Canadian or Australian soil.

India cannot possibly remain an exclusively agricultural

country ; she was never so before the British destruction

of her industries. The United States export yearly

increasing quantities of manufactures and decreasing

quantities of raw produce. So is Kussia trying to do.

India alone is ever to he, but never is, blest. Her indus.
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trial regeneration will commence on the first day of the

Greek Calends

!

The railways are said to be one of the best

means of mitigating the severity of famines. It is

not now pretended that they will " prevent " them.

Advocates of railways have grown wiser since 1878,

when a Commission of experts prophesied the cessation

of famines as soon as certain lines of railways were

completed. But even in the way of mitigating the severity

of famines^ we do not know that the 26,000 miles of rail-

ways that we now have, have done much. If a few

thousands of people in a limited tract suffered severely and

died in the occasional famines of the pre-British period,

millions now live a life of chronic famine and die the

slow harrowing death of unrelieved starvation. In these

days of British civiUsation, what is called the normal

year has become the famine year ; and the famine year

officially recognised is one when hundreds of thousands of

people can no longer stay at home, nor escape death from

starvation, without flying to the Grovernment rehef camps.

The feeding of the poor directly by the State is becoming an

established institution in India as it once became in Kome.

While the railways have failed to prevent famine, they pro-

duce other economic evils that virtually make famine

the normal condition, of large sections of the population.

Of these evils the greatest is the depletion of India's

food resources, food resources of animals as well as men,

directly 1 elped by the railways.
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The rulers of India have decided that famine will

remain her normal lot so long as the Himalayas and the

seas constitute her boundaries, and that to talk of the

prevention of famine is as much a blasphemy as to think

of " wresting the keys of the Universe from the hands

of Providence." Lord Curzon is not the only

statesman who, by smart, epigrammatic sayings, would

solve difficult problems of human destiny. But other

men of more prosaic nature, but none the less

gifted with true insight, have concluded that such

wresting of the keys of the Indian Universe is possible

in India as it has been elsewhere. Providence himself

has no such inveterate malice towards one

nation and good will towards another as Lord Curzon

would make out. We have referred to the delusion

of the Famine Coiiimission of 1878 who expected

that railways would put an end to famine. Famine

Commissions have grown wiser since. Notwithstand-

ing 25,0C0 miles of railways, famine on a stupend-

ous scale occurred in 1897, and another Commission

inquired into its causes and remedies. This Com-

mission did not go the length of reiterating the dis-

credited prophecy of their predecessors. But while reject-

ing the theory that railways would prevent famine, they did

not allow their faith in their economic efficacy to dwindle.

If railways did not lead to the production of increased

quantities of food, they would bring into the country, it

was argued, enough from other countries. This complacent

prediction was hkewise falsified during the still more
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terrible famine of 1900- For no food was imported from

foreign countries, except Burma. Not only was this not

done, but the scanty home supply was depleted during

the famine period by a brisk exportation of food grains.

This last is a serious evil, and perhaps our readers will

be glad to know the views of certain x\nglo-Indians on it.

The late Horace Bell thus comments on the Commis-

sion's conclusion regarding the normal food supply of the

country :

'' On the whole, the Commission thought that the

real available surplus i. e. in a normal year^ would not be

greater than what it was estimated to be by the Famine
Commission of 1880, viz, 5,165,000 tons. It is to be care-

fully noted that this would represent the entire surplus

i. e., the amount which would have to meet an export

demand. Let us see now what one year's deficiency

may result in. The Commission says, in paragraph 585,

that it was computed that in 1896-97 the food outturn of

British India (excluding Burma) represented a

deficiency of 18,uOO,000, or 19,000,000 tons. Would

it be wrong to assume that an even greater de-

ficiency occurred in each of the years 1898-99 and

1900 ? Yet in '1898-99 the export of food still went

on. In the former year the export of wheat alone was

nearly 1,500,000 tons, and in the latter considerably over

1,000,000 tons, while the exports of grain of all kinds and

seeds in these two years were respectively, in round

figures, 8,750,000 and 10,500,000 tons. Note then that
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the surplus including export demand, in a normal year,

is only a little over 5,000,000 tons and the deficit of one

not very bad year was 18,000,000 to 19,000,000 tons, and

that export; still went on even in such bad years as

1898-99.

'' The Famine Commission (1898) admits that there

was then some evidence to the efiect that the export

trade and general improvement of communications

" have tended to diminish the custom of storing grain,

as a protection againt failure of harvest, which used to be

so general among the agricultural classes." They further

remark that, while the price of food has notably risen of

late years, the cash wages of the great bulk of the people

have not risen in the last twenty years '• in due propor-

tion to the rise in the price of the necessities of lite," and

that their power of resisting the difiiculties of a time of

scarcity seems to be increasing. They, moreover, show, as

might be expected, that.in a famine, the rise of labour wages

does not accompany rise in the price of food, and they

might have added that normal wage may, and does, in

fact, actually disappear in a bad and long-continued

famine. In face of such facts and figures, and especially

of the fact that the importation of food into India is practi-

cally restricted to one of limited and precarious source,

can we reasonably resist the conclusion that the average

normal surplus of food outturn in India may be wholly

insufiicient to meet the stress of a succession of years of

scarcity? This evidently means that India cannot afiord to

export food except in abnormally good years, and more-

over that the immense area now under cultivation for seeds
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for export should really be growing food i.e , the millets

and pulses, which form the staple food of the people.

"I hold that we cannot allow ourselves to maintain
the view that, under present conditions, famine in India

is inevitable, any more than it should be in England
i e. if we rightly estimate the effect of secondary causes,

and are prepared to grapple with them. It seems to me
to be quite possible that more than one of our well,

known sources of food supply may, ere long, find that

unrestricted export, whether of food or other things, tends

towards national disaster more or less aoute, and offers a

problem, the solution of which may perchance be found

in the direction I have indicated."

" I urge, in conclusion, that we have to allow as a

fact that famine in India has not, as was expected, been

prevented by our railways, for we have just gone through

probably the worst one that she has ever experienced.

Are we to be content to sit down and wait for the

next one, meanwhile, doing no more than still

further perfecting our relief measures in the light of

our recent experience ? Or shall we not rather devote

ourselves at once to seek the radical causes of scarcity,

and endeavour to prevent the trouble, instead of merely

trying to alleviate it when it comes ? My own idea—

I

may be wrong—is that, situated as India is as regards

importation of food',, one most- obvious and necessary step'

is to restrict exports in the face of expected scarcity. * *

* * The far-reaching effects of such an impost, or even

the possibility of it, cannot, I allow, be exaggerated. It

would for a time to some extent affect the balance of trade
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between India and Europe ; it might, though impercep-

tibly, disturb the value of land, and in many directions

temporarily affect the fiscal position of the Government,

and of the railway administration. But grave as are

these effects, they would seem as nothing, if the restrict-

ion brought immunity from possible famine, and from

the train of misery, suffering and ruin, not to mention

the cost in money which this entails on the Government

and on the great bulk of the people."

The late Mr. Horace Bell was a Government official.

That he should have expressed views so diametrically

opposed to those held by the great bulk of his fellow-

officials is significant. We shall quote below the views

of an Englishman who is not an official, but who is a

Behar planter of more than 35 years' experience. He
may be expected to know as much as any Anglo-Indian

official of the conditions of the poorer classes. We refer

to Mr. Donald N. Keid, who, in an able article contribut-

ed to the pages of the London Congress organ, India, in

December, 1S94, wrote as follows :—

" I know that I am diametrically opposed to many
acknowledged authorities on the subject when I assert

that railway construction has already been overdone in

India. India is miserably poor, and if the large sum of

1,620 lakhs of rapees is available for public works, let it

be spent on the extension of irrigation and, better still, in

improving agriculture by arranging to supply the rayats

with suitable manure for their wheat fields- The state-

36
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Meni exhibiting Sfehe " moral and (material ;piiogress and

condition in India during 1892-93," gives the normal out-

turn of wheat per acre at only nine bushels, or say seven

maunds. This average can be doubled, nay trebled, by a

proper system 'ai manuring, whic'h is quite within the

(reach of cultivators if Government will only esfeesnd dso

agrioudture one half of 'the attention that is now being

paid to railways. It seems strange tome that it does

not strike the authorities as a cruel mookiery to cover the

face of the country with a network of railways where

the average outturn of the principal cereal crop is only

nine bushels per acre. I, therefore, repeat that Indian

railways have already received too much attention from

the capitalists of Great Britain without a corresponding

improvement being introduced in the agriculture of the

country ; and if England is to do any good in India, agri-

culture must be made the principal field on which to

work improvements.

"English Eree Trade principles were never intended

to flourish in India, as there is a total want of enterprise

in the peasantry of the country iwho are completely at

the mercy of ma'hajana grain-dealers and money-lenders),

and I have always viewed with alarm the exportation of

wheat and oilseeds. This is what I wrote on the subject

in my Eeport to the Famine Commission in 1878 :

"'I cannot say that Free Trade principles have im-

proved 'the condition of the rayats. Being notoriously

poor and improvident, they have sold their grains in
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season of plenty, and starved in season of scarcity. The

most extraordinary feature of the Indian grain trade is

the rapidity with which the prices fluctuate from cheap to

famine rates. Barley may be selling to-day at one rupee

per maund and six months hence it is not procurable at

twice that rate. And we can rest assured that, when the

price of grain is verging on famine rates, the cultivators

are not the men who profit. They are the great con-

sure ers in the country, and, as, at best, they

only produce enough to keep body and soul together, it is

their object (if they could only act upon it) to keep their

granaries full and prices low. At present the mahajin is

the ruling spirit of the age, and he has grown fat at the

expense of the Government reputation and the masses of

the people. It is sinful the way the money-lender is allowed

to deal with the people, more particularly in grain trans-

actions, and as much as 100 per cent, profit is often made

by the village grain-dealer.

" The trade in oilseeds sprang up about the time of

the Crimean War, in consequence of the closing of the

J^ussian ports, and it has made most alarming strides of

late- The total trade in grain and seeds increased in

value from £3,850,000 in 1857 to £13,560,000 in 1877 or

about 252 per cent., and it now constitutes 23 per cent,

of the entire exports. I see nothing but ruin staring India

in the face from the nature of its export trade.'

"

" Since these words were written in 1878, the export

trade in grain and oilseeds has reached most alarming

proportions, the value being Es. 40,907;&21 in seasoji
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1891-92 which constitutes 38 per cent, of the export trade

of India. The country, instead of benefiting by this enor-

mous increase in its export business, is poorer now than

it ever was, and the people are thoroughly discontented.

'' Quick-growing crops, such as cheena (Panicum mil-

iaceum) are sown on an extensive scale in suitable fields,

and the grain is gathered every day in a half-ripe condi-

tion for the evening meal. This attempt on the part of the

rayats to satisfy the cravings of hunger with half-ripe

grain is not an exceptional occurrence in seasons of drought,

as it happens every year in Behar and other congested

provinces as soon as the crops begin to ripen. The result

is that diarrhoea, dysentery and other bowel complaints are

particularly common among the peasants of India

who have not the stamina to fight against fever

and other diseases which are also too common in the

country. It is sometimes surprising to me how they

manage to live, and it will be gathered from all these

statements that high prices for food grains in India do

not mean the same thing to the agriculturists of that

country as they do to the English farmers, and it would be

the best thing that could happen in the interests of the

rayats of the North West Provinces, Oudh, and Behar if

the export trade in wheat were checked by a heavy duty.

Even in the Central Provinces, where the highest density

of population to the square mile only reaches 127, the

average being 125. relief works have been kept open all

the year owing to the partial failure of the crops in that

part of the country. This shows ihat the people are un-

able to withstand the effects of one indifferent season,"
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No one of our great Indian administrators had

wider knowledge of famine questions than Sir George

Campbell. In his evidence before the Select Committee

of 1878 on Indian Public Works, he said :

'' Then there is another very important view which I

think it necessary to bear in mind. We are very much

alive to the fact that improved communications have the

effect of enabling us to meet famines in a way in which

they never were met before ; but we must also remember

that there is another view of the question, that those

improved communications lead to the export of grain and

a cessation of the old native habit of hoarding grain,

which was formerly a very great security against famine."

Further on he says on the same subject :
'' Now-a-

days there is nothing so conspicuous in the recent famines

as the extent to which the country has been devoid of

supplies of grain by the facilities of exportation which

such means of communication have afforded. In Orissa,

it is actually the case that, up to the month of March of

the famine year, a very active export of grain was going

on, that is within six weeks of the time when the country

was in the throes of the most frightful famine. The

traders had miscalculated. In Bengal, during the greater

part of the famine, whilst the Government were import-

ing with one hand, the traders were exporting with the

other, so that a very great drain took place. I have not

the.least doubt that, on general economical grounds, the

j:§§u11;i of improved communication is a very good one. It
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is very much better that the cheap grain of cheap years

should be brought to markets in the quantities in which

it is wanted, and that it should be imported in years of

dearness and scarcity; but, from a financial point of view,

it leaves the evil just as great as ever it was, because

although it is perfectly true that the means of communi-

cation enable you to bring into a famine district in a bad

year the grain which is there wanted, still that does not

give the people the means of buying the grain. What ha^

happened of recent years is that, there being no grain

stores in the country where those famines have occurred,

the grains being brought in through improved communi-

cation, it has been necessary to supply the grain to the

people, or to furnish the means of buying the grain. And,

therefore, although you may have succeeded more or less,

sometimes more and sometimes less, in obviating the

mortality by famine, you have done so at enormous

expense, and that expense is increasing from famine to

famine. . . I think this is a subject which is very neces-

sary to workout."

There is no mention here, however, of the impossi-

bility of importing food from outside,, nor of the possible

need for restricting export-

I wish to make another quotation froLi a very high

authority. In the Westminster Review in 1880, Mr.

W. T. Thornton penned the following paragraph, on a

subject on which he was an acknowledged authority.

" Thus, it is established there is a drain from India to

England. What is its nature and extent ? Experience, as
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umall defemng until too late her captious counsels, at

last teaches us cTeady enough how serious an oversight

there has been in an important branch of the domestic

policy institu1;ed "by the Government of India some twenty

fi*ve yeaTs ago, and steadily pursued ever since. Every one

could see that railways, which had so marvellously deve-

loped the resources of Europe, were equally desirable for

India ; but neither did it occur ta any .practical adminis-

trator to inquire, nor did aay theoretical economist

volunteer to point out, how greatly the investment of

English ea,pital on Indianpublic works must,by necessitat-

ing the remittance to England of .annual interest or

profit on the. investment, derange the Indian exchange,

jaor how grevious would be the eSects of the derange-

ment. Railways are good, irrigation is good, but neither

one nor the other good enough to compensate for open-

ing and continually widening a drain, t<?/iic^ has 'tapped

India's very heart-blood and has dried up the mainsprings

of her industrial energy. So grievous an error of the past,

having been at length, however tardily, detected, will

scarcely be iperseverod in,a'nd we imay reasonably assume,

therefore, that there will be no more guaranteeing of

private Britis^h enterprise. ...There is for India just now
no other public work half so urgent as the restoration of

lequilibrium beitween income and expenditure, and all the

rest should ;be imperatively required to wait until there

shall be a surplus revenue applicable to therh, vnle-is per-

chance the requisite-funds can he got .intermediately fromdocal

capitalists to receive. their interest on the spot . . Hee, then,

I bring my story to a close by drawing from it the pregnauj.

moral'that ii is India's tribute which is so haUfully weighing

doien the Indian exchange, and that the same burden threatmts.
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unless speedily and vidterially lightened, to break the Indian

camel's back—miracle of endurance though the animal be' (The
italics are the author's

)

H. C. Irwin, author oi the Garden of India, wrote

as follows, regarding the economic condition of the N. W.
Provinces and Oudh, in 1888 :

—

"A noteworthy point is the wide variation in the

amount of food which different individuals estimate as a

sufficient daily ration. The most liberal estimate is that

of a well-to-do Kurmi, No- 11, who said he always ate one

and a half seers (31bs). The lowest is about three-quarters

of a seer for an adult male (1 Jibs). I am inclined to think

that this is very much a matter of habit, resulting from

a long course of easy or pinched circumstances. In well-

to-do families, accustomed to eat as much as they can,

I dare say a man who was at work all day would eat three

pounds at two meals. In hard up households, on the other

hand, one and a half pounds would be the usual thing;

and no one would think of eating more. One seer for a

man, three quarters for a woman and half a seer for a boy

of ten would perhaps be a fair average allowance.

'' The poor classes don't eat a full ration of grain

every day in the year. For some weeks before each har-

vest, they bring home from their fields bundles of

green corn which they roast and eat, and this they ex-

clude from their estimate of threshing floor totals. Again,

120 to 160 lbs of carrots may be bought for a rupee—and

these when in season are largely used to eke out the food

supply. The same is the case with mangoes, cucumbers,

and 'quashes.' Probably a quarter of the food consumed
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as these.

" To the main question—whether the poorer classes

get enough to eat—a cate'jorioal answer is not easy. I

believe that a great majority do in ordinary times satisfy

their hunger at least once a day. That the poorer families

eat as much as would be good for them, I very much
doubt. Hunger, as already remarked, is very much a

matter of habit; and people who have felt the pinch of

famine—as nearly all the poorer households must have

felt it—iget into the way of eating less than wealthier

families and less than they could asssimilate with physical

advantage to themselves.

"The more one looks into the condition of the Indian

cultivator and labourer, the nearer, it seems to me, one

must be impressedby the narrowness of the margin between

him and destitution. The upper class of tenant, the man
worth from five to ten acres of land and upwards, should,

in average times, and with ordinary industry, be well

above the pressure of actual want- But the small culti-

vators, *ethe large majority, must be always on the brink

of want of food though the services of the mahajan gene-

rally save them from going further than the brink. * * *"

" I must plead guilty to holding the heroic heresy

that the exportation of grain from Indian ports should be

stopped when prices in any large portion of the country

reach a certain point. It is true that the grain exported

is chiefly wheat, and that wheat is not the food of the

poorest classes. Still, the effect of keeping wheat down

below starvation prices would be obviously to reduce the

37
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intensity of the demand for the coarser grains. This, how-

ever, is of course a remedy for exceptional scarcity only

and one which no one would advocate in normal times."

Mr. Irvine is somewhat frightened by the heroism of

this heresy. If the export of not only wheat, but of all ex-

ported food grains, were taxed in all years, it is obvious

that these grains would become cheaper, with the result

that the classes that now subsist on wheat, rice, jawar,

bajri, wheat flour, &c, would have more quantity available

for their consumption in ordinary years ; and in years of

dear prices, there would be less rush than at present on the

coarser grains. The poorer classes should be given every

help to enable them to consume more healthy and nutri-

tious food than thsy do at present.



C H A P T E R XV.

Where ladia Should Borrowi

THE question of railway extension in India raises

the other important question—where should the

required money be borrowed, in London or at home ?

I have already referred to one weighty consideration in

favour of the latter course. There are other reasons to

which it is necessary to refer here. In an article

I contributed to the columns of India, the London

organ of the Indian National Congress, in the

year 1897, I wrote :
" The result of borrowing in

London has not been at all encouraging during the

last quarter of a century. Though the rates of interest

have been reduced, still the rupee has so fallen in value

that the saving from reduced rates of interest has been

more than counterbalanced by the increase in the cost of

exchange. The amount of interest on the sterling loan

has grown during the last eighteen years from 2j

millions to nearly 3| millions. In 1896 the G-overn-

ment resolved to borrow nearly 30 crores of rupees

more for the construction of railways. ; Of these 30

crores, about ten are to be borrowed in' [India, the

rest being raised in London, and this williadd another

half-a-million sterling to the amount of interest. When
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" the 20 crores are raised in London, the total amount of

sterling loan will be 125 millions roughly speaking. If

the Grovernment of India M^ere to make up its mind to

repay this y/hole loan, it would have to find nearly 17i

rupees for every pound sterling, that is to say, nearly

2,200 crores of rupees. But this impossible task the Gov-

ernment has no intention of trying. No provision is made
in the Indian Budget for a sinking fund every year for

the repayment of the foreign loan. So that the four

millions paid as interest will be a perpetual yearly

charge on the revenues of India. Nobody can maintain

that such an unceasing drain is desirable. On the other

hand, if ail further growth of this charge could be stopped

and all loans were raised in India, limiting the annual

amount to what the Indian money market can safely

supply, not only would the increasing drain be arrested,

but the Indian capitalists would be benefited in proportion.

The Government has estimated that about 5 crores of

rupees can be annually borrowed in India ; and to be on

the safe side, and in order that the capital 'available for

local industry and trade may not be encroached upon,

we may put this figure as 3 crores. If to this amount a

crore from the current revenue of the Government were

added, it would give 4 crores every year for the extension

of railway communication; and with this amount, whatever

might be the consequence, the Government should rest con-

tent. During recent years, Indian borrowing at home has

been beneficial. The price of rupee paper has been steadily

rising, and Government has teen able to borrow at lower

and lower rates. The 4 pe£ cent, rupee paper was con-

verted first into 3J per cents, and subsequently to 3 per
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" cents. Even if the Government has to pay a higher rate

of interest in the Indian market than in the London

market, it would be, for reasons already stated and for

those which I shall briefly refer to below, more advantage-

ous, on the whole, to borrow in the home market. Strange-

ly, our financial authorities lose sight of the fact that

the fall in the gold value of the silver is exaggerated by the

Secretary of State's offering for sale every year an increas-

ing number of Bills in London- But the question should

not be looked at entirely from the point of view of Govern-

ment's finance; it should also be considered in respect of the

effects on the people of India. If the loans were raised

in India instead of in London, the interest would be paid

to people resident in India. Supposing ten crores of

rupees were borrowed in India at 3 per cent., the interest

paid to those that lent the money would be 30 lakhs a

year, and along with all the benefits to the trade and

industry and the education of the people which would

result from the railways built with the money thus

borrowed, the 30 lakhs would remain in the country and

fructify in the pockets of the people- Such a policy

steadily pursued by the Government would be a great

inducement to the habit of economy and prudent invest-

ment among the people. 1 f the ten crores were not lent

to Government, that money, or most of it, would have

been spent in the households, in the making of orna-

ments, on marriage and other ceremonies, or in

more or less unproductive ways- But, lent to the Gcvern-

ment, it would yield an income of 80 lakhs a year

which would probably be spent in new productive invest-

ments-"
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Mr. T. Lloyd, writing to " India", in June 1 595, on

the subject of Home Charges, observes

:

" If India were to borrow at home instead of in

London, there would be no further growth in the interest

on debt in London. .There would, of course, be a growth

in India. But the payments would be made in silver and,

what is still.more important, they would be made in the

country itself. Let us suppose that India were to bor-

row such a sum as would involve the payment of

interest amounting to a quarter of a million sterling

every year. It would be a matter of very great import-

ance whether the quarter of a million sterling was sent

altogether out of the country or was paid in the country.

In the former case there would be a drain from the

country, in the latter case the money that would be

taken from the tax-payers would be paid to the creditors,

and there would be a quarter of a million sterling every

year which the creditors might use either in business or in

increasing their comforts. In either event they would give

employment to more labour and would stimulate industry.

It would, therefore, be possible immediately to reduce the

Home Charges by about one-fifth, and it would gradually

become possible to reduce them perhaps by as much
more by ceasing to borrow in London whenever possible,

and by altering the arrangements which have hitherto

been in force with regard to officials. The official mind

is naturally indisposed to changes of this kind. They are,

it is said, too sweeping ; they disturb the course of

business ; and they throw people out of employment. But
the Koyal Commission on Indian Expenditure ought to be
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above such considerations as these. It ought to look to the

interests cf India alone, and it ought to recommend
whatever, upon full enquiry, it finds to be conducive to

those interests"

The fact that the item of " cost of exchange" has

been eliminated in the accounts of the Government, does

not affect the force of the above observations. Whatever

the Grovernment have saved under this item by an artificial

enhancement of the value of the silver rupee, is paid by the

Indian producer. The saving in interest on sterling obliga-

tions is only apparent, and the disregarded advice of the

Currency Committee to the Government of India that

" they should husband the resources at their command,

exercise a resolute econoujy and restrict the growth of

their gold obligations," is as sound at the present

moment as it ever was.



CHAPTER XVI.

The Foreign Trade of India—In Ancient Times.

IN the most ancient period of their history, the

people of India showed great aptitude for

commerce, and the fact that, notwithstanding
the facilities for trade that modern civilization,

under the auspices of British rule, has introduced, they
should have lost their ancient habits of trade, their enter-

prise and desire for wealth, is a melancholy commentary
on the blighting effects of continued foreign dominion.

In modern times we are accustomed to associate trade

with railway and telegraphic communications and with

steam and electric power. In the rivalry between

nations to seize the best portion of the world's wealth

each for itself, time and space having become

intolerable impediments, they have been annihilated

by the service of Science. A few nations are

accumulating colossal wealth at the expense of other

nations. That international commerce scatters peace

and prosperity among all communities of the world is the

fiction started by England and maintained by other

European nations who grow rich by exploiting every

country unable ito protect itself. The discovery of '

the Cape of Good Hope and the opening of the

Suez Canal have placed at the disposal of three or four
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nations of the world the hidden as well as the developed

resources of the world, with the result that to-day

Asiatic countries are poorer than they were two

hundred years ago and their wealth is being

rapidly transferred to Western Europe and to America.

Where this process will end, whether the "dying" races will

be dead in a century and, when they are dead, the *' living"

nations will begin their process of dying, having lost the

sustenance derived from the ''dying" races, none can say.

If the gentler species of auimals in the forest were all to

become extinct, or to become so lean as to cease to afford

meat to their destroyers, the latter must either swallow

one another or starve to death.

Meanwhile, it is doubtful whether the nations that

are carrying away to their capitals the wealth of Asia and

Africa and other outlying parts of the world* are them-

selves the better for their organised militant spoliation.

Modern civilisation is only a process which perpetually

creates wants and tries to supply them. Often the wants

are real, while the efforts to supply them are delusive. If

the average wealth of the individual has increased, his

wants also have increased. Hardly is one new want
partially or fully supplied when other wants grow, and
the activity of the individual and the nation is strained

to the utmost to have these latter supplied. Germany,
England and America are now the wealthiest nations in

the world, and their wealth is rapidly growing. But it is

significant that each of these denies that the others are

really making progress. Fully one-third of the population
of Britain, according to Messrs. Booth and Eowntree

38
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and Sir ' Henry Campbell-Banaerman, are below the

line of tolerable poverty. In Germany, the poorer

classes are becoming more and more discon-

tented, while, in America, the working man spends

more because he earns more. After all, wealth is a means

to an end, the end being happiness, understanding it in

its grosser sense, the satisfaction of physical wants. Philo-

sophers from the very beginning of time have concluded

that the satisfaction of physical wants cannot make

man happy, because wants never cease, but always grow-

If happiness is the result of the moral or spiritual per-

fection of human nature, it is doubtfulwhether wealth helps

this process. On the other hand, material prosperity and

moral elevation have been^ in numerous instances of in-

dividual and national career, found to be incompatible

with each other. Excessive wealth contains within itself

seeds of demoralisation and decay; and while in our

ordinary experience the wealthy man is not found to be

always the moral man, in the history of the world there

are several instances of a nation which, having reached a

very high state of material prosperity, deteriorated and

decayed in consequence of the efEeminacy and pride

engendered by wealth.

We do not here propose to enter into a disquisition

on the relation between wealth and happiness. We have

made the above observations with a view to lay stress on

the lesson taught by history that, in the case of a nation

any more than in the case of individuals, wealth is not the

cause, or the criterion of happiness. Because in formei^
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times the Indian people had not the help of steain

power and electricity to advance their commerce

and did not make large accumulations of wealth,

it would be wrong to conclude that they were

then more unhappy than modern nations or their

faculties were attenuated from want of sufficient

scope for exercise- We are by no means advocating in this

place the ancient Hindoo ideal of renunciation.We are as

alive to its evils as we are to those of the modern craze for

wealth- The history of the mediaeval Hindoo race furnishes,

we think, a most happy illustration of the superiorityi

from every human point of view, of moderate wealth

and of its even distribution among the different orders of

society, over the modern tyranny of wealth at one end

of society, and the abject misery of poverty at the other.

To the mind of many a wise man, the modern

militant commercialism, with its basis of over-crowded

industrialism, has no particular attractions. Its

vulgar aggressiveness, its ceaseless competition,

its sordid, unscrupulous, unremitting and cruel struggle

for wealth as the supreme object of human effort,

point with an unerring warning voice to other ideals

towards which the progress of humanity should march.

Whether it will be diverted towards such, ideals as

it passes through its future stages of evolution,

it would be too bold a prediction to make. As
practical men we have to fix our attention on
the fact that the stage through which human evol-

ution is now passing is dominated by ideals imperfect

and erroneous as we have indicated above; and
as the nations who lead the worl4 3tKQ addicted to theru,
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the weaker nations of the world have no choice but to

follow their lead and march behind them along the paths

that they lead. India, China, Persia, Egypt—these ancient

countries with their own hoary civilisations and establish-

ed social systems, can no longer pursue their own separate

destinies in continuity with their past history. As Japan

has done, these countries should imbibe the spirit of the

West and partially transform their institutions, if they are

to retain their independence. Kesistance to the forces of

the material ideals of the West means death to the Easti

and in this predicament do all the countries of Asia find

themselves at the present moment-

A the very dawn of history, India carried

on a profitable trade with Western as well a^

Eastern countries. " The industrial genius of her

inhabitants", writes the late Sir W. W. Hunter,
'• even more than her natural wealth and her extensive

sea-board, distinguished her from other Asiatic lands."

Greeks, Eomans» fersians, Arabs and Moors were succes-

sively the chief Western nations that carried on a profit-

able trade with the Eastern coast of India. The enter-

prising Chinese nation, on tbe other hand, first by the

land route across Tibet and other mid-Asiatic lands down

to Karachi* and subsequently tia Ceylon to the

Malaba r coast, maintained for centuries an un-

broken trade with India. No Asiatic country»

not the Arabian Peninsula on the West, the Malayan

Peninsula on the East, nor the fertile Empire of China,

maintained, as India did, a continued active intercoutBe

with European countries. The precious cargoes of
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Solomon's merchant ships came from the coast of ancient

Malabar; the wealth of India induced Alexander to open
up communication between his Persian dominion

and India on the one hand,and along the Eed Sea and
Alexandria on the other; it was the commander of a ship

engaged in the Indian trade, that was driven by the re-

gular periodical winds of the Arabian Seas to the

West coast of India, and discovered the Indian Monsoons'

a most important discovery of ancient navigation; it was

the silk sai'ees of India that adorned the classic frame of

the Roman ladies; the mediaeval Eepublics of Rome grew

rich with the profits of their Indian trade; and finally, it

was the hope of participating in this trade that stimulated

Columbus to the discovery of America, and Vasco de Gama
to the circumnavigation of the Cape of Good Hope The
Cape of Good Hope was replaced by the Suez Canal,

which, within the last forty years, has brought India next

door to Europe.and which,in the 300 milHons of the Indian

inhabitants living in peace, order and security under the

pax Britannica, has opened for her manufactures a vast

and growing market such as is found in no other part of

the world.

For nearly eighteen centuries, from the days of the

Ptolemies, almost until the Portuguese rounded the Cape

of Good Hope. Alexandria was an emporium and half-way

station of the sea-borne trade. The Roman Emperors

spared no pains to monopolise the commercial navigation

of the Red Sea ; and their jealousy of the merchants of

Palmyra, who were diverting Lhe stream of Eastern traffic

jnW Ati overland route from the Persian Gulf to
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Syria, is said to have been one reason why they destroyed

the flourishing city. It is true that,when the Arab conquest

had overflowed Egypt and Syria> Constantinople became

for a time the chief storehouse of the Levant, and the rnain

current of trade "with India and China took the line

across Central Asia to the Black Sea. avoiding the

countries recently over-run by the Mahomedans. The

commerce of Europe centred at Constantinople in the

eighth and ninth centuries more completely than it has

ever done since in any one city. But, as Constantinople

declined, Venice and Genoa, the cities of the inland sea

which lay beyond the desolating range of Asiatic conquest,

rose into splendid prominence. They soon became

the principal agents for the importation into Europe of

the precious commodities of Asia ; in so much that in the

fifteenth century the Venetians appeared literally "to

hold the gorgeous East in fee." for they were not far from

possessing the whole of this enormously profitable

business*

The foreign trade of India in those ancient

times was not like her foreign trade in these days

of quick communication with the help of elec-

tricity and steam. These have placed in the hands

of European nations most powerful weapons to crush

non-European countries; and they have forced a system

of unrestricted competition—the very mockery of the boast-

edfreedom of the present day civilisation—on these nations.

The result is what is beheld in India, India is fast

becoming the " dumping " ground of the world*

* JKise of Briliisb Domiuion in India, by Sir Alfred Lyall.
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The manufacturers of Britain, Germany, Austria

Belgium and America make for the special benefit

of the poor people of India cheap trumpery articles, and

with the help of cheap shipping on the sea and of ubiqui-

tous railways inland, convey them to the obscurest village,

and from tbe obscurest village take away every possible

agricultural and raw produce that can be turned to account.

It was not so in those days- All articles of the nature of

necessaries were retained mostly in the places of

their production, or were sold in the markets of the

neighbouring town. But luxuries like spices, drugs, dyes

and rare woods ; fabrics of silk and cotton
;

jewels, and

gold and silver and precious stones, were carried from the

interior over long distances to the coast, where numerous

cities that had sprung up, exchanged these valued articles

for the imports with which foreign ships arrived

laden. Throughout these ancient times, there existed

numerous well-known trade routes along which a constant

succession of caravans, led and guarded by professional

guides, carried their merchandise in carts or on the backs

of animals without serious molestation.

Foreign critics sometimes construe the absence

of regular made-up roads in former times in

India as a proof of her commerc al inacti-

vity. The facilities for intercourse were not, as a faot>

so small as might be supposed from the analogy of

European countries. In a climate where the rainfall is

limited almost entirely to one season of the year, and in

a country the greater part of which is a level plain, the

absence of well-made roads, or of roads of any kind, does

not mean the same lack of facilities that it would
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toean in cold countriea. For three months in the year

commerce might be slack, but during remaining

months it could go on uninterruptedly. The large

rivers were crossed by ferries or boat bridges; the

small ones could be easily forded. Any track served

for a road, and the worst inconvenience experienced was

the slowness of the journey, an inconvenience which, in

those times when living had not become too quick even

for electricity and steam, did not matter much, rpjje huo'e

Indian armies during the wars of the most warijjje British

pro-consuls in the Company's time, moved across

the country along such rude natural tracks. Nor,

as a faoti was the utility of roads for purposes of inter

communication neglected by the rulers in peaceful times-

It is said that the great Buddhist Emperor, Asoka, took

particular care in maintaining roads and providing com -

forts for the travellers. " Boads were maintained by the

royal officers, and pillars were erected on the principal

highways to serve as mile-stones at intervals of about an

English mile and a quarter- Examples of similar pillars

{Kos Ulnar) erected many centuries later by the Moghul
Emperors still exist. Asoka prided himself on having

further consulted the comfort of the travellers by
planting shady trees and digging wells at frequent

intervals along the main roads."* Mohamed Toglak con-
structed a road from Delhi to Doulatabad, a forty days'

journey, laid it out with infinite care, bordered with trees

all the way like an avenue in a park, with frequent inns

and resb houses- f The Grand Trunk Eoad, running up-

• Asoka—Rulers of Indian Series bj Vinceafc A. Smith.

I
" Mediseval India" by Stanley Lane Pool.
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the entire valley of the Ganges from Calcutta to the

North-West frontier, was iirst planned as a highway for

armies in the 16th century by the Afghan Emperor Sher

Shah, and was brought up to completion under the

administration of Lord William Bentinck. During the

Moghul rule the whole of India was int'^rsected by a number

of trunk roads of several hundreds of miles in length. The

great Hindu institution of religious pilgrimage which kept

thousands of Hindus on travel for the greater part of the

year, rendered necessary some sort of tracks, well-known

among the people, more or less protected against dangers

and provided with comforts-

Professor Rhys Davids, in his admirable volume on

'Buddhist India' gives an account of the trade routes in

Northern India in the sixth century B.C. The Aryan sys-

tem was founded on village communities which com-

prised the great mass of the people. They were

well-to-do peasantry or handicraftsmen, mostly

with land of their own, ruled over by local headmen of

their own selection. Each community was self-contained

and supplied its own wants. Under such a social system

it would be supposed that there was little scope for the

development of trade- But such was not the case. There
were monarchs, wealthy nobles, priests enjoying rich

grants, a few millionaire merchants, and a considerable

number of lesser merchants and middlemen, all in the

few towns that flourished in the country. There were

merchants who carried their goods from one part of the

country to another, along routes that were in general use.

39
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The internal trade of India expanded and grew as the

populatibn grew and different parts of the country were

occupied. The accounts given of the wealth and magnifi-

cence of the capital cities of the dynasties that established

themselves in different parts and, after reaching a state

of striking prosperity, disappeared either by absorption by

a more powerful neighbouring kingdom or by the destruc-

tion of a vindictive and ferocious conqueror, prove the

prevalence of a wide and elaborate system of trade, with

guilds and companies, middlemen and bankers, and laws

to regulate trade and contract. Even while anarchy pre-

vailed at the centre of the ruling power, trade pursued its

usual course without serious impediment or molestation.

Political anarchy is not incompatible with the general

prosperity of arts and trade as is shown by the condition

of the Italian republics in the mediaeval times.

In the earlier centuries of the Christian era, we come

across frequent allusions to the condition of trade in India.

Woollen and cotton cloths, fabrics woven with silk and

covered with wool, as also silken stuffs and fabrics made

of fibres are spoken of. The cultivation and manufacture of

indigoprevailed. Sage Yajnavalkya lays down rules under

whiohcompanies were formed to carry on commercial trans-

actions. Mr-E.C Dutt, in his 'History of the Ancient Civili-

sation of India' extracts the following two rules laid down

by this sage: "The profits and losses of merchants who
work in concert for profit, shall be determined according

to their shares, or according to agreement previously

. made. The loss which is incurred by violating a rule

. (pf the company), or by acting without the permission (of
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the company), or by negligence, shall be made good by the

party who caused the loss. The party who saves an

amount from loss is entitled to one-tenth of the amount

saved." There is also mention of laws against

merchants combining to unduly enhance the value of

'

commodities, or to unduly lower the prices of imports. ^

When commodities are sold immediately after purchase(i.e.

when interest on the capital does not; eater into the cal-

culation) , merchants are told to be satisfied with a profit of

ten per cent, on imports and of five per cent, on home' manu-

factures. The King is required to fix the prices of commodi-

ties on principles stated ahpve. These rules seem crude in

these days of free trade and free competition ; but, as Mr-

Dutt re'rnarks, such and worse rules preva^iled in Europe

until a century or two ago.

Professions formed themselves into guilds of trades;

such as those of weaversjdruggists,^corn- dealers, oil-manu-

facturers &c. Er. Bhandarkar, in his invaluable

' History of the Dekhan ' gives a brief description of the

organisations that prevailed in those . days :
" Their

organisation seems to have been complete and effective,

since they received permanent deposits of money and paid

interest on them from
, generation to generation. Self-

government by means of such guilds and village com-

munities has always formed an important factor of the

political administration of the country. A Nighama Sabha

or town corporation is also mentioned in one of Ushva-^

datas Nasik inscriptions, v/hich shows that something like

municipal institutions existed in those early days." '' The
prevailing rates of interest varied frou) five to seven and
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a half per cent, per annum. It (the rate of interest) depends

on the degree of security and bears an adverse ratio to the

efficiency of government It appears that the country

was well-governed notwithstanding political revolutions.

To this result the efficient local organisation spoken of

above, which no changes of dynasties ever affected, must

no doubt have contributed in a large measure-"

In the sixth century A. D., the following passage from

Mr. Dutt's work already quated from, gives an idea of the

condition of trade in the celebrated Kingdom of Maghada.

" Under the shadow of the royal power dweltthe peaceful

merchants and bankers in the exchange or merchants' quar-

ters, Sresldi Ghatvara as the poet calls it- Quiet and

unostentatious as Hindu merchants were these banker mer-

chants probably had theij branch firms in the great towns

all over Northern India, carried on extensive operations

in silks, jewels, and valuable goods, and concealed in

their dark vaults in crowded and narrow lanes enormous

treasures an,d money which Kings and Emperors, did not

disdain to borrow in times of need. Ostentatious only

in their charity and religious works, they no doubt beauti-

fied the town with many a graceful temple, fed and sup-

ported priests and Brahmins and earned a name among
their fellow-citizens by their good works. To the present

day the Shets and merchants of Northern India are

respected for their wealth and their pious acts,

and build many a holy temple where Jaina and Hindu

worship are performed, day- by day. Jewellers and artists

flooked to the vicinity of merchants. In the words of

the poet, '• skilful artists examine pearls> lopazea,
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sapphires, em aralds, rubie's.the lapis lazuli, coral and other

jewels ; some set rubies in gold,some work gold ornaments

on colored threads, some string pearls, some grind

the lapis lazuli) some pierce shells and some cut coral

-

Perfumers dry the saffron bags, shake the musk bags,

express the sandal juice, and compourid essences-" These

artists found a market all through the known world, and

the products of their skill were appreciated in the court

of Harun al Easchild in Baghdad, and astonished the

great Charlemagne and his rude barons, who, as an

English poet has put it, raised their visors and looked

with wonder on the silks and brocades and jewellery

which had come from the Far East to the infant trading

marts of Europe."

In the series of articles contributed recently by Mr, S.

M.Saldanha to the Madras Revieiu,v^e have most valuable

materials for an estimate of the commerce of ancient

India, and to him we acknowledge here our indebted-

ness for much of what is said in the following pages. The

Empire of Alexander was dismembered by the inroads

of the Scythians who carried their conquests in India as

far south as the Dekhan and whose settlements

were in the southern delta of the Indus. Their

capital was Minagar (the city of the Mins or

Scythians) afterwards Patala, now Tatta. a small

municipal town in the District of Sind. In the 12th

century A D.> Minagar was dependent on Multan and en-

joyed great commercial prosperity. Mr. N. ,S. Saldanha

writes : " The trade of the country must have been very

lucrative as appears from the presents brought to the
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sovereign to ensure his protection : plates, musical instru-

ments, handsome girls for the harem, the best wines and

the finest perfumes. PHny wrote of this trade that every

pound laid out in India ptoduced a hundred at Rome.

Egyptian ships imported into Tatta woollen cloth of a light

fabric, linen in chequer work, precious stones and some

aromatics unknownVOn the coast, coral, sorax, glass

vessels, some wrought silver, money and wine. In

return for these they received spices of various kinds

sapphires and other gems,' silk stuff, silk thread, cotton

cloth and black pepper." When Nader Shah entered

Tatta at the head of his army in 1742, there were in the

city 40,000 weavers, 20,000 other arti.zans, i and 60,000

dealers in various trades.

In the earlier centuries of the Christian era there were

two
,

great capitals in the Peninsula, Ujjani in Central

India! the capital of the Imperial Sakhas, and Paithern on

the Northern bank of the Godavari in ,the modern dis-

trict Aurangabad, the capital of the Salivahanas. Broach

on the Narbada was the port of these two great cities.

During the time we are referring to. Broach was the most

important seat of trade' and attracted the traflQc from all

quarteTS, of Northern and Southern India. " Down the

stream of the Narbada," says Mr. Saldana, " or by land

carriage from the city of Tagron (or Devgar or

Daulatabad) across high mountains the productions

of the interior country were conveyed to it. Onyx tones,

poroelain/muslins, ordinary cotton in large quantities,

and even the aromatic spikenard from distant Kabul

came to Ujjani which paissed them on to Broach for ex-
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port to the Western world. Prom this port, the markets

of Arabia and Persia were regularly supplied with Indian

products. Among the imports of Broach are mentioned

Italian, G-reek and Arabian wines, brass, tin, lead, girdles

or sashes of curious texture, melilot, white glass, red'

arsenic, black lead, and gold and silver coins. Later on

the foreign trade of Guzerat centred more and more in

Surat until it was absorbed in Bombay.

The Mahomedan city of Chaul was an impprtant

sea-port whose prosperity can be traced to the latter

half of the 14th century and is said to have continued

throughout the two succeeding centuries. It carried on

trade with Persia and the shores of the Red Sea by which

route all the Indian traffic to and fro was conducted. The

city was famous for its weavers of silk and as a market

for horses. " The supply of horses," says Mr. Saldanha,

" was a matter of the highest importance to the Kings

of the Dekhan, and every endeavour was made by them

to maintain the traffic in horses from the ports of the Red

Sea and the Persian Gulf. This fact is borne out by the

history of the Portuguese trade ; for stipulations as to

the importation of horses find a place in every trea,ty of

the Portuguese with the Kings of the Dekhan." Chaul

was also a well-known centie of silk manufacture. It is

said that the quantity brought out in this city alone was

enough to supply all the Indian markets. The raw ma-

terial was obtained from China and was worked into the

finest clothes in the Mahomedan settlement, m the

century of war that ensued between the Mahomedan
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rulers of India and the Portuguese settlers, the cicy

declined land was finally destroyed by the Mahrattas.

Modern scholars are agreed that there was a well-

established commercial intercourse between Dravidian

India and Babylonia or Chaldea during the pre-Aryan

period. The learned author of ' Vedic India ' in

the ' Story of the Nations ' series, in concurrence with

various other well-known authorities, sliates that the

Dravidians of Northern and Western India and the

Babylonians belonged to the same Turanian stock ; that

these people maintained relations with one another

before the Aryan immigration ; that teak wood which

grows in Malabar was- exported in those days to Persia;

that the sandalwood, ivory, apes and peacocks which

King Solomon's ships brought him, were the products of.

Malabar; that the manufacture of muslin was an Aryan

home industry ; that this industry was fiourshing in

Northern ^ndia in pre-Vedic days; that at that time the

Dravidians were enterprising traders; and that

the muslins of Northern India found their way

to the ports of the West Coast, and were exported thence

to Babylon- Caranganore and Quilon were among

the most flourishing ancient commercial towns on the

Malabar Coast. According to Mr. Saldanha, Caranganore

owes its fame as much to the settlements of the Jews and

the Christians as to its having been the Western capital

of Kerala and the first emporium of trade in India. Tradi-

tion points to the arrival of the first Syrian colony at

Caranganore in the 4th Century A. D. with the permis-
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sion of " OHeruman Perumal." Its decay did "no1; com*

mence till the arrival of the Portuguese, and its fort was

finally destroyed by Tippu Sultan- The Lacoadives and

the Maldives were known under the collective title of

the Divi islands, which were dependent on Ceylon. They

were inhabited and produced precious stones and pearls.

A.brisk trade in cowries, amber and coir \\ as carried on.

Mr. Saldanha gives a full and interesting account of

the trade between India and China. The intimate relation

brought by Buddhism between China, Ceylon and India,

led to important commercial intercourse between these

countries. According to Mr. Saldanha, the Christian

missions that went from Caranganore and Quilon to

China, stimulated this commercial intercourse. The latter

was the most important emporium of Chinese tra'de in

India. Between the Chinese port, Canton, and the mouth

of the Euphrates via numerous ports in Cochin-China and

the Molucas, in Ceylon, on the Western coast, of India,

at the mouth of the Indus, Chinese ships carried on

a regular exchange of cornmodities. On their voyage

to and fro the larger Chinese ships found a safe

harbour at Quilon- The traffic between India and

China appears to have been considerable. Towards

the close of the ninth century strangers from India

are spoken of as having been established in the Eastern

provinces of China, in the year 1282 envoys were sent by

the King of Quilon to the Emperor of China, who responded

by dispatching a mission to that King. A roaring trade

was kept up in brazil wood, indigo, ginger, and pepper,

which were exchanged for copper, gold, silver and cloths

of silk. After an uncontested monopoly of the Indian
40
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trade iiaring (two oenturies, rthe Chinese hegsm ito ,be

molested :by the Moors, who in 1341 had seized a portion

of the :trade in Quilon- The .Zainorin 'favoured the Moors

andthe people too were more friendly to ithem-When inthe

year 1498 Vasoo de Gama;arrived in India, ,the .Chinese

traders had abandoned all itheir posts West of Sumatra*

The Moors themselves .were driven away by the Portagnese.



C HAP TEE. XVII.

The Foreign Tvade of India—In Medisaval Times.

At the end; of the 1 5th century two memorable events

in the annals of the world's commercial and: political

history^occurred suddenly andialmost simultaneously ; the

discovery of Am.erica and the doubling of the cape of Good
Hope, the former under the auspices of Spain and the

latter by the unflinching enterprise of Portugal;.

Itwas then that the Pope Alexander Borgia issUed his

Bull dividing the whole undiscovered' non-Ghristian

world between Spain and Portugal, under which, while

the Western- hemisphere was declared the possession of

S:pain, Africa and Asia were awarded to Portugal. Both

the countries combined a keen commercial ambition with

the mostsavage proselytism, and the Portuguese proceeded

wii?h ruthless energy to putdown their Mahomedan rivals

of Alexandria and Constantinople, and. establish fortified

settlements on the Indian coast. Prom the cities on the

shores of the Mediterranean and the Black Sea to the

powerful maritime States of Western Europe was- the luch

trade of India with Europe now transferred. For a time the

trade was monopolised by Portugal which added the

ferocity of religious fanaticism to the greed of
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unscrupulous aggrandisement- But her prosperity was
short-lived. She was annexed by Spain in 1550, and Spain

neglected the Eastern trade in favour of the gold and silver

of the West. Still, she claimed that "the Indies, East and

West, are our house, privately possessed by us for

more thsln 100 years ; and no one has a right to enter

without our permission." But these pretensions did not

prevail on other maritime states of Europe, on Holland

and England.
,
Holland preceded England in establish-

ing commercial settlements in the East, and in spite

of the threats of Spain and in spite of the offer

of the Spanish King in 1607 to renounce his claim

over the United Provinces (the, Netherlands) if the

Dutch would, on their side, abandon their navigation to

the East Indies, the latter so thoroughly understood the

importance of the Eastern trade that they insisted on their

right to trade freely with these parts, and Spain' had to

^ive way. The success of Holland stimulated the enter-

prise of English merchants, and between the two, through-

out the seventeenth century, the same jealousy prevailed

as is' witnessed in modern times between rival nations- Itig

true that Portugal on recovering her independence in 1640,

made some feeble ^.ttempts to recover her lost position in the

East ; but she was obliged to sign a treaty which confined

her to Goa and some minor ports on the West coast of

India, while, on the other hand, all the conquests of

Holland in Asia were recognised by the peace of Munster
The Dutch gradually annexed all the Portuguese posses-

sions and asserted paramount European power in all

the Asiatic seas and islands*
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The career of the English , East India Company
in the years that followed is generally well knowni

though it is not equally well-known that so early

as in 1 689 the Company resolved to consolidate their

position in India on the ba&is of territorial sovereignty to

enable them to meet the opposition of the India powers-
'' The increase of our revenue is the subject of our care,"

they said,"as much as our trade; 'tis that that must main-

tain our force when twenty accidents may interrupt our

trade ; 'tis that that" makes us a nation in India." It is not,

therefore, a fact as some writers allege, that the East India

Company had at firstno ambition ofpolitical power, but were

actuated entirely bycommercial pursuits The politicalcondi-

tionof India at the time that the East India Company felt

its ground secure was such as to incite their ambition of

territorial sovereignty in the earliest stage of their

career. The country lay prostrate without a responsi-

ble central power to guard it against its going to

pieces, and not only every adventurer that could

collect a band of depredators to follow him tried

to help himself to the status of a dynastic ruler, but also

the great European enemy of Grrea.t Britain in those

times, France, was making vigorous efforts to establish

an Empire in India and oust the Britain altogether from,

her shores- After the downfall of Spain and Holland as

chief maritime powers, France and England began along

contest for colonial expansion, and throughout the

eighteenth century the- wars between the two

great nations were wars directed towards this

end. Their rivalry extended to India also ; and
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the^ pivot of the British policy in Itidia, throughout this
period was to defeat the ambition of France and' her col-
lusion with the Native Statues for its fulfilment. The
Peace of Paris in

1 768 put an end to the rivalry of the
maritime European powers for supremacy on the seas»
and thence forward England was left alone in India in
its contest with the native powers.

We have related the circumstances under which the
Portuguese became the first^ European power to open
a sea-borne trade with India. They were actuated- by the
double object, religious peoselytism and commerce, and in
the attainment of it they did not hesitate to adopt the
most barbarous means. Like the English East India
Company in later times, the Portuguese forced the Indian
Eulers to exempt their vessels from dues and permit them
to exact a revenue from the local customs tariff. Calicut

Cochin and Quilon were the chief .Portugese settle-

ments on the Malabdr coast. Besides these, four other

important sea ports further up, G-oa, Bassein, Daman
and Diu. were turned into Portuguese settlements. Of
these, in later years, Goa was the most prosperous.

In the years from 1041 to 1648, Tavernier regarded it as

one of the best harbours in the world. A most powerful

fleet- was employed in the maintenance of the Portuguese

trade. Between 1497 and 16] 2, no fewer than 806 ships were

thus employed. Besides the ships from Europe, vessels of

the hardest teak were built in the dockyards of Goa and
Damau' The annual fleet which took the Indian cargoes

home numbered, in the palmy days of the Portuguese com-
merceitweuty sail.Eegarding the valueof the trade we take
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some facts from .Sir W.W- Hunter's History.Tlie first cargo

brought home by' Vasco de G-ama, was reckoned to have

repaid :the whole cost of the expedition sixty-fold. Oabral

returned to Lisbon in 1501, with a freight of .precious

spices, perfumes, porcelain, pearls, rubies and diamonds.

In 1504 Alhuquerque similarly followed with "forty pound

of pearls and four hundred of the small, a diamond
of wonderful bigness," and other costly articles.The gains

of trade were augmented by the profits of piracy-—for

every Moslem or 'Heathen ship was a fair prey- A single

Caliou't -vessel in 1 50 1 yielded, among other treasure,

1600 costly pearls- In 1503, another capture contained

an idf>l of gold weighing thirty pounds, with emeralds

for eyes, a huge ,ruby on his breast, and part of him
covered ^with a cloak of gold set with jewels." in return

for gems, and for the pepper, ginger, cinnamon, came
nutmegs, cloves, drugs, porcelain, perfumes, carved
.work, art products and textile marvels of the East, the
main commodity sent fromPortugal, as from the old Eoman
Empire- was silver. But she^lso exported woollen fabrics to
a large extent woven from English fleece onElander's looms
linens, red cloth of state, Genoa velvets, cutlery, metal

work, hardware, corals, glass, mirrors, and chemicals. Goa
carried on a lucrative horse trade. It imported the fine

breed of the deseKt in Arab vessels and resold the
animals at a great profit to'' dealers from the inland

coii'rts of India. The rapacity, the' cruelty, the intrigue,

and fanaticism of the Portuguese in India, it is out of the
scope of this work to .describe at large; but it is these
that first made the name of Christian (Feringi) a word of
terror—until the strong rule of the Moghul Empire turned
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it into One of contempt. It was these charaotexistica of

their rule in India, combined with the political vicissi-

tudes of Portugal in Europe, that brought about the ulti-

mate extinction of their power-

England, after making vain attempts to dis-

cover a North Western route to India> resolved on

contesting the claims of Portugal. Spain and Holland

for absolute sapremacy in the ocean highways

to India. Her quarrels with Holland ended in

the disastrous massacre of Englishmen by the Dutch at

Amboyna in 1623, and in the latter planting ' their chief

commercial establishments on the coast of India. We need

not say that the profits of the Company during the earlier

years of their adventure were fabulous. Their cg-pital

was £466,1791, and the profits ranged between 95 to 234

per cent. During some years the profits were even 87|^ per

cent. A writer in the Hindustan Review for March 19.03i

under the pseudonym of " A Mercator" gives an idea

of these profits in the following statement:

Indian goods consumed in England in 1614.
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These enormous profits naturally excited jealousy and sus-

picion, and the Company began to be denounced as being

inimical to national interests, ^t was charged with

causing the impoverishment of the country by exporting

the treasures of the United Kingdom in exchange for the

Indian spices and cloves, with the destruction of timber

by the building of ships aad with - bringing about a

decline of employment among the mariners. These

charges look ridiculous to modern minds. England did

not throw away her treasure in the Indian trade; but

she got back many times its worth in the shape of com-

modities- In the building of ships timber was put to a

most reproductive use, and, far from a decline in the em-

ployment of mariners, the voyages of the East India

Company afforded a professional and general training

which was of invaluable service in later times-

In a brochure entitled '' Discourses on Trade"

published as far back as 1670 by Sir Joshua Child who

was one of the early chairmen of the Board of Directors,

are enumerated the many advantages which England

gained from Indian trade io the following propositions :

—

1. That from 25 to 30 merchant vessels, of a semi-

belligerent type, remain fully employed, with about 3,000

mariners on constant wages-

2. That saltpetre, so necessary for warlike

operations,, is being cheaply and extensively brought.

40|
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3. That the kingdom is supplied with pepper, indigo,

calicoes, and other drugs and spices for , domestic

consumption of the value of ^180,(.00 per annum-

4 That it is instrumental in siipplying materials

for trade with Turkey, France, Japan, Italy and Guinea.

On the above. "A Mercator" comments : ''The same

economic phenomenon on which learned controversies

are now carried on was also then beheld- There were

alarmists in tjiose days who could not view without'

apprehension the excess of imports over exports from India

forgetting that the former included a hundredfold and two

hundredfold profit over the value of the original exports.

Thus the world of commerce revolves, and thus every

century presents its own special features which to the

impartial seeker of the economic facts are most valu-

able. At the same time, those who thought that the con-

siderable importation of silks from India were injuring their

trade, began to murmur, till their murmur rose to tumultu-

ous proportions. The gilild of the silk mercers complained

that Indian silks and calicoes were worn by all sorts of

persons in greater quantities which curtailed the Sale of

indigenous stuffs. They were so far ehrsiged at the East

India merchant-men that they attempted to take the

law into their own hands by seizing a consignment of

treasure in the docks. But let us pass over these early

ebullitions of trade jealousy which in reality were the

premonitory indications of heavy and crushing protective
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. tariffs later on, which, inch by inch, killed the profitable

trade in those articles which the home weavers produced."

From the commencement of the 18th century up to

1733-4, fully 353 vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of

14,298, sailed for the East Indies. This gives an average

of 406 tons for each ship. These vessels carried from

Great Britain 3 million pounds in merchandise and 12.

millions pounds iu bulhon or a total of 15 millions.^

Twenty ships were lost on their return voyage during the

period ; and yet the goods they took back were valued at

337i millions ! So that the profits equalled well-nigh

125 per cent. By 1765-66 the British had established,

their first firm foothold in India. It will be interesting

to compare the volume , of exports and imports from

1708-9 to 1733 with the period from 1734 to 1765.

Exports from England.
,
Total. Imports from

Merchandise. Bullion. India & China.

£ £ £ £
1708-9 to 1733-4. 3,064,744. 12,1$9,147 15,253,921. 33,571,709.

1734-5 to 1765-6. 8,434,769. 16,081,496 24,516,625. ,64,452,377.

Thus, as the British power extended, the trade increased*

While the average per annum during the first period of

26 years came to 1'30 million sterling, that during the

^
sepond amounted to 2-1,5 milHon, that is to say, the in-

crease in value was 65 per cent.

It seems, however, that owing to war and other

causes the trade declined. In 1765-66 the exports from

England, merchandise and treasure, equalled ^737,452 for

. which the imports from India and China were valued at

£2,789,952- After a spasmodic rise in 1769 and 1770,it fell
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to £4C5,4.42 in 178o- Thereafter it swelled over amillion

and. a quarter pounds on an average till 17911-93..' The

imports from India, however> steadily rose Lill in that

year they were valued at 6^ millions. The ,
condition ai

the end of the eighteenth century was as follows :

—

] 799-1800 mercba,Ddise and treasure from Great Britain £ 1, 976, 824

I)o imports from India to Do 2,792,833



CHAPTER XVIII.

The Foreign Trade of India—During the Time of the

East India Company-

THE eighteenthgcentiiry was a period of changing

ideas in England in regard to trade. The theory'

of the "Buliionists" first prevailed ; then the "Mercan-

talists " followed them. The " BuUionists " regarded

as an evil the draining of a country of its treasure,

whereas the " Mercantilists " admitted that this was
an extreme theory, that the transmission of money was
essential in certain trades, and that thej mercantile

well-being was assured if the country! maintained'

a

favourable " balance of trade". According to the

former older view, the East India Company's trade

with India was opposed to the true prosperity of

England, It was argued that the East India trade

needed the export of bullion and that the goods imported

were either unthrifty commodities, such as spices,

which were not necessary, or manufactured silks or cot-

tons, which displaced English woollens, and were also

extravagant. But the trade was too profitable to be

given up in accordance with these views, and its sup-

porters urged tha^t it not only encouraged shipping, but
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that it did not really drain away money, because it

was possible to sell the goods from the East again to

foreigners at such a profit that money was replaced.

Over this point a violent controversy was carried on,

until the " Mercantilists" triumphed. It then became

the prevalent belief that, so long as exports exceeded

imports, there was a "balance of trade" in favour of En-

gland. If the excess of exports over imports was large,

the country was supposed to grow rich ; if the reverse

was the case, then it was supposed that the country was
losing more than it gained, or was on the way to bank-

ruptcy. The object to be aimed at was to amass trea-

sure by means of excess exports, so that the country

might be powerful. " It was then under the influence

of the pohcy of power, as applied to shipping, agricul-

ture, industry and treasure that England, was governed

until far on in the eighteenth century. The policy

did not indeed completely disappear until the nine-

teenth century, when the last relic of it, the corn-laws,

was destroyed by Peel. But for some time before that

it was moribund; the central idea of the importance of

money had been given up earlier, and the restrictions

' had taken the place of indiscriminate protection given

to all English industries against the foreigner."

In pursuance of the theory that treasure was

the true test of the country's industrial prosperity,

the export of gold was prohibited and its import was
encouraged ; the export of goods was likewise encour-

aged, while all imports except the raw materials of

industry were discouraged. Systems of tariffs and

regulations were devised as the machinery to carry
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into effect this policy, out of which grew up the

protective system.

Inj course of time, the encouragement of manu-

factures became a more deliberate aim, and the systenJ

was pursued with the object of maintaining the prohi-

bition of foreign finished goods, of directing consump-

tion at home, and of stimulating new home industries.

The principles which directed the commerce of the

eighteenth centuryembodied in a large degree the chief

doctrines of protection as it has been advocated in the

present century, and the arguments then advanced

in its defence are commonly repeated in tlie proposals

of to-day. Indeed they find a most powerful advo-

cacy in the controversy now raging round Mr.

Chamberlain's proposals for England's fiscal reform.

When the maritime nations of Western Europe

acquired colonies, they applied to them the principles

of restriction that they practised in their trade with

one another. By the " Mercantilist" statesmen the

colonies were treated as the property of the nations

which gained them, and their markets and products

as the exclusive monopoly of the sovereign nation, and

they were allowed no commercial intercourse with

foreign nations. The industries of the colonies were

so regulated as not to compete with the market for

goods which they produced for the home industries,

their shipping was controlled, and ships built in the

colonies were even required to be equipped with

sails from England. Ireland and America were in-

cluded in the system. Ireland was ruined, but Ame-

rica rebelled and declared her independence. On Ire-
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land, however, a time of prosperity and contentraent is

dawning. But India, the worst of tlie victims to this

pernicious colonial system of England, has endured
for one hundred and fifty years the relentless process

of bleeding, to what end Heaven alone knows !

The- Free Traders of modern England may ridicule

the " Mercantilist" statesmen of the eighteenth cen-

tury,, but they did exactly what the conditions of

those times rendered necessary. If they had not pur •

sued what was called the " national policy " of strength

to suit the spirit of the age, the nation that hesitated

would have been crushed by the stronger and more
energetic nations. Such a policy was a necessary

stage in the growth of the English nation, and is

found to be an equally necessary stage in the growth

of all modern nations, even the United States of

America, in these days. It is understood as such by

the British colonies who mock their professions of

consanguinary attachment to the mother-country by

heavily taxing the imports from the latter and by

refusing to contribute their share of cost incurred in

the defence of the common Empire. Herr Schmoller,

a representative of the historic school of economists

in Germany, states this view in his valuable mono-

graph on Mercantilism. <

He says :—" The statesmen who put into form

their theories gave the economic life of their people

its necessary basis of power, and a corresponding

impulse to its economic movement, and they furnished

Quoted by Principal Armitage Smith in his "The Free Trade Movement and

its Results."
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the national striving with great aims. At a time

when most advanced nations were carrying on the

collective straggle for existence with the harshest
colonial egoism, with all the weapons of finance^ of

legislation, and of force, with navigation laws and pro-

hibitive laws, with fleets and admiralties, with com-
panies, with a trade under state guidance and disci-

pline, those who would not be hammer "wovild assur-

edly be anvil."

India is the anvil on which beats ruthlessly the

hammer of England. To my mind there is not much
difference between England's Mercantilism of the

eighteenth century and the so-called Free Trade she

has forced on India. Unrestricted commercial competi-

tion betAveen two sucli countries as England and India,

England politically the dominant and commercially the

more wealthy and advanced of the two, and India poli-

tically dependent and commercially yet in the medie-

val stage, is no freedom, but is only a mockery of it.

Handicap is a well known practice in redressing the

inequality of advantage between two comiDeting

animals, aiid in the absence of such handicap, weaker

India is being crushed by stronger England. The
"Mercantilist" statesmen regarded the colonies as the

property of the nation that had acquired tliem ; so is

India now regarded. We hear the hypocritic cry that

India is designed by nature to be an agricultural

country and can never be a manufacturing country, al-

though, at every stage in the history of her ancient' trade

that I have attempted to trace in the preceding

pages, proofs aboujid to show the prosperity of her
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manufactures. This prosperity distinguished the

. country until Britain established her political supre-

macy and began to employ that supremacy to build

her own industrial prosperity on the ruin of the

industries of India. A species of false patriotism now
deters Englishmen from admitting the great economic

evils that have followed the establishment of their

supremacy ili this country. That supremacy has

conferred on India invaluable political advantages ; but

from tiie point of view of the peoples' material well-

being, British rule has been a dismal failure. Anglo-

Indian statesmen of the eighteenth century and of the

first half of the nineteenth, frankly admitted this

melancholy fact. Their opinions were not based on

abstract deductions from tlieories ; nor were they

those of the Viceroys and Secretaries of State of the

modern day who survey from a balloon the ground

below and indent on their imagination or on the notes

of their Secretaries for their facts. On the other hand,

Anglo-Indians of those times spoke out what they

saw with their own eyes and learnt from the mouths of

the people. We shall proceed to quote the opinions of a

few of these, for which we are indebted to the

laborious but most convincing writings of that veteran

and devoted patriot, the greatest patriot that modern

India has produced, Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji.

Year 1787. Sir John Shore: "The Company are

merchants as well as sovereigns of the country. In the

former capacity they engross its trade, whilst in the

latter they appropriate the revenues. The remittances

to Europe of revenues are made in the commodities of
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the country which are purchased by theiiii Whatever

allowance we may make for the increased industry of

the subjects of the State, owing to the enhanced de-

mand of the produce of it (supposing the demand to be

enhanced), there is reason to conclude that the benefits

are wore than counterbalanced by evils inseparable

from the system of a remote dominion. Every infor-

mation from the time of Bernier to the acquisition of the

Dewtmi, shows the internal trade of the country, as

carried on between Bengal and the upper part of

Hindustan, the Gulf of Moro, the Persian Gulf and the

Malabar coast, to have been very considerable. Re''

turns of specie and goods were made through these

channels by thatof the foreign European Oompauies,and

in gold direct for opium from the Eastward ....
A large proportion of the rents of the country are

paid into the Company's treasury, and the manufac-

tures are applied to remit to England the surplus

which remains after discharging the claims on this Gov-

ernment, and to augmp,nf the commsrce and revenue of

Great Brifam. i,The italics are throughout these quo-

tations mine\

1790. Lord Oornwallis :
" The consequences of

the heavy ;drain of the wealth from the above

causes (viz., large annual remittances to Europe,

assistance to the Treasury at Calcutta, and the

demands of other Presidencies) with the addition of

that which has been occasioned by the remittances of

private fortunes, have been for many years past, and
are now, surely fielt, by the great diminution of the

current specie and by the languor which h^s thereby
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been thrown on the cultivation and the general com-

merce of the country."

1816. Mr. Montgomery Martin: " The annual

drain of £ 3,000,000 on British India has amounted in

30 years, at 12 per cent, (the usual Indian rate) com-

pound interest, to the enormous sum of £723,900,000.

. . . . So constant and accumulating a drain even

in England, would soon impoverish her. How severe

then must be its effects on India, where the wage of

a labourer is fronv two pence to three pence a day."

1837. The Hon'ble Mr. Frederick Shore :
" But

the halcyan days of India are over ; she has been

drained of a large proportion of the wealth she once

possessed, and her energies have been cramped by a

sordid system of misrule to which the interests of

millions have been sacrificed for the benefit of the few.

. . . . The gradual impoverishment of the people

and country, under the mode of rule established by

the British Government, has hastened their (old

merchsint princes') fall".

1837. Mr. Suville Marriot on the condition o

Bombay :
" For many years past, I have, in common

with many others, painfully witnessed their decline

(the peoples'), and more especially that part of

the community which has emphatically been styled

the " sinews of the State, "^—the peasantry of India.

It is not a single, but a combination of causes that has

produced this result. Some of these are, and have

been, from the beginning, obvious to those who
have watched with attention the development

of the principles of our rule in relation to such
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as have been superseded beefome bletided with our

systehl or are opposed to it in praetibal effeet.

Others are less apparent, and some cortiplex ; whilst

another eatlse of the decline may be possibly invovled

in obscurity." Mr* Mafriot quoted the chairman of

a Court of Prdprietofs held On the 25th February 1815

aS follows :
" Ifldia paid to the mother-Country, in the

shapo of Some Charges, what must be considered the

auhUal tribute, 3,000,000 stealing ; and daily poured

into the lap of the niothei'^covlntfy a continual stream
of wealth in the shape of private fortunes

i"

1849. Mr. Bobet-t Knight on Guzerat. "Many of

the best familiOs in the province, which were rich and
tvell to^do 'sVhen we came to Guzerat in 1807, have now
scarcely dothes to their backsiii..iOur demands in

money on the Talookdars ai'e more than thre^ times

wliat they originally paid, without otie sihgle advan.

tage gained on their parts. Parties from whoin they

have been compelled to botrow at usurious rates of

interest enforced their demands by the attachment of

their lands and Villages ; thus they sink deeper and

deeper in debt, without the chance of extficating

themselves. What, then, must befcome of theit rising

family ? What indeed ? After t\Vo generations of

steady deterioration, theS peasantry and land-owners

of Guzerat were overtaken by an appalling famine,

which has nearly ruined this fertile and once wealthy

province
"

1854. Mr. Bourdillon of Madras :
" Now it may

certainly be said of almost the whole of tlie

ryots, paying even the higjiest of these sums, and

43
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even of many holding to a much larger amount tliat

they are always in poverty and generally in debt. A
ryot of this class, of course, lives from hand to mouth.

He rarely sees money. His dwelling is a hut of mud
walls and thatched roof—^far ruder, smaller, and dilapi-

dated than those of the better classes of ryots above

spoken of, and still more destitute, if possible, of any-

thing that can be called furnitiire. His food, and that

of his family, is partly thin porridge made of the meal

of grain boiled in water, and partly boiled rice, with a

httle condiment ; and generally the only vessels for

cooking and eating from, are of the coarsest earthen-

ware, much inferior in grain to a good tile or brick in

England, and unglazed. Brass vessels, though not

wholly unknown among this class, are rare."

About the labourer he says :
—"As respects food,

houses and clothing, they are in a worse condition

than the class of poor ryots above spoken of. It ap-

pears from the foregoing details that the condition of

the agricultural labourer in this country is very' poor

In fact, almost the whole of his earnings must neces-

sarily be consumed in a spare allowance of coarse and

unvaried food, and a bare sufficiency of clothing. The

wretched hut he lives in can hardly be valued at all.

As to anything in the way of education or mental cul-

ture, he is utterly destitute of it."



CHAPTER XIX.

The Foreign Trade of India—Since the Abolition of the E- 1- Coy.

Ouch are some of the opinions regarding the

lOpitiable condition of the country as directly due to

the system of government " a sordid system of

misrule," as the Hon'ble Mr. F. Shore observed,

the opinions of those great administrators of earlier

years who knew the people intimately by personal

intercourse as none of their successors of these days

know. These opinions relate to the earliest period

of British rule, from 1769 to about 1850. The Mutiny

of 1858 introduced important political changes, but did

not affect the trade. The opening of the Suez Canal

in November 1869, was of a most serious consequence

to India's foreign trade. The exports and imports

of India between 1835 and 1872, that is till the year

when the above event began to bear fruit, may be

stated as follows : (I take the figures from Mr.

Dadabhai Naoroji's work, " the Poverty of India," a

book which must be in the hands of every student of

Indian politics).

Exports ... ... £ 1,120,000,000

Imports ... ... £ 943,000,000

Balance ... ... £ 177,000,000
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Now, according to the theory of " .Mercantilism ",

which we considered in j)revioiis pages, this balance

of trade will return to India either in the shape of

money, or in the shape of commodities which can be

re-sold to other countries and converted into money
or which can be consumed in India. Then India would,

be benefited. But this does not return to India, but

is absorbed in the tribute which she pays annually to

the ruling country. It would, however, be a mistake

to suppose that this balance is all the tribute that is

extorted from this country. Mr. Naoroji calculates

the real yalue of the tribute as follows : "The exports

being £1,120,000,000, the imports with an addition of 15

per cent, to exports for profits (of about £, 168,000,000)

should be about £ 1,288,000,000- Besides this India

has incurred to foreign countries debt of about

£50,000,000 for thq pubhc debt and about £ 100,000,000

for railways during the same period. Now on the

other hand, in return for exports, phf^ profits, of

£ 1,288,000,000, and £ 150,000,000 of the loans, India

has actually imported, during the last 38 years, from

1835 and 1872 (not, as would be the case in a norruai

condition, £ 1,480,900, but) only about £ 943,000,000

leaving a balance of about £ 500,000,000 wWch England

has kept back as its benefit, chiefly arising from the

political position it holds in India. Towards this drain,

the net opium revenue contributed by China amounts to

about £141,000,000. The balance of about £360,000,000

is derived from India's own produce and profits of

commerce. The profits of commerce are, say about

£ 168,000,000. Allowing then the Avhole opium
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I'evenue and the whole profits of commerce as hav-

ing gone towards the drain, there is still a

deficiency of nearly £200,000,000 which must have
gone out of the produce of the country. Deducting
from this £ 200,000,000 the interest on Railway loans

remitted to England, the balance still sent from the
very produce of the country is about £ 144,000,000.

Strictly speaking the whole £ 300,000,000 should be
considered as a drain from the very produce of the
country, because it is the exhaustion caused by the
drain that disables us from building our rail roads
&o. from our own means."

As I have said, the transfer of the Government
of India to the British Parliament, though it introduced

important political changes, effected no change in the

economic results of foreign dominion. On the other

hand. It has since been greatly aggravated, its full

magnitude being now experienced in the rapidly re-

curring famine which lays desolate extensive regions

of the country and kills millions of people, besides

leaving a permanent legacy of the most lamentable-

deterioratlqn in the stamina and the earning capacity

of the poorer classes. The drain of India's wealth

bet'Ween the years 1890 and 1869, the year whfen the

Suez Oanal was opened, ,was as follows :

. ia50-54 7,458,000

1855-59 7,730,000
1860-64 17,300,000

1865-69 24,600,000



The drain dui'ing the five years ending 1869 would
have been represented by a higher figiire, had not^an

exceptionally large amount of treasure been imported
into India to pay for the Mutiny. During that period

£1 ]"27 million worth of treasure was imported against

£4'79mLllion in the previous quinquenniufn.The average

import of treasure during the ten years ending 1869

was 17'34 millions against 11-27 millions of the previ-

ous period and repjresented the price of the cotton sent

to Manchester duping the American War. During the

same period Indig(, borrowed enormous amounts, includ-

ing 40 millions to meet the cost of suppressing the

Mutiny and the amounts required for lavish expendi-

ture on military public works and on railways and other

means of communication.

The opening of the Suez Canal and- the rapidity

with which railway construction was pushed, and has

been pushed till the present moment, imparted a great

stimulus to India's foreign exports. The import

duties, which were yielding a large income to the Indian

Treasury without pressure on rthe people, were also

abolished in deference to the wishes of British manu-
facturers, more especially of the cotton manufacturers

of Lancashire. In January 1 886, Sir Auckland Oolvin

as Finance Member, of the Government of India thus

described the various causes that had contributed to

the growth of India's foreign trade :

The value of imports of manufactured' goods, trea-

sure and Government unports apart, which in the ten

years before 1878-79 averaged £35,000,000, was in

1884-83 £53,000,000. The average of the four years
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from 1878-79, when the first duties >vere remitted, to

1881-82, the year before the final abolition, was
£47,000,000 ; the average of the three years fro^ 1882-

83 to, 1884-85, has been £51,000,000. The percentage

of increase from 1878-79 to 1881-82 was 28 ; frqm 1878-

79 to 1884-85 it has been 45. If we rqmembei" that

during this period prices have been ste9,dily falling

and that these .figures represent value, not quantities,

the real increase will be much greater. I am npt so

foolish as to , suppose that the great growth of our

imports since 1878-79 is due solely or mainly to the

abolition of the import duties. It is due to a variety

of causes ; it is partly due to the increase in our ex-

ports ; it is partly due to the cause to whteh so

much of the increase of our exports is due—namely, to

the extension of oiir railways, and to the consequent

improvem,ent in the distribution and cheapening of

commodities ; it is due to the forcing of accumulated

stocks, owing to the fall of prices in England, upon

the Indian market ; it is very largely due to the fall

of prices in England ; but, unquestionably, it is also

partly due to the abolition of import duties".

The first serious remission of duty on cotton

manufactures was made in March 1879. In the four

years preceding that date, the average annual y^lue

of the impo,rts of cotton goods was Rs. 18,760,000, In

the four years following the complete abolition of the

duty, and ending in March 1886, it was Rs. 24,690,000,

and in th^ five years ending 1892-93 it was

Rs. 29,718,000. The prices of cotton goods fell greatly

after the remission, and the increase in the quantities!
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ithpoi'ted was more stfikiiig ttiaii the itiei'ease .iti

Value*

Thfei foreign trade of India, both exports and im-

pbrtg, with the exception of a sfnall duty bn thfe

eicport bf Burnlese rice, Continued Under a systenl of

B'ree Trade more perfect than in an;f other country,

until March 1894. 1:hen, the Government bf India,

in consequence of financial pressure caused by the fall

in the gold value df the rupee as well as by their

extravagant increase of the Home Gharges, were

driven to resort again to import duties to strengthen

their financial position. :The tariff of 3 8*75, under

which, with the exCeptiqn of the precidus metals,

almosi everything imported into India waS subject to

a duty of 5 per cent., was With Some modificatidn

restored. 'Two important changes Were made. SilVer

bullion Was included among dutiable articles, and

cottdu goods were exempted. This exemption lasted,

however, for a shdrt time only, in December 1894 a

5 per cent. Import duty was impdsed on cotton gdods,

and a counteryailing excise duty df B per cent, ad

valorem was imposed on Cottdn fabrics manufdctUfed

at power mills in India. In I^ebruary i§96, these duties

were again revised, and cdttoti yams were exetnpt-

ed from duty. A duty df 3| per cent; dd MloVem was

imposed on Cotton nianufaeturing goods imported froM

abroad, and a correspohdiug eicise duty kt the Same

rate was imposed dn goods manufactured at mills in

India,



CHAPTER XX.

Mr. Chamberlain's Fiscal Reform and India-

'\TTHAT will be the position of India in any scheme
' " of Imperial fiscal reform such as is proposed' by

Mr. Chamberlain, remains to be seen. Those that object

to Mr. Chamberlain's proposals introduce India in the

controversy having in view the effectual obstacle she

would present in case England shonld adopt a

system of Protection. The so-called scheme of Im-

perial Reciprocity is only a scheme of Protection

thinly disguised, and once England converts her

fiscal policy from Free Trade to Protection, she

would, it is argued, lose the right to force Free Trade on

her dependency as she does now. India having no

manufactured articles to export, her exports mainly

consisting of food grains and raw materials, no pre-

ferential duties of the mother-country on Indian

exports can benefit this country. The true interest

of India demands that wheat and rice, and other agri-

cultural produce, like oil seeds etc, should be consumed

in India and not exported. An export duty on these

articles would make them cheaper to the home consumer

and bring large revenues to the state. On the other hand,

43
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if the Indian corn, cotton and other produce were taxed

at the ports of foreign cpuntries, their prices wonld rise

and would be injurious to the Indian people. If India's

exports were taxed at the ports of Germany or America,

India would Iiave the right, under the proposed

scheme of fiscal reform, to tax the imports from these

countries. Or, if the foreign countries were to re-

taliate on Britain by taxing Indian imports for prefe-

rence shown to the colonial jDroduce, then too India

could tax the foreign imports at her ports. In both

cases the same result would follow, namely, increase

in prices. The fact that British imports would be free

would not affect the situation, because of the well-

known pjfinciple of the impossibility of two prices

in. the same market. English articles woiiid

be sold at as dear prices as those of Germany,

Austria, Belgium, or America. Thus the result of Mr-

Chamberlain's scheme being made applicable to India

also, would be to enhance the Indian prices all round,

on the necessaries of life as well as on luxuries. Such
enhancement would operate with extreme hardship on

the poorer classes. Even in the United Kingdom, great

fear is entertained as to the effect which these pro-

posals might have on prices. According to the highest

authorities, there are a vast mass of joeople in that

country who can scarcely be said to have any fixed

or regular employment, and who are able and only

just able, to earn sufiicient to gain a livelihood. " In

spite of our national wealth", said the Duke of Devon-

shire, "in spite of the prosperity of the people

employed in some of our great industries, there are
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to-day millious for whom the margin between them-

selves and famine is very slender." What a rise of

price in food means to these people, who cannot aSoi'd

to spend a single penny thoughtlessly without serious

consequences, can be imagined. England depends oa

foreign countries, as ' ndia depends on the rains, for

her food supply, and if this supply breaks down, the

slender margin to wliich the Duke of Devonshire

refers, will become more slender. A rise in prices

virtually means a decrease in wages, and when the

same wages can purchase less food, the classes that

are constantly on the verge of famine must increase.

These ooiisiderations which are urged against dear

food in England, hold good with increased force in

this country.

We have said that preference shown for Indian

wlieat would not help India. The quantity of wheat

sent from this country to England is comparatively

insignificant, and the price of wheat in London is

determined by the supply from the United States.

Of all British colonies and possessions, Canada is the

only one that sends to England a substantial quantity

of wheat, being about 9,500,000 cwts. against 2,900,000

cwts. from India and 1 ,480,000 from Australia.

Canada is increasing her wheat area with great rapi-

dity, and Canadian enthusiasts say that in five or ten

years' time the Dominion will be able to supply the

full demand of the United Kingdom. If this be so

and if the United States also continue to export un-

diminished quantities of wheat, the prices may
3,ctually go down instead of rising. Great Britain is the
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only great market for American produce, and the com-
petition of tlie United States against the Colonies might
neutralise any effect that preferential duties in favour

of the colonies might produce. That the Indian pro-

duce of wheat should be stimulated is much
to be wished, but not for the sake of foreign but
of doriiestic consumption. JNFr. Chamberlain's choice of

Indian pr oducts is unfortunate. We do not see that in

any way Indian indigo would benefit by preference,

because, there is no competitive import of the same
article from other countries, and therefore no favour

shown to Indian indigo would operate as a stimulus to

indigo cultivation or would improve its prospects. Tea
would benefit no doubt from a preferential duty. The
Indian tea-planters would derive increased profits

and would extend their cultivation. But tea is a

special industry, entirely in the hands of Englishmen

and any advantage conferred on it would not benefit

the great bulk of the people.

Thus if India accept the proposals made in the

name of fiscal reform by Mr, Chamberlain, the result

will be to her,—as it is apprehended will be to

Great Britain,—a probable increase of prices all round

and worse suffering and starvation to millions of people.

If wheat and rice become dearer than they are now,

what Avould be the result ? The poorer classes would

resort to inferior grains and subsist, even more large-

ly than at present on unhealthy roots, fruits, and

leaves, which can be had cheaply or for nothing. This

latter evil is already sei'ious and is telling most in-
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jurionsly oh the physical stamina of the working

classes. This happens even in ordinary seasons,; but

as the occurrence of famine and scarcity has become a

regular feature in otir economic coadition, in such

times the mortality among the poor would' be more
appalling and would be a greater discredit to British

rule than it is at present. A. policy of true enlighten-

ment and benevolence requires the causation of two-

fold results, namely, a reduction in prices and a rise

in wages. The advocates of Free Trade claim these

results in the United Kingdom, and their opponents,

the advocates of Protection and modified Protection

,

claim the same result for their policy. In India alone

the anomalous system of forced Free Trade has had

the effect of raising the prices and keeping the wages

stationary. Instead of a system of Free Trade, if

India follows a policy of Protection such as the colonies

follow, the prices will become cheaper and wages will

rise, and the millions that now " die like musquitoes,"

during recurring famines from chronic starvation and

disease and that leave behind a sickly, deformed and

stunted progeny will live less unhappy lives and

confer on their country the great boon of a well-fed,

healthy and contented class of labourers and artisans.

Thus neither Free Trade nor a system of preferen-

tial duties in favour of Indian exports will be beneficial

to this country. What is wanted in the best interests

of its material well-being is exactly what the British

colonists insist on doing,that is, to develojD their manu-
facturing industries by a system of high Protection

agaiijst imports from all foreign countries including
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Great Britain. The oolonies are as much dependent
on England as India is ; they are in many w^ys
as much indebted to the mother-country as is

this great dependency. Still, the colonies follow their

own policy in entire regard to their own interests.

They are great agricultural countries and export

articles of food to England. The population being

still thin when compared to the area, the colonies have
large surplus agricultural products to export, and
they do so. India also is an agricultural country, but

she has a teeming population to support and cannot

therefore export xnuch surplus articles of food. S till,

by great temptations offered to the producer and under
partial indirect coercion from the State, a su.bstantial

amount of agricultural produce, including food and

raw materials, is exported to England. But here the

resemblance between the colonies and Ihdia ceases.

The former are not content to remain agricultural

countries. They wish manufacturing industries to

develop, and their policy is directed towards this end.

They have imposed protective duties on foreign im-

ports, including British goods, in order th^|; their own
industries might grow. British Free Ti*a,ders wish

that the colonies had never adopted prot^ptive mea-

sures in their desire to foster their own manufactures.

If they had not done so, they would be supplying

Great Britain a much larger proportion of her wants

in food and raw materials. For, with ficee play and

open competition, the Free Traders argue, it would

have been worth the while Of the colonieg to develop

only such industries as were profitable without the
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aid of protective duties. Their natural course of

development is in the direction of agriculture and
mining, and, if they would follow it, they would
increase their exports to the mother-country. In

other words. Great Britain would be glad and would
applaud the wisdom of the colonial statesmen if they
had done exactly what has been done in India under
her rule. But the colonies are no more prepared to

receive lessons on their industrial policy from Great
Britain that Great Britain is prepared to be dictated

to by her daughter-countries in the same matter.

Whether the first overtures for a preferential systein

came from Great Britain or from the colonies, it is

certain that the colonies are not prepared to go

beyond a certain point in favour of the mother-

country. They will not sacrifice their industrial

future in order that Great Britain may continue

to hold her commercial ascendency in the world.

There are already important manufactures in

existence in the colonies, specially in Canada and
Australia; and as ProfessorW. J. Ashley says, whether

it is wise or no for these two great countries to protect

these manufactures, ' 'it must be distinctly understood

that no colonial ministry would think for a moment of

granting such terms to Great Britain as would serious-

ly endanger them." It is a vain dream of some

English Imperialists that in the colonies will be found

markets for all the manufactures of their country. It

is i:>robable that they will make an all-round deduction

of duty in favour of British goods. But they will,

quite certainly, says the same writer who is a Cham-
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berlain protagonist, to protect if necessary their large

industries, previously raise the general rate on parti-

cular goods to an equivalent extent, so that on those

goods the deduction will be meaningless.

The question is whether the colonies—besides the

preference of ^British to foreign goods—will consent,

in return for adequate reciprocal concession from Great

Britain, to abstain for a time from entering upon such

branches of manufactures as they have not yet under-

taken. In other words, "wiU they consent to a certain

slackening injtheir manufacturing development?" This

seems to be a rather impertinent question for England

to ask; but considerations are urged, from the point of

view of the mother-country, to justify the colonial

statesmen in consenting to such a policy. These consi-

derations consist in the fact that great Britain and the

other European countries which have rushed into the

path of manufacturing activity have not reaped such un-

mixed success as to encourage unlimited imitation by
the colonies. A policy of protected manufacturing deve

lopment carried to the same extreme as by the United

States, will produce in Canada anJ South Australia

the same evil of the desertion of the rural areas and

the overcrowding of the towns. The wise policy of

these countries lies in the distribution of the populaition

over the land and the maintenance of its physique by

rural life, while its intelligence is heightened by

education and improved means of communication.

The English statesman that advises the colonies as

above, no doubt, protests that he is honestly convinced

that his suggestion is the wisest course for the colonies
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to adopt. But the colonies know their ownjninds ami
are determineql to follow their own course. In fact,

both Canada and Australia have plainly said so.

We have dwelt on the poUey that guides at pres-

ent the inter-Imperial relations mutually between
the mother-country and the colonies, in order to draw
attention to the fact that what England would per-

suade the colonies to do by appealing to their own
future interest, that she already coerces India to do.

England will not help India to develop her manufac-

tures, but wiU do everything possible to exploit her

as a, producer of her food and of the raw materials

required for her manufactures. But there is no reason,

why India should not look at this great question from

her own standpoint as the colonies do. India is ambi-

tious, as the colonies are, of becoming a manufacturing

country and will be glad to foster her nascent indus-

tries by Protection,. Such fostering is more needed in

India than it is in the colonies. The nations of these

countries are young and their vast and fertile lands

yield them enough to maintain^ themselves in a healthy

and contented condition. It will take a century before

Canada or Australia can contain a population which

will press on the resources of the land and render a

multiplicity of manufacturing industries necessary.

India, on the other hand, occupies an entirely different

position. Her teeming population is an increasing

burden on the produce of the soil, and not only is a

variety of industrial occupations imperatively needed^

but this need is aggravated by the disappearance of

the old industries which maintained millions of people.

44
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To bring into existence a Variety of non-agricultural

occupations is the most paramount want of the coun-

try, and this can be done, as the history of nations

shows, by the adoption of a policy. of Protection,

against England as well as against other countries

that imported articles which can be produced in 1 ndia

and which she is now prevented from producing

by the two-fold cause of the unfair competition of

tl^e Western countries and of the attitude of indiffer-

ence and secret antipathy adopted by the rulers. The

British nation must be told frankly that, the Indian

people have no doubt whatever in their own minds

that, so long as the present so-called Free Trade and

unequal competition continue, India has no hope of a

future which will be distinguished by material pros-

perity. India is doomed to ruin under the present

system of the helpless exploitation of her agricultural,

resources by every nation in the world and of her

being compelled to take almost every ' manufactured

article for ordinary and daily use by the millions of her

population from foreign countries. To preserve the

food grains arid raw materials that she produces for

consumption in her own domestic markets, by taxing

their export, and to prevent the import of competitive

manufactures by protective duties in view to the

growth of indigenous industries—this Ls the policy

that alone will save India.



CHAPTER XXI.

Exports and Imports of India—Are They Evidence of Prosperity!'

rpHE export of Indian manufactured goods has

-*- grown from 60 to 268 million rupees in value,

while the total trade, import and export, is now valued

at 2,503 million rupees compared with 1,381 million

rupees in 1880-81. On these facts, Mr. R. E. Eiitho-

ven. Director-General of Statistics to the Govern-

ment of India, thus comments in the latest volume on
' Financial and Commercial Statistics of British India:'

" This is not the place to draw inferences from these

facts ; but they do not seem entirely in harmony

with some recent theories of the gradual impoverish-

ment of the country owing to the pi-essure of Home
Charges, the ravages of agricultural distress, or other

adverse inflneuces.'' In the opinion thus expressed

Mr. R. E. Enthoven echoes that of a great majority

of British Indian officials and merchants, who are con-

tent to apply to the conditions of India, in spite of their

special character, theories popularly accepted in

European countries. Mr. Enthoven who refers to

" some recent theories" considers them to be suffici-

ently disproved by his citation of the total trade,

import and export, as if those that adopt these

theories are not aware of this total 9.nd of the official
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inference from it, and as if this inference has not been
repeatedly proved by them to be erroneous. In the

iirst place, it is not difficult to see that the aggregate

quantity of the import and export trade is a mislead-

ing proof of a country's prosperity. Two amounts of

w'ealiih ejichanged between two countries cannot con-

stitute the measure of the prosperity of either country.

The true measure is the balance of the foreign

trade rrather than the import qr export or the two
trades taken together. The imports of a country may
partly consist of goods from foreign countries intend-

ed to be re-exported abroad ; or the exports of that

country may consist partly of tl^e products of foreign

enterprise there, in which case they will represent

only in a partial sense the prosperity of the country or

they may partly indicate foreign indebtedness as it

does in India; or, again, as is the case with Japan

j

the exports and imports may exceed each other by

turns, and the increase in the total, instead of indicat-

ing prosperity for the time being, .iriay indicate a

reverse state of things. The total, absohitely con-

sidered, may be a very big figure, but when taken in

relation to the populatiqn, it may not signify much.

Oritics of Indian administration on the side of the

Government do not advance the controversy towards

a satisfactory solution by an attitude of absolute self-

confidence like that of Mr, Enthoven. If the object

is the establishment of correct opinions on these im-

portaut matters, officials should fully examine the

grounds on which their pessimist opponents base their

theories, , ,

-
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A substantial portion of the imports represents

the'loan which India takes every year from; England;

For the prosecution of public works and for adminis-

trative purjooses, India borrows largely fcom the

ruling country which, instead of sending specie, sends

merchandise and treasure. On th6 other hand, a

similar portion of the expoi^ts of India represents the

ihtefest paid by the country on the amounts borrowed
as above. Of these two items, the ' accumulating

annual amount of interest being larger than that of

the amovint of the loan in a year, the excess is re-^

presented by a corresponding excess of exports over
imports. There is, then, India's loolitical drain, the

tribute that she pays as the price of the blessing she

derives from the overlprdship of Great Britain. Third-i

ly, the manufactured goods .exported from India,

represent only to a small extent the capital and skill

of the people of the country ; they mostly represent

those of British capitalists who bring their capital

here and make profitable use of the raw materials and

cheap labour abounding in the country. According:

to Mr. Enthoven, the value of the total manufactured

and partly manufactured goods exported to India is a

little over 26 crores of rupees, nearly one fifth of the

value of the total export trade. But even of^ this

small total, the proportion representing industries

that bring to the people profits consumed by them, is

fractional. If we next consider the imports, they are

not goods which are mainly consumed by the bulk of:

the people. They are chiefly intended to meett the,:

wants , of the Government, of the railvt^ays, of the:
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frontier territories, of the European residents of the

chi$f cities, of the native princes and nobility, and of

the Anglicised inhabitants of the urban pbpulation.

If allowance were made for consumption under these

heads, the balance bought and consumed by the great

bulk of the people, by the eight-tenths of the total

population of British India, would be hardly worth

mention . If the total trade has increased, since 1880,

the population too has increased, and if we look into

the figures, we shall see that, while exports have

steadily increased, chiefly from political causes, the

increase in the imports has been insigniflcantj and not

at all what the increasing wants of a growing and,

according to official theory, prosperous, population,

and the strenuous efforts made by the State to

increase the foreign trade of the country, might sug-

gest. "Let the Government give us correct informa-

tion," writes Mr. Dadabhai Naoroji, iii his invalu-

able book on ' Poverty and Un-British Rule in

India^' " about these particulars, and then we shall be

able to know how insignificant is the commercial

benefit England derives from her dominion over

British India." There are 16,877 miles of railway

needing tiew rails, new rolling stock, with ever new
railway extensions ; an army of 334,193 officers and men
continually requiring fresh armaments

;
public works

carried on on an extensive scale needing ' materials

from England ; a population of 168 thousand Europeans

requiring articles for personal wear, as also furniture

and food, for consumption from oversea, and with, at

the outside, two miUions of Europeanised Indians who
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have more or less learnt the wants of Europeans in

their personal and domestic habits. If these factors

were eliminated from Indian consumption of foreign

imports, ,the consumption of the great bulk o^ the

people would be i-epresented by a few pence.

1 ncreasing imports are not -absolutely a cause or

restilt of prosperity. Even in England,the controversy

about fiL^cal reform now fleroely raging there, has

brought to the front a number of eminent men who^

argue that, the British system of free imports, is doing

serious harm to the economic prosperity of that coun-

try. In India, which has not many manufactured

goods to export, this system is doing serious harm
to the well-being of the people. On the other ha;nd,

the bulk of pur imports consist of manufactured goods

and it is obvious that every increase in an imported

article or every fresh article imported, far from indi-

cating any increase in the purchasing power of the

consumer, only results in accelerating the eixtinction

of the few indigenous industries still lingering.

While the imports of cotton-goods, for instance, have

been increasing fpr years past, we know as a matter

of fact that hundreds of the weaving classes have been

deprived of their means of livelihood and obliged to

resort to manual work to earn a daily wage, " The
process of such displacement" (of indigenous indus-

tries), said the Hon'ble Mr. (jokhale in March last in

the Viceregal Legislative Council, "is not y^et com-

plete, but the large and progressive totalsofour import

trade only show that the tra-nsition of the country'

from the partially industrial to the purely agricultural
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phase of eGonomic Ijfe is going on a-t a rapid pace, and
that the movement has already reached an advariced

stage. There is at present hardly a, country in, the

world which has become so preponderatingly agricul-

tural, or sends abroad so much of its 'food supply and
raw material for manufacture abroad as British India.

When the disastrous transformation is completed

—

and this is only a question of time, unless i?emedial

measures on an adequate scale are promptly under-

taken—it will reveal a scene of economic helplessness

and ruin before which the heart of the staunchest

optimist will quail. No doubt there, are here and there

§igns of an awakeiiing to the dangers of the situation,

but the first condition qf this awakening producing any

appreciable pratical result is that the fact of our deep

and deepening poverty and the real exigencies of

the economic position should come to be frankly re-

cognised by the Government of this country. And,
my Lord, it is a matter for both surprise and dis-

appointment that a few paltry increases in revenue

under certain,heads should be accepted by the Finance

Minister of this country as conclusive evidence of our

growing material prosperity when most important

indications point just the other way."

Referring to the same figures which drew from

Mr. Entboven the half-sneering allusioia " to some

recent theories," the late Sir William Hunter said in

1880, " these figures are so great and the"^ material

progress which they indicate is so enormous that they

elude the grasp of the imagination." They may do so

in the case of these gentlemen who are in tlie main
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responsible for the present state of things and who
are pledged to support it. But there are impartial

Englishmen who, after a careful study of the question,

conclude that there is another and dark side. Mr.

Samuel Smith M. P. for instance sees this other side,

and acknowledges that " the people of India require

to export a large portion of the produce of the soil in

order to buj?^ their clothing and utensils, and an6ther

large portion to liquidate the " Home Charges'' and

private remittances made to England. Whe7i. thus

analysp-d, it will be seen that it i.i futile to rschon increase of

foreign trade an, pqiLivolent to increase of ivealth; it is

rather a substitution of foreign for domes tic exchange.

Tlie food and, raw produce are exchanged against the

cloth and hardware of England, instead of the produce

of innumerable small makers at home."
Then there is the question of the political drain

or of the trit)ute which India is forced to pay to

England every year to the extent of 25 millions. The
financial difflqulties of India, which reached almost

the acute stage of an impendingbankruptcy in 1894, are

due to the demands on India for sterling expenditure

in England, which up to 1872 was disguised by jjay

ments of railway capital in that country and since

then by annual loans taken in London. These with-

drawals of Indian revenues and resources without

aflEording a commercial return, constitute the pre-

domina,ting adverse factor, as Mr. Martin Wood
said in his evidence before the Currency Committee,

in India's monetary, industrial and commercial condi-

tion, and, besides being a direct Unrequited outlay,

45
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force India to exchange her produce for the foreign

commodities she receives on less advantageous terms,

as was pointed out by J. S. Mill in a well-known

passage. Critics like Mr. Enthoven, when they

extract from India's exports and ihiports a proof of

prosperity, should remember that the economic facts

of India have to be discussed from points of view

which^o not occur to writers in European countries

where industry and commerce are not subject to

direct and indirect politicial influences as they are

in this country.



CHAPTER XXIl

The Condition of India at the Eve of the Establishment of

British Rule- ,

; ,* '. ,'i', si,, i'.J;—»*.—
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TN this chapter I quote below some contemporary opi-

-- nions* on the condition of different parts of India

at the eve of the establishment of British supremacy.

These opinions expressed by perfectly impartial

critics, who could have had no motive whatever to

exalt the merit of Indian rule, ought to suffice to

disprove completely the \ views disseminated by

Anglo-Indian writers that British rule redeemed the

people of India from a state of anarchy and destitu-

tipn.

We have the following interesting account of the

state of the M^hratta Territory from the pen of

Anquetil du Perron :

—

" On February 14,1758, I set out from Mahe for

Goa, in order to proceed to Surat, and, in all my
roUjtes, I took care to keep specimens of the money of

all the States 1 passed through, so that I have

examples of every coin that is current from Cape

Comoriai to Delhi.
,<

"From Surat, I passed the Ghats, the 27th of

March the same year, about ten in the morning, and
when I entered the country of the Mahrattas, I

* The passages containing these opinions are reproduced with
omissions here and there from Mr. Dadabhai Naorogi's book.
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thought myself in the midst of the simpUcity and hap-

piness of the golden age where nature was yet un-

changed, and war and misery were unknown. The

people were cheerful, vigorous, and in high health,

and ithbounded hospitality was a universal virtue .

every door was open, and friends, neighbours, and

strangers were alike welcome to whatever they

found. When I came within seven miles of Aurunga-

bad,'! went to seethe celebx'ated pagoda of Ellora."*,

Hyder Ali bequeathed to his son, fippoo Sultan,

an overflowing treasury, which he had filled ; a power-

ful Empire, which he had created ; an army of 300,000

tneii, that he had formed, disciplined, and inured to

Conquest; and a territory which, as contemporary

historians and eye-witnesses assure us, had in no way
deteriorated under the sway of his successor.

"When a person, travelling through a strange

country, finds it well cultivated, populous with indus-

trious inhabitants, cities newly founded, commerce

extending, towns increasing, and everything flourish-

ing, so as to indicate happiness, he will naturally

conclude it to be under a form of government conge-

nial to the minds of the people. This, is a picture of

Tippdo's country, and this is our conclusion respecting

its government. It has fallen to our loii to tarry some

time in Tippoo's dominions, and to travel through them
as riiuch, if not more, than any other officer in the

field during the war ; and we have reas,on to suppose

his subjects to be as happy as those of any other sove

* Extracted from page 376 of the Gentl'-mnu's' Magazine of 1762,

" Brief Account of £^ Voyage to India, by M. Anqtietii dii Perron."
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reign ; for we do not recollect of any complaints or

murmurings among them ; although, had causes exist-

ed, no time would have been more favourable for their

utterance, because, the enemies of Tippoo were in

power and would have been gratified by any aspersion

of his character. The inhabitants of the conquered

countries submitted with apparent resignation to the

direction of their conquerors ; but by no means as if

reUeved from an oppressive yoke in their former

government ; on the contrary, no sooner did an oppor-

tunity offer than they scouted their new masters and

gladly returned to their loyalty again."* "Whether
from the operation of the system established by Hyder,

from the principles which Tippoo adopted for his own
conduct, or from his dominions having suffered little

by invasion for many years, or from the effect of these

several causes united, his country was found

everywhere full of inhabitants and apparently

cultivated to the utmost extent of which the soil

was capable, while the discipline and fidelity of his

troops in'the field until their last overthrow were

testimonies, equally strong, of the excellent regula-

,tions which existed in his army. His government,

though strict and arbitrary, was the despotism of a

strict and able sovereign, who nourishes, not oppress-

es, the subjects who are to be the means of his future

aggrandisement, and his cruelties were, in general,

inflicted only on those whom she considered as hi

enemies."! >
,

* Moore's ".Narrative of the War with Tipjpob Sultan," p. 201.

t Dirom's " Narrative," p. 249.
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It would be a great mistake, however, to suppose

that all this prosperity was created either by Hyder
or his son. Theit sway, which did. not last for half a

century, was too short for such a work. The founda-

tion of it was laid by the ancient Hindoo dynasty

which preceded them—the constructors of the magni-

ficent canals by which Mysore is intersected, and
which insure to the people certain and prodigal

returns from its fertile soil.*

The British Government and their great rival,

Hyder Ali, appeared on the political stage of India

nearly at the same moment, and in the year that Hyder
established his sway over Mysore, by usurpation

from its legitimate sovereign, Bengal—the brightest

jewel in the Imperial Grown of the Moghuls—came
jnto our possession. Although still suffering from

the scourge of a recent Mahratta invasion, Olive

described the new acquisition as a country " of

inexhaustible riches,"t andoneth^t could not fail to

make its new masters the richest corporation in the

world. " Jn spite," says Mr. Macaulay, " of the

* " The watercourses in Mysore, in magnitude rather resembling

navigable canals,, which, issuing from the embankments, are conducted'

with admirable skill along the slope of the hills, and occasionally

across ravines, with a fall barely sufficient for the flow of the water,

fertilise the whole of the intermediate space between their course and

the river. These works are of great antiquity, the last in order of

time, which supplies Seringapatam, having been completed in the

year 1690 by Sheik Deo Raj Ovdaar, to whom the country is also

indebted for some of its most useful civil regulations."—Wilke's

*' Mysore," vol. ii.

t " Life of ClJve."
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Mussulman despot and of ithe Mahratta freebooter,

Bengal was known through the East as the Garden
of Eden—as the rich kingdom. Its population multi-

plied exceedingly ; distant provinces were nourished
from the overflowing of its granaries ; and the noble
ladies of London and Paris were clothed in the delicate

produce of its looms." From another' authority * we
have an account of the people of Bengal under its

Native sovereigns, which we should be disposed to

regard as fabulous if it did not come from one who
had been long resident in the country, and who spoke
from an intimate acquaintance \vith his subject.
" In truth (says Mr. Hoiwell), it would be almost

cruelty to molest this happy people ; for in this

district are the only vestiges of the beauty^

purity, piety, regularity, equity, and strictness of the

ancient Hindostah Government. Here the property,

as wjbU as the liberty of the people, are inviolate,

Here no robberies are heard of, either public or

private. The travieller, either with or without

merchandise, becomes the immediate care of the

Government, which allots him guards, withouli any
expense, to Conduct him from stage to stage ; and
these are aiecountable for the safety and accoramoda'

tion of his person and effects. ^ At the end of the first

stage he is delivered over, with certain benevolent

* " The enormous amount of capital in the hands of individuals

at this time may be inferred from the fact that in the Mahratta inva-

sion of 1742 the banking firm of Juggat Sett, of Moorshedabad^then

the capital of Bengal—was plundered to the extent of two and a half

millions sterling."— PufFs " History of th? JVIahrattas," vol. ii. page 12,
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formalities, to the guards of the next, who, after

interrogating the traveller as to the usage he ha4
received in his

.

journey, dismissed the first guar^
with a written certifleate of their behaviour and a

receipt for the traveller and his effects', which certifi-

cate and receipt are returnable to the commanding
officer of the first stage, who registers the same and
regularly reports it to the Rajah.

•' In this form, the traveller is passed through the

country ; and if he only passes he is not suffered to

be at any expense for food, accommodation, or carriage

for his merchandise or baggage ; but it is otherwise

if he is permitted to make any residence in one place

above three days, unless occasioned by sickness, or

any unavoidable accident. If anything is lost in this

district, for instance a bag of money or other valu-

ables, the person who finds it hangs it on the next

tree, gives notice to the nearest chowkey, or place of

guard; the officer of which orders immediate publi-

cation of the same by beat of tomtom, or drum."*

"By the prudent administration of a system of

sound policy and humanity, the rich province of Dacca

was cultivated in every part, and abounded in every-

thing requisite for the comfort and gratification of its

inhabitants. Justice was administered with im-

partiality, and the conduct of its administratorjSi

Gholab Aly Khan and Jeswunt Roy, gained great

credit to their principal, Sarferaz Khan. Jeswupt
Roy had been educated under the Nawab Aly Khan,

^Holwell's Tracts upon India,
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whose example he emulated in purity, iiitegrity, and
indefatigable attentioii to business ; and in framing

his arrangements for the government of the province,

he studied to render them pon^uciye to, the general

ease and hapijinesspf the people; he abolished ail

monopolies, and the imposts which had been. laid

upon the grain."*

Such was the state of Bengal, when Aliyardy

Khan, the predecessor of Surajah Dowlah, a nominal

Lieutenant of the King of Delhi, assumed its govern-

ment.

Nor was it in British territory alone that the

evil <?f the Qompany 's misrule was felt. It spread into

the doi^hinions of Native rulers. From the Company's
first connection with the Nabob of Oudh, his

kingdom ^vas made a carcass for it to prey upon.
" 1 fear,"jnPaid Mr. Hastings, t when stiU, vested

with the, supreme rule over India, and descri-

bing ' a s|;ate of things which he had been a

party in producing, " I fear that our encroaching

spirit, arid the insolence with which it has been exert-

ed, has caused otir alliance to be as much dreaded by

all the powers of Hindostan as our arms. Our enci oach

ing spirit,' and the uncontroiled and 6ven protected

licentioushess of individuals, have done more injury

to our national reputation than our arms and the credit

of our strdngth has raised it. Every person in India

dreads a connection with us, which they see attended

with mortifying humiliation to those who have availed

* Stewart's " History of Bengal,"' p,' 430. "'

t Gleig's " Life of W- Hastings," vol. ii,

46
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themselves of it." And as a signal example of this

feeling, and of measures which awakened it, he adduc-

es our dealings with the Nabob of Oude.

We have seen that when the Governor-General,

Lord Gornwallis, was pronouncing the Kingdom of

Bengal to be in a state of rapid decay, the Kingdom
of Mysore, under the rule of Tippoo, was upon the

evidence of eye-witnesses in a state of high prosperity

;

that its prosperity had in no way diminished many
years afterwards under the regency of Pcorneah, we
have, amongst many others, the testimony of the great

Duke, who, speaking from his own observation, pro-

nounped the government of Mysore to be in every

respect entitled to applause, and, as a mark of his

approbation and esteem, made the Dewan Poorneah a

present of his picture.*

" Every trait," says the British Resident of that

day,t " in the character of Poorneah marks him as an

extraordinary man To a mirid of singalar

vigour he added an extensive accquaintance with the

resources of the country, and an intimate knowledge
of charftcters. The revenue of Mysore has been
raised to its present amount by the superior manage-
ment of Poorneah ; by his attention to the repair of

tanks and watercourses, and the construction of roads

and bridges : by the encourgement which he has

given to strangers to resort to and settle in Mysore,

and his general Endeavours to imj^rove the agricul-

* Colonel WilUes.

t Duke of Wellington's Despatches, vol. 1.
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tui-e of the .country anfl tho situation of the people
under the Government of the Rajah."*

Contemporary with Poorneala, and in no ways in-

ferior to him, was Nana P\irnawese, who for a quarter
of a century administered the territory of the Pieshwali
during the minority of Bajee Rao. "To attempt a
character of this great statesman would be to detail a

history of Mahratfca politics for the last twenty -five

years, during which he discharged the duties of.

Minister with abilities unequalled. During the long

and important period of his administration, by the

force and energy of his single mind, he held together
his vast EQipire—composed Of members whose inter-

ests were as. opposite as the most anamalous elements

—and by the versatility of his genius, the wisdom and
firmness and moderation of his government, he excit-

ed this mass of incongruities to one mutual and

common effort.. With that wise and foreseeing policy

which, strong in its own resources, equally rejects

the extremes of confidence and despair, he supplied

from the fertility of unexhausted genius an expedient

for every possible event-"t

The state of the territory which has been so long

administered by this distinguished man was yisited

not many years after by the late Sir John Malcolm

who thus describes its condition :

—

" It has not happened to me ever to see countries

better cultivated, and more abounding in all produce

* Official Report on Mysore, 1805 ; Asiatic Annual Register,

1805.

t Asiatic Annual Register, vol. v., p. 70 ; Miscellaneous Extracts,
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of the soil, as well as in commercial wealth, than the

southern Mahratta diatricts* when I accompanied the

present Duke of Wellington to that country in the

year 1803. I particularly here allude to those large

tracts near the borders of the Kistnah. Poonab, the

capital of the Peishwah, was a very wealthy ij and a

thriving commercial town, and there was as much
cultivation in the IDeccan as it was possible an arid

and unlruitful country could admit."* >»«»/.

.-;',.,
. .

.
,

'

*-l'' . :

And of another large portion of the Mahratta

territory, Malwa, now and formerly under the sovje-

reignty of the H9lkar family, and of the character of

Some of its rulers, we have the same favourable testi-

mony from the same distinguished witness :—

;

"With respect to Malwa, I saw it in a state of

ruin, caused by the occupancy for a period of more

than half-a-century X)f that fine country by the Mah-

ratta armies, the Pindarries, and, indeed, the assem-

bled predatory hordes ofV,ll India. Yet, even at that

period, I was perfectly surprised at the difference

that exists between a distant view of sxich countries

and a nearez^ exarpination of their actual condition. I

had ample means afforded to me as the person ap-

pointed to 'occupy that territory, and to condixct its

civil, military, and political administration, to learn all

that the records of Government could teach, and' to

obtain from other sources full information of this

1|I__ ;______

*: Evidence before Committee of Commons, 1833, p. 41.



country ; and I certainly entered upon my duties

with the complete conviction that commerce would

be unknown, and that credit could not exist in a pro-

vince which had long possessed, from its position, the

transit trade between the rich provinces of Western

India and the whole of the North-West Provinces of

Hindustan, as well as the more eastern ones of Saugor

and Bundlecund. I found, to my surprise, that in

correspondence with the first commercial and money-

ed men of Rajpootana, Bundlecund, and tiindostan, as

with those of Guzerat, dealings in money to a large

amount had continually taken place at Oogein and

other cities, where soucars or bankers of Character

and credit were in a flourishing state, and that

goods to a great amount had not only continually

passed through the province, but that the insurance

oflfices which exist through all parts of India, and

include the principal moneyed men, had never stopped

their operations, though premiums rose, at a period

of danger, to a high amount. The Native Government

of xMalwa, \^hen tranquillity was established through

our arms, wanted nothing but that which the attach-

ment of the Natives of India to their soil soon suppli-

ed them with, a return of the iiihabitants. And
I do not believe that in that country the introduction

of our direct rule could have contributed more, nor

indeed, so much, to the prosperity of the commercial

and agricultural interests as the re-establishment of

the efl&cient rule of its former Princes and chiefs, who,
though protected from attack, are quite free in their

internal administration from our interference. With



respect to the southern Mahratta districts, of whose
prosperity I have before spoken, if I refer, as I must,
to their condition before the last few years of Bajee

Row's misrule, I do not think that either their com-

mercial or agricultural interests are likely to be

improved under our rule, except in that greatest of

blessings, exemption from wars which, while under

our : jp^otection, they equally enjoy, and I must un-

hesitatingly state that the provinces belonging to the

family of 'Pntwurden,' and some, other chiefs on the

banks of the Kistna, present a greatei: agricultural

and commercial prosperity than almost aiiy 1 know in

India. I refer this tp their system of adminis-

tration, whicbi though there may be at periods

exactions, is, on the whole, mild and paternal ; to the

knowledge and almost devotion of the.IIindoos to all

agricultural pursuits ; to their better understanding,

or, at least, better pi'actice than us in many parts of

the , administration, particularly in raising towns

and villages to prosperity from the encouragement

given to moneyed men, and to the introduction of

capital; and, above all, to J&.gheerdars (JjCandownos)

residing on their, estates, and these provinces being

administered by men of rank, who live and die on the

soil, and are usually succeeded in office by their sons

or near relatives. If these men exact money at times

in an arbitrary manner, all their expenditure, as well

as all they receive, is limited to their own provinces;

but, above all causes which promote jDrosperity, is the

invariable support given to the village and other

Native iastitvitions, and to the employment, far beyond
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what oiir system admits, of all classes of the popula-

tion."*

Equally
,
favourable testimony to the condition of

the dominions of the Rajah of Berar, aixother member
of the great Mahratta confederacy, was given by
eye-witnesses :

—

".

" The thriving condition of the province, indicat-

ed by the appearance of its capital (says a European
traveller) and confirmed by that of the districts which
we subsequently traversed, demands from me' a tri-

bute of praise to the ancient Princes of the country/

Without the benefit of navigation (for the ' Nerbudda '

is not here navigable) and without much inland com-

merce, but under the fostering hand of a race of good

Princes, a numerous people tilled a fertile couiitry,

and still preserve in the neatness of their homes, in

the number and magnificence of their templed, -their

ponds, and other public woi'ks ; in the size of their

towns^ and in the frequency of their jjlantations, the

undoubted signs of enviable prosperity. The whole

merit may be safely ascribed to the former govern-

ment, for the praise of good administration is rarely

merited by Mahratta chieftains, and it is sufficient

applause td ^'say that the Chief of Saugor in twenty

years, and the Rajah of Berar in four, have not much
impaired the prosperity whicli they found."t m: iu->

* Sir John Malcolm.

t Joui-ney from Mirzapore to Nagpore 1798, by a Member of the

Asiatic Society. Asiatic Annual Register, vol. 8 ; Miscellaneous Tract?

p. 32.
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(< We now," says anotl^er tpaveller in Berar.

'•'continued our journey through a fine champaign

country, abundantly watered with rivulets that issue

from the neighbouring mountains. It was entirely

free from jungle, full of villages, and beautifully vari-

ed with tufts of trees and pools of water. It is more

easy to conceive than express the delight we experi-

enced in changing the difficulties of the former part

of the journey. The Mahratta Government being

well established in this part of the route, we experi-

enced very civil and hospitable treatment, and found

plenty of every kind of grain,- which this highly-cul-

tiyated country produced at a very cheap rate ;
" a.nd

although inland commerce derives very little encour-

agement from the Government, which pays no atten •

tion to the public roads, yet the whole exports in

seasons of plenty are said to employ a hundred'thou-

sand bullocks. *

From the Mahratta we pass to the Rajpoot

States ; and here again we bring the evidence of an

eye-witiiess to bear upon their conditions' :—

" As compared with the cultivation of the King

of Oude's dominions, it has always struck me that

there was a marked superiority in the appearance of

the British territory. At the same time, it is but

fair to state that I hiave beheld small independent

States, governed by Hindoo Raijahs, where the culti-

vation appeared superior to that of the Company's

provinces, and where the independent aid of the pea,-

i^ Miscellaneous Tracts, Asiatic Annual Register, vol. ii, p. 166,



santpy ^^nnounced a greater security of rights. In

the year 18 10, when a large force marched beyond

the British territory, the division halted for nearly

two months within the dominion of the Rajah of

Tihree, the flourishing condition, of which excited tlie

admiration of the whole army." t.

" In passing through • the Ramjoore territory, %

we could not fail to notice the high state of cultiva-

tion to which it lias attained, when compared with

the surrounding country ; scarely a spot of land is

neglected : and although the season was by no means
favourable, the whole district ^eems to be covered

wdth an abundant harvest. As we have no reason to

conclude from the description we had received of i the

present Regent that this state of prosperity had been
produced by any personal exertions on his party we
were solicitous to trace its source, and to discover

whether, in the nature of the tenures, the mode of

arrangement or otherwise, there were any peculiar

circumstances which it might be useful for us to

advert to in the course of executing the duty entrust-

ed to us. The managemeilt of the Nawab Fyz-oolah

Khan is celebrated throughout the country. It was
the manaigement of an enlightened and liberal land-

lord, who devoted his time and a-ttention and employ-

ed his own capital in promoting the prosperity of his

country. When works of magnitude were required,

t White's " State of British India," 1822.

% Report from Commissions; upon the North-West Provinces,

1808.
,
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which could not be accomplished by the efforts of the

individual, the means of undertaking them were sup-

plied by his bounty. Watercourses were construct-

ed, the rivulets were sometimes made to over-

flow and fertilise the .adjacent districts, and the

I>aternal care of a popular chief was constantly exert-

ed to afford protection to his subjects, to stimulte their

exertions, to direct their labouri^ to useful objects,

and to promote by every means the success of the

undertaking.

" If the comparison for the same territory be

made between the management of the Rohillas and

that of our own government, if >« 'ji'iiaful f.Q tldnlc tliot

thp. hal'incte of advantage U clearly in favt>nr of tlui fi/niicr

.

After seven years' possession of the country, it

appears by the report that the revenue has increased

only by two lacs of rupees, or £ 20,000. The papers

laid before Parliament show that in twenty years

which have since elapsed, tlie collective revenues of

Rohilcund, and the other districts forming the ceded

provinces of Oude, had actually declined i 200,000

per annum. '"!

4^^ , "We could not fail, however, to observe the

singular difference which the application of greater

capital and greater industry is capable of producing

in the state of contiguous lands. While the surround-

ing country seemed to have been visiteid by a desolat-

ing calamity, the lands of the Rajahs Diaram and

Bugwant Sing, under every disadvantage of season,

were povered with crops produced by a better
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husbandry, or by greater labour. It,should here be

explained that the neighbouring lauds alluded to in

the, report consi-siei^ of BrULih terrifori/, already, five yeav-^

in our occupation.^'' *

And even after all the abuse that has been

lavished upon Oude and upon its sovereigns, we find

upon unexceptionable testimony that neither the

state of jthe country nor the character of its sovereigns

is so black as it- is represented by our ovi^n officials.

"I was pleased and surprised (says Bishop

Heber),t after all I had heard of Oude, to find the

country so completely under the plough, since, were

the oppression
,
as great as is sometimes stated,

I cannot think that we should witness so considerable

a population and so miich industry
;
yet that sufficient

anarchy and misrule exists, the events of yesterda,y

afforded sufficient, reason for supposing." .^,.,

The same high authority testifies to the

prosperous condition of the State of Bhurtpore under

the Native Sovereigns :

" The country, though still bare of wood, has

more scattered trees than we had sepn for many days

back ; and notwithstanding that the soil is sandy,

and only irrigated from wells, it is one of the

best cultivated and watered tracts which I have

seen in India. The crops of corn now on the

ground were really beautiful ; that of cotton, though

gone by, showed marks of having been a very good

one. What is a sure proof of wealth, I saw several

* Appendix to Political Report, 1882. pp. 36-37.

t Bishop Heller's " Journal," vol. ii. pp. 77-79.
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sligai' mills, and large pieces of ground whex'e the

cane had just befen cleared; and, contrary to the

Usual habits of India; where the cultivators keep as

far as they can from the highway, to avoid the various

molestations to wliich they are exposed from thieves

and travellers, there was often a narrow pathway

winding through the green wheat and mustard crops,

and even this Was crossed continually by the channels

which conveyed water to the furrowfe.

sij," The population did not seem great; but the

villages which we saw were apparently in good con-

dition and repair, and the whole afforded, so pleasing

a picture of industry, and was so much superior to

anything which I had been led to' expecti in Hajpoo-

tana, of which I hid seen in tlw. Cornpa,ny't> terntoriva

since leaving the southern paints of Rohilcund, that I

was led to suppose that either the Rajah of Bhurtpore

was an extremely exemplary and parent&l governor,

or that the system of management adoj^ted in the

British provinces was in soine way or other less

fayo'^'i'S'hle to the improvement and hai)piness of the

country than some of the Native States."

To the high character of Pertab Sing—the first

Rajah of Sattara—as a ruler, and to the prosperous

condition of his territory, we have the emphatic testi-

mony of the British Government itself :—

" We have been highly gratified by the informa-

tion, from time to time transmitted to us by our

Government, on the subject of your Highness's exem-
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plary fulfilment of the duties of that elevated situation

in \t^hich it has pleased Providence to place yoti.

" A course of conduct so suitable to your High-

uess's exalted station, and so well calculated to pro-

tnote the prosperity of your dominion Sj and the happi-

iiess of *your people, as that which you have wisely

and uniformly pursued, while it reflects the highest

honbur on your own chai'acter, lias imparted to our

minds the feelings of unqualified satisfaction and plea-

sure. The liberality also which you have displayed

in executing, at your own cost, vaijious jjublic works

of great utility, and which lias so greatly raised your

reputation in the eyes of the Princes and people of

India, gives you an additional claim to our approba-

tion, respect, and applause.

" Impressed with these sentiments the Court of

Directors of the East India Company have unanimous-

ly resolved to transmit to you a sword, which will be

presented' to you through |)he Government of Bonibay

and which we trust you will receive with satisfaction,

as a token of their high esteem and regard."*

And whilst thus congratulating this Rajah on the

prosperity of his dominions, and the happiness of his

people, the condition of some thirty miJUonsof Native

British s#ijects, who have been u^der British rule

for almost a century, is thus described by an unim-

peachable Witnesst:—
" No one has ever attempted to contradict the

fact that the condition of the Bengal peasantry is

* Letter of the,Court of Directors, Par. Pa. a.d. 1843. No. 569. p.

1268.

t IJr. Marshmali, Frieitil uf India, April 1st, 1852.



alm®st as wretched and degraded ;is it is possible to

conceive, living in the most miserable hovels, scarcely

fit for a ^og kennel, covered with tattered I'ags, and

unable, in too many instances, to procuTe more than a

single meal jj. day for himself and family. The Bengal

ryot knows nothing of the most ordinary comforts of

life: We speak without exaggeration when we affirm

that if the. real condition of those wbo raise the har-

vest, which yields between three and four millions a

year, was fully known, it would make the ears of one

who heard thereof tingle."
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English Economists and India.

THE ecouomic interests of India and the conditions

under which they have to be safeguarded being

different in many essential respects from those of

European countries and of America, many of the leading

principles of the orthodox economic science, as expounded

in English text-books, have to be modified whed applied to

the conditions of this country. This fact is not, as a rule,

borne in mind by those responsible for ou,r industrial pro-

gress. Indeed, it is doubtful if there is any code of

economic principles consistently kept in view by our

rulers- These seem to change in accordance with the needs

and convenience of certain vested interests. Soinetimes

our statesmen sneer at the theories of the West ; some-

times they take refuge under them to justify particular

measures. Definite and rational conceptions of the duty

and scope of the State in the direction of the industrial >

interests of the nation are, it is obvious, absent, the

determining force on givep. occasions being certain sectional

interests dominant for the time being. Great economic

problems are approached in this extremely narrow frame

of mind. The transition state of India is, nowhere, in the

multifarious bran3hes of her life, fraught with more serious

consequences—consequences affecting literally the life

and death of the nation —than in her industrial life. It is in



the power of our British rulers to make or mar our indus-

trial future. They can make India a rich country, indus-

trially independent and flourishing; they can make India

a poor and deicaying country whose teeming population,

having lost all industrialstatus and all aptitude for indus-

trial enterprise, are being reduced to a condition oi

servitude to British capitaUsts. British capitalists, with

the help of their infinitely superior and efficiently

organised resources and aided by their political status

as belonging to the ruling class, have ousted—and are

ousting— the natives of the country from all positio-ns of

advantage. €

Great problems have been bequeathed by the

nineteenth century to its successor, and these problems

as they obtain in the West, are confronting the rulers of

a country which is struggling to rise from its theocratic

social basis to one of industry as organised and led in the

twentieth century. Industrially speakitig, the condi-

tion' of India at the present moment is to be com-

pared to the condition of Europe in mediaeval times

I'ather than to its condition in any later period.

Custom instead of competition still forms the basis

of the interdealings of society ; caste binds down the

capital and labour of, the country to a state of comparative

immobility; the industrial system still rf^sts on a domestic

and individual basis; manual labour is yet to give place

to the employment of labour- saving machinery; an indus-

trial life is still held in comparative contempt; the influence

of priests is still dominant; new ideas do noi easily take

root. A spirit of nationality, co-operation, sacrifice of

the present for the future, thrift, enterprise, knowledge



uf the outside v,orld, national self-consciousness, all

these are yet more or less to be acquired, Still, the

natural wealth
,
of the country is immense, and such

as, under capable direction, will, in a comparatively short

time, plant wealth and opulence, and all the higher qualities

which a rich, complex industrial life invariably developes,

where, at present, growing poverty, universal depression,

and a melancholy pessimism in regard to life and life's

interests, keep down the people.

It is in a field of this description that our British

rulers are making experiments in the application of

"Western principles of Political Economy. We have said

that the tea,chings of European Economic Science are not

always followed in this . country ; nor indeed are they

discarded.
,
In abolishing in 1882 the last vestige of

import duties on Manchester goods, Lord Eipon spoke

reverentially of his life-long conviction regarding the im-

mutable truth of free-trade principles. But the present

Viceroy, Lprd Curzon, in imposing an import duty on

foreign sugar, spoke in contempt of " the mutterings of

the high priests" of free-trade. Still, it may be stated that

the bias of British statesmen is in favour of the teachings

of the orthodox science as expounded by their own writers,

and, as a fact, India's economic interest considerably

suffers from a too blind adherence to the doctrines of

Eicardo and Mill on the part of our rulers. Departures

are exceptional, and are taken, not in view to the general

upheaval of India's industry, but, too often, to uphold

and protect the interests of the ascendant class. The
two exceptions to principles of free-trade in this country,

the excise duty on Indian cotton goods and the import

duty on sugar, were prompted by no regard for the good of



the people. It is to be wished that these exceptions were

more numerous and were taken to protect and advance

Indian rather than other interests. As we have said, the

truths of economic science are not universally applicable,

irrespective of particular stages of national growth and

of peculiar environments and conditions. If free-trade

is good for England, it does not follow it is good for India

too. Nor are protective duties, bounties and subventions,

State restriction and control, if they are evils in England,

necessary evils in other countries. Similarly, in regard to

the relation between landlord and tenant, factory legisla-

tion, usury, organisation of rural credit, expenditure of

foreign borrowed money, and so forth, what procedure on

the part of the State in Western countries may prove

beneficial, may not necessarily prove beneficial in a country

like India, whose civilization is fundamentally different

and, in many respects, still backward.

The evil is aggravated by the absence of suitable

training on the part of the persons on whom rests the

responsibility of directing the economic destiny of India.

The bulk of our bureaucracy receive no training in the

science of political economy, and the experts that are now
and again sent out to India to preside over our economic

affairs are birds of passage, the result being that we miss

any bold and far-sighted policy designed to promote our

interests and to protect them against the unresisted in-

roads of powerful alien rivalry. '' If India is to prosper,"

said Professor Marshall, of the Cambridge University, who,

as such, is in contact with candidates for the Indian Civil

Service, " the difficult economic problems of the Gov-
" ernment must be solved mainly by the Government.
" But English officials in India have plenty of occupation,



'' for their strength in doing the day's work and, if they

" have not learnt to separate the apparent from the real in

'' the action of economic forces before they go out to India,

" they can hardly do so inlndia. It seems, therefore, ur-

'' gently needed that some half-a-dozen of the young men
" who go out to India every year, should take with them
" a good grounding in economics, and have already got to

" understand the main bearings of those modern economic
" forces which are revolutionising the West and are mak-
" ing great changes in the East." The Governments of

Western countries are aided by the advice and criticism

of a large number of able business men competent to con-

sider the broader problems of economics as well as the

details of their special trades ; and there is nothing in the

condition of India which makes this assistance and criti-

cism less indispensable.

In the absence of such trained and competent advice,

it is found to be the easiest course to follow expediency for

the time being, or to adopt the theories of the old orthodox

economics and base on them our legislative measures.

The political economy of Europe has undergone steady

changes in its conceptions, theories, and practical applica-

tions, since the dissolution of mediaeval times. At the

present day, the most approved theories as enunciated by

American, French and Crerman economists, are as diffe-

rent from those that fo undfavour with Turgot, as modern

Indian conditions are from those of Europe in the seven-

teenth century. Still, if Adam Smith's ideas had prevailed

in Turgot's time,, or if modern German theories had prevail-

ed in Cobden's time, the economic history of Europe would

have been different to what it has been. The given con-

ditions of society and the prevailing conceptions regarding



its future and contemporary interests, determined the eco-
nomic ideas that received the approbation of thinkers and
the acceptance of statesmen. Modern Pohtical Economy
no longer contemplates man as. a money-earning machine,
as an isolated unit, entirely selfish, devoid of social obliga-
tions and beyond the reach of responsibility for the col-

lective well-being of the society to which he belongs.

Xor, on the other hand, is the State looked upon as an
organization with the sole function of collecting taxes and
maintaining order and peace. The latest school of econo-
mists "recognises the State not merely as an institution

for the maintenance of order, but as the organ of the na-
tion for all ends which cannot be adequately effected by
voluntary individual effort. ^^'heneTer social aims can be

attained only or most advantageously through its action,

that action is justified. The cases in which it can properly

interfere must be determined separately on their own
merits and in relation to the stage of national develop-

ment." AVhen the history of British India in the past

is subjected to a test of this kind, we see in vain that any
such conception of the functions of the State ever guided
the councils of the rulers. Yet, they are the conceptions

that have dominated the direction of the economic des-

tinies of the most powerful and progressive countries of

the West, of Germany, France, Italy and America. Eng-
land herself, in departing, under the pressure of new ideas

born of new conditions, from her oldfaith, is yielding to the

conclusions of foreign thinkers. Modern States call upon

the people to make more sacrifices than were made in

former times for the honour, freedom and independence

of the country, and the people have, therefore, a right to

invoke the direct intervention of the State, not only for

the redress of individual wrongs, but also for raising the



social status of the nation as a whole and enabling it to

protect itself against foreign cupidity or unequal compe-
tition. It is India's future prosperity and greatness that

such theories of economics as may command the faith of

our rulers should be calculated to bring about, but not the

further enrichment of Britain by India's resources being

freely opened for foreign exploitation and by her latent

possibilities being crippled by her subjection to the unsym-
pathetic domination of alien interests-

On the spontaneous decomposition of the mediasval

system,* when the kings of Europe had no other means
of accomplishing their military and political ends than

a wide system of taxation, industry became a perma-

nent interest of Government. No other form of wealth

was understood than money, and how to attract the largest

quantity of precious metals from other countries became the

anxious endeavour of statesmen. Each country must

seek to export the largest possible quantity of its manu-

factures, and import as little as possible of those of other

countries, receiving the difference of the two values in

gold and silver. This difference was called the balance of

trade, and the balance was considered favourable when

more money was received than was paid. Government

must resort to all possible expedients—prohibition of, or

high duties on, the importation of foreign wares, bounties

on the exporb of home manufactures, restrictions on the

export of the precious metals—for the purpose of securing

such a balance. Cromwell, the Great Protector, who des-

troyed the carrying trade of Holland by his Navigation

Act, and Colbert, the celebrated French Minister, who based

* This and the subsequent articles are an abridgment of the article on

Political Economy" in the EncyclopEedia Britannica.
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On this system his whole economic pohcy, domestic and

international, were its two chief representatives. But about

the end of the seventeenth century, new ideas were grow-

ing, which condemned and eventually overcame this mer-

cantile system, aud which, while denying that a favourable

balance of trade was the true object of Government's

efforts, emphasised the importance of procuring for the

whole nation, in the fullest measure, the enjoyment of the

necessaries and conveniences of life. With this object, the

freedom of industry was insisted upon. The impoverished

condition of the agricultural population, the oppressive

weight and unequal distribution of taxation, and the

unsound state o£ the public finance, had produced a gene-

ral feehng of disquiet, and led several distinguished

writers to protest strongly against the policy of Colbert

and to demand a complete reform.

The school of economists that advocated these ideas

were called the Physiocrats. According to their general

political doctrine

:

" Society is composed of a number of individuals all

having the same natural right. If all do not possess equal

capacities, each can at least best understand his own in-

terest ; and is led by nature to follow it. The social union

is really a contract between these individuals, the object

of which is the limitation of the natural freedpm of each

;

just so far as is iiot inconsistent with the right of the others.

Government, though necessary, is a necessary evil

;

and the governing power, appointed by consent, should

be limited to the amount of interference absolutely

required to secure the fulfilment of the contract. In the

economic sphere, it implies the right of the individual to

such natural enjoyments as he can acquire by his labour,
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and, therefore, freedom of exchange should be ensured and

competition in the market should be unrestricted, no

monopolies or privileges being permitted to exist."

" Only those labours are '' productive" which add to

the quantity of raw materials available for the purposes of

man ; and the real annual addition to the wealth of the

community consists of the excess of the mass of agricul-

tural products (including, of course, metals') over their

cost of production On the amount of this net produce

depends the well-being of the community, and the possi-

bility of its advance in civilization. The manufacturer

merely gives a new form to the miterials extracted

from the earth ; the higher value of the object, after it

had passed through his hands, only represents the quan-

tity of provisions and other materials used and consum-

ed in its elaboration. Commerce does nothing more than

transfer the wealth already existing frjm one hand to

another ; what the trading classes gain thereby is acquir-

ed at the cost of the nation, and, it is desirable that its

amount should be as small as possible. The occupations

of. the manufacturer and the merchant, as well as the

liberal professions, and every kind of personal service, are

" useful" indeed, but they are '' sterile," drawing their in-

come, not from any fund which they themselves create,

but from the superfluous earnings of the agriculturist.

"Laissez faire, laissez passer" should therefore be the motto

of Governments. The revenue to the State which must

be derived altogether from this net proiuct, ought to be

raised in the most direct and simplest way,—namely, by

a single impost of the nature of a land-tax."

This " Physiocratic system," after exercising some in-

fluence i a France and in continental countries, soon ceased

2
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to exist as a living power, and was absorbed by the

sounder and more complete construction of the celebrated

English economist, the author of the " Wealth of Nations."

But, between Adam Smith and his predecessors, the

Physiocrats, there were more points of fundamental agree-

ment than those of difference- The principal task he set

before himself was to discredit and overthrow the economic

system then prevalent, and to demonstrate the radical

unfitness of the existing European Grovernraents to direct

the industrial movement. In pursuit of this task, he

demolished many errors and prejudices and cleared the

ground for truth, but left his successors a permanent

possession, in the judicious analyses of economic facts and

ideas, the wise practical suggestions, the luminous indica-

tions of all kinds, with which his wurk abounds. Still, it

is considered by his modern critics, that his conception

of the social economy is essentially individualistic, the

individual being treated as a purely egoistic force, working

uniformly in the direction of private gain, without regard

to the good of others or of the community at large He
assumes that every one knows 'his true intere.st and will

pursue it, and the economic advantage of tha individual

coincides with that of, society. By this reduction of

every question to one of individual gain, he is led to a too

exclusive consideration of the exchange-value as distinct

from wealth in its proper sense, and leaves himself no

room for a consideration of production and consumption

-of wealth. He tends too much towards a glorification o^

non-government, and a repudiation of all social interven-

tion for the regulation of economic hfe. He does not keep

in view the moral destination of our race, nor regard

wealth as a means to the higher ends of life- His system
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does not sufficiently recognise the fact that man, as fi,

member of society, is a child of civilization and a jsi-oduct

of history : it takes no account of the differfent stages of

social development as implying altered economic condi-

tions and calling for economic action, or even involving

a modification of the actor. These criticisms, it should

be observed, are not exclusively applicable to Smith's

construction of economics, but also, chiefly the last, to

many of the later English economists. Smith lived at a

time when the invention of steam power produced a

revolution in the indastrial system, and introduced

glimpses of modern socialism as an expression of the pro-

test of the working classes and their aspiration after a

better order of things

This latter question was first efiectually brought

before the mind by Thomas Eobert Malthus (1766-1834),

not however under the impulse of a sympathy with the

now disturbing forces, but in the interest of a conserva-

tive policy. He brought into prominence the law of

diminishing returns frofn land, and involving as it does,

though hypothetically, the prospect of a continuously in-

creasing difficulty in obtaining the necessary sustenance

for all members of society, it is this law that has given

importance to the question of population as an element

in the discussion of economic questions. But he exag-

gerated the operation of this law. He assumed that it was

universal, under conditions favoura.ble as well as unfavora-

ble to the unrestricted growth of population He omitted

from his consideration the great counteracting force of

moral restraint. " If the inherent energy of the principle

of population is measured by the rate at which numbets

increase under the most favourable circumstances, surely,
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the force of less favourable circumstances, acting through

prudential or altruistic motives, is measured by the great

difference between this maximum rate and those which

are observed to prevail in most European countries-

Under a rational system of institutions, the adaptation of

the numbers to the means available for their support, is

effected by the felt or anticipated pressure of circumstances

and the fear of social degradation, within a tolerable

degree of approximation to what is desirable. To bring

the result nearer to the Just standard, a higher measure

of popular enlightenment and more serious habits of moral

reflexion ought, indeed, to be encouraged. But it is the

duty of the individual and not any vague notions as to

the pressure of the national population on subsistence,

that will be adequate to influence conduct." We may,

however, add that this latter consideration of national

interest is not altogether incapable of influencing the

conduct of the individual, though its influence can only

be more or less indirect and remote.

David Eicardo (1772-1823) was the next conspicuous

figure among the economists of his time. The principal

problem to which he addressed himself was that of distri-

bution,—that is to say, the proportions of the whole produce

of the country which would be allotted to the proprietor of

thefland, to the capitaHst, and to the labourer—proportions

in which important variations take place in th^, progress

of society. " His real services in connection with ques-

tions of currency and banking naturally created a pre-

possession in favour of his more general views. But,

apart from those special subjects, it does not appear that,

either in the form of solid theoretic teaching or of valu-
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able practical guidance, he has really done much for the

world, whilst he admittedly misled opinion on several iui-

portant questions."

Then came Mill (1 848), and Cairnes ( L857 i, whoso con-

ception of the science, though it has not met with general

approval from modern writers, still introduced important

modifications in the extravagant pretensions of their pre-

decessors The deductions of Smith and others were

based, as we have said, on the assumption of the exist-

ence of the so-called " economic man," a being influenced

by two motives only : that of acquiring wealth and that

of avoiding exerbion, and they laid down that, only so far

as the premises framed on this conception correspond with

facts can the conclusions be depended upon in practice-

Besides, Mill and Cairnes laid strees on the essenti^J dif-

ference between economic Science and economic Art

—

" the former ascertaining truth relating to the laws of

economic phenomena, the latter preserving the right of

economic action. Action can, no more, in the economic

world than in any other province of life, be regulated by con-

siderations borrowed from that department of things only
;

economics can suggest ideas whish are to be kept in view,

but standing alone, it cannot direct conduct—an office

for which a wider prospect of human affairs is required."

The writings of Mill and Cairnes mark the conclu-

sion of what is called the " orthodox school" of political

economy. The subsequent fresh conceptions and the

modernisation of the science are mostly the work of

German and French writers.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the in-

fluence of French and German economists began to domi-

nate economic thought in general. They regarded the

exposition of the science as too narrow, attaching top
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touch importance to the well-being of individuals and
not taking sufBcient account of the material and moral

well-being of the nation, for whose collective benefit

the individual is, in these days, called upon to make
increasing self-sacrifice. Thfe well-known French writer,

Sismondi {1773-1842), took objection to the dominant
doctiines and was dissatified that the science, as com-
monly understood, studied too exclusively the means
of increasing wealth, and not sufficiently the use of this

wealth for producing general happiness. The practical

system founded on it tended, he believed, not only to

make the rich richer, but to make the poor poorer and

more dependent ; and he desired to fix attention on the

question of distribution as by far the most important,

especially in the social circumstances of recent times- To

the subject of population he devotes special care, as of

great importance for the welfare of the working classes.

So far as agriculturists are concerned, he thinks the system

of what he calls patriarchal exploitation, where the culti-

vator is also proprietor and is aided by his family in tilling

the land— a law of equal division among the natural heirs

being apparently presupposed—the one which is most

efficacious in preventing an undue increase of the popula-

tion. The father is, in such a case, able distinctly to esti-

mate the resources available for his children, and to de-

termine the stage of sub-division which would necessitate

the descent of the family from the material and social

position it had previously occupied. When children be-

yond this limit are born, they do not marry or they choose

amongst their number one to continue the race. This is

the view which, adopted by J. S. Mill, makes so great a

figure in the too favourable presentation by that writer of

the s ystem of peasant proprietors.
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Henry Charles Carey (1793-1879), son of an American
citizen who had emigrated from Ireland, is another repre-

sentative of a reaction which arose against the dispiriting

character which the Smithian doctrines had assumed in

the hands of Malthus and Ricardo. His aim was while
adhering to the individualistic economy, to place it on a
higher and surer basis, and fortify it against the assaults

of socialism, to which some of the Ricardian tenets have
exposed it. Inspired with the optimistic sentiment natural

to a young and rising nation with abundant undeveloped

resources and an unbounded outlook towards the future

he seeks to show that there exists, independently of human
wills, a natural system of economic laws, which is essenti-

ally beneiicsnt, and of which the increasing prosperity of

the whole community, and especially of the working classes,

is the spontaneous result,—capable of being defeated oaly

by the ignorance or perversity of man resisting or imped-
ing its action. He rejects the Malth'isian theory of popu-

lation, maintaining that numbers regulate themselves

sufficiently in every well-governed society, and that their

pressure on subsistence characterises the lower, and not

the more advanced, stages of civihsation. He rightly

denies the universal truth, for all stages of cultivation, of

the law of diminishing return from land.

The so-called Ricardian theory of rent is a speculative

fancy, contradicted by all experience. Cultivation does

not in fact, as that theory supposes, begin with the best,

and move downwards to the poorer soils in the order of

their inferiority. The light and dry higher lands are first

cultivated, and only when population has become dense

and capital has accumulated, are the low-lying lands, with

their greater fertility, but also with their morasses, inun-
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dations, and miasmas, attacked and brought into occupa-

tion. Kent regarded as a proportion of the produce, sinks

like all interest on capital, in process of time, but, as an

absolute amount, increases. The share of the labourer in-

creases, both as a proportion and an absolute amount.

And thus the interests of these different social classes are

in harmony.

But, Carey proceeds to say, in order that this harmo-

nious progress may be realized, what is taken fr )m the

land must be given back to it All the articles derived

from it are really separated parts of it which must be res-

tored on pain of its exhaustion. Hence the producer and

the consumer must be close to each other ; the products

must not be exported to a foreign country in exchange for

its manufactures, and thus go to enrich as manure a

foreign soil. In immediate exchange value the landowner

may gain by such exportation, but the productive powers

.of the land will suffer. And thus Carey, who had set out

as an earnest advocate of free- trade, arrives at the doctrine

of protection. The "co-ordinating power" in society must

intervene to prevent private advantage from working pub-

lic mischief. He attributes his conversion on this question

to his observation of the effects of liberal and protective

tariffs respectively on American prosperity. This obser-

vation, he says, threw him back on theory, and led him to

see that the intervention referred to might be necessary to

remove (as he phrases itj the obstacles to the progress of

younger communities created by the action of older and

wealthier nations. But it seems probable that the influence

of List's writings added to his own deep-rooted and here-

ditary jealousy and dislike of Engligh predominance, had

something to do with his change of attitude-
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A distinct note of opposition to the Smithian econo-

mics was sounded in Germany by two writers, Adam
Miiller and Friedrich List. Adam Miiller (1779-1829)

was undoubtedly a man of genius. It is possible that the

political and historical ideas which inspire him, his repug-

nance to contemporary liberalism, and his notions of

regular organic development, especially in relation to

England, were in some degree imbibed from Edmund Burke,

whose Heflections on the Bevolution in France had been

translated into German by Friedrich Gentz, the friend

and teacher of Miiller. The association of his criticisms

with mediaeval prepossessions ought not to prevent our

recognizing the elements of truth which they contain.

He protests against the doctrine of Smith and against

modern political economy in general, on the grouad that

it presents a mechanical, atomistic, and purely material

conception of society, that it reduces to nullity all moral
forces and ignores the necessity of a moral order, that it

is at bottom no more than a theory of private property

and private interests, and takes no account of the life of

the people as a whole in its national solidarity and histo-

rical continuity- Exclusive attention, he complains, is

devoted to the immediate production of objects possessing

exchange value and to the transitory existence of indivi-

duals ; whilst to the maintenance of the collective produc-

tion for future generations, to intellectual products,

powers, possessions, and enjoyments, and to the State

with its higher tasks and aims, scarcely a thought is given-

The truth is that nations are speciaHzed organisms with

distinct principles of life, having definite individualities

which determine the course of their historical development.

Bach is through all time one whole ; and, as the present

is the heir of the past, it ought to keep before it constantly

3
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the permanent good of the community in the future. The
economic existence of a people is only one side or province
of its entire activity, requiring to be kept in harmony with
the higher ends of society, and the proper organ to effect
this reconciliation is the State, which, instead of being
nearly an apparatus for the administration of justice, re-
presents the totahty of the national life.' The division of
labour, Miiller holds, is perfectly devebped by Smith, who
makes it to arise out of a native bent for truck or barter

;

whilst its dependence on capital—on the labours and
accumulations of past generations—is not duly empha-
.«ized. Nor is the necessary counterpoise and completion
of the division of labour, in the principle of the national

combination of labour, properly brought out. Smith re-

cognizes only material, not spiritual, capital
;

yet the
latter, represented in every nation by language, as the
former by money, is a real national store of experience,

wisdom, good sense, and moral feeling, transmitted with
increase by each generation to its successor and enables

each generation to produce immensely more than by its

own unaided powers it could possibly do. Again, the

system of Smith is one-sidedly British ; if it is inno-

cuous on the soil of England, it is because in her so-

ciety the old foundations on which the spiritual and
material life of the people can surely rest are preserved

in the surviving spirit of feudalism and the inner con-

nection of the whole social system.—the national capital

of laws, manners, reputation and credit, which has been

handed down in its integrity in consequence of the insular

position of the country. For the continent of Europe a

quite different system is necessa^ry, in which, in place of

the sum of the private wealth of individuals being viewed

as the primary object, the real wealth of the nation and
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the production of national power shall be made to

predominate, and along with the division of labour, its

national union and concentration—along with the physical,

no less the intellectual and moral, capital, shall be embrac-

ed. In these leading traits of MuUer's thought there is

much which foreshadows the more recent forms of German
economic and sociological speculation, especially those

characteristic of the '' Historical" school-

A.nother element of opposition was represented by

Friedrich List (1798-1846), a man of great intellectual vigor

as well as practical energy, and notable as having power-

fully contributed by his writings to the formation of the

German Zollverein. Though his practical conclusions

were different from MuUer's, he was largely influenced by

the general rnode of thinking of that writer and by his

strictures on the doctrine of Smith. It was particularly

against the cosmopolitan principle in the modern

economical system that he protested, and against the

absolute doctrine of free-trade, which was in harmony with

that principle. He gave prominence to the national idea,

and insisted on the special requirements of each nation

according to its circumstances and especially to the degree

of its development.

He refuses to Smith's system the title of the indus-

trial, which he thinks more appropriate to the mercantile

system, and designates the former as " the exchange value

system." He denies the parallelism asserted by Smith

between the economic conduct proper to an individual

and that to a nation, and holds that the immediate pri-

vate interest of the separate members of the commu-

nity will not lead to the highest good of the whole. The

nation is an existence, standing between the indivi-
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dual and humanity, and formed into a unity by its lan-

guage, manners, historical development, culture and con-

stitution. This unity is the first condition of the security,

well-being, progress, and civilization of the individual

;

and private economic interests, like all others, must be

subordinated to the maintenance, completion, and streng-

thening of the nationality. The nation having a conti-

nuous life, its true wealth consists—and this is List's

fundamental doctrine—not in the quantity of exchange

values which it possesses, but in the full and many-sided

development of its productive powers. Its economic edu-

cation, if we may so speak, is more important than the

irnmediate production of values, and it may be right that

the present generation should sacrifice its gain and enjoy-

ment to secure the strength and skill of the future- In

the sound and normal condition of a nation which has

attained economic maturity, the three productive powers

of agriculture, manufactures and commerce should be

alike developed. But the two latter factors are supe-

rior in importance, as exercising a more effective and

fruitful influence on the whole culture of the nation as

well as on its independence. Navigation, railways, all

higher technical arts connect themselves specially with

these factors ; whilst in a purely agricultural state there is

a tendency to stagnation, absence of enterprise, and the

maintenance of antiquated prejudices. But, for the growth

of the higher forms of industry all countries are not adapt-

ed—only those of the temperate zones, whilst the torrid

rcions have a natural monopoly in the production of

certain raw materials ; and thus between these two groups

of countries a division of labour and confederation of powers

spontaneously takes place. List then goes on to explain

his theory of the stages of economic development through
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which the nations of the temperate zone which are furnish-

ed with all the necessary conditions, naturally pass, in

advancing to their normal economic state. These are (1)

pastoral life, (2.) Agriculture, (3) Agriculture united with

manufacturers : whilst in the final stage agriculture)

manufactures and commerce are combined.

The economic task of the State is to bring, into exist-

ence through legislative and administrative action the

conditions required for the progress of the nation through

these stages. Out of this view arises List's scheme of

industrial politics. Every nation, according to him, should

begin with free trade, stimulating and improving its agri-

culture by intercourse with richer and more cultivated

nations, importing foreign manufactures and exporting

raw products. When it is economically so far advanc-

ed that it can manufacture for itself, then a system

of protection should be employed to allow the homb

industries to develop themselves fully, and save thetn

from being overpowered in their earlier efforts by the

competition of more matured foreign industries in the home

market. When the national industries have grown strong

enough no longer to dread this competition, then the highest

stage of progress has been reached. Free4rade should

again become the rule, and the nation be thus thoroughly

incorporated with the Universal industrial union. In List?s

time, according to his view, Spain, Portugal and Naples

were purely agricultural countries ; Germany and the

United States of North America had arrived at the second

stage, their manufactures being in process of development.

France was near the boundary of the third or highest

stage, which England alone had reached. For England
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therefore, as well as for the agricultural countries first

named, free-trade was the right economic policy, but not,

for Germany or America. What a nation loses for a time

in exchange values during the protective period, she much
more than gains in the long run in productive power,

—

the temporary expenditure being strictly analogous, when

we place ourselves at the point of view of the life of the

nation, to the cost of the industrial education of the in-

dividual. The practical conclusion which List drew for his

own country was that she needed for her economic pro-

gress an extended and conveniently bounded territory

reaching to the sea-coast both on North and South, and

a vigorous expansion of manufactures and commerce, and

that the way to the latter lay through judicious protective

legislation with a customs union comprising all Grerman

lands, and a German marine with a Navigation Act- The

national German spirit striving after independence and

power through union, and the national industry, awaking

from its lethargy and eager to recover lost ground, were

favourable to the success of List's book, and it produced a

great sensation. He ably represented the tendencies and

demands of his time in his own country ; his work had the

efiect of fixing the attention, not merely of the speculative

and official classes, but of practical men generally, on

questions of political economy ; and he had without doubt

an important influence on German industrial policy. So

far as science is concerned, the emphasis he laid on the

relative historical study of stages of civihsation as affect-

ing economic questions, and his protest against absolute

formulas, had a certain value; and the preponderance

given to the national development over the immediate
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gains of individuals was sound in principle ; though his

doctrine was, both on its pubHc and private sides, too

much of a mere chrematisti'^, and tended in fact to set up
a new form of mercantilism, rather than to aid the con-

temporary effort towards social reform.
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